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FOREWORD
This study, Powerful Choices, subjects the Australian economy to the laws of thermodynamics and
mass balance where there are no free lunches. If you’ve forgotten high school physics and the laws
of thermodynamics, Allen Ginsberg the beat poet of the 1960s famously reshaped them to the First
Law: You can’t win, the Second Law: You can’t break even, the Third Law: You can’t quit.

Powerful Choices is shaped around an embodied energy model of the Australian economy (OzEcco)
where the financial description of the economy’s structure and function has been reshaped to
access, transform and deliver energy, energy services and other physical products to final
consumers. The modelling framework can be termed an energy model, a stocks and flows model, a
life cycle analysis model, or a biophysical-economics model. Since we know the exact relationship
between energy use and economic productivity in every sector of the economy, the interchange of
energy and dollars allows the fluent computation of economic, energy, emissions and other physical
indicators at every step of a model run. The framework is formed and calibrated on 25 years of real
data from 1981–2006, and simulates the evolution of the economy out to 2051.
The report’s structure is based on individual energy technologies and the effect they might have if
infused into the future economy at a large scale. The rationale is that investors and decision
makers, be they corporations, governments or superannuation funds, make decisions on individual
projects. The thermodynamics and mass balance calculations central to the approach give insights
to investors that an elegant prospectus might avoid. The carbon sequestration and storage
technology central to retaining thermal electricity generators probably won’t deliver economy-wide
greenhouse targets, unless it is applied to highest efficiency generators, such as combined cycle
gas turbines and solid oxide fuels cells. For carbon-neutral transport fuels, second generation
biofuel systems should only use thermochemical technologies with wood or waste feedstocks.
Further work beyond this report will see successful technologies combined into ‘conventional
wisdom’ and ‘renewable energy’ worldviews which aim to solve greenhouse emissions, give
reasonable economic productivity, and provide energy security.
The project started with the perception that Australian farmed landscapes needed to be re-clothed
with trees to combat dryland salinity, and provide a new enterprise for farm businesses through
transport biofuel production. Times have changed and droughts have seen dryland salinity recede,
but biodiversity augmentation and carbon farming have become more important. A decade ago the
concept of peak oil was broadly dismissed as resource pessimism, but the conservative
International Energy Agency now acknowledges that conventional oil is peaking, and will soon
require supplementation from non-conventional sources. Meanwhile, Australia’s yearly oil import
bill was recently $10 billion and projected to grow to $20 billion by 2020 as domestic oil approaches
stock depletion.
Some of the results here challenge entrenched positions held by political parties, their bureaucrats
and the corporations that run Australia. How to launch these reasonably robust analytical positions
into the crowded greenhouse marketplace leading up to Copenhagen in late 2009 is a challenge.
This is particularly so with the close of the funding agency Land & Water Australia who could have
infused the potential solutions here into broader programs of landscape and enterprise
refurbishment. Getting to superannuation funds might be one avenue, since that they need to think
in generational timescales rather than electoral cycles. Finally, there are the Australia public. This
project has already provided frequent speaking opportunities from podia in crowded convention
centres to Landcare groups in country halls and the joy of homemade scones. A frequent off-thecuff response is, “Thank you for giving us some solutions, and some hope”.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Powerful Choices study uses a biophysical-economics model of the Australian economy to
explore the capability of discrete low-carbon technologies to maintain economic growth, ensure
energy security and reduce CO2 emissions out to 2051. The approach applies physical laws of
thermodynamics and mass balance to established economic structures to ensure that financial
dynamics are constrained by physical reality. Renewable electricity (bio-electricity, wind, solar
thermal and solar photovoltaics) and advanced fossil electricity (high efficiency generators, carbon
sequestration and storage, nuclear) are examined alone and in various combinations. Alternative
transport fuel cycles are explored through renewable fuels (bio-methanol and bio-ethanol) and
fossil-based oil replacements (compressed natural gas and shale oil).
The project’s initial aim was to develop a response to peak oil through bio-methanol from wood
feedstocks. This approach is proven feasible and by 2051 requires 40–60 million hectares of wood
production on currently cleared farmlands, with planting rules limiting wood production to 30% of
any region or farm. Increased landscape transpiration decreases national runoff by 8,000–12,000
GL; large in relation to currently managed water, but a small proportion of total runoff. Biomethanol substitutes effectively for both petrol and diesel and has clean combustion properties.
Parallel testing of bio-ethanol gave mixed results. The thermochemical approach using wood and
waste feedstock has similar feasibility to bio-methanol but the technology is not yet mature.
Production with first and second generation methods using crop and lignocellulose feedstocks
respectively is feasible but requires more arable land and has low energy profits due to the intensity
of the feedstock production chain. The best biofuel production chains can avoid three to four billion
tonnes of CO2 emissions out to 2051, or 10–15% of the 29 billion tonnes of base case emissions.
Both compressed natural gas and shale oil are feasible routes to transport energy security but have
less possibility for greenhouse mitigation. Compressed natural gas helps avoid 700 million tonnes
of CO2 emissions but increased gas use brings forward depletion of gas stocks by five years. A more
radical gas scenario that combines export caps at current levels with engine efficiencies can
maintain gas cover to 2051 and avoid three billion tonnes of CO2 emissions, equivalent to a bioalcohol transition. The current shale oil technology using above-ground retorts increases emissions
by more than eight billion tonnes (+30%) while an electricity driven in-situ process gives increases
of over three billion tonnes or 12% of base case. These emissions loadings probably point to shale
oil’s infeasibility in a carbon-constrained world, but combining advanced conventional electricity
(see below) with the in-situ shale process reduces economy-wide emissions to 20 billion tonnes or
30% below the base case. Thus, advanced shale oil could offer medium-term fuel security while
preparations are made for a more radical set of carbon mitigation options.
In spite of higher costs and lower load factors, a renewable electricity transition with 20% each of
wind turbines, bio-electricity, solar photovoltaics and solar thermal is feasible and supplies 80% of
electricity requirements by 2035. It avoids 10 billion tonnes of CO2 emissions, thus reducing
accumulated emissions by 40% down to 60% of the base case levels. The weakest aspect of
renewables, their relatively low productivity compared to energy dense fossil fuel systems, becomes
an asset in whole-economy terms if most of the fabrication occurs within the domestic economy.
The scale of the transition revitalises the industrial sector while the utilities sector increases its
proportion of the national capital stocks. Such is the scale that large future fund transfers (see
below) are required to manage a highly buoyant system and this accumulates to a $12,000 billion
fund by 2051, equivalent to six times GDP in that final year.
A transition to advanced conventional electricity with equal shares of four technologies (nuclear and
CCS-equipped advanced coal, combined cycle gas turbines and solid oxide fuel cells) can avoid 10
billion tonnes of CO2 emissions over the scenario period, a 40% reduction from the base case and
equivalent to the renewable electricity transition. However, three uncertainties determine its
success. Firstly, the enabling technology for CCS is prospective and requires the fluent
implementation of the most complicated engineering project yet attempted in Australia. Secondly, it
iv

only works for emissions avoidance if applied to high-efficiency generators. Thirdly, is the absolute
requirement that CO2 emissions stay permanently underground and that medium-level radioactive
waste is safely managed in perpetuity.
Public policy seems mute on the issue of the rebound effect or the Jevons’ Paradox where
technological innovations and resource efficiencies induce economy-wide savings, which ultimately
increase resource use, rather than stabilise or reduce it. Searches through national policy
documents in 2008 did not highlight one reference to it. Within this study, energy or technology
rebound is a computational reality where many innovations stimulate economic growth and thereby
further resource use and emissions. Transfers to a future fund are used here to constrain economic
productivity to base case outcomes, thus isolating the potential savings much like the Norwegian
Pension Fund sequesters oil revenues. By 2051, future fund accumulations for buoyant scenarios
can vary from $1,000 –12,000 billion or 50–600% of GDP in the final scenario year.
The tightly coupled nature of production chains in the real economy means that the policy
prescriptions which add technological ‘wedges’ to construct a low-carbon economy, probably
overstate the potential. An essential fact is that quality-corrected energy drives economic growth,
and is the physical essence behind multi-factor productivity. Any block to energy growth thereby
blocks economic growth, and this will frustrate well-meaning energy efficiency policies. That having
been said, adding wedges from this study against base case CO2 emissions of 29 billion tonnes
shows the following: either ‘renewable’ or ‘advanced conventional’ electricity with a second
generation biofuel and land management or biochar can displace 10, 4 and 2 billion tonnes
respectively, in total 16 billion tonnes, a 60% reduction in accumulated terms. So far, the
simulations have shown that reductions of 80–90% are not possible within a growing economy
driven by expanding real incomes and growing personal consumption.
The study highlights a number of domestic resource depletion issues. The first depletion is
conventional oil, mostly gone by the mid-2020s here, and a reality now generally accepted in policy
circles. The second is natural gas, potentially depleted by the mid-2040s due to rapidly expanding
exports. Its potential as an interim buffer for transport fuel and for mid-carbon electricity is
immense. The third is uranium if export volumes triple and a domestic nuclear cycle is
implemented. Black and brown coal will last for many centuries.
This study should be seen as the physical complement to many economics-based studies focusing
on carbon mitigation leading to Copenhagen in late 2009. The transitions tested here obey the
physical laws of thermodynamics and mass balance where there is no escaping reality. Many
prospective technologies have narrow technological windows through which they can contribute at a
whole economy scale, e.g. CCS with high efficiency generators and bio-ethanol through
thermochemical transformation. Learning curves and cheaper prices do little to alter these
realities.
So far the Powerful Choices study is partial, and requires two phases for completion. The first is to
form fully integrated scenarios elaborating the ‘conventional wisdom’ and ‘renewable energy’ world
views. A low-growth low-consumption economy also needs to be assessed. The second is further
technology-specific studies on battery electric vehicles for urban travel, the rebound effect and its
control, biochar as an integrated product from biofuel and bioelectricity production, and applying
CCS to biofuel production to make it carbon-negative. Following further peer review of the
remaining studies, the study requires a 40 page summary document written in easily accessible
language with simpler graphics and summary data tables.
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EXTENDED EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Context
Humankind faces many systemic challenges which suggest the unparalleled expansion and
development of today, particularly since the 1950s, may not be able to continue indefinitely. At a
global level, greenhouse emissions leading to climate change, water use, decline of ecosystem
services, rapid population growth, petroleum depletion, human health, personal security and
regional peace are all loosely linked. Many of these global issues cascade downwards and impact at
national and regional levels
This study examines a subset of these global issues within the context of a nationally scaled model
of Australia. Using a ‘base case’ scenario as the design stimulus ‘to do better’, integrated physical
designs for national energy infrastructure are developed where long-term conflicting issues are
resolved concurrently. These issues include greenhouse gas emissions, oil and gas depletion, and
the maintenance of economic productivity and personal consumption aspirations. The analytical
approach is well-tested internationally and is based on the physical construct that national
productivity is based on the extraction, transformation and delivery of energy and materials to sets
of inter-dependent economic sectors that then contribute in aggregate to measures of national
productivity.
Concepts of resource limits and ecological tipping points engender apathy in decision makers and
citizens alike. Countering the ‘limits’ world view is a pervading optimism and ‘can do’, that industry
leaders and decision makers bring to national and international debates. That humankind’s
technologies and management skills have evolved manyfold since hunter-gathers hunted and even
the first agriculturalists tilled, cannot be disputed. Given sufficient creative space and pressure for
change we will always conclude that innovation in our institutions must find a way through, because
we have always done so.
Between economic optimism and ecological pessimism are institutions, their laws and traditions.
Institutions, corporate and government, try within their sphere of influence to improve the human
condition. However, efforts are often constrained by human foibles of self-interest, short-termism,
the requirement for certainty, a silo-centric view of the issue, and political pragmatism.
Thus, global-to-national issues such as greenhouse mitigation, energy security, trade balances,
land and water degradation, and regional resilience might seem only tenuously linked. Solutions for
these challenges would need to be managed by the institutions with abiding knowledge in each
problem set. Since sectoral problems have been traditionally solved by sectoral insiders, it is
uncommon for systemic blueprints that cut across linked issues to be designed, let alone
implemented. Perhaps this undersells institutional breadth in cross-compliance particularly across
public health, social security and income taxation which are today a fluent mode of government
service provision. Rapidly developing approaches to carbon taxation and emissions trading loom
large as the next area where many issues will interact within the same legislative and institutional
setting.
Against the assertion that problem definition and solution design are slow moving and ineffective,
systemic improvements might require revolutionary combinations in key problem areas. The
challenge is to find ways of harmonising their phasing-in so that mostly positive outcomes result for
tenuously linked areas across resource security, environmental quality and economic productivity.
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However, effective solutions are implemented at the turnover rates of human generations and
national infrastructure, not electoral cycles. Guiding these solutions often requires ‘futures studies’
where planning horizons are stretched, often complemented by future-orientated models. Here
numbers can be attached to ideas, concepts and innovations and run forward over decades to reveal
how bright ideas end up and whether they are effective. The simplest of the numerate approaches
deal with human demography. They start with the numbers and ages (the stocks) of people we have
now and then use birth and death rates (the flows) to give projections (scenarios) of how the human
population might evolve over a century. Nothing is certain here, but broad bands of certainty are
developed, often driven by key policy variables.
Developing focused demographic frameworks into economy wide ‘stocks and flows’ models then
allows analysis of built environment, transport, industry, renewable and non-renewable resources.
The framework used here, OzEcco, uses the accounting principle of energy flows into the managed
economic system to deliver the goods and services required by citizens, corporations and
governments. One dollar of Australian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) requires the energy
equivalent of one-fifth of a litre of petrol or diesel through the inter-linkage of many production
chains. Depending on that energy’s source (coal, oil, gas, wood, sun, wind or tide), the way in which
it is transformed (electricity from a thermal generator or a gas turbine), and the manner in which it
is used at its final destination (space heating, transport or a computer) determines the total energy
use. This activity uses domestic resource stocks, generates greenhouse gas emissions, produces
economic activity and delivers personal consumption of goods and services to the average citizen.
These ‘biophysical economics’ models generate transactions similar to traditional economic
models, but do so from three different perspectives. The first is that their dynamics allow a wide
range of interchanges for each time stem in the scenario tested. The second is that they are
constrained by the key resource stocks such as oil and gas and the physical laws of
thermodynamics and mass balance. The third is that they test the physical feasibility of substantial
transformations of the economic systems, well beyond the concept of marginality. Generally, they
do not test financial, social or political feasibility specifically, but instead generate new physical
economy designs to stimulate debate and complementary analysis.

Experimental Goals
To pose the experimental structure for these economy-wide studies in the four-dimensional space
of energy, greenhouse, economic productivity and personal consumption a set of eleven linked
propositions was developed to frame this study as follows:
■ That by 2051 a relatively smooth transition can be made to a renewable energy economy
■ Which stabilises or reduces greenhouse gas emissions to, or below, 2000 levels
■ Without substantially reducing whole-economy measures of progress such as gross domestic
product
■ While increasing the diversification options for farming and forestry communities with
biomass systems which increase employment, sophisticated skills and opportunity in rural
areas
■ Using as a source of transportation fuels a combination of bio-alcohols and bio-oils for up to
90% of whole-economy requirements (leaving 10% for petroleum derivates e.g. kerosene for
jet turbines)
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■ Derived from wood-based feedstocks grown on 40–60 million hectares of currently ‘tamed’
land, generally the arable, improved pasture and rough land already developed since
European settlement
■ While ensuring penetration of lower-carbon electricity sources such as biomass-fuelled power
plants, wind power, solar thermal, solar photovoltaic and other sources as required
■ As well as maintaining a plant and animal production base sufficient to feed the domestic
population and maintain some exports
■ With the new biomass plantings giving a substantial increase in national evapo-transpiration
rates that are sufficient to limit the driving forces of dryland salinity
■ Without causing an equally substantial loss of runoff water for irrigation and other uses in key
catchments
■ And giving in general, a positive advantage to Australia’s balance of physical trade due to a
reduced reliance on imported oil
These propositions were tested in a complex series of nested and linked simulation experiments
which gave a number of key outcomes as follows:
Low carbon and essentially renewable electricity is a feasible alternative to the current system
dominated by black and brown coal, and to a lesser extent, natural gas. Most scenarios tested
resulted in lower rates of GDP growth for the first 20 years and thereby lower levels of personal
consumption compared to the base case. However, once the transition was in place and emissions
stabilised, the system was self-sustaining and the carbon intensity of economic growth was
substantially lower.
In the latter part of the transition the energy metabolism became so physically efficient that it
stimulated rebound effects and emissions savings were thus lost to further growth. To control
rebound, two complementary approaches were tested. The first constrained physical economy
growth by diverting surplus capacity (beyond base case levels) into a holding fund analogous to the
pension fund managed by the Norwegian Government. This diverts oil revenues into global
investment funds and restricts domestic consumption. The second approach was to increase twofold to four-fold the capital cost of renewable electricity infrastructure. Conceptually, this weighed
down the transition process and helped to restrain rebound. Both methods were effective but the
future fund approach was more realistic and thus used throughout the study.
The domestic effect of peak oil was avoided by two alternate strategies. Substituting natural gas for
petrol or diesel gave Australia a buffer against oil shocks out to 2051 provided that liquefied natural
gas (LNG) exports were capped at current levels, and transport efficiencies were mandated. A
second more effective strategy relied on a bio-alcohols transition fed by wood feedstocks. This
transition required 40–60 million hectares of wood cropping land by 2051 and left the crop and
animal production potential more or less intact. At its peak, the biomass flows were greater than
300 million tonnes yearly, similar to current coal exports. This transition offers a wide range of
downstream product options including industrial feedstocks, pulp and paper commodities, biochar,
carbon farming, wood pellets for space heating and a range of ‘green’ chemicals of biological
origin.
The pattern and type of reforestation was driven by primarily three biomass development scenarios
named ‘development’, ‘rehabilitation’ and ‘political’. The development scenario planted first those
areas already with an active forest industry along with its infrastructure and skills. The
rehabilitation scenario planted first those areas with high dryland salinity and, to a lesser extent,
soil acidification and nutrient depletion. The political scenario planted non-urban politically
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marginal electorates first, with less regard for development potential or rehabilitation need. The
biomass and biofuel transition required an additional 100,000 full-time equivalents per year by 2040.
Spatial demographic modelling at a fine scale out to 2051 for these regional areas suggested that
this was feasible.

Caveats
Studies which deal with uncertain futures are always incomplete so this study has five important
caveats which require further work. The first relates to the policy acceptability of this approach.
While the embodied energy concept is well accepted by the physical and scientific disciplines, it has
not become a meaningful metric or even a useful metaphor in Australia’s national policy circles. It
is well entrenched in building design and analysis, life cycle analysis, energy payback time for wind
turbines or photovoltaic panels and so on. Its fusion with dynamic input-output modelling has been
well established since the early 1970s and the first oil shock, and was widely applied in energy
modelling and sustainability circles in Europe in the 1990s and early 2000s. In addition to the
OzEcco model used here, whole-economy embodied energy models are actively used in Irish,
German and UK sustainability and engineering circles
The second relates to the acceptability of any models. Modelling frameworks and their use in policy
design, give mixed messages depending on the worldview of the perceiver. It is always safer to
subsume a part of a complex problem set, and derive exact solutions for that safe but minor part.
To the critic then, the model becomes an unfathomable black box disgorging answers that are
generally unhelpful, and certainly don’t accord with current practice and what a voting public might
require. To the modelling adherent, models are an attempt to describe complex sets of interactions
that occur in a real economy. If designed and calibrated using robust principles, they allow
innovations in design and management to be forced through a physical economy to see what size
and type of shock it takes to produce real change. The usual answer is ‘a lot’ and this is sometimes
difficult to comprehend. The approach used in this study is based on a competent modelling
framework that replicates well the physical metabolism of the Australian economy. That said, any
results produced are done so sceptically, and are then compared and contrasted to similar
analyses published in the peer reviewed literature.
The third relates to scale and discrimination. The OzEcco model used here describes and simulates
Australia as a 30–40 sector economy while most input-output tables used for lifecycle and
econometric analysis have 100–300 sectors. Thus, many of OzEcco’s sectors are aggregate ones
described because of their centrality to energy processing or energy end use. Modelling then
becomes a balance between discrimination or depth, and fluency and ease of use. An extremely
detailed model can baffle its user with complexity while too simple a model gives results that are
not meaningful. Somehow a balance needs to be found. When more discrimination is required, for
example in this study, it is always possible to dissect a current sector into more meaningful parts,
or describe a new sector that does not yet exist, e.g. battery electric vehicles.
The fourth relates to the immediacy of the model and its assumptions. Assessments of model
function reveal that it mimics reasonably well the aggregate function of the Australian economy.
The analyst is always torn between the immediacy of headlines (a drought, immigration rates, an
economic recession, a new oil find, the potential of geothermal or tidal energy etc.) and the effect it
will have on the accumulated outcomes of large structural changes over a 45-year scenario
lifetime. Many important drivers in the model are set from an historical 25-year calibration period
and are not re-assessed each year. Therefore, some underlying issues that affect the energy
metabolism of the economy may not concur with recent developments. However, the physical
economy is a slow-moving entity and difficult to deflect off a course essentially set by the lifetime
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and turnover of its large capital stocks. What seems like a substantial change to a newspaper
columnist or a political advisor most probably promises not much change at all.
The fifth relates to model development or what it takes to get the perfect model. Intensive use of
modelling frameworks inevitably reveals requirements for improvement – some of which are
necessary but many are probably marginal. Many hybrid economy-environmental models now exist,
many of them set within global trading regimes and therefore giving a more comprehensive
overview. What is unclear for many of them is the extent to which thermodynamic and mass balance
limits are able to limit, in a modelling sense, economic outcomes. Given the investment worldwide
in such modelling, further development of OzEcco may not be warranted. However, a counter trend
is that many industrial innovations and fuel cycles are assessed in a static life cycle analysis without
reference to a complex dynamic economic system. Mostly it is assumed that the best or least
impacting life cycle will achieve a full impact if rolled out in an economy. Most chapters in this study
show this to be a false hope.

The Propositions
This Powerful Choices study, while complementing many national policy issues under scrutiny,
highlights a number of strategic issues and possible solutions to them that may require more
elaboration in national decision-making forums. These issues are derived as much from ideologies
and worldviews, as they are from technical approaches to their solution. Policy dissonance occurs
around many of these so they are presented as ‘propositions’, to which there are ‘responses’ from a
contemporary policy position. The term ‘policy’ in this context includes the public position of
governments, business groups and non-government organisations. The ten propositions are as
follows:

Proposition 1: Systemic failure
In most policy areas relevant to the physical economy (energy, greenhouse, water, land, pollution,
infrastructure etc.) there is a comprehensive inability to craft integrative or cross-cutting solutions
that will concurrently resolve issues in the long term. There is a systemic failure to acknowledge
and enumerate important linkages and interdependencies between important policy areas and,
more importantly, a concerted philosophical neglect (almost a deliberate institutional ignorance) of
the skills to do so.
Response
Framing, legislating and implementing policy aspires to be almost bulletproof and to
avoid loopholes and perverse outcomes. While policy would like to be more holistic and
long term (e.g. The Inter-generational Report where linkages of human demography to
future health and pharmaceutical costs are highlighted), it is almost impossible to
legislate and tax effectively to achieve long-term cross-cutting outcomes in an
uncertain world. Politics and bureaucracy represent the art of the possible in pluralistic
and democratic systems. Centrally planned economies do worse than democracies
almost across the board, and therefore do not provide a practical or philosophical
alternative.
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Proposition 2: Dominance of economic philosophies
That the only bottom line is the financial one and economic instruments should remain the
dominant policy tools represent the almost universal assertion of national policy. However,
solutions to complex national issues such as energy security and greenhouse policy will remain
flawed if they maintain this line. Policy reliance on ‘computable generalised equilibrium’ (CGE)
models, where the aggregated actions or behaviours of ‘utility maximising individual actors’ point
towards some theoretical equilibrium, does not represent physical reality. There is no true
equilibrium in modern economic systems. The concept harks back to the ‘physics envy’ of
theoretical economists who developed mathematical abstractions in order to solve layers of
swirling dynamics and complex interactions, before computers. This dominance of economic
assertions and their application in econometric methods effectively negates many effective
‘physical’ solutions proposed by this study, because they lack a coherent basis in today’s world.
Response
The attraction of economic philosophies and analyses for decision makers is not that
they are always correct, but that they sit within a well-wrought framework of beliefs that
has breadth, depth and longevity. The discipline of economics is merely a reality
touchstone; few final decisions rely solely on it. By comparison, many physical economy
issues have only a limited theoretical basis and policy innovation is limited by conflicting
opinions on issues such as oil depletion, greenhouse effect and environmental
degradation. Economics asserts that growth, development and innovation are central to
human development, and will provide the mechanisms by which positive environmental
and social outcomes will be achieved.

Proposition 3: Carbon sequestration and long-term emissions
Bio-sequestration in plantation forests and biochar from agricultural residues, have a very limited
use in whole-economy carbon management in the medium and long term. Carbon sequestered in
actively growing trees eventually becomes wood and paper products which enter the waste stream
and then decompose to carbon dioxide and methane. To lock up biological carbon, trees must be
harvested, varnished and buried to stop biological decomposition. Biochar may be more physically
effective, but requires an industrial scale and broader rationale to provide even a small buffer to
expanding carbon emissions. Carbon sequestration based on plantations may offer carbon banking
in 20–30 year timeframes, but faces a pulse of emissions as the logs are harvested and enter the
physical marketplace. In a longer-term whole-economy viewpoint, this type of carbon management
is a fool’s errand.
Response
Most carbon trading schemes are an interim measure to shave the top off an emissions
profile and act as a communications device to stimulate institutional arrangements
which will deal effectively with carbon dioxide as a global pollutant in the long term.
Until scientific accounting methods can be developed that track each tonne of carbon
combusted through its industrial transformation, consumer usage and its end-of-life
fate, carbon trading with planted forests at least gets carbon accounting and
management actively started.
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Proposition 4: Silo entrapment
The maintenance at a national level of institutional silos and poorly wrought information flows
between them means that most national policy agendas in energy and greenhouse will fail in
greenhouse policy in the medium and long term. This study shows that growth in population,
personal consumption and trade are the key issues driving up greenhouse emissions, yet none of
these are the foci of programs in the Department of Climate Change. An incumbent Treasurer
despairs when consumption drops as it may reduce GDP growth. The Department of Immigration
and Citizenship manages high rates of immigration to counter skill gaps and population decline, but
in reality high rates of immigration maintain the growth motor of GDP. The Department of the
Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts manages energy efficiency programs for industry but
with little awareness of how energy use and emissions may increase due to the rebound effect. The
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) advocates full and fair competition and connectivity in
the energy industry so that prices reduce and usage increases. Is there no clearing house at a
national level with oversight of silo-based institutions and policies which increase, rather than
lessen, the nation’s resource and environmental problems?
Response
It is impossible to have competent institutional arrangements that manage and control
everything through effective integration, thus making institutional silos redundant. The
complexity of a central clearing house would overwhelm the most competent of
managers and analysts. A century ago, the world was simpler and slower-paced and
centralised top-down management might have been more tractable. In today’s more
dynamic world, national institutions are expected to manage their designated areas with
a high degree of competence and, importantly, with accountability. A well-considered
viewpoint is that aggressive efficiency measures will allow sustained national
productivity increases in concert with lowered environmental impact. Furthermore, it is
anticipated that the next fifty years will see breakthroughs in technology giving abundant
supplies of low-carbon energy combined with energy security. Until then, all silos will
evolve and move the country in a positive direction.

Proposition 5: Transport biofuels
The national focus on ethanol as a sustainable bio-fuel and petrol replacement is ill-advised. The
central issue is that of the ‘energy profit ratio’ (EPR). EPR is the ratio of usable transport energy
output compared to total energy input of any fuel system in a full life cycle context. The most
technologically advanced and productive systems in Brazil have an EPR of 8:1, while many ethanolfrom-corn systems in the USA have an EPR of less than 2:1. A competent economy will not survive
with an EPR of less than 5:1. This fuel cycle represents merely a transform of one sort of energy to
another, once it moves beyond converting waste by-products. By 2015, integrated breakthroughs at
a whole-of-process level will allow fermentation of whole plant feedstocks for sugar cane and
grain, and will increasingly allow the use of wood feedstocks. This should improve the EPR but it is
unclear how the lignin byproducts from wood feedstocks will be utilised in an energy-efficient way.
Response
Like carbon sequestration in plantation forests, this admittedly marginal focus on
ethanol from sugar cane and grain starch, biodiesel from waste cooking oil, tallow and
oil seeds, and co-firing of biomass in thermal power plants provides a learning
opportunity for a biomass-based energy system, should the nation decide to go that
way. Political pragmatism must dominate for politicians who are faced with declining
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rural fortunes in many regions. Interim and sub-optimal measures might halt the slide
for a time until the integrated systems have reached a technical maturity and have been
tested at a near-commercial scale in one or two locations.

Proposition 6: Feasibility of renewable electricity
The Powerful Choices study has shown that a transition to low-carbon renewable forms of
electricity generation is physically and financially feasible and can alone mitigate 30% of emissions
out to 2051. More spatially detailed work has confirmed that full implementation of a transition to
wind with some storage backup, can meet electricity requirements in cost-effectiveness, amount
and timeliness at a national level. In spite of a growing body of evidence that supports transitional
opportunities such as these, the Australian approach to renewable electricity is typified by
marginalism and relatively low mandatory targets. This stop-start and piecemeal attitude will not
encourage the private investment required for the renewable electricity transition. It will ensure
that black and brown coal powered generators remain the dominant means of electricity production
for the next half-century.
Response
In all renewable energy matters, including transport biofuels, the government is using
the period out to 2015 as a period of greenhouse learning and consolidation. In the
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, the government has committed several billions of
dollars to various aspects of renewable energy including wind mapping, energy storage,
support of photovoltaic installations, development of industry scale and skills and many
more issues. Federal government facilitates institutional and industrial development,
but does not seek to do it all. State governments and industry have many opportunities
but the Federal Government cannot impose a risk-free setting for innovation in national
energy markets.

Proposition 7: Export of natural gas
This study shows that Australia’s natural gas for transport fuel provides a feasible transition
pathway through the period of peak oil and provides domestic energy security and some
greenhouse savings out to 2051. In this context, trade policies which actively negotiate long-term
export contracts for LNG are myopic. Additionally, the cleaner-combustion features of natural gas
vehicles in urban areas and its use for electricity in combined cycle gas turbines and advanced fuel
cells make natural gas central to economic productivity in the mid phase of the low-carbon
transition. Government support for a domestic car industry would be better focused if it demanded
car engines that are tri-fuelled (able to use petrol, compressed natural gas or bio-alcohol).
Response
Both industry and government agree that the LNG development projects underway give
a strategic position from which to develop the scale, skills and infrastructure of a
domestic liquefied/compressed natural gas industry. The export contracts let so far are
of moderate size, considering the proven gas stocks and the expectation of further large
discoveries. Export income from LNG is sorely needed to moderate our international
trade deficits. There are also important geo-political considerations as trade ensures
harmonious international relationships. The transition to natural gas is already under
test in transit buses in most of our cities but the roll out of compressed natural gas
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(CNG) to urban areas will require prior planning. Western Australia has a wide-reaching
study on the oil-gas-coal resource to provide risk management of export obligations
while enhancing domestic energy security. In most of these complex areas, the nation is
‘hastening slowly’ as it is almost as injudicious to move ‘too quickly’ as it is to move ‘too
slowly’.

Proposition 8: Landscape solutions
The current rate of landscape investment to repair Australia’s tamed lands is moving at a glacial
pace. It will not effect noticeable change within a human-generational timescale of 30 years or so.
For every step forward in scientific micro-solutions we move two steps backward as cost price
squeezes, trade disputes and drought, to name a few, exact a dampening effect on the best of
intentions. The Powerful Choices study proposes a radical remake of Australia’s farmed
landscapes, centred on a much needed perennial ‘woodscapes’ agriculture. This would produce the
new commodity of biomass energy which forges the transition pathway to a carbon neutral
transport fuels cycle and a revitalisation of rural fortunes.
Response
It is logical that solutions to Australia’s widespread landscape problems should be
crafted by institutions that have deep knowledge of agriculture, water, forestry and the
environment. The prices paid for our commodity exports to an increasingly hungry
world, is a reminder not to move too quickly away from our proven strengths. The
imposition of such a wide-reaching structural change on Australian landscapes as
proposed in the Powerful Choices study, in the absence of clear market signals
nationally and globally, brings back the spectre of Labor’s Rex Connor buying back the
farm and the mine behind his colleague’s backs. Through investments in cooperative
research centres (CRCs), the research and development (R&D) corporations and many
ARC university projects, Australia is investing in the knowledge to move with surety
when the time comes. In addition, the research strength in North America and the
European Union will yield breakthroughs that can be licensed when needed. Pragmatic
and fiscally responsible innovation policy characterise the national approach. The ‘crash
and burn’ visionary leadership is best left to those with ‘Icarus-like’ tendencies.

Proposition 9: Personal consumption
The expectation of a continually growing per capita affluence brings with it the energy and
greenhouse emissions embodied in the complex production chains behind all goods and services. In
a global economy, greenhouse emissions can only be stabilised by both decarbonisation and
stabilisation of physical consumption on a per capita basis. The higher the rates of population
growth, the greater the decrease in per capita personal consumption required. Public policy’s focus
on energy efficiency, recycling, plastic bags and hybrid motor vehicles is well-meaning but doomed
to an evitable failure. In the dynamics of energy and greenhouse, consumption growth and
economic growth will inevitably outrun any positive effects of marginal technological innovation.
Response
Since personal consumption drives economic growth, the stewardship of Australia’s one
trillion dollar plus economy dictates that national policies facilitate the steady growth of
personal consumption activities. Consumption drives employment, corporate profits,
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reinvestment, debt repayment, market optimism and the increase of social capital. To
suggest that personal consumption must decline, or at least that the energy content of
it must decline, is not something any government would be expecting of its citizens.
Steady technological progress and countless resource efficiencies will eventually pave
the way for both constraining greenhouse emissions and leapfrogging the energy
security issues hypothesised in this report. Capping consumption would require a total
revamp of the core values of modern capitalism, western style democracy, and the
history of the last three centuries since the industrial revolution. Such a suggestion is
ludicrous.

Proposition 10: Population policy
Current high rates of population growth could lead to a national population of 50 million people by
2100. This could outrun Australia’s supplies of high-quality energy, environmental assets in general
and eventually its economic resilience. This will result in lower rates of economic growth and much
reduced rates of per capita consumption. While lower consumption is desirable in facing physicaleconomy issues, providing equitable lifestyles for many more people will limit the energy transitions
tested in the Powerful Choices study. The Australian economy relies on population growth for nearly
one-half of its economic growth. A 21st century economy should rely on the knowledge gained from
the renewable energy transition (and complementary transitions) to ‘grow by brain rather than
brawn’. In doing so, it could generate sufficient resources to develop meaningful lives for its citizens
and to help nearby neighbouring countries develop appropriately.
Response
To link Australia’s population policy and economic growth with its energy future and
greenhouse strategy relies on a narrow mechanistic view of economic function.
Economic growth comes from the aptitude of skilled workers, not the amount of energy
they process. It also ignores that subsequent generations will live more greenhouseefficient lifestyles than we do today. Policies such as urban infill, energy-efficient
technologies both for generation and end-use, digital communications and
entertainment, consumer education programs, new urban transit such as the heavy rail
development in Perth, and so on will all play their part. Compared to the national
challenges of declining birth rates, population ageing, the skills deficit, decline of
manufacturing competitiveness and the trade balance, energy and greenhouse are
secondary issues. Australia has enough coal, natural gas and uranium to keep the lights
on for 500 years or more. Economic policy is designed to keep Australia in the G20
group of leading economies. Population policies are central to economic policy.
Population, energy security and greenhouse are not strongly linked.
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PART ONE – CONTEXT FOR A RADICALLY
TRANSFORMED ENERGY ECONOMY, PHYSICAL
TRANSITIONS IN QUESTION
This Study
Institutionally, this study is set within the ‘future landscapes arena’ (see box below) of an Australian
Government research and development corporation, Land & Water Australia1. Within the widereaching research portfolio, future landscapes is paralleled by four arenas of rivers, vegetation,
sustainable industries and cross-cutting issues. Other research in the future landscapes arena
includes landscape nutrient balances, drivers of acidification, documentation of ecosystem services,
institutional issues and possible ecosystem impacts of biotechnology and chemical use.
This study attempts to design and then test numerically as scenarios, a series of radical
transformations to the structure of the Australian economy where seemingly unrelated issues such
as landscape sustainability, transport fuel security, national greenhouse emissions and the
revitalisation of rural Australia’s fortunes are resolved in ways that improve each issue.
‘Future Landscapes Arena’ of Land & Water Australia
Mission: .design practical and profitable alternatives to unsustainable, conventional land
management practices to revitalise Australian landscapes, enterprises and industries.
This will be achieved by:
■ Understanding how Australia's landscapes, communities and institutions operate and
interact;
■ Understanding how global and national trends may impact on future landscapes and
economies (including population, living standards, environmental change and energy
supply); and
■ Developing and applying design and evaluation criteria for sustainable land use and
management systems.

Within the research institution, the study is carried in the research theme National Options for
Long-term Sustainability2 in the Resource Future Program of CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems. In
the last five years this group has completed nationally scaled studies on human population (Future
Dilemmas), land and water (Decision Points), marine fisheries (Fish Futures to 2050) and the grains
industry (Future Sustainability of the Australian Grains Industry). Current work involves physical
metabolism studies of Melbourne and Victoria for the CSIRO Water for a Healthy Country flagship
and nationwide studies of the implementation of wind, biomass and photovoltaic energy sources for
the CSIRO Energy Transformed flagship. Prospective research programs under negotiation include
long-term modelling of Western Australia’s energy supply and demand options, and the
development of long-term physical modelling frameworks for the Northern Territory and East
Timor.
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The analytical approach3 generally applied in the research theme is focused on the physical
economy, is generally long term with a perspective of 100–200 years and is holistic or system wide.
The primary modelling framework is the Australia Stocks and Flows Framework (ASFF)
implemented in the Whatif ® modelling language developed by Robbert Associates4 in Ottawa,
Canada. The ASFF is a large disaggregate model of Australia’s physical economy represented as 32
physical sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing, the built environment, transport and so on.
The ASFF modelling approach builds its validity and integrity on historical time series of 50–100
years duration which feed into appropriated scaled process models of each physical sector. The
modelling approach OzEcco used in this study has many similarities to ASFF but is simpler,
smaller, implemented in a systems dynamics model builder Vensim5 ® and focused purely on
Australia’s energy metabolism through the full production chain context of embodied energy. These
analytical approaches are now accepted as reasonably mainstream in science, but are not
mainstream in economic or policy modelling where the traditional tools are ‘computable
generalised equilibrium’ or CGE models and typified in Australian applications by the Monash
Model6.
This study will therefore proceed through eleven phases as follows:
■ The high level or macro context for this structural transformation study (this section)
■ A brief review of previous Australian studies in energy, greenhouse, landscape and industrial
transformation
■ Future options for petroleum replacement, low-carbon electricity , greenhouse mitigation and
alternative production-consumption settings
■ The presentation of a linked set of research hypotheses
■ A brief description of the modelling methodology
■ The ‘base case’ scenario to 2050
■ Model simulations based on limited sets of technologies
■ Forming scenarios for the ‘conventional wisdom’, ‘renewable energy’ and ‘steady state
economy’ worldviews
■ Crystallising the best way forward for Australia’s landscapes, energy security and greenhouse
mitigation
■ Caveats and limitations of this study and its underpinning analytical approach
■ Pitfalls and policy recommendations OR what not to tell the minister

Futures Studies
A contemporary policy advisor is probably somewhat cynical of ‘futures studies’ given wellpublicised failures where critical factors unforeseen actually occurred and caused a seismic shift,
or where well-predicted certainties failed to surface. In more recent times the sophisticated
intelligence agencies failed to foresee the possibility of the ‘Twin Towers 9/11’ terrorist attacks,
while the well-prepared for and predicted computer catastrophes of ‘millennium changeover’ on
January 1st 2000, failed to occur to any extent. Of a somewhat different nature are the widespread
criticisms and dismissals of the ‘failure’ of the Limits to Growth7 report of the early 1970s. Much
economic criticism is based on ‘predictions’ in the book that the world would run out of a series of
metal stocks by the year 2000. However, an examination of the original text reveals that these
‘predictions’ were a working through of simple numeric scenarios examining the longevity of a
stock of metal under stable or growing levels of resource use. A wide range of scenarios were
examined in the original Limits to Growth and apoplectic crashes do not occur before about 2050,
some four decades from today.
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Futures studies have been widely used in corporate strategic planning for the past three decades
and most successfully by the scenarios methods employed by Royal Dutch Shell8. More recently,
the Shell scenarios team was employed by the Business Council of Australia to conduct the Aspire
Australia 20259 study where three macro scenarios (Riding the Wave; Stormy Seas; Changing the
Crew) were developed to guide Australian corporate strategic planning and policy development.
Scenario development in this mode is primarily creative, integrative and qualitative without rigorous
testing in a technical or scientific sense. More quantitative methods in the development of
essentially qualitative scenarios have been developed in the ‘strategic prospective’ methodology by
Michel Godet10.
Introducing the rigour and testability of quantification (running the numbers) has been significantly
stimulated by scientific fields as diverse as global change and population demography. More
recently, institutions such as the Rand Corporation11 in the USA have formalised methods for
quantitative long-term policy analysis (LTPA). These improved methods still use qualitative
scenarios and quantitative models to populate the solution space, but add a series of distilling and
concluding steps. These rest on the development of millions of possibilities followed by the
highlighting of robust and adaptive solutions, but they need to constantly react to the future by
searching all of the ‘solution space’. Robust short-term strategies are then selected by statistically
arraigning them against the widest possible range of futures, all of which have ‘deep uncertainty’ in
LTPA terms, and then highlighting those that are most immune to large changes in ‘surprise
issues’.
The futures methods employed in this study build on the best of both the qualitative and the
quantitative approaches described briefly above. They use scenarios as exploration tools to ‘bound’
a number of possible futures and they use well-developed futures modelling frameworks to test the
physical feasibility and resultant outcomes of the selected sets of options. All such scenarios carry
with them the strong caveats that unforeseen shocks and innovations can make them infeasible.

Oil Availability and Price
The Australian Government’s release in 2004 of the policy paper Securing Australia’s Energy
Future12 noted the potential disruption that breaks or constraints in oil supplies would cause the
domestic economy, where oil demand was expected to grow at 2% per annum out to 2020, a
doubling of oil requirement every 35 years. To decrease the risk of domestic shortfalls, a range of
initiatives were announced including the strengthening of geo-political links to important oil
producers, an increase in exploration deductions in designated ‘frontier’ petroleum zones, more
emphasis on fuel efficient engines, changes in fuel excise regimes, some development of biofuels,
and a wide range of interlocking energy efficiency measures through institutions such as the
Greenhouse Challenge Program.
The recently high oil prices on the back of surging international demand, particularly in China and
India, have brought again to prominence the ‘peak oil’ theorists who assert that the days of cheap
traditional oil are numbered. A dispassionate assessment is made difficult by the opaqueness of the
key technical data and a number of important discrepancies in reporting standards and accounting
methods.
The central debate on oil peaking in a physical context rests on estimates of ‘traditional oil that is
ultimately recoverable’. This does not include non-traditional sources such as shale oil and tar
sands that contain large amounts of oil, but pose significant extraction challenges. The more
optimistic viewpoint based on analyses from the US Geological Service suggests that the ultimate
recovery level is 3,000 gigabarrels (109b or Gb) (50% or mean probability) to 4,000 Gb (5%
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probability). The less optimistic viewpoint proposed by a wide range of petroleum experts is around
2,000 Gb. The lower level of 2,000 Gb suggests oil peaking around the year 2010, the level of 3,000
Gb around 2016, and the level of 4,000 Gb around 2030. These analyses propel a robust intellectual
debate with the high analyses accused of being coloured by ‘political spin’ and the low analyses
being coloured by ‘limits to growth-ism’. The February 2005 release of the Hirsh Report13 for the US
Department of Energy gave some high level official balance to the debate. One of its seminal
messages is that “Waiting until world conventional oil production peaks before initiating crash
program mitigation leaves the world with a significant liquid fuel deficit for two decades or longer.”
This ‘when not if’ message is generally the mainstream one carried by most opinion leaders and
helps set a global context for this study.
At a national level, Australian views on peak oil are reasonably relaxed as highlighted in the energy
white paper and the policy initiatives therein, and by a recent discussion paper from the Bureau of
Transport and Regional Economics14. This relaxed response represents a reasonable risk
management approach between the opportunities forgone due to ‘moving too early’ and the costs of
crisis management in ‘moving too late’. The current high cost of oil and subsequent price at the
petrol pump is somewhat of a red herring since about half of the retail price is government taxation
in various forms. Government could forego revenue to help consumers in the short to medium
term. Petroleum industry statistics15 reveal that while exploration activity has doubled since 1986 in
terms of metres drilled, domestic oil production has declined by 30%, while liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) and condensate have increased by 20% and 400% respectively. Australia’s country brief16 in
the US Department of Energy’s ‘Energy Information Administration’ reports both the domestic
petroleum industry and the government forecaster ABARE as noting the increasing oil import
dependency which could reach 78% by 2015.
Many community activists see much greater danger to Australia’s economy in the possible fracture
of oil supply lines due to physical constraints in supply and deliberate manipulations of the world oil
market either through war and terrorism, or through the profit seeking withdrawl of supply.
Australia’s cities and their lack of advanced public transport, its transport dependent agriculture
and mining, and its long trading links with the rest of the world, together in concert, present a
considerable challenge that may take three to five decades to rectify, as cheap transport energy
traverses its peak availability. These issues were thoroughly canvassed by the engineer Brian Fleay
in his 1995 book The Decline of the Age of Oil 17and the topic is subject to ongoing analysis by a
number of community groups18.
This study is focused on engineering an harmonious transition through Australia’s increasing oil
import dependency. Australia’s vulnerability to oil peaking in the next fifty years is assessed within
low, medium and high probability assessments of future exploration success, both domestically and
globally. The central transition pathway developed is a ‘biomass economy’ one where liquid
transportation fuels are made from specially grown plant resources, principally wood. However,
obvious options such a compressed natural gas and oil shale, of which Australia has bountiful
resources, are also explored.

Greenhouse Futures and Climate Change
While the challenge of global climate change receives wide reporting in the scientific and public
media, considerable scepticism exists as to the exact causes of change and the degree to which the
impacts on temperature and rainfall will be much different from the background variability. While
political statements on climate change from Europe accept it as a major global issue, similar
statements from Australia and the USA are more guarded. Local journalists19 opine that
greenhouse policy issues are overtly influenced by large energy industries. Alternatively, private
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interest groups such as the Lavoisier Group20 are sceptical about the rigour of the science
underlying the climate debate, and argue that carbon withdrawal will have long-lasting
consequences on economic productivity and national sovereignty. The balancing argument is that
Australia contributes less than 2% to global emissions, and that ultimate success will come from
global action which includes all major emitting nations, both developed and developing.
The likely effects of global change on Australia promise to be substantial. Hardly a week goes by
without a major study; its media reports suggesting that altered rainfall patterns and ‘hottest years
on record’ are tied to the early signals from the enhanced greenhouse effect. Regions such as the
south-west of Western Australia, apparently already in a low rainfall cycle, could be further
disadvantaged in 70 years time. Other areas such as northern Australia may have higher rainfall
and also higher heat stress, suggesting that for beef cattle rearing, the positives and negatives
could balance each other. Climate change perversely brings good news in some circumstances.
Areas affected by dryland salinity problems may not ‘trip out’ into the expected disaster scenarios
since lower rainfall appears to slow down the hydrological dynamics that drive the dryland salinity
problem.
Substantial technological investments in Australia for the control of greenhouse emissions focus
mainly on ‘carbon capture and storage’21 (or CCS), and the development of ‘clean coal’
mechanisms, primarily advanced coal fired power stations which ‘do more for less’22. The CCS
approach is focusing primarily on the Otway (Vic), Perth (WA) and Bowen-Surat (Qld) basins, where
CO2 can be safely captured, transported and stored underground for thousands of years. The ‘clean
coal’ approach initially focuses on integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) powerplants. These
gasify coal before combustion into a synthesis gas of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, thereby
stripping much of the potential for carbon dioxide emissions. Both of these approaches are
emulated to some extent in the modelling approach used in this study
This study will examine the outcomes of systemic transformations of Australia’s economic and
physical structure on the volume of greenhouse emissions, principally carbon dioxide, from the
energy system. The exploratory process is focused on those settings in a future physical economy
where carbon dioxide control is mandatory to systems of global certification, which then allow entry
to international organisations, trading blocks and so on. In such a world, economic and social
outcomes may be regarded as secondary to achieving quantitative physical targets. The possibility
of win-win solutions is noted, but physically feasible solutions may have to accept lower rates of
economic growth and personal consumption than is seen as the norm today.

The Future of Agricultural Landscapes
Australia’s agricultural landscapes, and the communities who work and live in them, have faced
rolling uncertainties for the two centuries or more of European settlement. To compound the
uncertainties promised by global climate change, the globalised trading system and the emergence
into that, of potentially dominant production capabilities (e.g. eastern Europe for grains, South
America for meats and grains) means that traditional export advantages for Australian products
may be fast disappearing.
In addition to subsequent sources of competitive trade advantage, Australia has critical salinity and
water quality23 problems demanding urgent attention:
■ At least 2.5 million hectares (5% of cultivated land) is currently affected by dryland salinity –
this could rise to 12 million hectares (22%) at the current rate of increase.
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■ One-third of Australian rivers are in extremely poor condition – within 20 years Adelaide's
drinking water will fail World Health Organization salinity standards in two days out of five.
■ Land and water degradation, excluding weeds and pests, is estimated to cost up to $3.5 billion
per year (in addition dryland salinity has adversely affected biodiversity, e.g. CSIRO estimates a
resultant reduction in bird species of 50% in agricultural areas).
■ Infrastructure (buildings, roads etc.) is being severely damaged in many rural urban centres.
There is little doubt that Australian land managers can and will adapt to the biophysical challenges
posed by altered climate and landscape health. Whether the scale of response can match the scale
of the problem if global market opportunities are also constrained, is the key issue determining
ecological and financial success in the next half-century. By focusing on significant national drivers
such as the security of transport fuel supply and global greenhouse obligations, this study attempts
to impose higher level opportunities rather than those that normally frame problems of agricultural
production and landscape health.
A biomass energy economy requires revolutionary rather than evolutionary change on Australia’s
farmed and forested landscapes. It transforms the land cover and landscape function of Australia’s
landscapes. The primary outcome is a new perennial and relatively drought resistant crop for
farmers and foresters that becomes central to Australia’s mobility and, so it is assumed, maintains
its financial attractiveness. The wood volumes required for a biomass economy may also feed the
step change in wood demand stimulated by the rapid economic development of China and then
India. By 2010, China24 alone will require 100 million tonnes (200 m3) of wood products annually.
The key uncertainty for the changes proposed by this transition, in a decision-making system that is
usually focused on marginal decisions over short time frames, is whether the trigger for such a
massive change will ever happen.

The Prospect of Business as Usual
The early context for this study has noted a set of possibilities that will present problems if they
occur all together. The prospect of an oil dependent economy with oil constraints, an energy rich
country constrained in international trade because of its greenhouse pollution, agriculturally
dependent regions where production is constrained because of land run down and global climate
change, and an economic system where growth rates are edging downwards because of population
ageing, cost of healthcare and pharmaceuticals, will not fill a traditional policymaker with joy. In
reality, all of these issues have substantial physical and policy programs focused on them
individually. These programs are frequently assessed in whole-of-government and whole-ofeconomy terms, but outcomes are judged for their limited effect on the sector in question, and
expressed mainly in economic terms. While the iterative policy process is well-tested and
reasonably resilient, it may miss important effects that are both long-term and crosscutting. The
strategic issues above will be substantially improved over the next 50 years because that is the
nature of democratic free market economies. The question here is whether the policy goals in
question can be ‘stretched’ by ideas and designs that until now, have sat outside the ‘conventional
wisdom’ of political leaders and their advisors.
This study establishes a ‘base case’ scenario against which most of the whole-economy
transformations are tested. The base case allows the economy to grow at 2% annually in GDP terms
out to 2050, and implements a range of innovations to the nation’s energy supply systems. The ‘base
case’ should not be seen as a 50-year prediction or even a projection. Instead it should be viewed as
a set of options, incremental and traditionally set in today’s values, that represent a design state
we’d like to improve. The carbon dioxide generated by the base case in 2051 is 900 million tonnes
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per annum, or more than twice the 2009 value of 400 million tonnes. This is unacceptable even in
today’s political rhetoric, but it reflects an economy that has tripled in size without changing the
structure of its energy metabolism. Finding the best direction for that change in structure is one of
the goals of this study.

PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK
Energy and Greenhouse
The Federal Government’s white paper Securing Australia’s Energy Future25 released in 2004
represents an important milestone in the energy technology and greenhouse emissions debate. Its
key importance is its signalling of a ‘steady as she goes’ approach to the complex issues of
maintaining growth and prosperity and relying on a range of technical fixes for improving energy
productivity and containing growth in greenhouse emissions.
The ‘technology assessments’ in the report divide technologies into those where Australia is a
‘market leader’, a ‘fast follower’ and maintaining a ‘reserve position. These assessments appear to
signal support for advanced coal and geo-sequestration options for electricity supply, but
realistically the report signals general support for a wide set of energy options within which market
forces are free to operate.
A recent minority Senate Committee report, Lurching Forward Looking Back26, was critical of the
government’s white paper, particularly in its lack of a detailed long-term strategy for dealing with
reductions in greenhouse emissions of at least 60% by 2050. It was also critical of low renewable
energy targets, reductions in excise on transport fuels and generally a reliance on information
provision and market mechanisms to help energy-efficient technologies to penetrate the national’s
capital stocks.
Because of Australia’s opulent endowment with a wide range of energy resources, most nationally
scaled analyses (as distinct from the scales of energy corporations and states) are focused on
greenhouse emissions, since access to and provision of energy per se, is not seen to be a limiting
factor. As an aside, neither the white paper nor the committee inquiry noted issues dealing with
future constraints in traditional oil supplies, and the effect that these might have on whole-economy
productivity and function.
The projections of ‘energy sector’ carbon dioxide emissions from various studies and institutions
vary widely (Table 1). In what might be viewed as ‘traditional and conservative’, studies from the
Australian Greenhouse Office project ‘base case’ values of around 540–550 million tonnes per
annum (mta) in 2020 and 470–500 mta due to implementation of greenhouse policy measures. A
study focused on population growth rates by Hamilton and Turton projected 450 mta in 2020,
roughly comparable to the ‘with policy measures’ of the Australian Greenhouse Office.
Projections over longer time scales out to 2040 and 2050 give relatively lower emissions for
technologically advanced scenarios. For energy sector emissions, the ‘clean energy future’ study
gives 460 mta in 2040, while the ‘future dilemmas’ study gives 550 mta in 2050. Both of these
feature base case scenarios where relatively fast innovation is accepted as the norm against which
even higher rates of technological progress are deemed as necessary.
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The ‘deep cuts’ study by The Australia Institute gives 760 mta in 2050 as the benchmark against
which the ‘deep cuts’ target of 200 mta is judged feasible. The highest value in the selected studies
is 1,100 mta using the OzEcco model used in this study. This base case scenario is also
technologically advanced, but the modelling approach captures the innate tendency of an open
market economy to grow, and growth outruns the technological innovation.
Table 1. Selected studies which report projections of Australian greenhouse emission from the energy
sector for periods ranging from 2010 to 2050.

Greenhouse Projection
and Date

Institution and Study

Comments

550 mta CO2 emissions in
2020 from energy use under
a ‘business as usual’
strategy and 500 mta CO2
emissions ‘with measures’

Australian Greenhouse Office (2002)27. Chapter
5 Projections in Australia's Third National

Extracted as ‘energy only’ data
and excludes emissions from
land use change.

539 mta CO2 emissions in
2020 under a ‘business as
usual’ strategy and 473 mta
CO2 emissions ‘with
measures’

Australian

402 mta CO2 emissions in
2010 under a ‘base case’

Centre of Policy Studies (2002)29, Monash
University.

Energy emissions only as part of
the preparation of a ‘base case’
for testing renewable energy
scenarios

460 mta CO2 emissions in
2040 under a technically
advanced ‘base case’

A Clean Energy Future for Australia (2004)30.

Energy emissions only extracted
from data and figures in the
report

Communication on Climate Change: A report
under the United National Framework
Convention on Climate Change
Greenhouse

Office

(2004)28.

Tracking to the Kyoto Target 2004: Australia’s
Greenhouse Emissions Trends 1990 to 20082012 and 2020

Clean energy report backed by
environment and clean energy groups

seven

Extracted as ‘energy only’ data
and excludes emissions from
land use change

450 mta CO2 emissions in
2020 under a net
immigration rate of 140,000
per annum

Clive Hamilton and Hal Turton (1999)31 in a
journal article for People and Place

Energy related emissions only

760 mta CO2 emissions in
2050 under ‘business as
usual’ and 200 mta CO2
emissions under ‘deep cuts’

The Australia Institute (2002)32. Long term

Energy emissions only extracted
from report figures

1,100 mta of CO2 emissions
by 2050 in a ‘base case’ and
800 mta CO2 emissions in a
‘methanol plus bioelectricity’

Barney Foran and David Crane (2002)33:
journal paper reporting the
precursor
analyses to this study

Energy only emissions using a
previous version of the OzEcco
model

550 mta of CO2 emissions by
2050 under the 70,000 net
migration scenario and ‘base
case’ technical assumptions

CSIRO (2002)34 Future Dilemmas study on
population, infrastructure and environment to
2050.

Energy emissions only from a
number of aggressive technical
assumptions

greenhouse gas scenarios: A pilot study of
how Australia can achieve deep cuts in
emissions

The wide range of simulated or projected greenhouse emissions levels from the selected studies
above may prove unhelpful for the policy analyst or the decision maker who requires clear answers.
In the search for some certainty behind the numbers, there is always a tendency to re-engage with
a ‘battle of the models’, in the eventual hope that emission estimates will begin to converge as
similar assumptions are used in numerate descriptions of what is essentially the same entity, the
Australian economy. The modelling framework used in this study is substantially different from
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most economic models in three main areas (see later section on Methods and Results). Firstly, it is
implemented in a simulation methodology known as systems dynamics. This is fully dynamic and
allows a wide range of complex interactions, both positive and negative, to occur during model runs.
Secondly, it is a ‘stocks and flows’ model where for example, fossil fuel stocks such as oil and gas
can deplete over the period, and possibly impose constraints on whole-economy function. Thirdly,
the design of the modelling approach allows substantial structural change to occur, e.g. an
economy run entirely with renewable energy and bearing little relation to the structure and function
of today’s economy.
The base case used in this study is broadly in sympathy with the government’s energy white paper
and the emissions profiles to 2020 produced by the Australian Greenhouse Office studies
referenced in Table 1. It thus is strongly linked to ‘conventional wisdom’ and the policy intent of
today. The study’s goal is not to predict or project the long term outcomes on energy use and
emissions of today’s business and policy settings. Rather, it is to test the physical and economic
feasibility of a wide range of structural changes in the energy metabolism of the economy, which
provide improved energy security and vastly reduced greenhouse emissions. The best outcome of
the study will be if it provides a series of linked or integrated strategies that are seen to work in the
long term. It will thus give guidance to decision makers on the nature and size of successful policy
interventions, and whether today’s policies will have any chance of success in the long term out to
2050.

Renewable Transport Fuels and Bio-electricity
The national opportunity for biomass contribution to the production of liquid fuels for transport and
bio-electricity has been well reviewed in the NSW Bioenergy Handbook35, the Rural Industries
Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC) reports Fuelling Landscape Repair36 and Biomass
Energy Production in Australia37 and industry and research coordination by BioEnergy Australia38.
For the last decade most policy and industry activity for renewable transport fuels has been focused
on ethanol production (from sugar and grain starch) and biodiesel production (from oilseeds, waste
cooking oil and animal fats). Industry sources report that while there is capacity for up to 155
million litresof ethanol production currently available, market and institutional settings are such
that about 60 million litres is used as vehicle fuel within a total yearly fuel volume of 34 billion litres.
Biodiesel production varies depending on the price of the feedstock but is estimated at around 10
million litres39 yearly with in excess of 90 million litres40 of yearly capacity currently under
development, and plans to double that. While not strictly a renewable fuel cycle, the production of
transport fuel from plastic waste is also close to commercial production in Victoria41.
Most activity in the production of renewable electricity from biomass (as distinct from wind or
photovoltaic sources) has been focused on improving conversion efficiency in existing plants (e.g.
use of bagasse combustors in sugar refineries), the co-firing of wood and waste in normal coal fired
plants, and the development of combined heat and power plants to use waste products such as
wood sawdust that may pose a disposal problem. Specific biomass fuel cycles are being developed
at the Narrogin bioenergy plant42 in Western Australia, based on blue mallee feedstocks grown
specifically for the purpose.
The precursor for this study43 developed a number of successful scenarios where widespread tree
planting produced a wood feedstock for integrated methanol and bio-electricity production. One
‘traditional economy’ scenario maintained GDP growth rates comparable to the base case,
substituted methanol for imported oil and reduced greenhouse emissions by 400 million tonnes per
annum by 2050. Another ‘radical economy’ scenario reduced GDP growth rates to an average of 1%
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per annum and reduced net greenhouse emissions to below 1990 levels by 2040, giving a
structurally different but fluently functional economy. The initial study provoked a wide range of
interest and led to this study which aims to regionalise wood production, account for water and
transpiration impacts, and improve energy and greenhouse accounting.
The concept of methanol as an oil replacement in the precursor study has not found much national
acceptance except in a 2004 report Energy Supply and Demand in Australia: The Years Ahead by the
NIEIR44 consulting group. This study used a coal to methanol conversion cycle to develop secure
transport fuel supplies, and in particular form a transition bridge to a national infrastructure where
hydrogen fuel cells played an important role. The coal to methanol conversion process (Liquid
Phase Methanol (LPMEOHTM)45) can be integrated with electricity production in decentralised
facilities that produce electricity, transport fuel and chemical feedstocks. This study replaces coal
feedstock with regionally grown wood biomass.
The focus of renewable fuel policy and industry activity on ethanol and biodiesel, generally to the
exclusion of other possibilities, has four main drivers. The first is that the feedstock industries of
sugar and grain growing are well established, with well-developed infrastructure, marketing and
influence. The second is the global positioning of these industries where ethanol production in the
US, Canada and Brazil46 delivers over 22 billion litres annually, and biodiesel production in Europe
delivers 3 billion litres. Thirdly they are viewed as being ‘more renewable’ in terms of both ‘well to
wheel’ emissions of carbon dioxide as well as immediate airshed emissions of nitrous oxides and
particulates. Fourthly, regional production improves energy security and employment generation,
saves on oil imports, stimulates local economic activity and reduces economic ‘leakage’.
All of these claims are made in the milieu of Australian political and industrial activity. Studies to
date have focused on analysing the greenhouse advantages of renewable fuels47,48,49, investigating
the effect of ethanol E20 blend fuels on normal internal combustion engines50, and quantifying the
economy-wide effects of a 350 million litre renewable fuels target51. The life cycle analyses found
that ethanol and bio-diesel reduced greenhouse emissions by 40–60% compared to petrol and
diesel because they recycled biological carbon through the plant feedstocks. The studies on engine
wear found that ethanol E20 blends gave small but discernable added levels of wear at the 80,000
km assessment particularly for one vehicle type. The assessment of the 350 million litre target
concluded that the costs outweighed the benefits with greenhouse emissions savings of 268,000
tonnes per annum, but at a cost of $113–163 per tonne of CO2 saved, a reduction of $70 million in
GDP and a cost per job generated of $500,000. The increase in energy security was small as the
target met only 1% of annual fuel requirement.
The concept of the ‘biomass cascade’52, now receiving high research and development investment in
Europe and Japan, has not reached high visibility in policy terms in Australia, although many of the
building blocks are in place. The ‘biomass cascade’ presents an integrated industrial system where
plant-based products provide significant amounts of thermal and electrical energy as well as
transport fuels, and provide an almost endless diversity of material uses and feedstocks for
industrial purposes. The key strategic drivers are reducing the dependence on oil and natural gas,
substantially reducing greenhouse emissions and providing local and rural employment.
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ENERGY INNOVATION
Replacements for Oil-based Transport Fuels
The looming constraint of cheap traditional oil for transport fuels does not threaten a cessation to
the nation’s or the world’s transportation, but it does provoke the issue of what are the most
available and viable of the alternative fuels. The most obvious ones are those derived from other
fossil fuels such as gas and coal and to a lesser extent oil shale and tar sands (Table 2). The
conversion of natural gas and coal-to-liquid fuels, is a well-developed process commercially, first
at a large scale by Germany during World War II and then by Sasol in South Africa. The FischerTropsch process is central to converting both fossil fuel and biomass feedstocks and involves
gasification of the original feedstock and then conversion of the synthesis gas to a variety of liquids
that can be then further refined.
Table 2. A selected review of biomass-based and non-biomass replacements for petroleum derived
transport fuels.

Fuel and
Reference

Transformation Process

Energy Comments
Profit
Ratio

Methanol from
wood

Gasification of wood feedstock
to a synthesis gas of CO and H2
and catalysis to methanol
(CH3OH)

4–5

Well-developed industrial process that most
commonly uses natural gas as feedstock.
Common name of methanol is ‘wood alcohol’
harking back to its traditional source of
feedstock.

Ethanol from
sugar cane and
sugar beet

Fermentation of sucrose from
sugar cane, sugar beet and food
by-products and distillation of
ethanol

2–8

High energy ratios of 8 come from analyses of
the Brazilian production systems with large
scale, high bio- productivity, good systems
integration and use of bagasse for electricity
and thermal heat.

Ethanol from grain

Fermentation
of
glucose
released from starch and
distillation of ethanol

1.1–1.5

Low energy profit ratios of 1.1 come from
analyses of corn to ethanol systems in USA, and
are subject to challenge from the industry.
Energy profit ratios could be improved if
production is localised and stubble is used for
heat and electricity, similar to bagasse in cane.

Ethanol from
lignocellulose

Acid treatment to release five
and six carbon sugars from
cellulose,
then
traditional
fermentation and distillation

4–6

Advanced processing systems still under
development promise high energy profit ratios
from the lignocellulose to wood systems. The
advantage over grain systems is the high plant
productivity from wood. A disadvantage is the
waste stream of lignin which cannot be
fermented.

Bio-oil from fast
pyrolysis

Thermal
decomposition
of
biomass
under
controlled
conditions to give up to 70%
yield by weight of a complex
bio-oil

?

Process of refining bio-oils to give equal
properties of diesel and turbine fuel is complex
and currently uneconomic. However, bio-oil
works well and is economic in furnaces.

Biodiesel

Plant or animal oil that is
chemically modified by the

3–4

Biodiesel is produced from plant and animal oils
at several locations in Australia and capacity is
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addition of alcohol to remove
glycerol and improve viscosity

expanding.

Bio-hydrogen from
lignocellulose

Separation of H2 from a ‘syngas’
stream
following
the
gasification of biomass

?

Hydrogen is a difficult fuel to manage because
of its low density and requires compression or
liquefaction with high energy costs to become
tractable for everyday use

Compressed
natural gas (CNG)

Compression of natural gas to
provide an LPG-like vehicle fuel.

10–12

CNG is an ideal transition fuel for Australia as
domestic oil resources become constrained.
Tailpipe emissions are generally lower than
traditional fuels.

Shale oil

Oil shale containing 100–200
litres of oil equivalent per tonne
of ore is heated in a retort to
release oil and gas for
processing

3–10

Process requires large inputs of external energy
and can be greenhouse gas intensive unless
geo-sequestration is possible or large offset
programs are developed.

Coal-to-liquids

Coal is gasified at lower
temperatures to produce diesel
and higher temperatures to
produce petrol using the
Fisher-Tropsch
conversion
process

?

In commercial operation at Sasol in South
Africa. Can be extremely greenhouse intensive if
CO2 separation and sequestration are not
integrated in the process.

Gas-to-liquids

Uses the Fischer- Tropsch
process to convert natural gas
to diesel and other petroleum
feedstocks

?

A financially attractive process to convert
‘stranded’ gas reserves into transport fuels, but
requires CO2 sequestration to contain carbon
intensity

Hydrogen from
natural gas
reforming

A steam-methane reforming
process is used to harvest H2
from water

?

See ‘bio-hydrogen’ comments above

Hydrogen from
hydrolysis

Using electricity to split water
into hydrogen and oxygen.
Lower greenhouse intensity if
electricity is from hydro

?

See ‘bio-hydrogen’ comments above

Car technology

Hybrid cars or hyper-cars

n/a

One ‘replacement’ option is a step change in
fuel using technology, maintaining the same
level of service for a vastly reduced fuel usage.

However, the conversion processes are greenhouse gas intensive and future climate accords postKyoto, will require that such transformations are integrated with carbon dioxide geo-sequestration.
An alternative transformational route is to use biological feedstocks such as crops and trees to
stabilise and then recycle the carbon in the transport fuels cycle. Bio-alcohols such as ethanol
(C2H5OH) and methanol (CH3OH) both have well-developed fuel cycles. Ethanol is the bio-alcohol of
choice in North and South America as well as Australia. There is considerable discussion on the
‘energy yield’ or ‘energy profit’ from the ethanol fuel cycle. Leading the experts who view the
ethanol fuel cycle as having a low net yield of usable transport energy is David Pimmental53 from
Cornell University in the USA. In recent reviews of the corn-ethanol54 and biomass-ethanol55 fuel
cycles, using a full system boundary for the analysis (e.g. cost of fertiliser, water purification,
reclamation of land etc.), they found that the energy profit was mostly illusory except where a 60%
efficient fuel cell was used to power the motor vehicle. Currently such a fuel cell does not exist. On
the more positive side of the debate, are more limited analyses from bodies such as the
International Energy Agency56 that report energy profits for biomass-ethanol of 6 (i.e. six units of
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usable fuel out for each unit of fossil energy input) and cane sugar-ethanol of 8. The methanol fuel
cycle is simpler and has an energy profit of 4 to 5 (Table 2).
Hydrogen, either in gaseous, liquid or chemically-bonded form, is seen as the eventual end-point of
the transition from oil, as it combusts cleanly and leaves no combustion products, save water
vapour, in city airsheds. However, hydrogen is an energy carrier, rather than an original source of
energy, and must be created from other energy feedstocks (Table 2). Commercially, natural gas is
the most common feedstock but countries such as Iceland57 with large hydro resources can use
hydro-electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, thus escaping reliance on fossil fuel.
Hydrogen can also be extracted from synthesis gas, after biomass is gasified (e.g. prior to the
synthesis of methanol), and offers another low greenhouse route to its production.
There are also potential oil resources in Australia’s large deposits of oil shale or kerogen, most
notably the Stuart deposit in central Queensland which has received considerable pilot investment
in the last decade particularly from the Canadian company Suncor applying their tar sands
extraction technology. The current technologies for oil extraction from shale are materially and
greenhouse intensive. In a world sense, the largest and longest running oil shale extraction industry
in Estonia (former Soviet Union) is being closed down because of EU pollution policies. Shell has an
innovative ‘in-situ conversion process’58 under test in the western USA which promises an energy
profit of 3.5. It uses electricity to heat cavities in oil shale over periods of four to five years. A light
crude and natural gas equivalent is slowly released with the potential of a 70% yield, much larger
than the conventional retorting method and with minimal land disturbance and lower water
requirements.
Given the wide range of oil replacement possibilities, it is not possible to do everything equally and
derive a ‘best’ answer. Therefore this study focuses on the wood-based oil alternatives, of methanol
and ethanol, because of the possibilities for landscape remediation and stimulus to regional
economies. However, fossil alternatives may be more politically feasible in the short to medium
term, provided that the greenhouse issues are solved by fault-free geo-sequestration technologies.
Given the intricacies of the many possible fuel cycles, methanol and ethanol are compared to fossilderived compressed natural gas and oil shale. Absolute comparison with many of the referenced
studies is difficult because of different system boundaries so this study uses the Australian
economy as its systems boundary. However, because of the inter-connectedness and interaction
between sectors in the economy, it is possible that some oil replacement technologies are more
effective in an economy when it is connected, as compared to studies where the boundary of a
specific fuel cycle is the only focus.

Future Sources of Electricity
Coal-fired plants represent 62% of the current 45,000 MW of installed electricity generation
infrastructure in Australia but deliver 84% of electricity generation due to their cost and reliability.
By comparison, hydro has 17% of installed capacity and delivers 8% of delivery, while gas (both
turbine and combined cycle) has 19% of installed capacity and has 7% of delivery. Renewable
electricity capacity is growing rapidly from a small base and wind energy has 380 MW installed
which is less than 1% of total electricity infrastructure, although another 220 MW is in the
development pipeline promising a total of 600 MW installed in the near future.

Table 3. A selected review of greenhouse-superior sources of electricity generation. Note: the use of an
energy profit ratio is less applicable to fossil driven electricity for which a constant supply of fuel is transformed to
electricity. In brackets is the more appropriate ‘life cycle efficiency’.
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Technology
and
Reference

Transformation
Process

Energy
Profit
Ratio

Comments

Biomass

Air dry biomass (wood,
straw or forage) is gasified
and the cleaned gas runs a
gas turbine

10–13

Advanced large plants might run a combined cycle
plant where excess heat from the gas turbine fuels a
thermal generator and thus increases the rated
efficiency.

Wind

Large stand alone turbine
driven by wind

10–40

Apart from the visual impact of turbine arrays
highlighted by its opponents, the main problem with
windpower is its intermittency. Therefore it must be
well integrated with other generation modes and
possibly have storage capacity, e.g. ‘super’ batteries
or hydrogen generation to run fuel cells.

Solar thermal

Solar concentration by
parabolic troughs or dishes
concentrates sun’s rays to
develop steam to drive a
steam turbine or can have a
thermochemical
heat
exchanger

10–15

Apart from solar water heating, there are small
applications of solar thermal in Australia particularly
as water preheating for a coal fired electricity plant.
The ‘Australian National University big dish’ solar
concentrator is undergoing commercialisation.
California has 350 MW (electric) of solar thermal
generation installed and operational for 20 years.

Solar
photovoltaic
(PV)

Solar energy displaces
electrons to give a direct
current which can then be
inverted
to
produce
alternating current

4–6

New designs and production systems are both
reducing costs and increasing efficiency of solar PV
systems. Systems now in prototype will soon be cheap
enough to be fully integrated with roof tiles and for
exterior cladding of buildings.

Fuel cells

Hydrogen or natural gas
drives a fuel cell and
reverses the electrolysis
(splitting of water) process
to produce electricity

5 (50%)

Fuel cells can also be used as storage for windpower
systems where hydrogen generated from wind is used
to power fuel cells when required.

Hydro

Falling water or ‘river run’
water drives a turbine to
produce electricity

40–50

Australia’s flat topography and relatively low water
resource constrains large expansion of hydro.
Nevertheless more ‘pumped hydro’ is possible where
water pumped uphill with off-peak power is used for
peak power.

Gas
combined
cycle

Waste
heat
from
a
traditional gas turbine is
used to run a linked
thermal (steam) generator

4 (45%)

The additional thermal module can lift on-site
thermodynamic efficiencies to over 60%.

Coal
combined
cycle

The so called ‘advanced or
clean’ coal technology’
where coal is gasified and
cleaned gas used to drive a
combined gas turbine and
thermal steam generator

3 (40%)

The ‘clean coal’ cycle is the focus of R&D in the USA,
Europe and Australia and ‘clean development
mechanisms’ in developing countries, with the goal of
extracting carbon before combustion and sending it
straight to geo-sequestration. Can be used with both
black and brown coal.

Gas
steam
turbine

Gas used to produce steam
to drive a traditional steam
turbine

3 (30%)

Comparatively inefficient use of valuable natural gas
fuel which can directly power gas turbines or gas
combined cycle turbines.

Black
coal
steam
turbines

Black coal used to produce
steam to drive a traditional
steam turbine

3 (30%)

Advanced materials able to withstand higher steam
temperature and pressure can lift thermodynamic
efficiencies to 49%.
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Brown coal
steam
turbines

Brown coal used to produce
steam to drive a traditional
steam turbine

3 (25%)

Advanced materials able to withstand higher steam
temperature and pressure can lift thermodynamic
system efficiencies to 45%.

Nuclear

Steam turbine driven by
heat supplied by controlled
nuclear fission

5 (35%)

The Canadian CANDU reactor is the nuclear
technology modelled because it uses natural uranium
without enrichment. This means its fuel ‘burn times’
are lower or less efficient but that the waste products
are less radioactive.

End
use
efficiency

Maintenance of energy
service but large savings in
electricity input through
better
technology
or
behavioural change

n/a

Not really a supply technology but the concept of
‘negative electrons’ as an electricity saving allows
current supply options to provide the same service.

Uninterrupted electricity supply is central to most modern growth economies. The range of
electricity technologies used in this study is shown in Table 3. Under the current structure, more
growth drives continually increasing greenhouse emissions since the most reliable and cheapest
generation capacity is fuelled by black and brown coal. At one level, electricity sourced from nuclear
is cheap and reliable but issues of uranium enrichment (beyond the analytical boundary) and the
safe long-term storage of nuclear wastes can alter the estimatation of cheapness and reliability
considerably.
The renewable electricity technologies shown in Table 3 are disadvantaged in the reliability stakes
since they need flows of water, wind, sun or biomass to make them function. Neither are they
entirely greenhouse free since the production chain needed to construct a wind turbine for example,
requires concrete, aluminium, advanced composites and so on. Each of these substances currently
relies on fossil-fuelled industries and thus has an embodied energy and greenhouse content that in
accounting terms, must recover the energy used in design and construction before there is either
an energy profit or a greenhouse advantage. The concept of an ‘energy profit ratio’ shown in Table 3
indicates that solar photovoltaic cells can generate four to six times their total energy content over
a 20 to 25-year lifetime. Biomass electricity occupies a range of 10–13 compared to solar thermal
with 10–15 and windpower with 10–40. Well-located hydro plants with long lifetimes can give an
energy profit of 40–50.
Similar ‘energy profit’ figures are reproduced from some sources in Table 3 but they are not directly
comparable since the technologies require a constant supply of fuel for transformation into
electricity, i.e. they rely on flows on non-renewable fuels, admittedly with long supply lifetimes in
Australia. Leading analysts suggest that an estimate of ‘life cycle efficiency’ is more appropriate.
This analytical boundary includes both the fuel and its full life cycle, as well as the electricity plant
and its life cycle. Under this scheme, some nuclear plants may have a life cycle efficiency of 35%
placing them in a similar range as thermal plants driven by black and brown coal, and natural gas.
Gas turbines and combined cycle plants are in the range of 40–45% while efficient fuels cells are
50% or greater.
Thus a tension emerges between concepts of ‘energy profit’ or ‘life cycle efficiency’ and the load
factors or reliability with which the energy infrastructure can meet daily or even instantaneous
electricity requirements. As the nature of electricity requirements are changing (e.g. from lighting
at night time and heating in winter, to cooling on hot summer days) it seems increasingly possible
that complementary renewable electricities, especially if they are well distributed, may be able to
meet most demand schedules if they are underpinned by modest base loads from traditional
sources. The new infrastructure may require expensive storage mechanisms, buffering and
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redundancy in order to provide a resilient energy supply system. Concepts such as the ‘levelised’ or
life cycle cost of electricity production may broaden to include energy profit and greenhouse
content. Equally important in determining the effectiveness of future infrastructure settings will be
an elevation in focus from the ‘dollar cost in the generation sector’ to broader whole-economy
measures which include environmental externalities, new institutions of ownership and system
resilience.
This study focuses on regionally located biomass-fuelled electricity plants as part of the solution to
reducing greenhouse emissions while bringing new industries and employment to rural Australia
which in turn help justify landscape rehabilitation through extensive woody crop plantings. However,
biomass electricity is only one of a complement of ‘more renewable’ technologies and a future
distributed electricity infrastructure with low net greenhouse emissions will inevitably be based on a
mix of wind, solar thermal, solar photovoltaic, biomass and ‘hot rock’ technologies. Currently there
is considerable focus on, and research investment into, geo-sequestration as a solution to the
greenhouse intensity of fossil-fuelled electricity.
By contrasting single technology solutions with complementary mixes of technologies, a number of
electricity solutions will be highlighted that can then contribute to broader whole-economy
challenges. Given perceived cost and delivery limitations of renewable electricity infrastructure in
the short term, the transitional investment cost of delivering a high renewable production level may
be sufficient to depress whole-economy measures of output such as GDP growth rates. The
achievement of high levels of renewable electricity, once achieved, will allow high levels of those
same measures since they are derived from the free flows of sun, wind and water rather than the
production chains required to supply coal, gas and uranium.
Biomass for electricity will sit somewhere between the two extremes of renewable and nonrenewable energy sources with its key advantage being transport fuel as an optional co-product.
Biomass will be more renewable if, over several rotations or even indefinitely, it is able to maintain
or even improve key landscape attributes such as biodiversity, soil structure, organic matter and
fertility, and to minimise any downstream impacts on the hydrology cycle. It will be less renewable if
these key landscape attributes become more challenged.

Greenhouse Emission Technologies
A review in 2004 of the prospects for carbon dioxide capture and storage by the International Energy
Agency59 found that “an aggressive policy of developing and deploying CCS (carbon capture and
storage) technologies could achieve substantial reductions in worldwide CO2 emissions”. However,
the study found that it was unlikely that wide-scale deployment would begin before about 2020, and
that it would be 2050 before it could achieve its full potential. While the stationery electricity sector
gave the greatest opportunity for the deployment of the technology, some industries and transport
fuels also showed potential.
A number of the greenhouse control technologies that are of relevance to this study are described
in Table 4. The biological route to carbon capture by growing new vegetation such as plantation
forests is the most obvious short-term approach with the additional requirement that this biological
carbon (woody biomass) replaces coal and oil for electricity generation and transport fuels. This
approach is included in fuel and electricity production technologies described in former sections.
This biological approach is generally accepted to be carbon neutral, but whole-of-system analyses
sometimes show that inputs of fertilisers and transport can reduce both the energy profit and the
assumed greenhouse neutrality.
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There are many technologies for removing carbon from fuel streams of power plants, either before
the fuel is combusted or afterwards. Before use in generation equipment, fuel can be combusted
under special conditions followed by separation into relatively pure streams of hydrogen and carbon
dioxide. Hydrogen is then used to run the gas turbine while carbon dioxide is compressed and piped
to storage. After combustion, carbon dioxide can be removed from flue or exhaust gases with
permeable membranes, or a solvent such as monoethanolamine (MEA) which binds the CO2 under
cold temperatures and then releases it when warmed. All these forms of CO2 capture are energy
intensive and result in increased coal and gas use in electricity production, and are only practical
and feasible on highly efficient plants. The energy increases range from 39% for current plant
designs, to 6% for advanced designs which are yet to be tested under practical commercial
conditions. Such costs can increase the price of electricity by one to three cents per kilowatt hour.
The removal technologies require permanent storage mechanisms such as depleted oil and gas
fields, deep saline aquifers or even deep ocean storage60. Research to date has shown excellent
storage potential in East Gippsland, the Bowen Basin in Queensland and the North West Shelf of
Western Australia, but more limited potential in the major population areas where many of the
larger coal fired power stations are located. Once CO2 is removed and compressed, its transport is
relatively simple and costs A$10–13 per tonne of CO2 for distances up to 500 km. The possibility of
CO2 leakage or venting from long term geo-sequestration storages is seen as a major risk. Studies
to date suggest that a yearly leakage of 1% of the CO2 stock in a storage is unacceptable, a 0.1%
leakage makes it feasible, and a 0.01% leakage makes it very acceptable.
Electricity and liquid fuel production can advance from a ‘carbon-neutral’ to a ‘carbon-negative’
status if biomass energy cycles are integrated with carbon capture and storage to give ‘biomass
energy carbon storage’ or BECS systems (Table 4). An obvious impediment is that biomass energy
systems are usually relatively small and thus lack the throughput and scale that can make carbon
capture and storage feasible for coal and natural gas systems. However, this study proposes that if
carbon-neutral or carbon-negative systems become the systems of choice due to carbon incentives
or carbon penalties, then the energy system would re-organise to a new configuration.
Table 4. A selected review of technologies and approaches for capturing carbon dioxide and then
either reducing its amount or safely storing it.

Type
Capture
and
recycling

Technology
Biological carbon
sequestration

Biological
sequestration
combined with geosequestration

Process
Carbon dioxide is captured
by actively growing plants
(crops, grasses, shrubs,
trees and algae). In the
short term it can be stored
(sequestered). Also, it can
be transformed into fuel so
allowing (theoretically) the
recycling of the same
carbon repeatedly through
the fuel cycle.
‘Biomass energy capture
and storage’ or BECS
combines
the
carbonneutral
biomass
cycle
where
fossil
fuel
is
replaced, with the carbon
removal
approaches
normally associated with

Comments
Fuel transformation cycles
that use only part of a plant
(e.g. ethanol from grain) may
have a low energy profit and
possibly little net effect on
greenhouse reduction.

The possibility of abrupt
climate change and the need
to rapidly reduce carbon
dioxide levels has given the
impetus for BCCS systems.
Such
systems
promise
‘carbon-negative’ electricity
and transport fuel cycles.
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End
pipe

of Chemical solvent
capture with geosequestration

Hydrocarbon splitting
with geosequestration

Avoidance
of carbon

Production of
renewable electricity
or hydrogen through
hydrolysis or through
‘artificial
photosynthesis’

advanced gas turbines or
combined cycle systems.
Solvents such as MEA in the
exhaust
stack
capture
carbon dioxide and release
it for storage when the
solvent is regenerated.

Process is energy intensive in
its own right but reasonably
well developed especially if
applied to a new plant. It adds
10–15% to the levelised cost
of electricity production
Advanced processes can use
solar thermal technology to
supply much of the external
energy requirement for fuel
cracking.

Carbon fuel is reacted
allowing
hydrogen
to
become a pure fuel stream
and carbon dioxide to be
separated and compressed,
and then geo-sequestered.
Several
processes Part of the ‘use less and
described
in
previous change our ways’ paradigm’,
sections.
although Iceland is moving
strongly this way due to its
small population and large
hydro
and
geothermal
resources

In a whole-of-system sense, the implementation of carbon capture and storage technologies will
always be less effective than using highly efficient technologies either for generation or for the final
end use. This is true until the thermodynamic efficiency of electricity generation plateaus or
saturates, generally in the zone of 50–60% efficiency. Most of Australia’s generation infrastructure
currently has a whole-of-system thermodynamic efficiency of 30–35% and thus there are still large
gains to be gleaned from advanced infrastructure. The picture is similar for end use consumption
where in general, the energy service of work, lighting, heating and transportation can be delivered
for below 50% of the current average energy and greenhouse content, by the use of leading design
machines.

Cross-cutting Technologies
While the goal of this study is to design a new energy metabolism for the Australian economy, in the
scientific literature the concept of ‘integrated energy systems’ now known as ‘energyplexes’ is
receiving concerted design attention and pilot testing. These systems could enable “a multi-fuel,
multi-product strategy with both economic and environmental benefits……..increasing the
adaptability and robustness of energy service companies in the marketplace”61.
Central to the current design of energyplexes is the concept of poly-generation or co-production
schemes where a solid fuel such as biomass or coal is converted to a synthetic gas (syngas: mostly
hydrogen and carbon monoxide) which can then be used as town gas, generate electricity in a gas
turbine, or be converted to gaseous hydrogen, Fischer-Tropsch liquids (synthetic petrol or diesel),
methanol or dimethylether. The advantage of the energyplex system is that plants can function at
full capacity 24 hours per day by product switching, depending on which product is in higher
demand. Thus a plant can produce mostly electricity during daytime peak load periods and
methanol for transport fuel at night time. As noted earlier, methanol as a transport fuel is the key
product of this concept and is seen as useful now (in internal combustion engines) but is more
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important as an effective energy carrier in the gradual transition to an eventual hydrogen economy,
to be used in fuel cells both for transport and in distributed energy systems.
The core process module replicated somewhat loosely in the biomass focus in this study, is the
‘liquid phase methanol’ process (LPMEOHTM) where ‘syngas’ is reacted with catalysts in a ‘slurry
bubble column reactor’ that operates continuously allowing pure methanol to be drawn off,
process-inhibiting substances to be extracted and catalysts renewed. The demonstration plant in
Tennessee has produced over 400 million litres of pure methanol with a plant reliability factor of
over 97%62. Cost estimates for a 500 tonne per day scale of plant63 are approximately A$0.19c per
litre or double that (A$0.36) for the energy equivalent of one litre of petrol, although engines
adjusted for methanol use do not require double the fuel volume for the same transport service.
Potentially this makes the LPMEOHTM methanol process financially equivalent to the ex-refinery
price of traditional petrol or diesel, usually in the range of 30–40 cents per litre before excise and
GST. These are prices based on plentiful and cheap coal as a feedstock and would increase with
biomass as the feedstock. However, the balancing factor in cost could be the ‘near carbon-neutral’
status of bio-methanol, versus the additional cost of carbon capture and storage if coal-methanol
sought carbon-neutral status.
At a smaller scale of energyplex, international activist groups such as The Post Carbon Institute
propose local ‘energy farms’64 as one way to develop low carbon and resilient energy systems as
well as encouraging the regional retention of both energy employment and energy cash flow. They
point to the West Beacon Farm in the United Kingdom, in operation for more than 30 years, as a
working example of the concept. In the same light, the 29 regional sugar mills in Australia could be
seen as potential energyplexes producing ethanol, electricity and their traditional commodity of
sugar. Similarly, the development of an energyplex at Narrogin in Western Australia based on blue
mallee systems and producing eucalyptus oil, activated charcoal and bio-electricity, will eventually
produce an ideal template for localised energy systems.
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LINKAGES BETWEEN CONSUMPTION, AFFLUENCE
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
The Context
The espoused aim of a modern economic system is to provide a reasonable lifestyle (food,
habitation, entertainment, education etc.) and security (employment, savings, safety and aged care)
for each of its citizens. The countless options to provide the right mix of lifestyle and security are
usually facilitated by a financial exchange in a commercial market place. Sometimes items such as
public education and health may be granted free with the financial transactions hidden or
subsidised.
The reason for stating such an obvious context is that few of these transactions are free in a
physical sense. In the case of energy and greenhouse the focus of this study, there exists a complex
chain of physical transactions (the production chain) that underpin the relatively light transaction
that happens at the point of sale. Thus at the factory gate price, one dollar’s worth of automotive
petrol will have 14 MJ (megajoule, 106J) of energy and 1.4 kg of greenhouse gas (CO2 emissions)
embodied in its production chain, while one dollar’s worth of electricity will have 125 MJ of energy
and 11.4 kg of CO2 emissions.
The chain of accounting behind Australia’s increasingly complex economy has recently been
released in a report, Balancing Act: A Triple Bottom Line Analysis of the Australian Economy65. This
allows a type of physical accounting to be undertaken where a dollar’s worth of good or service can
be assessed for its energy and greenhouse content. In this way the financial accounts of a firm, a
manufacturing process or the consumption budget of a household can be assessed. For example
the difference between the top and bottom fifth of household consumption in energy terms is 260 GJ
(gigajoule, 109J) versus 980 GJ, a factor of almost four times66. This is different when expressed on a
per capita basis as high income households have more people, e.g. 170 GJ per person for lowincome households and 295 GJ per person for high-income households, almost a factor of two.
The reason for making this point is that personal consumption is increasingly the focus of a modern
market economy and essentially drives economic growth, and the physical realities that underlie
each dollar spent. There are also other important consumption foci such as government
expenditure and capital investment which also drive overall economic activity and in many ways
facilitate further consumption later on. A well-trained workforce with higher levels of skills from
government investment in education for example, will probably be more competitive in the
employment market, will earn more, and therefore consume more. Investment in the capital stocks
of industry will give more attractive or efficient products, which will allow higher levels of
employment and income, and then possibly, more consumption. In number terms, all of these
complex interactions supplement each other and intertwine to give an ever growing economic
system. The next section will show that with its current structure, this growing system requires ever
increasing supplies of fossil energy and therefore emits increasing amounts of greenhouse gasses.
How to manage, or whether to manage, the levels of consumption in a modern economy is debated
strongly from two different points of view – both economic, one conservative and one more activist.
A conservative economist’s viewpoint as espoused in 2005 by Australia’s Reserve Bank then
governor, Ian Macfarlane67, reflects a view that keeping consumption ticking along at moderate
rates is appropriate. If consumption rates become too high, then an economy overheats and a
number of tensions such as inflation, lack of workers in certain industries, high housing prices and
so on, set in. If consumption is too low, then the economy can stall, go into recession and lead to
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high rates of unemployment. Generally this view sees energy availability particularly oil as a
possible limit to appropriate rates of growth, but it does not tacitly acknowledge that issues such as
greenhouse emissions are directly influenced by their institution’s top-down policies.
The more activist viewpoint is shown in books such as Growth Fetish68 and Affluenza69 both written
by Clive Hamilton, past Director of the Australia Institute, a public interest think tank. This view
ascribes that many of modern societies’ social and environmental ills and challenges are directly
attributable to the uncritical pursuit of growth-orientated economic policies that rely directly on
personal consumption to drive them. Part of the solution espoused by this viewpoint relies on
actively reducing the volume of consuming activities to escape the treadmill of long hours and high
personal debt levels in order to buy time for family, community and personal interests.

The Physical Reality of Growth
For the past century, Australia’s economic growth has been closely tied to its requirement for the
services and goods provided by the use of primary energy (Figure 1). The correlation in this graph,
with an R squared value of 0.99, is extremely close. There is an as yet unresolved academic debate,
as to whether economic growth causes the consumption of energy, or whether the consumption of
energy causes economic growth. The obvious point for this study is that you can’t have economic
growth without energy use within the current structure and function of the Australian economy. The
close and intertwined nature of the relationship suggests that the concept of de-materialisation
(taking materials and energy out of economic growth) introduced in a following section below, could
prove extremely difficult.
The whole-economy relationship between energy use and economic growth is further deepened in
the figure below (Figure 2). This shows in more detail the direct relationship between per capita
consumption, the requirement for primary energy use and the subsequent release of greenhouse
emissions. The data relationships depicted are equally strong compared to the long-term
relationship above. If modern economies rely on personal consumption as their main driver for
growth, it would have to be concluded that energy use and greenhouse emissions will be a direct
result of such consumption-driven growth. There are two additional issues of importance. The first
is that these data reflect the energy and greenhouse content of the full production chain. Most
consumer education is focused on direct energy use (electricity, gas, petrol) which is reasonably flat
across the range of expenditure presented, being a relatively higher proportion of low expenditure
levels and a relatively smaller proportion of high expenditure levels. The greenhouse budgets of the
relatively affluent consumer are five times the level of the lower-level consumer.
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Figure 1. The relationship between Australian gross domestic product (in billions of constant dollars)
and Australian primary energy use (in petajoules or 1015J) for the century 1900 to 2000 (from Poldy70).
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The second point is that there is little indication of any saturation or plateauing in the expenditure
and greenhouse relationships. This means that as each of us progresses through an economic
lifetime, we would expect to increase job worth and take-home pay and thereby increase
discretionary expenditure. This suggests that both the national goals of high rates of economic
growth and our personal aspirations of a fulfilling and well paid job lock both the nation and the
household into an ever increasing spiral of energy use and greenhouse emissions. However, this
bleak prognosis exists only within the current structure and function of the economic system. This
study (and many others) seeks to avoid this impasse.
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Growth and Energy in the Long Term
The centrality of energy use to a modern growth economy has been further highlighted in long term
analyses of the energy metabolism of the US, German and Japanese economies. In a one-hundredyear dissection of the US economy, Robert Ayers74,75 and colleagues suggest that long-run economic
growth can be explained with high accuracy by the inputs of energy (more specifically the inputs of
energy converted to ‘useful work’) along with capital and human labour. From a physical
perspective this bypasses traditional economic practice of using the ‘Solow residual’ to approximate
productivity improvements over time. These increases in productivity from a physical perspective
were derived from human ingenuity but implemented through a series of rebounding innovations.
These innovations gave improved, new and expanded sets of machinery in all forms that converted
energy of all forms to underpin economic activity.
In the last thirty years of the century, the explanatory performance of ‘useful work’, capital and
labour were marginally less effective in a statistical sense suggesting perhaps that the information
technology was starting to loosen the tight relationship between the energy use (useful work) and
economic growth. This may represent the first signs of a significant decoupling of the physical and
financial economies. However, in sustainability terms, this study of the US economy highlights the
need to find virtual forms of value-adding that require very little ‘work’, as well as continuing to
improve conversion efficiencies of energy/exergy into ‘useful work’.
A similar type of analysis was conducted by the German physicist Reiner Kummel76 and colleagues
in a parallel analysis of the economies of the USA, Japan and Germany for the past three decades
using the KLEC (capital, labour, energy and creativity) methodology which includes the requirement
for energy into a traditional economic description of productivity. For each economy, energy use
statistically accounted for at least 50% of economic productivity with capital accounting for 38%, on
average, and labour accounting for 12%.
These studies provide a deeper theoretical support for the strong correlation between primary
energy use and GDP growth over the past century presented in Figure 1. The central point is that
with the current economic and physical structure, energy is more than a simple material input into
the production process that can be easily substituted on a one-for-one basis. This study will focus
on the substitution processes whereby direct substitutes for imported oil can be produced
domestically, as well as transformations of the total economic structure and all of its
interdependencies that can constrain the continual growth in carbon dioxide emissions that are
driven by economic growth.

Monetary Institutions and the Physical Economy
The concept of money, its origins77, institutions and downstream impacts, forms a complex mix of
issues that must be represented in this study in attempting to transform the current economic
structure into one with more energy security, and less greenhouse emissions. Three inter-related
issues are important for this study viz. money’s meaning in physical terms, the impact of
international financial flows and the constraining nature of debt.
The physical or energy content of money was described in the ‘context‘ section above and has been
reported in the Balancing Act78 report and similar publications. In the calibration procedure for
developing the OzEcco model, these dollar-energy relationships are used to transform monetary
values (e.g. the national capital stocks as described in the National Accounts) into the physical
expression of embodied energy, i.e. the amount of energy summed through the full production
chain for a good or a service.
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Similar transformations must be made for international financial flows, both for short term
(equities markets) and long term (physical investment). In a physical accounting model, these
investment flows are interpreted as adding the capacity to perform physical tasks that could not be
supported by capacity within the boundary of the domestic economy. Thus, overseas investment that
develops a high rise building in Sydney’s CBD, or an iron ore mine in Western Australia, catalyses
the extraction and use of a wide range of energy and energy services, that otherwise would not have
been possible. The flow of Australian funds outward from the Australian economy into overseas
equities and capital is seen in energy account terms as restricting activity that might have been
possible if those funds (or embodied energy) had remained in Australia.
The nature of international debt can be treated in a similar manner. A large international debt
which requires the yearly payment of interest can constrain development within the domestic
economy. Countries such as Argentina have managed to renegotiate such debts and achieve a fresh
start in their development process. Countries which are indebted to Australia will return interest
each year and can thereby maintain physical and economic activity over a longer time period; longer
than if those investment funds had been consumed for lifestyle purposes.
This section is set within a consumption theme because monetary institutions and their rules can
determine the nature of Australia’s physical economy, its energy metabolism and subsequent
greenhouse emissions. International financial flows into Australia can stimulate expansion of either
the fossil or renewable energy sectors, or they can allow increased personal consumption activities.
Large investments in fossil systems will facilitate high economic productivity and greenhouse
emissions. Investments onto renewable energy systems will possibly reduce economic productivity
during a sustained investment period (while attaining sufficient scale) but then stimulate higher
economic activity when energy supply becomes virtually free of the requirement of supply chains for
coal, oil and natural gas. Internationally financed personal consumption will stimulate economic
growth and greenhouse emissions in the short term, but in the longer term, interest payments on
high debt levels may limit a nation’s ability to make strategic resource transitions and deal with
unforeseen crises such as global change.

Sustainable Consumption
To contemplate a complete change for developed economies in the current economic theory and its
application is almost unthinkable. Nevertheless, the challenges posed in the ‘sustainable
consumption’ literature note that personal consumption drives GDP. With the metabolic makeup of
most modern economies, this growth in GDP is accompanied by equal growth in materials use,
energy use and greenhouse emissions. Many of the basic material transactions take place in other
counties, with final goods and services delivered by the globalised trade network and some national
accounts use hidden trade to suggest that dematerialisation is already underway.
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Schema for Sustainable Consumption (SCORE network)

Incremental Change
reduce emission
factors
improve efficiency
of system

Production

radically innovate
production system

use less, share and
pool

Consumption

pay for immaterial
value

Radical Change

Create happiness
and fulfilment
without spending
and consuming

Figure 3. The schema for sustainable consumption design which aims for harmonised and radical
changes to the production-consumption continuum (from Tukker79 ).

In a design sense, the only practical way through the ever growing GDP-materials conundrum is
through concurrent radical change in several dimensions (Figure 3). The activities of production and
consumption, until now seen as quite separate entities, must be totally intermeshed, and done so
radically, since many major production sectors are approaching major thresholds in a material or a
thermodynamic sense. For example, a competent steel making sector uses 22 GJ of energy to
produce a tonne of steel while the absolute limit in a theoretical sense is around 18 GJ per tonne,
i.e. there is still space for improvement, but step changes are no longer possible. The consumption
area is similarly thwarted as moves to ban plastic bags or reduce packaging are important, but will
only give minor changes to material or energy flows at a national level.
Imagining, designing and then implementing the radical collapse of the current system, while
harmoniously replacing it with equal or better lifestyles that are less materially intense at the
household and nationwide levels, seems doomed to ridicule and overall failure. However, radical
environmentalists such as David Fleming80 in Europe and Ted Trainer81 and David Holmgren82 in
Australia have been writing about it for the last two decades. The development is that traditional
research and development alliances (see European SCORE alliance and Tukker reference above)
are entering the area in association with multinational corporations. Faced with multilayered global
environmental challenges, the concept of radical redesign is rapidly moving from the ‘wacky green
left’ into the mainstream.
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The Consumption Challenge of This Study
The established goal of this study is focused on the physical feasibility of extensive ‘woodscape’
planting to generate liquid transport fuels and some biomass electricity. However, these goals
evolve once the interconnectedness of the physical economy is realised and issues outside ‘the
biomass economy’ are seen to be of equal or greater importance to design success, than key issues
within the biomass boundary such as biomass planting rates and tree productivity rates for
example. The discussion of personal consumption in this section, now seen starkly as both a driver
economic growth (a good?) as well as driver of energy use and greenhouse emissions (possibly a
bad?) can then help change design criteria to a broader set of objectives as follows:
■ To reconfigure the key structural elements of the physical economy so that they provide:
■ The essential energy services required with reduced greenhouse gas emissions and improved
energy security
■ While maintaining important indicators of economic productivity such as GDP growth rate
consistently within reasonable bounds
■ And accepting that physical measures of personal consumption (e.g. the total embodied
energy in the full chain of personal consumption) may not continue to increase as it has in the
past two decades, they may stabilise or even decline but measures of quality of life may not
decline also
These design criteria may not be compatible with current economic theory but the key difference
should be clarified. The dematerialisation of economic growth, described fully in writings on the
Factor-4 and Factor-10 economies83, suggests that economic growth rates and current lifestyles
can be maintained if production systems are radically redesigned and these innovations quickly
penetrate the market. Thus the physical economy, or the transactions underpinning the monetary
economy, is the focus of this study.
This clarification sets up the definition and challenge of the complete study in the next section.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER: THE HYPOTHESIS
The scientific method in its traditional (reductionist) sense attempts to propose hypotheses that can
then be disproved. While a study based on modelling and synthesis could not qualify as a traditional
experiment, nevertheless proposing the elements of an hypothesis can give a robust structure for
assessment and the distillation of take-home messages in an ex ante manner. In this spirit, an
hypothesis of eleven linked propositions is proposed for this study as follows:
Within the context of the whole Australian economy out to the year 2051 the proposition is that:
■ A relatively smooth transition can be made to an essentially renewable energy economy
■ Which stabilises or reduces greenhouse gas emissions to, or below, 1990 levels
■ Without substantially reducing whole-economy measures of production and progress such as
growth rate in gross domestic product
■ While increasing the diversification options for farming and forestry communities due to the
biomass cropping systems which increase opportunities for employment, sophisticated skills
and optimism in rural areas
■ Using as a source of liquid transportation fuels a combination of bio-alcohols, bio-oils and biohydrogen for up to 90% of the whole-economy requirement (leaving 10% for petroleum
derivates, e.g. kerosene for jet turbines)
■ Derived from wood-based biomass resources grown on 40-60 million hectares of currently
‘tamed’ land, generally the cropping and improved pasture land already developed since
European settlement (total stock currently approximately 80 million hectares augmented by a
‘rough land’ category)
■ While ensuring an appreciable penetration of lower-carbon electricity sources such as
biomass-fuelled power plants, wind power, solar thermal, solar photovoltaic and other
sources as required
■ As well as maintaining a vegetable and animal protein production base sufficient at least to
feed the domestic population and maintain some exports
■ With the new biomass plantings giving a substantial increase in national vegetation
transpiration rates that are sufficient to constrain further increases in the driving forces of
dryland salinity1
■ Without causing an equally substantial loss of runoff water for irrigation and other uses in key
catchments
■ And giving in general, a positive advantage to Australia’s balance of physical trade due to a
reduced reliance on imported oil and oil substitutes

1

Much dryland salinity is already hardwired into landscapes by the past century of transpiration deficits.
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PART TWO – THE METHODS AND THE RESULTS,
ANALYTICAL METHODS
Introduction to Physical Economy Modelling
The development of physical economy modelling in Australia was stimulated by the national
population debate within the context of long-term sustainability issues. The concepts of population
targets and carrying capacity have a long history in Australia, starting in the 1920s, when a Sydney
university geographer, Thomas Griffith Taylor, set Australia's estimated carrying capacity at 65
million people and later reduced this estimate to 20 million people84 . During the 1980s and 1990s
there have been several national inquiries on population, the most recent of which was the Jones
Inquiry85 which stopped short of recommending a national population policy86. By default,
Australia’s population seems to be moving towards a more or less stable population of around 25 to
27 million people in one to two human generations’ time. During the 1990s, the national population
debate evolved to include a wide range of linked issues, such as resilience of ecological systems,
material consumption levels and changes to the structure and function of the economic system.
It was against this background that CSIRO, a national science agency, initiated a strategic project to
underpin the population debate, and its linkages to resource use and environmental quality, with
scientific analysis. The project’s initial aim was to focus on the environmental aspects of population
impact with particular emphasis on the quality and quantity aspects of water, soils, biodiversity,
atmosphere and natural amenity. Initially, the work proceeded along a traditional scientific route,
where plans were made to examine the effect of population on water resources, land resources and
so on. However, because of the complex linkages between all sectors of society and the economy,
the traditional approach of defining tight boundaries around a well-defined problem prior to
analysis was judged difficult to implement. In addition, the project faced the challenge of tackling a
future-orientated and long-term topic which required integrated advice and a range of possible
solutions. At this time, the project became aware of two important methodological approaches. The
first was the work of Godet87 and his work on ‘strategic prospectives’ and thence the use of
foresighting and scenario development by multinational companies such as Royal Dutch Shell. The
second was the implementation of population-development-environment simulators – particularly
the work by Wolfgang Lutz of the Vienna-based International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis
in Mauritius88, the physical analysis paradigm using the ‘design approach’ by Robbert Associates in
Canada89, and the embodied energy approach of Malcolm Slesser90,91 and colleagues in Scotland.
The project design then evolved to the development of new designs for the socioeconomic system,
in order to lessen the effect of humans on resource depletion and environmental quality. The first
theme of work was that of scenario development where a number of robust and well-documented
national scenarios were developed to lead and inform debate on national development and
sustainability issues. Three scenarios, Economic Growth, Conservative Development and Post
Materialism have been published in book form92. The second theme of work developed in order to
underpin the scenario work with physical economy analyses. Within this theme, two system
simulators were developed based on different paradigms of physical analysis. One of these,
OzEcco93 (Foran and Crane, 1998), used the embodied energy approach of Slesser94 to construct a
top-down and aggregated simulator of Australia’s physical economy. This analytical approach
assumed that the delivery of goods and services to a domestic economy is a function of the
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extraction, delivery and efficiency of use of energy resources, most of which are derived from fossil
sources.
The second simulator, the Australian Stocks and Flows Framework (hereafter ASFF), was a
disaggregated set of linked models which access a database describing the last 50 years of
Australia’s physical function or physical metabolism. The design approach used by the ASFF
approach is philosophically attractive for two reasons. Firstly, it treats the complete range of
physical function as separate entities (i.e. crops, animals, people, cars, steel production, chemical
production) and allows a detailed treatment of vintaging or age for most big-ticket items of physical
infrastructure. Secondly, the physical functioning is retained within the modelling code and termed
‘machine space’. The management and policy decisions that guide this physical functioning are
retained as part of a scenario under development and testing by the user or policy analyst and are
termed ‘control space’. Gault et al.95 describe the design approach as follows:

The design approach is a philosophy for building computer-based simulation
frameworks, which represent socio-economic systems, and for using the simulation
framework to design alternative futures through repeated simulation. It is the
exploration of alternative futures by the user, who forms part of the system, which
distinguishes this approach from that of macro-economics with its emphasis on
prediction. The exploration and the involvement of the user result from the absence of
optimization or equilibrating mechanisms in the physical representation of the socioeconomic system. This ensures that the user, working alone or with the aid of a model
of decision processes, controls the system. The policy decisions necessary to
exercising this control are required to be explicitly stated, and they form a record of how
the future, resulting from the simulation, was arrived at.
The ASFF and OzEcco models were developed in tandem, initially for the national population debate,
but then for a range of nationally-scaled and future-orientated analysis. The advantage of ASFF is
that it serves as an analytical framework without an apparent ideology (apart from the concept of
strict accounting), save that the physical viewpoint is as important as the economic and social
viewpoints. The national physical data within it has great depth and a long history that is consistent
and inter-related. It obeys the physical laws of mass balance and thermodynamics. In the national
policy context there is a perception of disadvantage because ‘it is not an economic model containing
prices and behaviour’. Future ASFF model developments may dilute this disadvantage to some
extent, but will also run up against the philosophical reality that one framework ‘cannot do all
things for all worldviews’. In comparison to ASFF, the OzEcco model is more aggregated, has a
shorter historical calibration period (20 years versus 50+), and is tightly coupled so that major
innovations or perturbations can result in positive or negative feedback effects and simulate
consumption outcomes to some extent. Because its energy modelling is based on national inputoutput tables and the underpinning national accounts, it is possible to translate dollars into energy,
and energy accounting back into dollars. Thus its function is based on the physical laws of
thermodynamics, but physical outcomes can be re-translated back into financial outcomes.

Origin and Use of the ECCO Modelling Approach
The early roots of the ECCO model lie in the energy crises of the 1970s and the growth of energy
analysis as a discipline. ECCO is primarily a physical account of the economy seen through the filter
of energy provision and processes of energy transformation. Energy analysis theory, as defined in
the proceedings of the International Federation of Institutes of Advanced Studies (IFIAS)96 workshop
of 1975, underpins the modelling approach. It explicitly recognises the importance of the second law
of thermodynamics in limiting the options available to the economy. According to this law, any
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transformation to a system incurs a net dissipation of energy and an overall increase in the entropy
(which can be thought of as a measure of disorder) of the system.
Within a system, the entropy of a local region can decrease if it is able to export the entropy
increase elsewhere. In industrialised economies, we generally order our built environment by
exporting huge volumes of disorder to natural ecosystems, as dissipation of energy resources and
as pollution. This behaviour was first formally described in these terms by Ilya Prigogine97 and
colleagues as 'open systems'. The area of ‘complex dissipative systems’ has now become a
research discipline in its own right. National economies such as Australia’s, are very much open
systems, interacting not only with natural environments, but with the global political environment
through trading goods, services and financial flows. (Financial flows have no direct physical
presence themselves but determine the direction in which physical effort is expended). A ‘flight’ of
capital usually leads to a recession and a reduction in the metabolic use of energy, while a ‘flood’ of
capital leads to the opposite.
By describing the economy in such physical terms the approach gives a direct appreciation on some
of the key interactions with nature, such as rates of fossil fuel extraction, use of materials and
emission of atmospheric pollutants, as well as many interactions that occur within the economy.
However, the concern with exact thermodynamics does not overshadow the desire to accurately
describe aspects of the real world, and the approach does not try to superimpose some grand
theory of energetics upon reality. Where appropriate, other units are used to measure specific
variables (e.g. transport demand can be measured in passenger-kilometres and tonne-kilometres
for freight).
The prime goal of ECCO model development was to turn static or ‘one step in time’ analyses into
dynamic analytical frameworks where options or scenarios could be analysed in timeframes that
matched the development of human populations and the infrastructure needed to sustain them.
Hence the acronym ECCO, which originally stood for ‘Enhancement of (population) Carrying
Capacity Options’ and more recently for the ‘Evaluation of Capital Creation Options’. The first simple
computer model was developed in 1978 by Ian Hounam and Malcolm Slesser at the Systems
Analysis Division of Euratom, Italy. Slesser continued to develop the methodology at Edinburgh
University's Centre for Human Ecology with Jane King, collaborating with local researchers on
small-scale models of Kenya98 and Mauritius99.
In the 1990s, the European Union (EU) funded a small team at Edinburgh to build models of the
UK100 and the EU in collaboration with partner institutes in France, Spain, Germany and Finland. At
the same time, the University of Groningen's Centre for Energy and the Environment101 adopted the
modelling approach, as did the University of Canterbury in New Zealand, and doctoral theses on the
model were completed at Groningen102,103, Canterbury104 and Edinburgh105.
There have been a number important generic outcomes from the use of ECCO modelling so far,
best summarised by the following quote from German studies106 using the EU scaled SuE model:

According to the modelling results, it is possible by 2020 to come close to a sustainable
state, by reducing unemployment to about 3%, CO2 emissions by 15% and material flows
by 25%, while the economy continues to grow (by 41–45%). The modelling results
demonstrate as well that no single measure alone is sufficient to arrive at such a
solution, but that a skilful combination of policy measures from economic,
environmental, social and labour policies is needed to bring about the transition
towards sustainable development. Core strategy elements identified include:
• increasing resource productivity by social and technological innovation;
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• reducing working hours, in particular the monthly or weekly average;
• careful stabilisation of the social security system;
• changing consumption (more long-life durable goods, more services instead of
goods)
and mobility patterns (modal split, frequency and distance of journeys).
As well as this Australian application of ECCO modelling, current applications are underway in
China107 and in Ireland108. The more recent Irish ECCO model found that the Republic of Ireland is
capable of making a transition towards sustainability over the next fifty years. As in the German
study quoted above, the study notes the importance of looking for synergies between suites of
management and technological approaches as one focus, say on renewable electricity alone, will
have limited effect.

The Use of Embodied Energy as an Analytical Tool
Following the IFIAS meetings that stimulated the start of ECCO modelling, a number of parallel
streams of energy accounting also developed. By far the most important and often used was
‘embodied energy analysis’ usually performed for one period of time and based on the economic
input-output tables which charted the inter-dependencies between the economic sectors which in
total, made up an economy. Some of the first widely published analyses were done by Bob
Herendeen and colleagues from the early 1970s. In a ‘30 years on’ review, Herendeen109 noted the
original interest in the analytical concept which soon waned with decision makers when the full
implications of the analysis became apparent. An analysis of the energy content of US households110
showed that direct energy use (petrol, electricity, gas wood) was relatively flat across the household
expenditure range, but total energy use (including indirect effects in the production chain) continued
to increase almost linearly with increasing consumption expenditure. In that era of the early 1980s,
any attempt to curb energy use would by definition have to curb consumption and therefore
economic growth. Today, ‘energy efficiency’ programs are still focused on direct energy use even
though embodied energy analysis shows unequivocally that expanding consumption has the largest
effect. Herendeen and colleagues used embodied energy analysis techniques (including other
analysis such as employment) to study a wide range of federal programs such as national highway
building, law and order, new technologies and so on, but those programs changed little in the USA,
in response to such analyses.
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Figure 4. The embodied energy contained in one dollar of final demand of ten selected economic
sectors covering primary production, manufacturing, energy transformation and services sectors. The
units are in megajoules (MJ) or 106J. The ‘direct’ energy is that used directly within the sector while the ‘indirect’
energy is that embodied in the full production chain that supplies the sector with all of its energy and material
requirements. For reference 40MJ is the available energy contained in one litre of petrol or diesel, while 20 MJ is the
available energy contained in one kilogram of bone dry wood (Data from Balancing Act111 report).

However, particularly in Europe, the concept of ‘embodiment’ as an analytical concept has received
widespread acceptance in academia, practice and policy where it is driven by diverse issues such as
life cycle analysis and national environmental accounting. The area is fully reviewed in Chapter 2 of
the Balancing Act112 report where an appendix shows over 100 published applications of embodiedtype analyses. Some simple examples of the energy embodied in the production chains behind each
dollar in the Australian economy are shown in Figure 4. For primary industries such as wheat and
hardwood plantations, and their value-added products of flour and sawn timber, the embodied
energy in each dollar of production at farm gate or factory gate prices is in the range of 4–7 MJ per
dollar. Comparatively, most energy is used indirectly in the many activities that support the direct
activities in the farm, forest, factory and sawmill.
By comparison, the energy embodied in each dollar of glass making, diesel refining and aluminium
smelting is many times higher than for primary industries. The direct and indirect breakdown is
quite different in these manufacturing sectors. Most energy is used in the refinery for diesel
production while most energy for aluminium is indirect in the coal consumed to produce electricity
required for the smelting process. The breakdown for airline travel is an obvious one with three
quarters due to the direct use of jet fuel. Typical service or tertiary sectors such as communications
and education have much lower energy use overall and most of the energy use is indirect.
This discussion of embodied energy confirms both the intellectual antecedents of the approach as
well as its practical use for engineering and policy applications. The modelling approach described
in the next section aggregates much of the information available at a finer scale (e.g. Figure 4) into
blocks of activity that are meaningful in a policy sense. This structure, essentially a description of
the economy in energy terms, is then turned from a static picture into a dynamic one (i.e. evolving
over time) by sets of interacting linkages that combine to drive the economic system (both the
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energy and financial aspects) forward. Two such drivers might be human population growth and
export growth. The expectation that Australia’s population will reach at least 25 million by 2050 sets
in train the requirements for more food, more houses, more transport and more services. The need
to pay for our imports with our export activity means that, in addition to the requirements of the
domestic population and international tourists, an expanding quotient of exports from our farming,
mining and manufacturing industries will in turn require more onsite activity, more transport and
more management services.

Structure of the OzEcco Model
The OzEcco model is designed to integrate the driving forces of population, lifestyle, organisation
and technology and to explore their possible impacts on environmental loadings and resource
depletion. It is a systems dynamics representation of Australia’s energy metabolism, based on the
embodied energy approach described above. This evolved from the integration of financial inputoutput tables112,113, with national physical accounts, such as those for energy114. Slow-moving
variables such as the capital stocks of infrastructure are expressed as a physical measure in
petajoules (1015J) of embodied energy, rather than in monetary terms. Fast-moving variables such
as transport fuel requirements have been expressed as energy flows, again in petajoules per year
rather than dollars per year. In this way economic activity is transformed into physical activity which
is consistent with the first and second law of thermodynamics. All economic transactions are
represented by the energy transformations which underpin them. This simplification is consistent
with the slow-moving variables that constrain the rates of growth and development of any modern
economy.
Conceptually, the OzEcco model has five broad components: natural resource stocks, the energy
transformation sectors, consumption activities, pollution generation and whole system indicators.
The core modelling concept is that access to, and transformation of, energy (typically stocks of
fossil fuel) are the determinants of physical growth in any modern industrial economy. Thus all
goods and services are expressed in terms of the chain of energy processes that eventually become
included (embodied) in a final good (e.g. a motor car) or a service (e.g. banking and education).
Some sectors, such as domestic housing, act as long-term accumulators of fixed energy capital
(embodied energy), whereas personal consumption dissipates embodied energy relatively quickly.
The concept is shown schematically in Figure 5 below. The capital stock of industry (stock of
embodied energy) is the primary node through which human-made capital is created. Industry
contributes to other sectors such as agriculture (fertiliser, machines), domestic housing (bricks,
carpets, stoves) and so on. In a globalised economy, the flows of manufactured goods in and out of a
domestic economy is complex, but adequately described in the financial input-output tables to
underpin simulation modelling.
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram of the central growth-determining loop in the OzEcco model, with the
aggregated industrial sector depicted here as the core resource on which growth depends. Note: the
processes of fixed or human-made capital (HMC in the diagram) are depicted as an influence diagram, illustrating the
main causative features represented in the model. The total human-made capital available is the sum of imports and
domestic production.

The rate at which the aggregated industrial sector can grow in any one year is limited by its
contribution to other sectors of the physical economy, and the consumption activities of the
population at large. Both of these activities (industrial growth and personal consumption) act
differentially as negative feedbacks to restrict the rate at which the physical economy might grow.
The effects of international trade and financial flows can be both positive and negative. Exports are
classified as a negative drain on the amount of embodied energy available nationally. Physical
imports and monetary inflows are positive additions because they increase the capability to provide
physical transactions and services. All of these factors are linked in a systems dynamics
framework115. The simulated economy has an endogenous growth mechanism constrained by the
availability of renewable and non-renewable energy, and the need to maintain national
infrastructure with personal consumption activities. Global financial issues, such as the balance of
payments and international debt, are regarded as flows and stocks of virtual embodied energy
which, in the short term, help overcome domestic resource and infrastructure limitations which
might hinder expansion of the physical economy.
A more detailed description of the model components is shown in Table 5. Since the model has
been specifically formulated to test whole-economy transitions which provide improved energy
security and lowered greenhouse emissions, there are many treatments that are aggregated and
relatively simple. The industrial sector essentially aggregates the energy metabolism of up to 50
sectors described in the national accounts into one macro-sector. While detailed sector information
on energy and material processes is desirable, and available in many traditional modelling
frameworks including the Australian Stocks and Flows framework described above, the scope of the
transformations envisaged in this study challenge the ability of the analyst to manage this
numeracy in a tractable and robust manner. On the other hand, development of a stock of woody
biomass and its transformation into electricity, methanol, ethanol and gaseous hydrogen is handled
at an appropriate level. In some ways, the current formulation has developed a ‘scout’ model which
charts broad possibilities and develops research hypotheses that can be examined on a more
rigorous basis in follow-up work.
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Table 5. A high level description of the calculators included the 2005 version of the OzEcco model.

No. Model Components
1
Model initialisation
and calibration

2

Resource stocks

3

International trade
and financial
linkages

4

Industrial sector

5

Agriculture,
forestry and fishing

6

Mining

7

Fuel
transformation

8

Electricity
generation

9

Natural gas sector

10

Water sector

11

Domestic housing

12

Services sectors

13

Personal
consumption

14

Transport

Issues Dealt With
While model output is calibrated to agree with real data for the period
1981 to 2003, the key initialisation is the transformation of energy to
dollars through a series of interacting production chains. National
accounts data on the initial stocks of capital and the yearly flows of
dollars must be transformed into embodied energy measures that
conform to financial and physical accounting realities.
National assessments of stocks of human population, oil, natural gas,
uranium, coal, water, arable land. Other minerals in general, are
assumed to be sufficient for the next 50 years of expansion.
As financial inflows (investment and debt) are central to Australia’s
ongoing development, a detailed treatment is included. Both inflows
and outflows are modelled for long term (investment) and short term
(equities) activities.
An aggregated industrial sector forms the core of the model which
provides both intermediate and final products that allows other
sectors to operate
Relatively simple treatment of agriculture and fishing as seen
through its requirement for energy. Biomass production, either crops
or forage, is modelled through its requirement for external energy
inputs (fuel, fertilisers and chemicals).
Mining production and exports seen through the energy embodied in
the full chain production process, rather than through tonnes of
production.
Processes that transform raw materials (oil, oil shale, biomass, wood
etc.) into transport fuels such as petrol/diesel, ethanol, methanol and
hydrogen. Process is described by the capital stock of the plant and
the inputs of thermal and electrical energy required to produce each
petajoule of useable fuel.
Technologies that produce electricity from fossil fuels (coal and gas
thermal, combined cycle, fuel cells), nuclear and renewable (solar
thermal and photovoltaic, wind, hydro, biomass)
Extracts and delivers natural gas to domestic and industrial end
users through a network of continually expanding pipeline systems
that eventually join Western and Eastern Australia.
Collects and delivers water services to agriculture, industry and
domestic consumers from underground aquifers and surface flows.
Models the stock of embodied energy in the domestic housing sector,
which currently accounts for one-third of the national capital stock.
This capital stock drives the domestic requirement for electrical and
thermal energy and for repairs, renewal and expansion.
Aggregated services sector currently accounting for one-third of the
national capital stock. The sector functions in a similar manner to
domestic housing.
Embodied energy of the per capita discretionary expenditure
excluding the provision of food (done in agriculture) and housing
(done in domestic housing). The current level is 40% of the total per
capita energy usage.
Provides an aggregated view of the total passenger-kilometres and
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15

Land accounting

16

Forestry
development

17

Hydrology

18

Greenhouse
accounting

19
20

Emissions and
pollution
Energy Accounting

21

GDP calculation

tonne-kilometres required at a national level under the modes of
road, rail, sea and air. Has control variables which deliver the same
transport service for less energy content.
Accounts in an external spreadsheet for land stocks at a ‘statistical
division’ level under the categories of arable, pasture and rough land.
This provides the scenario capacity to develop extensive woodscape
plantings under different rationales (rehabilitation, production,
marginal electorates) and under different development proportions
(current set at 10% of arable, pasture and rough land – a total of 30%
of each statistic division – before the next SD is developed).
Accounts in an external spreadsheet for the planting, replanting and
production regimes for woodscape development from the land
accounting stocks (above) for long rotation pine and eucalypt (30
years), short rotation eucalypt (8 years) and for blue mallee (3 years).
Each statistical division is typed by both proportion of each production
regime allowed and its productivity in cubic metres per year.
Replication at a statistical division level of continental hydrology and
transpiration approach (water vapour flows) of Line Gordon116.
A greenhouse accounting calculator focused specifically on carbon
dioxide emissions from the energy sector. The treatment does not
replicate issues such as land clearing, methane from animals and
nitrous oxides from pastures and fuel combustion.
Accounts for a range of pollutants that result from fuel combustion.
Accounts for both energy inputs and outputs of the economy across
the national system boundary to ensure that the essences of the first
and second laws of thermodynamics are met.
Replicates the relationship between primary energy use and
economic value-adding as enumerated in estimates of gross
domestic product (productivity estimate). The indicator is driven
through aggregated sector activity in agriculture, mining, industry,
utilities, services, transport and domestic housing.

To date, acceptance of the OzEcco modelling approach by both the scientific and the policy
communities in Australia is restricted. The use of integrating concepts such as ‘embodied energy’ is
constrained by the background of policy analysts, although an argument can be made that it is
similar to money as a numeriare in economic analysis. More recently the release of the report
Balancing Act117, where full chain analyses of embodied energy, water and land disturbance are
presented, has extended the concept of ‘embodiment’ to a broader audience. Additionally, high oil
prices are increasing the interest in alternative fuels such as ethanol produced from grain and
sugarcane. The debate around these alternative fuels now includes the extra dimensions of the
production cycle and its greenhouse and energy profit advantages, all of which require embodied
analyses of some type. There is an ongoing interest in simulations of a methanol economy based on
wood biomass118 that was the precursor to this project.
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Development Timeline of the OzEcco Model
The current Powerful Choices study funded by Land & Water Australia represents the third phase of
development of the OzEcco model. The deepened capabilities here focus on the regionalisation of
biomass production to the level of a statistical division, the hydrological implications of widespread
biomass plantings, and the revamping of the capital stock structure of the model following updated
stock assessments from the Australian Bureau of Statistics119. Additional areas, such as energy and
greenhouse accounting, have been improved and the calibration period extended to 25 years from
1981 to 2006.
The second phase of model development was supported in 1999 by the ‘Dryland Salinity Program’ of
Land & Water Australia. This phase produced the original concept of an extensive ‘woodscapes’
development on agricultural landscapes of up to 25 million hectares to produce bio-alcohols
(methanol and ethanol) as well as wood-fired bio-electricity. The technical report from this work,
Beyond 2025: Transitions to the Biomass-Alcohol Economy using Ethanol and Methanol is still
available for web delivery120, and has been distilled into two published papers121,122, been presented
to many conferences and been the focus of many media inquiries.
The first phase of model development began in 1995 at the commencement of the CSIRO population
project, and continued to 1999, supported by CSIRO and a grant from the now abolished Energy
Research and Development Corporation. It led to the publication of a technical report123, Three
Future Australias: ‘Business As Usual’, ‘High Tech’ and ‘Another Way’, and the publication of one
scientific paper124. The overall conclusions of this phase of the work make interesting reading given
today’s energy and greenhouse challenge. The report notes a tripling of energy-related greenhouse
emissions by 2050, constraints in domestic oil production by the mid-2020s, and a decline in the
capacity to maintain personal consumption levels after 2030. The OzEcco model was also one of the
first whole-economy models used as an integrative tool by the CSIRO Division of Energy Technology
and resulted in one paper125 published on electricity and greenhouse emissions, before energy
investigations became the Energy Transformed126 Flagship.

CHOOSING THE ‘BEST’ WAY FORWARD
The Decision Challenge
Substantial national decisions will require well-honed and robust analysis if they are to gain
credence, acceptance and then implementation. This is particularly so if they are focused on
changing a nation’s energy makeup and function, essentially the motor of economic growth and
development. However, the search for robustness often requires a tight boundary on the subject of
analysis (e.g. nuclear energy, the price of petrol) and is conducted under the rules of ceteris paribus
or, ‘all other things being equal’. They seldom are!
The structure of the analytical framework or model used in this study, and described in previous
sections, connects most important issues related to energy transformation and use. A substantial
change in one element or assumption, can, if it is strongly connected to a wide range of issues,
cause a wide range of unforeseen ‘knock-on’ effects. The ‘rebound effect’ is one of these where
increases in energy efficiency can give savings, which if then consumed, can stimulate economic
growth and cause higher energy use than otherwise would have been the case.
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Complex integration procedures to help decision makers have been developed which simplify many
factors of these factors into a limited number. These may be indices which classify outcomes into
‘high, medium and low’ groupings along a single axis, or classifications of different groupings which
are ‘mostly similar in aggregate’ but have a wide range of over-lapping information covering the
different groups.
While the OzEcco model itself represents a large effort of integration, the results from each set of
scenarios have not been aggregated into a single number. Rather, a hierarchy of indicators are
described below (macro, meso and micro) which represent perspectives which range from ‘top
down’ to ‘bottom up’. Macro indicators most often are more aggregate and obvious in national
affairs. They report on issues such as economic growth, greenhouse emissions and water use that
are central to national function and are currently important for national and state policy, but also
for international assessments of Australia. Meso indicators are important for specific sectors but
perhaps are not discussed nationally on a daily basis. They include stock indicators particularly for
oil and gas, and production indicators for agriculture, forestry, mining and so on. Micro indicators
often relate to individual technologies and are frequently input assumptions into a scenario, rather
than being a scenario result. They include thermal efficiency factors for fossil-fuelled electricity
plants and process efficiency factors for converting biomass to ethanol and methanol.
Judging the success or otherwise of a scenario will rely mostly on macro-indicators while
judgements of the robustness of a result will use possible variation of a micro-indicator to test a
range of mini-scenarios and to provide a risk assessment and sensitivity analysis. A set of six
indicators for each hierarchy level is described below to suggest how they will be used in the
discussion of most simulation sets.

Macro Indicators
These macro-indicators are the primary judge of success either in the shape of their trajectories
over the next 45 years, or sometimes their mean values (Table 6). Usually only four to six are used
in each major study. What makes ‘macro-indicator’ is mostly determined by its place in national
policy or discussion. Thus while the ‘physical’ rather than the ‘financial’ economy is the analytical
core of this study, an indicator of GDP growth rate is critical since so much of national policy
concentrates only on this indicator. Since personal affluence touches us all, the embodied energy
measure of this is also included as a macro-indicator. Many more physical attributes are located in
the meso-indicator set and are usually the focus of more limited sector interest. However, carbon
dioxide emissions aggregates activity over all sectors in a similar way to GDP and is thus included
as a macro-indicator.
Table 6. Description of the form and use of some macro-indicators used in this study.

Indicator
GDP growth rate – %

Energy intensity of one
dollar of GDP – MJ per
constant dollar

Use and Interpretation
Although often challenged, the growth rate in gross domestic product
(or value-adding) is the yardstick of good economic measurement.
The success or otherwise of any transformational scenario is usually
judged (in this study) by its ability to equal the GDP growth rate in the
base case or ‘business as usual’ scenario.
Decreasing the energy required to generate one dollar of GDP is one
combined measure of economic and physical efficiency. When the
number of megajoules per dollar declines, it is often the sign of
advancing technological efficiency with a higher proportion of
services versus physical industries.
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Total energy embodied in
discretionary personal
consumption – GJ per
capita
Carbon dioxide
emissions from domestic
energy combusted –
million tonnes
Total capital stock in
embodied energy – PJ

National energy
balances – PJ

The increasing utility (happiness or satisfaction gained) of personal
consumption activities is a major touchstone in economic philosophy.
This study measures utility as the energy services embodied in total
consumption activities of the individual.
Reducing total CO2 emissions, through either capture and storage or
avoidance, is one of the major objectives of this study. The key CO2
indicator in the study replicates the CO2 accounting in the national
greenhouse gas inventory.
The environmental economist David Pearce’s definition of ‘soft
sustainability’ suggests that the ‘developed capital’ should be at least
maintained, or preferably increase, if a country is to be judged
sustainable. This indicator maintains an account of all ‘developed
capital’ as infrastructure through the medium of the embodied
energy retained.
A key advantage of this type of energy modelling is that it allows a
relatively full accounting of total energy inputs and outputs. More
efficient forms of energy processing allow more energy services to be
retained, rather than dissipated instantaneously by heat loss or in the
medium term by consumption.

What will appear throughout this study is the considerable policy and practical tension between the
first four indicators in Table 6. Under the current national energy structure, higher rates of GDP
growth inevitably produce higher rates of CO2 emissions. The technological efficiency of dollar
generation shown in the energy intensity indicator saturates or flattens out in the absence of future
breakthroughs in energy transformation (see Figure 7). Individual technologies do improve but they
are balanced in energy accounting terms by the increasing energy required to deliver oil and gas to
end users, as domestic and overseas stocks are depleting. Personal consumption is central to
maintaining or increasing GDP growth and it too spurs growth in CO2 emissions.
Perhaps it is feasible to maintain GDP growth and the expectations of growing affluence while
stabilising or decreasing CO2 emissions. Two issues related to the dynamics of the whole system
constrain this possibility. The first is that lower-carbon technologies evolve from such a small base
that they find it difficult to penetrate and then dominate large capital stocks, e.g. wind power versus
coal-fired electricity plant. The second is that fast-growing systems are difficult to catch and control
in a free market system where savings from technological efficiencies rebound into other forms of
consumption. Thus, judgements of success will, throughout this study, be based on an interplay
between CO2 reductions, GDP growth maintenance and some increase in personal affluence while
energy intensity remains the aggregate measure of energy and carbon efficiency.

Meso Indicators
Meso-indicators usually operate at a sector level. They translate linkages downwards from the
macro-economy and upwards from the technological suite of options. They report whether a
management or technological innovation has affected resource use or whether possible constraints
are looming (Table 7). They are often the focus of substitution pressures where for example, the
depletion of domestic oil stocks can be seen as inevitable. However, if overall energy exports
provide enough total export income, energy trade can retain a positive financial balance and oil
stocks themselves may not signal a major issue. However, when a number of meso-indicators are
considered in parallel, all stocks of high quality energy may be depleting. Thus, if oil, gas and
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uranium are depleted by 2051, then overall prospects for the period 2051 to 2101 could become
quite challenging (see Figures 13-16).
Table 7. Description of the form and use of some meso-indicators used in this study.

Indicator
Stocks and yearly
production of oil, gas,
uranium and coal – PJ
Water use – GL

Forest production –
cubic metres

Land stock of crops,
pastures and forests –
million hectares
Evapotranspiration
balances – GL

Water runoff and
recharge – GL

Use and Interpretation
Maintenance of or slowly depleting stock values can be viewed as an
outcome of a successful strategy of reduced demand, increased
efficiency of use, or finding more resources.
Water is over-allocated in many areas of south-eastern and southwestern Australia. Yet all production chains require water, and
increasing amounts of it as growth and development generally
requires more volumetric production.
The overall wood balance has been assured by the ‘Forests 2020
Vision’ and Australia now relies less on native forest for industrial
wood requirements and export woodchips. However, biomass-based
electricity and transport fuels will require vast increases in wood
production. Thus, this is a key indicator.
Quality land for broadscale agriculture and forestry is generally
limited in Australia, and may increasingly be so by the impact of
climate change and increased requirements of conservation and
provision for ecosystem services.
Two-hundred years of land development and clearing of native
vegetation have altered pre-European landscape hydrology; generally
replacing perennial with annual vegetation. Evapotranspiration (the
total water processed through plant growth and maintenance) has
altered; causing a number of knock-on effects such as proneness to
dryland salinity.
Due to changes described in the previous indicator, in developed
areas, both water runoff and the recharge of aquifers have increased.
A major re-vegetation of developed lands with biofuels may rebalance this back towards pre-European levels. Irrigation water for
agriculture may be substantially reduced.

These meso-indicators generally form the policy grist for groups in government, environmental
advocacy and business lobbying. Their scale and trajectories can be substantially altered in one
human generation by economic pricing, policy shocks and the demise of industries and markets.
They report on the physical basis underlying many of the macro-indicators but a down- or upturn in
one indicator will not cause major changes in the national system. It may provoke change in a
regional economy. They remain the preserve of the focused specialist who may not fully
acknowledge their numerical linkage to the macro- and meso-layers.

Micro Indicators
The micro-indicators describe a specific technology and how it might change over the simulation
period to 2051 (Table 8). Of most relevance in this energy study are energy production chains based
on a specific concept or technology. Thus coal-fired electricity will be described by its capital cost,
its thermodynamic efficiency, its load factor and the amount of electricity lost within the plant
(pump operation) and along transmission lines before it reaches the final consumer. Renewable
electricity infrastructure will be described in similar terms.
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Table 8. Description of the form and use of some micro-indicators used in this study.

Indicator
Thermal efficiencies of
electricity plant

Process yields of
biomass to biofuel
Energy profit ratio for
domestic oil and gas

Load factors of
renewable electricity
infrastructure
Assumptions for
domestic oil and gas
stocks
Forest productivity rates

Use and Interpretation
An input assumption describing the joules contained in coal that are
delivered as joules of electricity. Because the bulk of electricity
generation will continue to be black and brown coal, this is an
important factor and is assumed to reach its thermodynamic
maximum (approximately 45%) by 2040.
An input assumption describing the transformation efficiency of
energy in biomass (e.g. 20 GJ per tonne of dry wood) into liquid
transportation fuel such as methanol (60%) or ethanol (30%).
An outcome of the energy accounting process that relates the energy
required in the full production chain (including mining, production,
transport, refining, delivery) to deliver a unit of useable petrol or gas
to the consumer.
The proportion of time in a year that a renewable electricity operates
at its ‘nameplate’ capacity, i.e. a one megawatt wind turbine
operating at a load factor of 30% produces 0.3 megawatts of
electricity in one year.
Combines today’s ‘economically demonstrated resources’ of oil and
gas with those that are currently ‘sub-economic’ and those that are
‘yet to be found’.
Growth rates for plantation forest types and management regimes for
each statistical division in Australia.

Each assumption may have considerable power to change the result of a simulation experiment or
scenario, particularly for the values in future decades out to 2051. In most cases assumptions are
reasonably optimistic but based on physical process studies and engineering feasibility, both
domestically and in the international literature. This approach excludes the ‘silver bullet’ revolution
where an instantaneous innovation sets the economy on a radically new pathway. For example, the
communications revolution belies the reality that infrastructure has become more complex and
thus requires more embodied energy in a full production chain sense. Also the ubiquitous
acceptance of mobile technology and its hidden infrastructure of continuous high quality electricity,
means that the communications sector in Australia requires nearly as much power in total, as the
iron and steel sector. Where settings are sensitive (i.e. a small change in a micro-indicator can give
a large change in a macro-indicator), sensitivity analyses are done to give an assessment of result
robustness.
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THE BASE CASE
Abstract
This base case scenario portrays a relatively buoyant Australia out to 2051 with a doubling of per
capita affluence and an average GDP growth rate of 2.2% per annum. The history of human
civilisation shows us that nations with a physical ‘energy surplus’ can continue to grow and expand.
So in the environmental economics definition of ‘soft’ sustainability, Australia seems sustainable
since its stocks of ‘developed capital’ (infrastructure etc.) keep growing for the next two human
generations. However, there is a bleaker ‘hard’ sustainability picture since this development
substantially depletes stocks of high quality energy (oil, gas, uranium) over this timescale. What
occurs in the following 50 years out to 2101 may be quite uncertain but humankind has proven its
adaptability and we could respond appropriately. The total stock of carbon dioxide emissions
accumulated from energy use in the next 45 years (2006 to 2051) is nearly 29 billion tonnes, even
with advanced technologies. The challenge of reducing this to 5 billion tonnes is substantial and
could require large changes in economic structure as well as expectations of per capita
consumption. So this ‘base case’ scenario is not a ‘prediction’ of Australia’s possible futures or
stumbling points. Rather it is a logical bringing together of many physical attributes that make us
what we are. It is benchmark against which, other whole-economy designs in this study can be
judged, perhaps with similar economic possibilities but improved physical outcomes. Nevertheless
there are long-term signals (e.g. oil and gas depletion, greenhouse emissions) in this base case
which cannot be ignored or solved simply with marginal improvements in efficiency or isolated
technologies. Complex inter-related problems will require equally complex long-term solutions,
driven by well-defined goals.

Macro Issues
For the next 45 years out to 2051, the ‘base case’ portrays an Australian economy that remains
economically buoyant on the back of increasing fossil fuel usage and exports (Table 9). The GDP
growth rate averages 2.2% over 45 years and accumulates in a stock sense to $73,747 billion in
today’s dollars. However, in greenhouse terms, the economic buoyancy results in an accumulated
stock of nearly 29 billion tonnes of CO2 released to the atmosphere. This is driven mainly by
increasing levels of per capita affluence.
Table 9. High level indicators describing the accumulated requirements and implications of the base
case scenario over the next 45 years from 2006–2051.

Indicator
Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock of
GDP – 2005$
Accumulated stock of
CO2 generated – billion
tonnes
Accumulated stock of
embodied energy in per
capita personal

Amount
(rounded)
2.2%
$73,747
billion (109)
28.7 billion
(109) tonnes
7,238
GJ/capita

Comments
Has a coefficient of variation of 39% due primarily to oil
and gas shocks.
Or $73.7 trillion (1012)
Due only to energy transformations and made up of oil
(31%), brown coal (11%), black coal (32%), natural gas
(19%) and biomass (7%).
Embodied energy only in discretionary personal
expenditure and excludes housing provision and primary
food production. Average yearly per capita is currently
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consumption –
GJ/capita
Accumulated stock of
domestic oil
consumption – PJ

105 GJ.
148,000 PJ

Accumulated stock of
domestic gas
consumption – PJ

148,000 PJ

Accumulated stock of
domestic black coal
consumption – PJ
Accumulated stock of
domestic brown coal
consumption – PJ
Accumulated stock of
natural gas exports –
PJ
Accumulated stock of
black coal exports – PJ
Accumulated stock of
uranium exports – PJ
Accumulated stock of
managed water use –
GL
Accumulated stock of
passenger transport
requirement – billion
passenger kilometres
Accumulated stock of
freight transport
requirement – billion
tonne kilometres
Accumulated electricity
requirements – GWh

108,000 PJ

Domestic stocks are consumed by 2024 and 80% of this
requirement must come from imports, or domestic
substitutes (shale oil, gas, biofuels, efficiencies). This
stock is 90 times what we use domestically in the year
2006.
Domestic stocks are consumed by 2044 and 24% of this
requirement must come from imports, or domestic
substitutes. This stock is 110 times what we use
domestically in the year 2006.
There are no resource limitations. This stock is 80 times
what we use domestically in the year 2006.

38,000 PJ

There are no resource limitations. This stock is 50 times
what we use domestically in the year 2006.

98,000 PJ

This stock is 110 times what we export in the year 2006.

540,000 PJ

This stock is 70 times what we export in the year 2006.

412,000 PJ

This stock is 80 times what we export in the year 2006.

1,610,000
GL

Equivalent to 3,220 Sydney Harbour capacities.

23,000
billion
passenger
kilometres
52,000
billion tonne
kilometres

This stock is 80 times the travel demand of the year
2006 and reflects increases in population and affluencedriven transport requirements.

20,900,000
GWh

Electricity supply in the year 2051 is composed of black
coal (52%), brown coal (15%), gas (24%), hydro (5%) and
other renewables (4%).

This stock is 110 times the freight demand of the year
2006 and reflects GDP driven demands and increasing
exports.

Although the base case reflects continuing technological development (e.g. increasing efficiencies
of electricity production as well as different infrastructure) it still requires large amounts of fossil
fuel inputs. Over the 45-year period it requires approximately 148,000 PJ for both oil and natural
gas, 108,000 PJ of black coal and 38,000 PJ of brown coal. This means that usage rates integrated
over the scenario period are 80–100 times today’s requirement levels, or about twice today’s
consumption per year averaged over the whole period. This reflects the reality of continuing growth
combined with the relatively ineffective technological response that is assumed in the base case.
The continuing growth of exports sees 98,000 PJ of natural gas, 540,000 PJ of black coal and
412,000 PJ of yellowcake uranium sent overseas. Referenced to today’s yearly export levels, the
accumulated stocks are 110 times for gas, 70 times for coal and 70 times for uranium. When these
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exported fuels are combusted, they could cause greenhouse emissions of approximately 54 billion
tonnes. When exported emissions are combined with domestic emissions for the period out to 2051,
Australia’s economy could be ultimately responsible for at least 83 billion tonnes of CO2 emissions,
not including other greenhouse gases such as methane, nitrous oxides etc.
There are a wide range of ‘accumulation’ issues that can be derived from the modelling framework
(Table 9). Water use over the next 45 years of the base case scenario is 1.6 million GL or the
equivalent of over 3,200 ‘Sydney Harbour’ equivalents. Passenger and freight transport loadings
accumulate to 23,000 billion passenger kilometres and 52,000 billion tonne kilometres respectively,
reflecting the degree to which transport use is central to the functioning of a modern economy and
its continuing growth. These accumulated transport stocks are 80–110 times today’s requirements
reflecting on average a doubling of transport intensity over the next 45 years. The accumulated
electricity requirements are nearly 21 million GWh and in the base case in 2051, 52% of the supply
will be sourced from black coal, 24% from gas, 14% from brown coal, 5% from hydro and 4% from
other renewables.
The key indicator of GDP growth rate shows almost four decades of productivity growth in the band
of 2–3% (Figure 6). This agrees with a range of long-term economic modelling including the Federal
Government’s studies such as The Intergenerational Report127 and Forecasting Productivity Growth
2004 to 2024128 and the Business Roundtable’s Deep Cuts in Greenhouse Gas Emissions129. There
are two dips in what is simulated be a relatively optimistic future at least out to 2040. The first,
around the mid-2020s, is around one percentage point in GDP and caused by the depletion of
domestic oil reserves. The growth rate recovers within five years on the assumption that oil
supplies are imported from the Middle East or sourced from tar sand and bitumen processing in
Canada and Venezuela respectively. The second dip in the mid-2040s is caused primarily by the
depletion of domestic natural gas reserves (Figure 14) at a time when those resources are
becoming scarce worldwide. The dip is about three percentage points and growth rate recovers to
around one percent per annum. To some extent, these dips will be anticipated by decision makers
and this study seeks to provide alternative strategies.

Yearly Growth Rate in
Gross Domestic Product (GDPP)
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Figure 6. Simulated yearly growth rate in GDP (productivity approach) for the calibration period 1981–
2002 and then for the simulation period 2006–2051.
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Figure 7. Simulation of gross domestic product in $2005 (left hand graph) and the energy intensity of
GDP in MJ per $2005 (right hand graph).

In absolute terms, gross domestic product in the base case grows from below $500 million to
nearly $2,500 million by 2051 (Figure 7). Thus the structure of the base case has the capacity to
triple in economic productivity during the scenario period 2006–2051. The trajectory shows steady
growth until the 2040s when oil and gas shocks constrain growth and a relative stability in total
value-adding ensues. In reality, there are a wide range of additional shocks (economic meltdowns,
trade disputes, wars, global pandemics etc.) that will provide shocks to the economic growth
potential during the next 45 years. This base case can be seen as a background framework to all of
these, and a stimulus to develop more resilient energy services to underpin economic productivity.
Central to whole-economy designs that provide energy resilience and greenhouse solutions is the
measure of the energy intensity of one dollar of GDP (right hand graph: Figure 7). This graph
reveals two important issues. The first is a 25% reduction in energy intensity over the period 1981 to
present. After 2010 however, the effect saturates as innovation becomes balanced by the energy
cost of energy provision and by depreciation of larger infrastructure assets. Not modelled in this
study are innovations in IT&T, bio- and nano- technologies etc. which many experts assume will
drive down energy intensity in the future. The second point is that most of the energy intensity is
fossil energy. The top graph (total) includes fossil and non-fossil energy while the bottom graph is
fossil energy only. Successful future designs for transport biofuels, for example, may actually
increase the energy intensity of GDP but reduce the fossil component and thus overall greenhouse
emissions.
Energy Embodied in Discretionary Personal Consumption
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Figure 8. The embodied energy in discretionary personal expenditure in GJ/capita (left hand graph) and
total carbon dioxide emissions generated from the energy sector in million tonnes per annum (right
hand graph). Note: per capita consumption indicator excludes provision of housing and basic food which are
provided through those specific sectors in the model.

Decision makers in developed economies today mostly focus their policies on measures of standard
of living that the economy might deliver to their citizens. Thus private consumption activities often
take precedence over national investment priorities leading to a concern about the rundown of both
social and physical capital130. The base case gives an optimistic portrayal of rising per capita
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affluence from the start of the simulation in 1981 until the mid-2040s when economic productivity
stabilises (see Figure 7) due to constraints in oil and gas production (Figure 8). Thereafter, a
growing population dilutes a relatively constant consumption resource. There are many options for
avoiding this downturn, one being lower consumption trajectories in the mid-term of the scenario
allowing higher consumption allocations in the latter period. Logically, rising per capita
consumption in combination with a growing population and a stabilised energy intensity of GDP,
lead to growing greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector reach
one billion tonnes per annum by 2051. Including the forest sequestration effect in accord with
greenhouse accounting procedures, reduces the emission figure to 950 million tonnes. However,
those procedures exclude important issues such as attribution of international air and shipping
emissions, suggesting that the one billion tonne per annum end-point is a reasonable outcome for
the benchmark scenario.
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Figure 9. The total (national) capital stocks expressed in embodied petajoules of energy (left hand
graph) and their proportional composition change through time (right hand graph). Note: the measure of
‘embodied petajoules’ is a physical measure of stocks useful in time series situations where financial valuations are not
appropriate.

The total stocks of national infrastructure grow to 25,000 PJ by 2051. In generally accepted
measures of ‘soft sustainability’ (i.e. that national capital stocks maintain growth), the base case
portrays an Australian economy that is sustainable (see Figure 9). The composition of national
stocks shows a gradual change over time and in a proportional sense, there are three winners and
three losers. The services, industry and mining sectors increase, while the agriculture, domestic
housing and utilities sectors decrease. The utilities sector decreases because oil and gas are
imported after stock depletion and because electricity infrastructure is more efficient and requires
less capital stock to deliver the same infrastructure. The domestic housing sector requires less
expansion because population growth is slowing and requires fewer new houses.
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Figure 10. The total requirement for electricity to 2051 in GWh (left hand graph) and the composition
of electricity production by technology type in 2030 (right hand graph).
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By the year 2051, the base case requirement for electricity is over 700,000 GWh and has more than
doubled compared to current needs (see Figure 10). The choice of generation technology is critical
for greenhouse emissions and by 2030, 51% is sourced from black coal, 17% from brown coal, 22%
from gas, 6% from hydro and 4% from other renewables. These levels are compatible with recent
ABARE studies131 which underpinned Australian negotiations132 for the Asia Pacific Partnership on
Clean Development and Climate133, early in 2006.
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Figure 11. A comparison of energy inputs and losses out to 2051 (left hand graph) and the breakdown
of energy losses (right hand graph).

The primary inputs of fossil energy for the economy increase from around 5,000 PJ currently to over
14,000 PJ by 2051 (see Figure 11). Loss of energy through dissipation, consumption activities and
infrastructure depreciation parallels the energy inputs but always runs about 12–16% below it. The
energy accounting protocols presented here depict the general concern that modern economies are
dissipative structures where a small proportion of the energy service is retained or banked in a
long-term sense, i.e. in this case 15% is retained and 85% is lost. The breakdown of the losses
(right hand graph) shows that the biggest components are consumption and dissipation with
relatively small amounts devoted to the depreciation of national infrastructure stocks. A traderelated contribution to the energy losses occurs at the end of the scenario period where large
amounts of energy are used in extracting declining stocks of oil and natural gas The right hand
graph in Figure 11 also shows the key energy mechanisms behind technological innovation and
economic growth particularly as it applies to the national energy metabolism. The lowest layer
(DISSE1) describes the losses in energy transforming processes, e.g. 100 joules of black coal
delivers 30 joules of electricity with a loss of 70 joules mostly as heat. With the introduction of a new
transformation technology this changes to 50 units of electricity and 50 units of loss. This extra
productivity allows an expansion of the whole economy through complex production chains to either
production or consumption (the CONS layer in the right hand graph). This explains why increased
efficiencies lead to growth and more consumption. An alternative option is to use less primary
energy for the same output. The control of this ‘technological rebound’ process will be analysed in
the section following this base case description.
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Figure 12. Simulated requirements for freight (billion tonne kilometres) and passenger transport
(billion passenger kilometres) out to 2051 (left hand graph) and for oil requirements by end use sectors
(PJ) by the economy (right hand graph).

The simulated transport tasks show that the requirement for passenger transport doubles by 2051
while the freight task quadruples (Figure 12, left hand graph). These outcomes depend on the
maintenance and extension of the contemporary status quo where personal and business travel
continue to expand with increasing personal income and GDP growth. The growth in freight
transport is driven mostly by globalised trade where demand for Australia’s commodity exports
continues to expand, and where internal freight requirements grow facilitated by innovations in
logistics management and incentives for road transport. The domestic requirement for oil grows
from around 1,700 PJ currently to over 4,000 PJ by 2051 (Figure 12, right hand graph). For most of
the scenario period, this is composed of 80% for transport, 15% for industry, 4% for agriculture and
minor amounts for the services and mining sectors.

Meso Issues
The meso issues described below focus on key stock and flow issues, those that lie behind any
modern economy. Of central importance in the current setting of the economy are the energy
stocks for oil, natural gas, black coal and uranium. Brown coal is not presented as its stock will not
deplete in the period out to 2051. One focus of this study is the opportunity for replacement of
current fossil-energy systems by biomass-based ones for liquid transport fuels and bio-electricity.
To help assess some transitional feasibilities, stock issues such as productive land and plantation
forests are discussed in tandem with water use, runoff, recharge and continental transpiration.
These meso issues are still simulation outputs and rely in turn on a large number of national data
bases that form the OzEcco model, as well as key assumptions revealed in the next ‘micro’ issues
section.
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Figure 13. The simulated domestic stocks of oil and condensate in PJ (left hand graph) total demand,
domestic production and imports in PJ (right hand graph). Note: the total demand graph includes a factor for
the oil used in oil extraction and production and is thus higher than the oil end users graph in Figure 12.
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Under the assumptions of the base case scenario, Australia’s stock of domestic oil depletes early in
the 2020’s (Figure 13, left hand graph). This simulation has considerable uncertainty due mainly to
future exploration success within the on- and off-shore areas under Australia’s jurisdiction. The key
assumptions on stock additions are relatively optimistic (see Table 11 in micro issue section) and
are based on currently published Geoscience Australia information. However, they do not use the
‘very optimistic’ assumptions of exploration success quoted in CSIRO’s submission134 to the Senate
Inquiry into Australia's future oil supply and alternative transport fuels. These assumptions, based
on US Geological Survey analysis, give the possibility of another 35 years of ‘oil and condensate’
self-sufficiency compared to the conventional wisdom assessment of another 13 years. This study’s
assumptions give another 16 years of self-sufficiency at steadily increasing rates of usage based on
a ‘yet to find’ assumption of another 9,000 PJ of addition to stocks. Doubling and quadrupling this
core ‘yet to find’ assumption increases the depletion point from 2022 in the base case, to 2027 and
2034 respectively, i.e. another five or twelve years. This small addition to self-sufficiency relative to
such large stock additions is due to higher passenger and freight requirements driven by higher
GDP growth rates.
The total oil requirement rises to 5,000 PJ by 2051 (Figure 13, right hand graph) and includes in the
accounting conventions the net energy or energy return on investment (EROI)135 aspects of oil used
in oil exploration, extraction and production. Petroleum reserves in the USA are now well into the
decline phase after peaking in the early 1970s and the EROI for petrol is in the range of 6 to 10:1136
compared to the simulated figure for this domestic base case of 8:1, i.e. a reasonable agreement.
Towards the simulated depletion point in 2022, there is steady rise in domestic production to 2,000
PJ and then an abrupt cut-off point where oil imports rise from 1,000 to 3,000 PJ within one year. In
a real world context, this transition would be moderated in time and amount by market dynamics
and prices, reduced requirements due to high efficiency motors, strategic reserves or stockpiling
and the gradual development of alternative fuels (the focus of this study). Thus this ‘simulated’
abruptness can be viewed as a worst case scenario.
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Figure 14. The simulated domestic stocks of natural gas plus liquid petroleum gas in PJ (left hand
graph) and total demand, domestic production and imports in PJ (right hand graph).

In spite of a large endowment of domestic gas reserves, the simulated depletion point is 2044
(Figure 14). Domestic demand reaches nearly 5,000 PJ by 2051 with a large increase in use by
industry (assumption of value-added metals refining and manufacture of chemicals such as
fertilisers) and by combined cycle gas electricity plants. The comments made on oil depletion apply
equally here. A doubling and quadrupling of ‘yet to find’ natural gas stocks from the current
assumption of 35,000 PJ to 70,000 or 140,000 PJ, extends the depletion point to 2049 and 2055
respectively, i.e. another five or eleven years. The current simulated net energy or EROI (see
discussion above) is 14:1. In the absence of strong physical constraints facilitated by markets or
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governments, large increases in gas stocks allow growth rates and usage to reach higher levels
and be maintained a little longer. Under the base case, the simulated natural gas stock available in
the next 45 years (2006 to 2051) of 230,000 PJ is apportioned 57% to domestic use and 43% to
export.
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Figure 15. The simulated domestic stocks of black coal in PJ (left hand graph) total production,
domestic production and exports in PJ (right hand graph). Note exports are presented as a negative flow
since the direct energy services of coal are lost to the domestic economy.

The simulated black coal stock declines slowly from four to three million PJ out to 2051 (Figure 15,
left hand graph). The domestic requirement grows gradually to nearly 3,600 PJ by 2051 with use
mainly for electricity production (85%) and industrial processes (15%). The total production by 2051
is nearly 17,000 PJ; with exports being responsible for over 13,000 PJ or approximately double
today’s levels. The saturation of coal exports after 2031 is a modelling assumption, a median point
between recent reports some of which project continuing growth137, while others assume a
decrease in export price due to the imposition of carbon tax138 in current coal markets which in turn
slows export demand.
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Figure 16. The simulated domestic stocks of uranium in PJ (left hand graph) total production
(=exports) in PJ (right hand graph).

The domestic stocks of uranium are simulated to decrease from around 370,000 PJ in 2015 to
around 30,000 PJ in 2051 (Figure 16, left hand graph). These simulations have moderate uncertainty
but do include assumptions relating to increased exploration and success therefrom, and the
presumption of a doubling of total production and exports, led by China and India in particular, and
other countries such as Finland which expect to import Australia uranium for new nuclear plants
under construction. If exports grow to 15,000 PJ per annum instead of the assumed 10,000 PJ, then
the stock assumptions above will result in stock depletion by 2042.
Australia’s mining history is replete with tales of unexpected and substantial discoveries which
brought new eras of prosperity. The simulations for oil, natural gas and now uranium provide a
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focus on the considerable risks of high quality energy supplies being depleted, or nearly so, in the
decade leading up to 2051.
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Figure 17. The simulated total ‘managed’ water requirement out to 2051 in GL (left hand graph), and
the composition of end use (right hand graph).

The requirement for the use of managed water increases from around 25,000 GL currently to 40,000
GL by 2051, an increase of 60% over current levels (Figure 17, left hand graph). The majority of the
use continues to be agriculture and it is unlikely that it will occur in water-stressed regions in
eastern, south-eastern and south-western Australia. Regions in northern Australia that are
comparatively ‘water rich’ and ‘under-developed’ are the likely locations for the extra 15,000 GL
required, or more, if stressed river basins receive additional environmental flows. While the
requirement for agriculture is the largest there is growth in most sectors by 2051 compared to
current levels, e.g. electricity generation (2 times), coal washing (2 times), industry (3 times)
services (2 times), domestic housing (plus 40%). Thus the base case scenario should be viewed
more as a ‘latent’ requirement that will be substantially reduced by institutional and technical
change. For example, the recycling and piping of Melbourne’s urban water, after use, to the brown
coal electricity generators in the Yallourn Valley is currently undergoing feasibility studies.
Concerted recycling efforts in the high-value sectors could stabilise the requirement for virgin
water, but will also add substantially to the energy cost of water and the greenhouse intensity of its
delivery.
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Figure 18. The simulated forest wood production out to 2051 in million cubic metres (left hand graph)
and the composition of production (right hand graph). Note: the absolute difference between the two graphs
is due to the physical loss in turning logs into a wood ‘product’.

The original development assumptions behind the Federal Government’s The 2020 Vision139 were
maintained in the base case and extended from three million hectares by 2020, to six million
hectares by 2051. This resulted in a simulated wood production of 65 million cubic metres by 2051
or 250% of the current levels (Figure 18, left hand graph). This is achieved by a large expansion of a
variety of pine species depending on region planted, a moderate expansion of long-rotation eucalypt
and smaller developments of short-rotation eucalypts, and in the dryer farming areas, blue mallee
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types (Figure 18, right hand graph). The base case modelling lacks the minute detail required of a
competent and robust forest model. However, it provides an optimistic base for major expansions of
the national wood production as well as mimicking forest carbon sequestration under the current
Kyoto protocol.
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Figure 19. The simulated national stock of intensively managed land for crops, pastures and forest
plantations in million hectares out to 2051 (left hand graph), and the areal composition of the
plantation stock for four ‘archetypal’ forest management regimes (right hand graph).

The intensively managed land stock of approximately 70 million hectares is shown in Figure 19
where pastures occupy a constant 43 million hectares and crops a constant 23 million hectares and
by 2051, plantations 6 million hectares. Within the model these areas are accounted for in 58
statistical divisions (SDs) spread around the nation. In addition to crops and pastures, there are 692
hectares of ‘rough’ country with a total Australian land area of 762 million hectares. Regimes for
the expansion of forest plantations are governed by rules that permit only a specified amount of the
‘crop’, ‘pasture’ and ‘rough’ categories in each SD to be forested. These rules are intended to limit
‘wall to wall’ forest planting, maintain volumetric production of animal and vegetable products (and
thus export volumes) and to maximise options in site selection that maintain forest productivity
while enhancing water interception, transpiration and biodiversity augmentation. The breakdown of
forest areas in/by 2051 is shown in the right hand graph where the plantation land stock of 6 million
hectares is composed of pine (4.1 million hectares), long-rotation eucalypt (1.5 million hectares),
short-rotation eucalypt (0.3 million hectares) and mallee (0.1 million hectares). These 2051
outcomes are more an outcome of the rules designed to greatly enhance the wood base for
biomass production (see planting scenarios later), rather than being a logical extension of forest
plantation policy circa 2006.
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Figure 20. Simulated national surface water runoff in thousand gigalitres (left hand graph) and national
evapotranspiration in thousand gigalitres (right hand graph).

Due to the planting regime in the forestry base case (6 million hectares of plantation by 2051),
national surface water runoff decreases by 8,000 GL (Figure 20, left hand graph). Two-thirds of this
was lost in Tasmania and one-third in Queensland due mainly to the increased evapotranspiration
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from the increased plantings. National evapotranspiration increases by 30,000 GL over the 70-year
period of the simulated base case (Figure 20, right hand graph).
There are strong caveats around these water-related results due to the purpose and scale of the
modelling framework. The focus on tree-based bioenergy required that some quantification of
broadscale hydrological impacts be made within the context that any bioenergy policy would need to
assess full hydrological impacts using finer-scaled catchment modelling140. To enable this, the
OzEcco model accounted for plant transpiration in broad cover classes (plantation, crop, pasture,
natural vegetation etc.) in each of 58 statistical divisions which the Australian Bureau of Statistics
uses for data collection and presentation.
The approach used a methodology developed for studies in global water accounting141,142 and
implemented for an Australian study which compared the continental changes for a two-hundredyear period between pre-European 1780 and contemporary 1980143. This study highlighted that land
cover changes had reduced average continental evapotranspiration from 3,436,000 to 3,097,000 GL
per year, a decrease of 340,000 GL per year. It highlighted the current policy focus on the managed
portion of ‘blue water’ flows of 25,000 GL per year, while ignoring ‘white water’ flows
(evapotranspiration) nearly 14 times greater. This alteration of continental ‘vapour’ flow is almost as
large as the continental ‘liquid’ flow of 362,000 GL per year. These alterations have increased liquid
water flows thus allowing more irrigation, while also increasing underground recharge, potentially
leading to the emergence of the dryland salinity problem.
The surface runoff modelling applied generalisations from detailed forest hydrology studies144 that
quantified decreased catchment runoff due to increasing forest cover and forest transpiration.
These had been applied at broader scales to help assess the effect of forest plantings on runoff in
the Murray-Darling Basin145. In this study these cover-runoff-recharge relationships were stretched
to emulate 58 statistical divisions acting as large catchments with catchment-specific factors used
to modify large northern catchments where rainfall was of high intensity and highly seasonal.

Micro Issues
The micro issues described below mainly focus on important technical issues that drive many of the
resource issues in the macro section described above. Any economy-wide model will have many
hundreds of such issues, most of which change over decadal time. Given the study’s focus on
energy and greenhouse, the most important will be technical factors related to technologies that
transform and deliver high quality energy such as electricity and liquid biofuels. Also presented are
the assumptions for domestic oil and gas stocks and selected forest productivity rates used to grow
biomass feedstocks that partially replace petroleum. In general, all assumptions lean to being
relatively optimistic and have been distilled from a wide range of technical sources and commercial
literature.
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Figure 21. Thermal efficiencies of current and future electricity infrastructure fuelled by natural gas,
coal, biomass and nuclear. Thermal efficiency is broadly defined as the proportion of fuel input that is delivered as
electricity, e.g. 100 joules of coal which produces 30 joules of electricity equals a 30% efficiency.

Current thermal ‘steam’ electricity plants, both brown and black coal, increase from around 30%
efficiency currently to 40–43% by 2051 (Figure 21). The advanced or ‘clean’ coal technology where
coal is first gasified and cleaned before it is used to power combined cycle gas turbines, increases
from 40 to 60% over the period. The underlying assumption is that technical innovation for coal
modification and purification will speed the convergence of natural gas and coal fuels so that they
are virtually indistinguishable by the mid-2030s. Advanced biomass plants already in operation in
Sweden have an efficiency of 40% and this improved to equal black coal steam technology by the
2040s.
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Figure 22. Process yields assumed for the conversion of biomass feedstock to bio-methanol, biohydrogen and bio-ethanol.
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The generic fuel cell technology is assumed to be fuelled by natural gas, and evolves to an 80%
efficiency by 2051. The nuclear cycle is quoted to have thermal efficiencies of 26 to 33% and the
higher assumption is used in this study. Representing the efficiency of the nuclear cycle is complex
since only 3% of the potential energy in a fuel rod is used before it is taken back for recycling and
eventual reuse. The Canadian CANDU reactor type is modelled in this study because it can use unenriched uranium oxide (yellowcake) as its fuel. It is thus modelled as a ‘once through’ system and
while less efficient, its waste products are less radioactive and possibly offer reduced problems for
long-term safe storage.
The process efficiency (weight of dry wood to weight of methanol) of converting wood biomass to
bio-methanol is assumed to rise from 40% currently to 65% by 2051 (Error! Reference source not
found.). This increase will be due to evolution of processing infrastructure (the plant) as well as
steady development of the feedstock composition so it is more convertible. Currently, the biomass
conversion process is ‘hydrogen poor’ so limiting the conversion efficiency. The HYNOL© process
developed at the University of California Riverside overcomes this process imbalance by supplying
hydrogen from natural gas thus improving yield substantially146,147.
The production of ethanol is assumed to come from three feedstock sources viz. cellulose crops,
wood and waste. The current ethanol process from sugar cane and grain crops is not modelled due
to its relatively poor energy profit ratio, and therefore low yield per unit of feedstock. Both wood and
cellulose feedstocks show a step change in process yield in the next decade. This assumes that the
advanced ethanol-from-cellulose systems being developed by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL)148 in the USA become mature technologies in that time. The ethanol-from-waste
(e.g. food processing, household green waste) system does not improve its process efficiency
because the feedstock quality sets a physical limit. The base assumption for feedstock composition
is 65%, 25% and 10% for cellulose crops, wood and waste respectively. The process efficiency for
bio-hydrogen improves only marginally over the simulation period.
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Figure 23. Energy profit ratios (alternatively: energy return on investment or EROI) for domestic oil
and gas reserves.
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From the physical perspective of energy profit, domestic oil declines from ratio 8:1 in 2006 (i.e. 8
usable units of fuel per energy unit used in the full production chain) to 6:1 in the early 2020s before
the depletion point. Over a similar period, domestic gas declines from 13.7:1 in 2006 to a plateau of
5.6:1 in 2026 before stock depletion in the mid-2040s. These energy profit ratios are backed up by
more detailed analysis based on extended input-output output analysis149 in the year 1995 when the
energy profit for oil was 12:1 and for gas 15:1. Similar analysis for the US economy150 reveals that
currently crude oil has an energy profit of 20:1 while after refining, petrol and diesel are now in the
range of 6 to 10:1, a value comparable to Australia.

Table 10. Load factors and embodied energy cost of four renewable electricity energy types.

Technology Type

Load Factor – % of Yearly
Time Producing Electricity at
Rated Capacity
31
30
15
30

Hydro
Wind
Solar Photovoltaic
Solar Thermal

Embodied Energy ‘Cost’ per
Megawatt Installed Capacity
0.0244 PJ/MW
0.0122 PJ/MW
0.0365 PJ/MW
0.0244 PJ/MW

The key assumptions for renewable electricity technologies are shown in Table 10. In relative terms
wind turbine electricity is one-half the capital cost per megawatt installed of both hydro and solar
thermal electricity and one-third the cost of solar photovoltaic. All of the renewable electricity types
have load factors (percentage of yearly hours operating at rated capacity) that are one-half or less
of coal fired generators, and one-quarter in the case of solar photovoltaics. On a full project basis,
wind energy infrastructure is the same cost per megawatt installed as coal steam turbines, but coal
can deliver cheaper electricity in direct terms because of its higher load factors. The basis for these
costings is derived from recent International Energy Agency151 reports with modification for recent
Australian conditions.
Table 11. Assumptions for domestic oil and gas stocks as at 2006 (expressed in PJ: 1015J)

Oil

Condensate

Liquid Petroleum
Gas

Sales gas

Commercial

4,652

3,704

4,419

31,552

Non-commercial

4,518

9,449

6,140

125,082

Totals 2005

9170

13,153

10,559

156,634

Aggregated totals

22,323

167,193

Yet to find

9,068

36,446

Grand Totals

31,391

206,339

The hydrocarbon stocks of oil and natural gas in the base case are assumed to be limited, but fairly
optimistically so. For the 45-year simulation period 2006 to 2051, the remaining stocks of oil
assumed are approximately 31,000 PJ, and for natural gas 206,000 PJ (Table 11). These
assumptions were derived from the Geoscience Australia stocks report of 2004152. However, in the
most recent assessment given by Geoscience Australia153 for the 2006 Senate enquiry on Australia's
future oil supply and alternative transport fuels154, the summed estimates of ‘commercial plus noncommercial’ stocks were reduced by more than 20% for liquid (oil + condensate) and gaseous (LPG
+ sales gas) fuels, while the estimates for the ‘yet to find’ categories were increased. Given the
length of the simulation period, the assumptions shown in Table 11 remain reasonably robust and
defensible, and on the optimistic side. As noted in the discussion around Figure 13 and Figure 14,
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doubling or quadrupling the assumption for the ‘yet to find’ category increases the depletion date
respectively by five and eleven years for both liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. Setting the ‘yet to
find’ category to zero, reduces the stock depletion point by five years to 2018 for oil and 2040 for
natural gas.
Table 12. Assumed forest productivity rates in cubic metres per year for selected regions in states for
the four wood production rotations used in the study. Note: the oven dry weight of one cubic metre of wood
is approximately 0.5 tonnes but this can vary considerably and depends on wood density.

State

New South
Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South
Australia
Western
Australia
Tasmania

Region:
Statistical
Division
Illawarra

Pine

Eucalyptlong

Eucalyptshort

Blue Mallee

16

14

16

n/a

Central
Highlands
Moreton
Murray Lands

18

18

18

n/a

13
18

18
18

18
16

n/a
8

20

20

27

8

20

20

25

n/a

Lower Great
Southern
Mersey Lyell

One important focus for this study is the production of liquid transportation fuels from biomass.
Central to the physical and financial feasibility of this transition are the biomass production rates
that are assumed in each region planted (Table 12). The highest production rates of 25–27 cubic
metres per hectare per year are assumed for long- and short-rotation eucalypt systems in the
Lower Great Southern and Mersey Lyall statistical divisions of Western Australia and Tasmania
respectively. The lowest productivities for traditional forestry systems of 13–14 cubic metres per
hectare per year are assumed for Caribbean Pine in the Moreton statistical division of Queensland
and long-rotation eucalypts in the Illawarra statistical division of New South Wales. The blue mallee
systems155 suited to the drier wheat sheep zones have a productivity of 8–10 cubic metres, or 4–5
dry tonnes, per hectare per year.
While some production assumptions may seem optimistic, they are very moderate compared to
production rates for eucalyptus in Brazil where 30 to 50 cubic metres per hectare per year are
commonplace156. The forestry productivity estimates are based on national plantation reports
published by the Bureau of Rural Sciences157 and adjusted with a wide range of local information158.
Within each region, productivity rates could be increased by selecting better soils, wetter areas and
improved tree provenances. The better the planting zone chosen, then the greater chance the goals
of arable and pasture agriculture will conflict with biomass production. There are complex
economic tradeoffs over different timescales where biomass production can lock-in production land
for at least five years for blue mallee systems, and more than 30 years for long-rotation eucalypt
and pines.
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Figure 24. Integrated growth indices for the period 1982–2000 for 58 statistical divisions used as
production zones for biomass production

To give a parallel rationale for biomass productivity assumptions, an integrative growth index was
compiled using NOAA satellite data for the 18-year period 1982 to 2000 (Figure 24). The index
integrates the signal from actively growing vegetation in each month and delineates high, medium
and low productivity zones at a continental level. In most cases the assumptions for high forest
productivity coincide with zones with an integrative index above 250,000, e.g. the Mersey Lyell and
Lower Great Southern zones have forest productivities of 25–27 cubic metres per hectare per year,
and integrative indices close to 300,000 units. Within these broad productivity zones, there exist a
wide array of high and low productivity sites which can be augmented by improved technology and
better management. The zones with lower productivity would generally have lower land prices, and
for any absolute production target, would allow the substitution of gross land area for higher
production per hectare.

Controlling the Inter-sectoral Rebound Effect
What is Rebound?
The 19th Century English economist William Stanley Jevons in his book The Coal Question, asserted
that the more ‘economical’ use of coal in engines doing mechanical work actually increased the use
of coal, iron and other resources, rather than ‘saving’ them as many claimed159. This assertion, now
termed the ‘Jevons Paradox’ and the ‘rebound effect’ (or feedback, take-back, snap back, respending, policy backfire) has often been the subject of scholarly review (e.g. Alcott160 in a 2005
paper in Ecological Economics; a series of papers in the journal Energy Policy161 in 2000) but the
issue is generally ignored or denied by greenhouse policies in developed economies, and by many
environmental groups.
In the energy context today, rebound is seen as having three components: direct, indirect and
equilibrium162. ‘Direct’ rebound occurs when a more efficient motor car or home heating technology
lowers the cost of the energy service (transport miles, a warm house) and thus allows more miles
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to be driven or the house to be heated for a longer period. ‘Indirect’ rebound occurs when the
monetary savings from the ‘direct’ effect allows a greater range of consumption activities, e.g. a
second car, more energy-using appliances at home, an overseas airline trip. ‘Equilibrium’ rebound
occurs when a wide range of more efficient energy services cascade throughout the economy,
stimulating what economists like to call a ‘larger cake’ where everyone possibly gets a larger slice.
In this study, ‘equilibrium’ or economy-wide rebound is termed ‘the inter-sectoral rebound effect’.
Amongst energy analysts there is a considerable lack of agreement on whether rebound really
exists in a meaningful way, and if it does, its ultimate and effective treatment. Technical specialists
who deal with sectoral or direct rebound effects show that rebound can reach 20%, i.e. a new car
that is 50% more efficient uses only 30% less fuel because 20% is taken up driving more kilometres.
In the year 2000 Energy Policy series of papers, a review of rebound by Greening et al.163 quantified
the sectoral evidence as real but noted the difficulty at the economy-wide scale (i.e. equilibrium
rebound) due to lack of robust data and appropriate analytical tools. They noted that many
economic models could not analyse the effect due to lack of appropriate theory and the ways in
which the model equations are formulated.
Rebound ‘sceptics’ such as Schipper164 found empirical evidence for ‘direct’ sectoral rebounds of 5–
15%, but found no evidence for economy-wide effects. They concluded that on balance, energy
efficiency improvements ‘has, can and will lead to reduced energy consumption and thereby help
address energy and environmental concerns’. However, long-run analyses of the US economy from
an industrial ecology perspective by Robert Ayers165 and colleagues concluded that ‘physical
rebound’ (efficiency improvements in energy and materials) was the main motor of GDP growth
(and thus use of energy and materials) over the last one-hundred years time span. The writings of
Herring166,167,168 maintain that focusing on ‘efficiency alone’ will continue to cause whole-economy
rebound and cannot but increase global environment pressures. Herring argues for direct
subsidisation for renewable energies from fossil energies (‘black’ to ‘green’ electrons), a focus on
limiting carbon use (by physical caps and high prices) and ‘the removal of efficiency gains away
from further economic circulation and into re-investment in natural capital improvement’.
Several studies reiterate that ‘rebounds are effects outside economic equilibrium modelling’169 and
thus difficult to address within the confines of economically-based national decision making.
However, methods such as decomposition analysis170 and appropriately formulated models171 allow
whole-economy rebound to be separated from positive trends due to GDP growth per se, and
restraining influences such as energy efficiency. A study of the US manufacturing sector172 found
that rebound was 24% ‘which is quite high compared to most other empirical studies of this issue
related to firms’. Another study of clean development mechanisms in India173 found that
implementing aggressive end use efficiencies caused a rebound of 25%, largely negating the
greenhouse rationale for the clean development approach. Thus the rebound effect is a critical
issue for analysts with the correct methods and data. Constructing and testing robust solutions will
require radical changes in both analytical methods as well as national energy and greenhouse
policies that flow from them.
Successful solutions must first debunk a wide range of attractive myths that promise the
prospective environmental solutions that result from ‘high technology’, ‘efficient’ and ‘information
rich’ societies. Pervasive information technology can be seen as part of the commoditisation
process and can stimulate resource use and thus rebound, leading to the conclusion in one study174
that a GDP growth rate of 1.3% per annum is more sustainable as it allows sufficient efficiency
penetration and so outruns rebound. The technological advantages offered by the advent of
‘pervasive computing’175 have been found to be illusory with electronic appliances generally having
‘short, one-way life cycles’ and far from constraining travel (due to increased communications
activity) they often stimulate the requirement for face-to-face meetings that otherwise would not
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have taken place. While information rich societies based on banking and insurance for example
have lower impact production sectors in a direct sense, what they invest in is another matter.
Information societies generally have affluent lifestyles driven by high incomes and in a modern
economy, personal consumption is the main driver of economic activity, energy use and greenhouse
emissions.
However the ‘real or imagined’ rebound is tackled, it is likely that energy and carbon taxation will be
part of the solution recipes. The economics discipline has a wide coverage of how to ‘recycle’ these
taxes so to avoid ‘perverse’ outcomes and then provide a ‘double dividend’ which achieves both
environmental and economic objectives. This study accepts the physical evidence of rebound effects
over long time scales where efficiency gains, mostly in energy services provision, promote a larger
more diverse economy which in turn requires more energy and gives more emissions.
The formulation of the OzEcco model rebounds very effectively when large and sudden innovations
are introduced into its technical control parameter. To control these rebound effects a ‘future fund’
module has been implemented which serves as a ‘terminal sink’ for funds (or potential energy
services) extracted from a rebounding economy. This function effectively constrains energy supply
and so limits fast expansion of personal consumption and economic growth. It is similar to
Australia’s Reserve Bank controlling money supply, growth and inflation by periodically adjusting
interest rates. ‘Future funds’ for this purpose have been operating with petrodollars in Norway for
16 years, and Australia has recently begun one to receive budget surpluses, and capital funds from
the sale of Telstra.

Simulating the Rebound Effect
To illustrate rebound creation within the physical economy a focused substantial technological
shock is introduced to the base case scenario in 2011 and is fully implemented a decade later by
2021. The shock is the halving of the electrical and thermal energy demands for each unit of capital
stock in the services sector. The services sector, including public (education, health, community
care etc.) and private (insurance, banking, communications etc.) components, contributes just
under 50% of the total GDP but is generally considered to have a ‘light’ physical footprint compared
to the agricultural and industrial sectors. The concept of halving the physical input of energy while
maintaining equal or better energy services is considered an achievable mix of improved technology
and behavioural changes by recent policy and technical documents176,177,178.
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Figure 25. A comparison of the base case scenario with an ‘inter-sectoral rebound’ scenario for GDP
growth rates (left hand graph) and absolute GDP in 2005 dollars (right hand graph).

The effect on GDP measures of the energy-saving shock is substantial (Figure 25). As the energy
savings are phased in, there is an elevation of GDP growth rate by three percentage points above
the base case, and this reduces to about one and one-half percentage points by 2030. By 2051, the
annual GDP in 2005 dollar terms has grown to 6,000 billion dollars compared to just over 2,000
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billion in the base case. Across the 45-year scenario period, the average GDP growth rate is 4.2%
compared to 2.3% in the base case while the accumulated stock of GDP is $128,000 billion
compared to $75,000 billion in the base case, an increase of 70% (Table 13).
Table 13. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and ‘induced rebound’ scenarios.

Indicator

Base
Case
2.2

Induced
Rebound
4.1

73,288

124,753

Accumulated stock of GDP is 70% greater
than the base case

29.07

37.71

7196

8962

The increase in greenhouse emissions is
30%, about half the increase in accumulated
GDP, reflecting the lower greenhouse
intensity of the services sectors
The index of personal consumption is 25%
greater than in the base case

169,754

250,816

Accumulated gas
use – PJ

128,157

164,724

Accumulated coal
use – PJ
Accumulated
managed water use
– GL and she

145,000

166,000

1,606,000
3,212 she

1,785,000
3,570 she

Average GDP
growth rate – %
Accumulated stock
of GDP– billion
2005 dollars
Accumulated stock
of net CO2
emissions – billion
tonnes
Accumulated stock
of per capita
consumption – GJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ

Comment
Nearly a doubling of GDP growth rate

Unconstrained oil use is nearly 50% greater
than the base case reflecting large
increases in passenger and freight
requirements driven by high GDP growth
rates
Gas requirements are 28% greater than the
base case due mainly to electricity and
industry
Black and brown coal use is 14% greater
than the base case
Managed water use is 11% greater than the
base case mainly due to agriculture and
industry
(she = Sydney Harbour equivalents)

The increase in economic productivity is due both to the large contribution of services sectors to
GDP and these sectors’ central role in servicing all other economic sectors, i.e. there is a
synergistic effect. There is a 30% decrease in the energy intensity of GDP to 4 MJ/$ in the rebound
scenario compared to 6 MJ/$ in the base case (Figure 26). By 2051, the personal consumption
indicator for the rebound scenario is double that for the base case and most of this consumption
growth is in the last 20 years. An aggregated ‘stock’ view of personal consumption shows that the
rebound case is 25% greater than the base case over the full scenario period (Table 13).
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Figure 26. A comparison of the base case scenario with an ‘inter-sectoral rebound’ scenario for the
energy intensity of GDP (left hand graph) and embodied energy in personal consumption (right hand
graph).

From a conventional economic standpoint these large increases in GDP and consumption would be
seen as positive. If anything they might be seen as too positive and require some ‘whole of economy’
constraints to rein in inflation and stop the economy overheating. In resource and environmental
terms positive economic outcomes require increased energy inputs and waste outputs (Figure 27).
By 2051, the rebound case requires a 50% increase in primary energy input and doubles carbon
dioxide emissions. Compared to the base case, the accumulated requirement for oil is 50% greater,
while gas and coal are 30% and 13% respectively (Table 13). The larger increase for oil is due
mainly to consumption-led transport requirements. The gas and coal differential is due to many
competing factors, the chief of which is a transition to gas-fired electricity infrastructure (at the
expense of coal) but also extra gas use by transport, driven by large increases in both transport and
freight transport, a small proportion of which uses gas instead of oil. Managed water use increases
in the rebound case by 11% due mainly to agriculture, power utilities and domestic requirements,
which in turn are driven by the rapid increase of affluence which cascades back through all the
production chains.
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Figure 27. A comparison of the base case scenario with an ‘inter-sectoral rebound’ scenario for
primary energy demand (left hand graph) and carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector (right
hand graph).

Constraining Rebound?
As noted in the introduction to this section, a future fund concept has been implemented in the
model and is used to control inter-sectoral rebound stimulated by energy efficiency ‘shocks’. Once
both the energy efficiency shock and its future fund control are implemented (i.e. by 2021),
approximately $200 billion 2005 dollars are invested each year. This is a quarter of GDP in the early
2000s and about 8% of base case GDP at 2051. This represents a large and continuing capital
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extraction from the economy and limits the GDP growth rate and the overall amount of GDP (Figure
28). Over the full scenario period to 2051, the average GDP growth rate for the constrained rebound
case is 2.7% compared to 2.2% for the base case and the accumulated stock of GDP is $86,152
billion versus $73,288 billion in the base case, or 17% greater (Table 14). By 2051, the accumulated
capital in the future fund is $7,584 billion which is 15 times the current stock of superannuation
funds in Australia or seven times the stock of all funds under management179.
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Figure 28. A comparison of the base case scenario with a ‘constrained rebound’ scenario for GDP
growth rates (left hand graph) and absolute GDP in 2005 dollars (right hand graph).

The combined effects of the energy shock and rebound constraint reduces the energy intensity of
GDP to a similar degree to the energy shock alone (i.e. from 6 MJ/$ to 4 MJ/$ by 2051 (Figure 29).
There is a much larger effect on the personal consumption indicator which is reduced by about 11%
at 2051, or 22% less in an aggregate sense over the full scenario timescale (Table 14). Most of the
constraining effect occurs in the first decade of applying the energy shock and the rebound
constraint. When it is fully implemented, personal consumption then grows at a similar rate to the
base case. The added nuance of interpretation here is that the consumption indicator is a physical
one, i.e. the energy embodied in the total basket of consumption goods. Because the energy shock
is causing the energy content of each constant dollar to decline, the dollar outcome can keep
increasing giving a signal of increasing affluence. Implementing a less severe rebound control
could give a more or less equal outcome to the base case if required. However, bringing personal
consumption under control, whether by reducing energy and greenhouse content per unit, reducing
the total amount or both, is a central part of reducing greenhouse emissions.
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Figure 29. A comparison of the base case scenario with a ‘constrained rebound’ scenario for the energy
intensity of GDP (left hand graph) and embodied energy in personal consumption (right hand graph).

Table 14. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and ‘constrained rebound’ scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP

Base Case
2.2

Constraine
d Rebound
2.7

Comment
23% higher than the base case due to
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growth rate – %
Accumulated stock
of GDP – billion
2005 dollars
Accumulated stock
of net CO2
emissions – billion
tonnes
Accumulated stock
of per capita
consumption – GJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ
Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Accumulated coal
use – PJ
Accumulated
managed water use
– GL and she
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars

improved services productivity
17% greater than the base case

73,288

86,152

29.07

26.86

8% less CO2 emissions than the base case
due to less gas and coal requirements
because of services energy efficiency

7,196

5,606

169,754

172,507

128,157

108,907

145,000

130,000

1,606,245
or 3,212
she

1,510,863 or
3,020 she

0

7,584

Aggregated per capita consumption is 22%
less than base case due to future fund
withdrawals in the period 2011-2026
2% less oil use than base case due to less
oil used in services and industry
16% less gas than base case due to less
use in services, industry, domestic and
electricity
10% less coal than base case due to lower
use by industry and coal electricity
6% less water use due to less use by
agriculture and electricity utilities because
of lower demands
(she = Sydney Harbour Equivalents)
By 2051, more than seven times the current
stock of all managed funds in 2006, or 15
times the current stock of superannuation
funds

Since the economy is constrained rather than rebounding following the energy shock, the primary
energy requirement is lower than the base case as are greenhouse emissions (Figure 30).
Emissions are 8% less both in an aggregate ‘stock’ sense as well as on a yearly basis, for example
by 2051. Physically, the emissions reduction is due to 2% less oil, 16% less gas and 10% less coal
compared to the base case. Since all infrastructure coefficients remain the same as in the
rebounding economy, this emission reduction is driven primarily by lower personal consumption
and in turn the knock-on effects of this reduction throughout the economy. Aggregated water use is
also 6% less due to lower requirements for agricultural products because of reduced affluence, as
well as less water use by electrical utilities.
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Figure 30. A comparison of the base case scenario with a ‘constrained rebound’ scenario for primary
energy demand (left hand graph) and carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector (right hand
graph).
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Using the Future Fund to Constrain Rebound?
Throughout the remainder of this report, the future fund concept will be used as a mechanism to
control rebound caused primarily by large innovations in national energy supply chains. As noted in
the introduction, Robert Ayres180 showed in a 100-year study of the US economy that technological
rebound has been the primary cause of economic growth over the long run, providing the
mechanism for Schumpter’s ‘gales of creative destruction’181. In 2006 Australia’s Federal
Government launched its own future fund182,183, initially as a holding mechanism for the sale of
Telstra, but primarily to fund the superannuation liabilities of federal government public servants in
the long term. With an initial investment of $18 billion, the government’s future fund restricts direct
ownership of assets and any overt speculation. It aims to reinvest all of its earnings without cash
withdrawals before 2020, or until the superannuation liabilities are exceeded. This mode of
operation has many similarities to the year-to-year operation of this study’s own future fund, except
that this fund does not re-invest the sequestered funds. The chief goal of this future fund could be
paraphrased as ‘putting off today’s consumption to achieve broader national goals, while ensuring
long-term resilience in the face of future uncertainties’.
Norway’s ‘Government Pension Fund’184 (formerly ‘The Petroleum Fund’ established in 1990)
provides a decadal view of how such a fund might operate. It currently has assets of A$300 billion
invested in 3,000 publicly traded companies in over 30 countries and applies strict corporate
governance guidelines to ensure that investments avoid corporate corruption in developing and
developed economies. It was formed to contain the accelerating affluence from large flows of
petrodollars, and to ensure that flow-on effects from this ‘once in an era’ resource boom are
available for future generations185. This approach is not without its problems external to the country,
and internally for its politicians and citizens.
Externally, the presence of one large fund could be seen to unduly influence or manipulate the
world or regional energy market to its own benefit, thus requiring transparency and linkages to key
international bodies186. Internally and among citizens, the fund can generate a ‘resource curse’
where ‘abundance of natural resources stimulates dysfunctional economic policy choices…and
creates conflicts over the distribution of wealth’187. This ‘resource curse’ was found to be mild in the
Norwegian case. Nevertheless, it increased citizen’s political distrust with voters critical of tight
economic policy, and wanting more of the fund spent immediately on health, education and aged
care. Given the Australian political context, operating this study’s ‘future fund’ to constrain
economic growth and personal consumption, might be judged as currently infeasible. Therefore the
study will implement it as a ‘theoretical option’, used to ensure that technological innovation
achieves sufficient traction to ensure good environmental outcomes commensurate with key
economic and social objectives.
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GROWING THE WOODY BIOFUEL CROP
A Bio-Electricity Simulation
Central to this study is the place that broadscale plantings of perennial biomass crops can
contribute to a national energy system that is less carbon intensive, and less reliant on imports of
transport fuels. This section provides a worked example of biomass plantings for bio-electricity
production. Except in the scale envisaged, this simulation mimics current bio-electricity production
from sugarcane residues (bagasse), wood waste from forestry or as a by-product from eucalyptus
oil or paper production. The bio-electricity target by 2051 is that 20% of electricity production is met
by biomass combustion. It is assumed that the plants will gasify biomass and run gas turbines at a
40% thermal efficiency. By 2051, the base case scenario has 120,000 MW installed capacity in
infrastructure producing about 650,000 GWh of electricity yearly (Figure 31). This would require
approximately 22,000 MW of installed bio-electricity infrastructure producing 130,000 GWh of
electricity yearly.
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Figure 31. Requirement for total and biomass electricity infrastructure measured in ‘installed
Megawatts generating capacity’ (left hand graph), and total electricity production and contribution by
bio-electricity (right hand graph).

Volumes Required
To meet this electricity production target by 2051, 220 million cubic metres of wood per year is
required, or approximately half of that in weight of bone dry wood (
Figure 32). Within the modelling framework, the capability has been developed to run scenarios of
woodscape development based on three different rationales or scenarios.
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Figure 32. Economy-wide wood balance for biomass electricity simulation (left hand graph), and wood
production volume and composition in four planting regimes (pine, long- and short-rotation eucalypt,
mallee) for the production scenario (right hand graph).
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The first is a ‘production’ scenario where statistical divisions (the large spatial unit used by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics) with current forest plantation resources are developed first, based
on their potential plantation growth rates. Planting is limited to a 10% total for each of the current
area or stock of crop, pasture and rough land. The ‘production’ rationale assumes a traditional
economic view of the world where both infrastructure and skills are more likely to be available in a
traditional plantation region, compared to one where little forestry currently exists. The production
timeline shows a transition through traditional long-rotation pine and eucalypt, then short-rotation
eucalypt and finally blue mallee types, until the full yearly production quota is met.
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Figure 33. Wood production volumes and composition in four planting regimes (pine, long- and shortrotation eucalypt, mallee) for the political scenario (left hand graph) and remediation scenario (right
hand graph).

The second production rationale is the ‘political’ scenario where raw politics and marginal seats in
federal parliamentary elections alone determine where woodscapes are planted (Figure 33, left
hand graph). The order of planting in this scenario is determined by the ‘Mackerras Index’, named
after its originator the political scientist Malcolm Mackerras188. Rural seats that are marginal for
the two major parties are planted first (using appropriate species and production rates for that
bioclimatic zone) while seats that are less marginal are planted next, and so on. The production
profile for this scenario is quite different to the ‘production’ and ‘remediation’ scenarios, but the
volumetric targets are progressively achieved. Thus this ‘political’ scenario is deemed physically
feasible.
The third planting scenario is based on the rationale of landscape remediation (Figure 33, right
hand graph) where perceptions of dryland salinity risk determine broadscale plantings with an
emphasis on increasing landscape transpiration so that most rainfall is captured before deep
drainage can occur. This could equally be driven by a wide range of environmental issues such
biodiversity augmentation. The pattern of wood production here is quite different to the previous two
scenarios and is first determined by large plantings in the higher risk landscapes of Western
Australia where blue mallee is the dominant forest regime specified in the planting rules.

Composition of Plantation Landscapes
By 2051, the 20% bio-electricity target requires 20 million hectares of woodscape which increases
the national stock of intensively managed land up to 85 million hectares (Figure 34). The areal
implications of the planting scenarios are similar in pattern to the production outcomes. However,
the lower per unit area productivity of the blue mallee plantings means that upwards of 12 million
hectares of mallee are required to meet the production targets (Figure 34, Figure 35). The political
scenario has the lowest area of blue mallee, because the marginal electorates seem to coincide
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with higher productivity areas where there are options for more types of land use. It is unlikely that
productivity is the cause of marginality in electoral terms, although some forest electorates that
have not made the transition to other forms of economic support remain today highly marginal.
The development of sequential planting scenarios has three purposes. The first is to show they can
and should be done in a strategic sense, and that they can be driven by simple ‘one issue’
rationales. Undoubtedly the real world will be a lot more complex and require approaches similar to
those developed for the Regional Forest Agreement process. The second is that the areas are large
in absolute terms and will change the nature of the intensively used national land stock and the
economic drivers in the regions. The third, and more important, is that there are many flow-on
effects particularly in the area of water balance. If the continent, or regions in it, is entering a longterm drying cycle due to the drivers of global change, then the effects of planting could be even
more significant. This will be explored in the next section.
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Figure 34. Area of tamed land in cropping, intensive pastures and forest plantations (left hand graph)
and land in four planting regimes (pine, long- and short-rotation eucalypt, mallee) for the production
scenario (right hand graph).
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Figure 35. Area of forest plantation in four planting regimes (pine, long- and short-rotation eucalypt,
mallee) for the political (left hand graph) and remediation scenarios (right hand graph).

Transpiration and Hydrology Consequences of Plantations
Planting 20 million hectares of woodscape increases potential national evapotranspiration (so called ‘white
water’ because of its gaseous state) by more than 200,000 GL compared to the assumptions in the base
case scenario (Figure 36, left hand graph). This increase represents about 7% of national evapotranspiration
(ET) currently, but eight times the amount of managed water (so called ‘blue water’) and could substantially
reduce surface runoff (a negative) and below-ground aquifers (a positive if it reduces the drivers of dryland
salinity). Progressively, eucalypt plantings, including long- and short-rotation regimes as well as mallees, are
responsible for most of the ET increase (Figure 36, right hand graph). The remediation planting scenario
maintains a higher ET trajectory due to the combination of area planted and the assumption of ET for mallee
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plantings. The obvious point to make is that ET only occurs if there is free water available and all these
simulations must be viewed only as ‘potential’ ET.
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Figure 36. Changes to continental evapotranspiration volume under three forest planting scenarios of
production, political and remediation (left hand graph), and proportion due to forest plantations under
the production scenario (right hand graph).

The simple hydrological model imbedded in the framework shows a decrease in national surface
water runoff varying from a yearly minimum of 5,000 GL to a maximum of 11,000 GL (Figure 37, left
hand graph and Table 15). The remediation scenario has the lowest effect on runoff because the
largest areas of planting are in the drier areas of the southern wheat-sheep zone (particularly in
Western Australia) which have few substantial stream and rivers. The political scenario has the
largest effect on surface runoff due to decreases of 4,000 GL in Tasmania and 3,000 GL in
Queensland.
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Figure 37. Simulated changes due to water runoff under three forest planting scenarios of production,
political and remediation (left hand graph), and runoff proportion by state under the production
scenario (right hand graph).

Table 15. Changes to simulated water runoff under three forest planting regimes (production, political,
remediation) between the period 1981 and 2051 (in gigalitres per year).

State
New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania
Northern Territory
TOTAL

Production
982
1,150
1,985
59
415
4,115
0
8,705

Political
1,584
1,305
3,434
59
415
4,115
0
10,912

Remediation
1,760
487
1,227
44
243
1,080
0
4,842
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It must be stressed that these and subsequent water balance results must be treated with extreme
caution. If Australia’s farmed lands take on large-scale biomass plantings at this scale, then finescale catchment modelling must be a precursor filter to analyses that might trade-off the energy,
carbon and enterprise advantages of biomass, versus the possible disadvantages of lower water
availability and other production opportunities that are forgone. Currently there is minute focus on
the 25,000 GL of managed water that the overall economy uses each year, and the proportion of
stored water that is allow to flow unhindered as environmental flows. This must be seen in the
context of total national runoff approaching 400,000 GL in an average year189. Thus, the total runoff
is 16 times the managed portion but spatial effects dominate the picture, with resources in the
south of the continent over-allocated and scarce, while the north has resources scarcely used, but
with limited endowments of infrastructure and proven production systems.

Overview of Biomass Planting
This section has detailed the approach to the development of woodscape plantings to meet energy
requirements in addition to the normal wood requirements of a growing economy for paper,
packaging, housing, industrial products and exports. The rule-based approach to plantings brings
together four different wood growing regimes that can be implemented over 58 statistical divisions.
At most, only 30% of each statistical division can ever be planted, thus allowing current vegetable
and animal production to be maintained at today’s levels on the assumption that the ‘average’
farmer meets the production efficiencies of the ‘top 20%’. The agricultural production models
include adjustment mechanisms which increase intensification and thereby energy use (fuel,
fertilisers, pesticides etc.) as cropping land is taken up by plantation forestry.
The scenarios derived from these rules drive production patterns and land use that are obviously
different, and for the same total wood production, have quite different effects on potential
evapotranspiration and surface water runoff. In this study, any water and hydrology outcomes
should be taken as indicative only. Detailed catchment modelling must be used given the complexity
posed by Australia’s 246 river basins, 325 surface water management areas and 538 groundwater
management units.
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OPTIONS FOR LOW-CARBON ELECTRICITY
Bio-electricity
Abstract
Bio-electricity, at the level of 20% or 40% of national requirement, was found to be a feasible option,
and able to meet its design goals by 2030 without adverse effects for either the economic or
biophysical realms. By 2051, the transition reduced the aggregated stock of carbon emissions from
the base case of 29 billion tonnes by 17% (to 24.3 billion tonnes) and 27% (to 21.3 billion tonnes) for
the 20% and 40% bio-electricity goals respectively. There were small effects on economic indicators
with a decrease of 0.2% in the mean rate of GDP growth over the 45-year scenario period (2.0%
versus 2.2%). This meant that the aggregated stock of GDP was reduced by $5,000 billion ($73,300
versus $68,300 billion) by the bioelectricity scenarios. However, this reduction was compensated for
by rebound control where the future fund stock accumulated over $2,200 and $3,400 billion for the
20% and 40% scenarios respectively. By 2051, the land requirement for woodscapes was 25–40
million hectares and dominated by the mallee production system. The effect on surface runoff was
reductions of 3,000 GL for the 20% scenario and over 12,000 GL for the 40% scenario. In some
regions, decreases in water yield of this amount may threaten current industries but must be seen
against national runoff approaching 400,000 GL per annum. Global climate change promises both
increased size of rainfall events as well as decreased mean rainfall for some areas. The rationale
for perennial woodscape production systems is that they will add both biological and financial
resilience to current cropping and grazing systems in the face of climate and market unknowns.
The simulations are judged feasible to 2051, but an expanding biomass and land stock cannot
underpin a growing economy indefinitely. Scenarios that add major components of wind, solar and
advanced fossil infrastructure to a 20% biomass scenario, may offer better long term options.
Introduction
Using biomass for electricity generation is a well-developed technology and has been part of
integrated processing plants in the wood, paper and sugar processing industries for many years.
The Australian Government’s ‘Greenhouse Challenge Program’ has co-invested with industry to
improve the efficiency standards of many of these facilities, e.g. the Rocky Point sugar mill in
Queensland190 and the wood waste fired generator in Mount Gambier, South Australia191. In Europe
and elsewhere, biomass-fired electricity plants also supply energy for apartment and commercial
heating during winter. The advantages of these systems are those of waste avoidance as well as the
supply of surplus electricity to the grid. This electricity has greenhouse credentials since the
biomass recycles atmospheric carbon dioxide and does not release more fossil carbon.
Traditional thermal biomass plants where water is converted to high pressure steam driving a
steam turbine often have lower conversion rates of biomass energy to electricity (around 25%
compared to black coal of 35–40%), but may give higher ‘energy conversions’ if the waste heat is
used for process and home heating. This scenario assumes modern systems are used where
biomass is gasified192 (i.e. converted to a synthesis gas of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) which
drives advanced gas turbines. These systems have electrical conversion rates of 40%, rising to 45%
over the scenario period. Current natural gas turbines have conversion rates approaching 58% in
normal commercial usage, but the systems here are limited by the energy overheads of the
biomass gasification stage. More advanced systems using plasma technology to convert biomass to
hydrogen to run fuel cells have potential conversion efficiencies of 70%193.
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Also, systems are under test which combine biomass gasification with carbon capture and storage
after combustion, offering the potential for electricity production that removes atmospheric carbon,
rather than just achieving a carbon-neutral status194. In sympathetic policy settings, this could give
good economic and carbon removal advantages to biomass electricity systems, compared to coalbased systems, which are at best carbon-neutral. In judging the commercial risks between
conventional small diesel systems and the larger advanced systems above, it is worth considering
as an interim step for the next one to two decades, the use of fast pyrolysis to convert biomass to
bio-oil195 to run diesel powered generators196,197.
The setting of these scenarios is regional and assumes that bio-electricity infrastructure is located
centrally amongst concentrated biomass resources and that transport distance does not exceed
30–40 km. Thus, many of the economic and social advantages of a bio-electricity industry accrue
first to the region and major economic leakage from regions (the problem with many mining
projects) can be reduced. Current reviews on critical infrastructure and terrorism threats198
highlight the need for dispersion, redundancy and resilience. Currently this is not the case with
large centralised facilities being the norm and as such, a highly connected and interdependent
system. As importantly for this study, the bio-electricity plants should be co-located with processing
plants for transportation fuels which will use the same feedstock. Such ‘energyplex’ centres are
already under test where the synthesis gas from biomass gasification can be fed to gas turbines for
electricity production at period of peak load, or to fuel synthesis plants for most of the day. The
transport and handling facilities for the prime products provide many options for byproduct
synthesis (oils, chemicals, structural materials) and for the integrative concepts of industrial
ecology to be creatively implemented.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The goals for bio-electricity production were set at 20% and 40% of national electricity
requirements by 2051 (Table 16). To allow bio-electricity space to penetrate into the national
marketplace, the infrastructure target for brown coal was set at zero from the year 2006. This
allowed the generation goals for both scenarios to be achieved by 2030. The model’s infrastructure
protocols normally allow black coal electricity to meet any electricity shortfalls. In the 20% bioelectricity scenario, black coal maintained at least 40% production out to 2051, but in the 40% bioelectricity scenario, both brown and black coal had reduced to zero by 2030, with gas combined
cycle and bio-electricity contributing over 80% of the total. Advanced coal technologies were still
part of the generation mix.
Once the new electricity generation was in place, biomass planting schedules were developed to
ensure the availability of sufficient biomass to meet the normal requirements of the economy as
well electricity production. This required planting schedules of 500,000 and 850,000 hectares per
annum out to 2051 and gave total woodscape areas of 25 and 40 million hectares for the 20% and
40% scenarios respectively. By 2051, these planting schedules supply 30–35 million tonnes per
annum more than requirement. Thus the areas planted could be reduced or the excess exported, or
form the basis of increased value-adding within the Australian economy.
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Table 16. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the ‘pure’ biomass electricity scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for bio-electricity
production by 2051
Achievement of goals

Changes to market shares
for competing electricity
technologies
Planting scenario used

Planting rates for wood
scapes from 2006 – million
hectares per year
Wood balance achieved

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios aiming at either 20% or 40% of total electricity
production by 2051
By 2051 in the 20% scenario, bioelectricity produced 142,334 GWh
of the total requirement of 613,289 GWh or 23%. For the 40%
scenario by 2051, bioelectricity production was 262,305 of the
required total of 601,627 GWh or 43%. Base case has 1% bioelectricity. By 2051 installed megawatts are 30,000 and 54,000 for
20% and 40% scenarios respectively, compared to 1,500 in the
base case.
Brown coal steam turbines set to zero new plant from 2006 so that
current plant was decommissioned at the end of its life. Black coal
steam turbines also decline.
The ‘production’ scenario where development occurs in current
plantation zones and most biologically productive areas until the
10% threshold (of crop, pasture and rough land in each statistical
division) is reached.
500,000 hectares per year for 20% scenario and 850,000 hectares
per year for 40% scenario

Wood production is sufficient from 2006 and by 2051, over 60–70
million cubic metres (approximately 30–35 million tonnes) is
available for export or other uses. This surplus is mainly due to an
economic slowdown from the mid-2040s caused by depletion of
natural gas stocks.
Woodscape area and
By 2051, woodscapes of 25 and 40 million hectares are required
composition by 2051
for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively. Both scenarios
require 6, 3 and 1 million hectares of pine, long-rotation eucalypt
and short-rotation eucalypt respectively. In addition, 15 and 30
million hectares of mallee are required for the 20% and 40%
scenarios respectively, by 2051
Other wood-based production No other use. However, given the total tonnage produced and
required
surplus for the last decade of the scenario, a wide range of other
products could be leveraged off these bio-electricity scenarios.
Rebound control strategies
From 2011, 190 and 290 billion dollars per year are extracted for
for additions to the ‘future
the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively, after production but
fund’
before consumption and reinvestment.
Future fund outcome by 2051 By 2051, a potential financial stock in the future fund of 2,236 and
–stock of billions 2005 dollars 3,423 billion dollars following rebound control.
Initially the scenarios rebounded strongly (see page 59) due to increased infrastructure
development and planting/harvesting activity. This rebound was controlled by the future fund
mechanism which transferred this increased capacity (can be seen as either an ‘energy surplus’ or
a ‘capital surplus’) outside the domestic economy. The level of rebound control used aimed to
approximately meet the long-term trajectory of GDP growth rates achieved by the base case
scenario (see Figure 39 in results section below).
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Scenario Results
Over the 45-year scenario period, both the 20% and 40% bio-electricity scenarios are physically
feasible and are equal to the base case in economic performance with some provisos. Both
scenarios produce a long-term GDP growth rate of 2% compared to the base case value of 2.2%,
while the stock of accumulated GDP dollars is $4,000 to $5,000 billion lower than the base case
(Table 17, Figure 38). In traditional statistical terms, these outcomes would not be significantly
different. In simple terms, they show that a large bio-electricity infrastructure can equal the
physical and economic performance of the current fossil fuel based system.
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Figure 38. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and scenarios for 20% and 40% bioelectricity.

Additionally, control of the rebound effect is the main contributor to the difference. At the end of the
scenario period the stock of future fund dollars is $8–12,000 billion or twice the stock of forgone
GDP dollars. In comparison to the base case, rebound control decreases the average per capita
consumption indicator by 11% and 16% for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively. Per capita
consumption grows constantly for most of the scenario thus meeting the expectation of Australian
citizens that their opportunities should keep improving (Figure 39, right hand graph). How to
balance small declines in GDP and a moderate loss of affluence and lifestyle, with a large
accumulation of national wealth (that no one can directly access) may present a difficult, but not
impossible, political challenge.
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Figure 39. A comparison of net carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector (left hand graph) and
the per capita affluence measure (right hand graph) for the base case and 20%and 40% bioelectricity
scenarios.

Compared to these less than base case economic outcomes, the infusion of bio-electricity has
significantly improved the greenhouse account. Compared to the stock of greenhouse emissions in
the base case of 29 billion tonnes, there are reductions to 24.3 and 21.3 billion tonnes for the 20%
and 40% scenarios respectively (Table 17, Figure 39, left hand graph). These represent of 17% and
27% declines due to one integrated technology alone, admittedly a large-scale one, which replaces
fossil with wood carbon and is helped by a significant inertia of banked wood carbon. There is still a
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challenge to reach the generally accepted 60% reduction target to around 11 billion tonnes.
However, both bio-electricity scenarios provide a foundation to work from that is both economically
and physically feasible.
Table 17. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and 20% and 40% bio-electricity scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP
growth rate –
%
Accumulated
stock of GDP–
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
stock of net
CO2 emissions
– billion tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
oil use – PJ

Base Case
2.2

20% Bioelectricity
2.0

40% Bio- Comment
electricity
2.0
Scenarios decrease average GDP growth
rate by 0.2% over 45 years.

73,288

69,003

68,151

A decrease of $4,000 billion is due mainly
to rebound control.

29.07

24.29

21.26

Scenarios decrease the emission stocks
by 17 and 27% for the 20% and 40%
designs respectively.

0

2,236

3,413

The stock of future funds is one-half of
the reduction in ‘accumulated GDP’ due
to the bioelectricity scenarios.

170,000

160,000

157,000

Accumulated
gas use – PJ

128,000

127,000

138.000

Accumulated
coal use – PJ

145,000

89,000

36,000

Water demand
at 2051 – GL

39,700

36,800

35,200

National runoff
at 2051 – GL
National
evapotranspiration by
2051 – GL

386,500

383,400

375,000

2,845,800

3,011,500

3,140,600

Lower rates of GDP growth lessen freight
and passenger transport and 11–12,000
PJ lower requirements for oil.
Reduction of coal electricity requires
higher gas electricity and 10,000 PJ more
for 40% scenario.
Black and brown coal use decrease by 40
and 75% for 20% and 40% scenarios
respectively.
3–4,000 GL less water requirements due
to lower GDP growth and knock-on
effects.
Reduction in runoff of 3–11,000 GL due to
planting.
Transpiration increases by 6–10% for
bioelectricity scenarios.

The lower rates of economic activity lessen oil requirements compared to the base case by up to
12,000 PJ or about seven years of oil at this year’s rate of usage (Table 17). Accumulated gas
requirements increase by 10,000 PJ in the 40% scenario because of the increased penetration of
‘gas combined cycle’ electricity as the traditional black and brown coal generators are phased out.
Domestic coal requirements decrease by 40% and 75% for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively.
In spite of large decreases in domestic coal demand, coal exports are maintained towards the end
of the scenario period at around the base case rate of 13,000 PJ per annum.
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The total requirement for electricity is reduced by the scenarios in comparison to the base case
(Figure 40, left hand graph) due mainly to lowered rates of economic activity, and thus electricity
demand across all sectors. The difference by 2051 is about 55,000 GWh. The proportional
representation of electricity supply at 2051 shows a radically different picture to today (Figure 40,
right hand graph). Compared to the dominance of black and brown coal today, biomass and gas
combined cycle make up the largest proportions, with a 5% contribution from advanced coal and a
small contribution by other renewable sources. Part of the carbon dioxide reduction is due to the
large introduction of gas combined cycle which also has an assumed goal of 40%. This scenario
may be somewhat optimistic in the replacement of black coal thermal by gas combined cycle but it
reveals the required and timely investment in infrastructure, if this level of carbon dioxide reduction
is to be achieved.
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Figure 40. Total electricity production in gigawatt hours for the base case and the 20% and 40%
scenarios (left hand graph), and proportional contribution of different electricity technologies for the
40% bio-electricity scenario (right hand graph).

The hydrological consequences of a large stock of woodscape development could be important
depending on the region of planting and its location on a particular landscape. This is set in the
context of a managed water requirement of nearly 40,000 GL by 2051, and reductions in the
scenarios of 3,000 to 4,000 GL per year due to lowered economic activity (Table 17). National
transpiration is simulated to increase by 6–10% for the bio-electricity scenarios while national
runoff is decreased by 3,000 to 11,000 GL (Figure 41, right hand graph). Such decreases in runoff
could be significant in relation to the yearly use of managed water (currently around 25,000 GL) but
are small in comparison to total national runoff of around 400,000 GL. Obviously the location is
critical. In the 40% scenario, simulated Tasmanian runoff decreases by around 4,000 GL (8% of
state), Queensland by 3,000 GL (2% of state) and New South Wales by 2,000 GL (6% of state). Given
the political intensity of the debate surrounding the return of 500 GL to environmental flows from
the Murray River, the runoff decreases shown here are significant. However, in terms of the
aggregate nature of the modelling, they must be viewed as high level indicators rather than
absolute results. The next stage of analysis requires regional implementation of these planting
schedules on a catchment by catchment basis and within the context of altered climate patterns
due to climate change.
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Figure 41. A comparison of forest wood production (left hand graph) and national surface runoff (right
hand graph) for the base case and 20% and 40% bioelectricity scenarios.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The range of sensitivity analyses shown below suggest that the 20% and 40% bio-electricity
scenarios as presented, are reasonably robust in regard to investment criteria (Table 18). The
doubling or tripling of woodscape planting costs, or the capital cost of bioelectricity infrastructure,
gives small negative effects for economic growth and per capita consumption criteria, but does not
give catastrophic failure. Given the scale of the enterprise envisaged it is likely that significant
advantages would accrue due to learning by doing, and returns to scale. These expected effects of
human inventiveness are not included. Also, the controls of rebound have not been relaxed and
there exists a withheld stock of financial capital (theoretically anyway) which can be used to
supplement unforeseen requirements.
A somewhat counterintuitive outcome is that negative economic outcomes will slow down carbon
emissions at a whole-economy level. Central to the broader rationale of these scenarios is that
institutional arrangements are in place which enable their implementation. A rationale based on
‘the lowest cost to the consumer’ ensures that black and brown coal electricity will predominate.
Current Australian state governments are facilitating the fast tracking of renewable energy targets
led by South Australia which in July 2006 introduced legislation199 for 20% renewable electricity by
2014 and a 60% reduction of total greenhouse emissions by 2050. Such approaches underpin the
general rationale for all scenarios in this study.
Table 18. An exploration of possible risks and uncertainties inherent in the bio-electricity transitions
over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051).

Indicator
Planting cost of
woodscapes

Induced
Effect
Doubling
and tripling

Capital cost of bioelectricity plant

Doubling
and tripling

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
For both 20% and 40% scenarios, a doubling or tripling of
woodscape planting cost decreases average GDP growth rate
by 0.05% and 0.1% respectively (e.g. from 2% to 1.95% or 1.9%
per annum). The accumulated stock of GDP dollars is within
99% of the stock in the normal scenarios. Because of slight
slowdowns in growth, stocks of greenhouse emissions are up
to 300 million tonnes lower, or one year’s energy emissions
today. Per capita affluence is up to 2% lower, while the future
fund is unaffected.
A doubling and tripling of the cost of bio-electricity
infrastructure decreases average GDP growth rate by 0.1%
and 0.2% respectively for the 20% scenario, and this effect
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Load factor and
lifetime of bioelectricity plant

No control of
rebound

Global change
effects on
plantation yield and
water runoff

Increase
lifetime by
10 years
and load
factor by
10%
No control

Not
simulated

doubles for the 40% option. The stock of aggregated GDP
dollars decreases by 5% and 10% as capital cost is doubled
and tripled. The CO2 stock decreases by 1–2 billion tonnes
mainly due to economic slowdown. Relative to the base
assumption, per capita affluence decreases by 5% and 10% in
the most extreme case. Relaxing rebound control
mechanisms could redress some of these effects.
Improvements in infrastructure lifetime and load factor
improve macro-indicators by at most 1%. Increase in
economic activity increases greenhouse stock by 130 and 290
million tonnes for 20% and 40% options respectively. An
increase in thermal efficiency was not considered as
technology is near its thermodynamic limit.
Unmanaged rebound gives an average GDP growth rate 0.4%
per annum higher than the managed 20% or 40% scenarios.
This is also 0.2% per annum higher than the base case. The
accumulated stock of GDP dollars increases by 15%
compared to the managed options, and is 5% higher than the
base case. However, increased economic activity gives 3.3 to
5.6 billion tonnes increase in the stock of carbon dioxide
emissions. This is still a 2 billion tonnes improvement over the
base case. The per capita consumption indicator improves by
16–24%.
Regionalised global change models suggest that many of the
southern farming zones planted in these scenarios may
become drier over the next century. However, global climate
change also promises more variable rainfalls. Perennial
woodscapes planted with regionally adapted species should
improve resilience of current systems and bring a new source
of cash flow.

Changing the criteria for infrastructure performance does not give large differences, although the
key one of thermodynamic efficiency is assumed to gradually develop to a theoretical plateau that it
cannot exceed. There is an implicit assumption that many supplementary items such as
transmission lines are already in place and do not have to be remade or replaced. In addition the
distributed and regionalised nature of this scenario (i.e. adjacency to wood supply) means that by
2051, some 120–200 individual installations of 250 MW each will be located close to their regional
consumers.

Discussion
These scenarios show that bioelectricity at 20% to 40% of national requirements presents a feasible
option both in physical and economic terms. At most, the average GDP growth rate is curtailed by
0.2% per year and the accumulated stock of GDP dollars is lessened by $4,000 to $5,000 billion
dollars over the 45-year scenario period or about $100 million per annum. To balance this is a
potential future fund stock of $2,200 to $3,400 billion dollars that sits outside the economy. The key
environmental return is a 17% and 27% reduction in the stock of net carbon dioxide emissions and
the possibility of reaping the rewards from the knowledge and export potential this whole-economy
innovation could bring. Sensitivity analysis shows that the doubling or tripling of the cost of
woodscape planting, or the capital cost of electricity plant, can decrease average GDP growth rate
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by up to 0.1% and 0.2% per annum respectively on top of the overall scenario outcome. The
increased economic activity caused by a failure to control rebound increases the accumulated stock
of carbon dioxide emissions by three to five billion tonnes, which is still an improvement of two
billion tonnes over the base case.
Of the many uncertainties for these scenarios, the biological and productivity impacts due to global
change loom largest. Large decreases in rainfall amount and its timing might change the
productivity assumptions that underpin the production of woody feedstocks. Countering this is the
assumption that perennial production systems will be more resistant to climate fluctuations than
the current cropping and pasture systems. Furthermore, the optimal positioning of woodscape
plantings can access subsoil moisture and perched layers of nutrients better than the current
systems. Additional positives include the landscape and biodiversity advantages of essentially
restoring cover to 25 to 40 million hectares of cleared land which currently face a raft of
environmental challenges.
More challenging than these landscape issues are those relating to water runoff. The relatively
simple hydrological calculators used in the model show that surface runoff could be reduced by
3,000 to 12,000 GL for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively. The latter figure is close to the long
term ‘flow to the sea’ for the whole Murray-Darling system, but only about half the flow of all rivers
in the system200,201. Alternative planting scenarios (see Figure 37) could lessen the impact on surface
runoff by choosing land outside intensively used river basins, or focusing woodscape development
on northern Australia where surface runoff is larger, but more seasonally constrained.
Outside of these analyses are the probable constraints that relate to institutions, organisation and
scale. The scale of replanting farmed landscapes defies most marginal refurbishment schemes
currently underway. While the past two-hundred years of land development has seen eras where
millions of hectares were cleared each year, these scenarios require effective planting and
establishment rates of 500,000 to 850,000 hectares. Whether each farming zone can find the labour,
knowledge, enthusiasm and organisational ability to plant the feedstock and build the bio-electricity
plant may be questionable. Finding sufficient fluency in national and state politics to see these
scenarios through to 2051 may also be difficult. However, if global environmental issues start to
drive international relations and trade access, that may bring sufficient pressure.
This discussion of possible pitfalls and constraints downplays the huge enthusiasm that such a
scenario might bring to most Australian farming regions currently focused on a limited range of
production systems, export markets and value-adding opportunities. Learning by doing might halve
woodscape establishment costs by 50% over 20 years. Australia might develop advanced bioelectricity designs that give vibrant export opportunities for a declining manufacturing industry.
Low-carbon electricity might provide market advantage to the life cycles of many goods and
services for domestic and export markets. These simulations suggest the scenarios are physically
feasible but with small negative economic outcomes. This provides a good start for more detailed
regional investigations in land use planning, hydrological studies and the social acceptability of
large scale bioelectricity systems.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind the 20% and 40% bio-electricity scenarios suggest five issues that may
be important for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ The 20% bio-electricity scenario is challenging but still within the range of normal
comprehension of an investor and a policy maker. It can provide a foundation, positive for land
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remediation and product diversification, to which other renewable scenarios can be added. In
comparison, the 40% scenario offers larger carbon and future fund rewards but may be too
challenging for current land users and institutional settings.
■ Under the current assumptions for both scenarios, the thermodynamic efficiency is capped at
45% for the combined processing and generation activity. Technologies now in the literature,
such as plasma processing of biomass giving hydrogen to run fuel cells, could increase the
efficiency to at least 60% and require less land and wood. Whether this is then deemed a ‘fuel
cell’ technology or a biomass one is a moot point. A conservative position is to retain the
current efficiency level and note that large technological improvements are possible.
■ The current scenario settings give a significant annual wood surplus that can be used for
processing into liquid transportation fuels, to help redress the trade deficit in forest products
or as feedstock for a future carbohydrate economy.
■ A key uncertainty rests with the future effects due to global climate change, both to provide
the moisture for wood growth as well as the runoff for the managed water system. It is
possible within the current system to systematically alter the rainfall and tree production
criteria to reflect some of these uncertainties. Generally though, most production assumptions
are conservative and gross production can be maintained by the choice of better sites or by
expanding area planted. As noted in the discussion, this scenario sets broad landscape cover
and production criteria for more competent and detailed modelling of hydrological outcomes.
■ The concept of using the ‘weight of investment’ and ‘rebound control’ as inertial shocks which
constrain economic activity and decrease carbon dioxide emissions, seems at odds with
conventional wisdom. However, interest rate settings by central banks have much the same
objective in monetary policy (i.e. to contain monetary inflation). This modelling system deals
with physical inflation (i.e. energy use and carbon dioxide emissions) from a similar
perspective. There is a danger that intermixing financial and physical metaphors may provoke
criticism of the basic analytical approach.
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Wind Turbines
Abstract
Successful transitions to wind electricity were achieved with wind turbines generating 20% to 40%
of total electricity requirements by 2051. The most feasible transition is the 20% scenario which
decreases the accumulated stock of carbon dioxide emissions by nearly five billion tonnes out to
2051 compared to the base case (24 versus 29 billion tonnes). The 20% scenario is robust in relation
to uncertainties related to load factor (25%, 30% and 35%) and capital cost (a doubling and tripling).
The higher and lower load factors around the core assumption of 30% alter GDP growth rate by a
maximum of one-tenth of a percentage point (e.g. 2.5% to 2.6%). Accumulated GDP varies upwards
and downwards by one billion dollars for the higher and lower load factors over the 45-year
scenario period. Accumulated CO2 emissions increase by 500 million tonnes for the higher load
factor compared for the core wind scenario due to greater economic activity and consumption. A
tripling of capital cost decreases average GDP growth rates by four-tenths of one percentage point
(2.5% to 2.1%) and accumulated emissions by 1.5 billion tonnes compared to the core wind
scenario. These wind simulations suggest the feasibility of a renewable energy economy where
complementary investments of 20% each for bio-electricity, wind, solar photovoltaic and solar
thermal might be feasible, with the remainder taken up by limited hydro, fuel cells, advanced coal
and gas turbines. By 2051, the future fund used to control the knock-on effects of technology
rebound has accumulated $6,000 to $8,000 billion for the 20% and 40% wind scenarios respectively.
This is at least six times the current stock of superannuation funds under management in
Australian markets or three times GDP in the final year of the scenario.

Introduction
Electricity from wind turbines is an established sector in Australia with 817 MW currently installed
and 6,000 MW in the pipeline202. Some of this investment may not occur until the frameworks for
renewable electricity expand. In a recent review paper on wind energy, Diesendorf203 reported that
wind farms currently have 50% Australian content and generate two to three times as many direct
local jobs per kilowatt hour generated as coal power. Further he reported that the wind turbine
manufacturer Vestas recently commenced manufacturing turbines here with nacelle components
made in Wynyard, Tasmania, and blades in Portland, Victoria. Increased scale in the industry could
see local content rise to 80%.
In political and public perceptions, the potential for wind power in Australia has been dogged by four
issues that are oft repeated: lack of suitable sites, intermittency, visual pollution and bird strikes.
According to the Bureau of Meteorology204, Australia has one of the best wind resources in the world
particularly where the ‘roaring forties’ influence the coasts of South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania. While sites with good and excellent wind potential (average wind speeds of 7–8 metres
per second and greater) are limited, there are vast areas of inland Australia with wind resources of
5–6 metres per second. Intermittency requires the integration of a number of solutions including
prediction of wind run, integration with the grid and backup or storage technologies. Once
installation has progressed beyond the best and most visible sites, vast wind resources lie in tamed
farming lands with little inherent visual amenity save flatness and isolation. The ‘bird strike’ issue
has little substance with problems encountered in only three of 2,500 wind farms (i.e. less than
0.001%) around the world.
On the positive side, wind power has many advantages the principal of which are its modularity, and
the low-carbon content of its electricity. Over a full life cycle of manufacture, installation,
maintenance and decommissioning, wind electricity has a carbon dioxide content of 20 gms per
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kilowatt hour compared to nuclear at 60 gms, gas turbines at 500 gms and coal fired plant at
greater than 1,000 gms205. The energy required in its manufacture is repaid in the first 3–6 months
of operation206. In developing marginal cost curves for an Australia-wide transition to wind, Franzi
Poldy of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship207 showed that a small number of good sites had
marginal costs of 6–7 cents per kilowatt hour, while the vast majority (up to the supply of one
million gigawatt hours per year or four times current yearly production) could be delivered with cost
in the 7–8 cents per kilowatt hour range. Additionally, large scale deployments where wind
electricity is spatially averaged can supply morning and evening peak periods since wind usually
increases then also. Considerable technical effort is now being invested into the challenge of energy
storage from wind generators and other renewable sources. The feasibility is now well proven of
integrating wind and solar generation with traditional diesel generators and gas turbines. More
advanced and lower carbon approaches use excess electricity to generate hydrogen from
electrolysis which is then used to power a fuel cell when electricity is required at night time or
during low sun and wind periods208.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
This simulation will test a substantial introduction of wind turbine electricity into the Australian
economy. Two scenarios will be developed for the supply of 20% and 40% of national electricity by
2051. While the key scenario settings are shown below (Table 19), four issues are worth noting. The
core scenario is seen as 20% and this is a proven target as Denmark currently supplies 20% of its
total requirement from wind and aims to deliver 50% from wind by as early as 2025209. Germany's
Schleswig-Holstein province currently generates 35% of its power with wind turbines. Secondly, the
cost estimate of wind per megawatt of nameplate capacity installed is conservative and based on a
life cycle analysis of the embodied energy cost of turbine construction, installation and linkage to
the grid. It is assumed that wind electricity will integrate with the grid without storage technology,
using advanced management and switching technologies. A sensitivity analysis which doubles and
triples the infrastructure cost will be used to estimate the likely effect of additional infrastructure
costs for energy storage. Thirdly, the load factor (the proportion of hours in a year when wind
turbines are operating at full capacity) is assumed to be 30% which is an industry standard and
subject to sensitivity analysis later in this section. Fourthly, it is assumed that, given the scale of
wind investment, the wind turbines will be manufactured fully in Australia stimulating local
manufacturing and job creation and not increasing machinery imports.
Table 19. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the wind turbine electricity scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for wind turbine
electricity production by 2051
Achievement of goals

Changes to market shares
for competing electricity
technologies
Gas turbine combined cycle

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios aiming at 20% and 40% of total electricity
production by 2051
By 2051 in the 20% scenario, wind electricity produced 150,963
GWh of the total requirement of 719,650 GWh or 21%. For the
40% scenario by 2051, wind electricity production was 268,119 of
the required total of 765,638 GWh or 35%. Base case has 2%
wind electricity. By 2051 installed megawatts of wind are 55,716
and 97,545 for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively,
compared to 5,668 in the base case.
Brown coal steam turbines and gas steam turbines set to zero
new plant from 2006 so that current plant is decommissioned at
the end of its life. Black coal steam turbines also decline due to
penetration of wind and gas combined cycle.
By 2051, market share increased to 24% and 30% for the 20%
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and 40% wind scenarios respectively. Base case is 24%.
From 2011, 130 and 170 billion (constant 2005) dollars per year
are extracted for the 20% and 40% wind scenarios respectively,
after production but before consumption and reinvestment
(similar to taxation).
By 2051, a potential financial stock in the future fund exists of
$5,600 billion and $7,800 billion for the 20% and 40% scenarios
respectively.

Rebound control strategies
for additions to the ‘future
fund’
Future fund outcome by 2051
–stock of billions 2005 dollars

The infusion of wind electricity into the Australian system assumes that the market for brown coal
electricity gradually diminishes due to regulations or carbon taxes and that gas turbines expand at a
similar rate to wind. Thus, both wind and gas turbines squeeze black coal capacity so that by 2051
black coal delivers about 40% of total electricity.

Scenario Results
The rate of installation of wind turbines required for the 20% wind scenario is about 1,000 MW per
year or about 200 each of the current large 5 MW units. This seems infeasible in today’s Australia
but in 2006 in Europe, 7,600 MW were installed at an average cost of two million Australian dollars
per MW. Germany passed the 20,000 total MW installed mark while cumulative installed capacity for
Europe is 48,000 MW210. The initial effect on the transition is to depress the average GDP growth
rate by about one-half of a percentage point for a decade (Figure 42). After 2020 however, the GDP
growth rate is higher for the 20% wind scenario compared to the base case and for the entire
scenario period averages 2.5% versus 2.2% for the base case (Table 20). In the last decade of the
scenario period, total GDP tracks higher in the wind scenario and at 2051 is $350 billion or 15%
greater than the base case. Since rebound control is used to achieve a GDP-neutral outcome,
accumulated GDP for all scenarios lies in the range of $73,000 to $74,000 billion. The 40% wind
scenario (not shown in graphs but described in Table 20), gives a slightly higher rate of GDP growth
than the 20% scenario.
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Figure 42.The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and for the 20% wind turbine electricity scenarios.

The effect of the wind infrastructure and the policies linked to its implementation is to substantially
reduce the emissions profile for the whole economy (Figure 43, right hand graph). Accumulated CO2
emissions for the 20% wind scenario are reduced by nearly five billion tonnes for the 45-year
scenario period (28.7 down to 23.9) and by six billion tonnes for the 40% wind scenario (Table 20).
The 40% wind scenario does not give double the emission reductions of the 20% scenario due to
complex dynamics stimulated by the sizeable infrastructure investment, and higher rates of
economic growth in the final decade. More complex scenarios later in this report will attempt to
manage more linked issues in parallel. These ‘one technology’ simulations suggest that wind
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electricity can reduce the emissions loading by 5–6 billion tonnes or up to 20% of the 28.7 billion
tonnes promised by the base case economy.
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Figure 43. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph).
Table 20. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and two ‘wind turbine electricity’ scenarios (20% and 40%).

Indicator

Average GDP
growth rate – %
Accumulated
stock of GDP –
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
stock of net CO2
emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption
stock – GJ per
capita
National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ

Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Accumulated coal
use – PJ

Base
Case
2.2

20%
Wind
elect
2.5

40%
Wind
elect
2.7

73,813

73,088

74,021

28.72

23.90

22.68

0

5,558

7,814

7,245

6,035

5,689

24,761

26,515

28,081

148,600

143,500

143,800

148,600

147,288

138,134

146,000

98,000

89,000

Comment

Overall the wind scenarios give slightly
higher rates of GDP growth.
Simulations are controlled to give a
relatively neutral GDP outcome where
scenarios are equivalent to the base case
in the range of 73–74,000 billion dollars.
Under a GDP-neutral outcome, wind
electricity can reduce emissions by 5–6
billion tonnes over the 45-year scenario
period.
By 2051 the future fund is 6–8 times the
current stock of private superannuation
funds.

Due to pressure of investment in wind
and rebound control, the personal
consumption indicator is reduced by 17–
22%.
Large investments in wind increase the
national infrastructure stock by 7–13%.
Aggregated oil demand is decreased by
5,000 PJ over the scenario period or
about three times today’s yearly
consumption.
Gas requirements are reduced by 1,000 to
10,000 PJ over the scenario period.
Due to replacement of coal fired plant by
wind and gas, domestic coal demands
are reduced by 50,000 to 60,000 PJ or 25–
30 times today’s domestic requirements.
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Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL

1,611,000

1,515,000

1,483,000

Electricity
production at
2051 – GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure:
Installed MW

682,000

718,000

766,000

111,608

148,046

180,050

Wind turbine
infrastructure:
installed MW

5,668

55,716

97,545

Water requirements of the economy are
reduced by 6–8% because of slower
economic growth in the first two decades
and greatly reduced coal washing and
plant cooling.

Total electricity infrastructure increases
by 30–60% due to growth in requirements
and lower load factors of wind, i.e.
requiring more infrastructure to deliver
equivalent electricity.
By 2051, the 20% scenario requires
nearly the equivalent of today’s global
wind power infrastructure, approximately
65,000 MW in 2006.

The influence of both the pressure of wind investment and rebound control reduces the physical
affluence indicator by about 30 GJ of embodied energy per capita per year or 1,200 to 1,400 GJ over
the entire scenario period. The yearly reduction of 30 GJ should be seen in light of today’s embodied
energy transactions underneath the average Australia of about 120 GJ, i.e. about 25%. However,
three important clarifications need to be made. Firstly, this reduction is one implied for the future,
and does not detract from today’s standard of living. Secondly, the embodied energy implications of
today’s affluence levels are not the same as the services provided by those energy transactions.
There are many options for reducing energy use and emissions in the many production chains that
underpin our daily lives. Thirdly, each major transition tested in this ‘renewables’ section implies
the generation of a significant common good either in the form of a financial stock in the future
fund, or advanced infrastructure tied to the revitalisation of Australian industry which creates new
job sets and requires advanced employment skills.
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Figure 44.Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national ‘future fund’ used to control technology rebound (left hand graph).

Accounting in embodied energy terms for the full array of national infrastructure shows that the
wind energy scenarios give an equivalent or better outcome to the base case scenario (Table 20,
Figure 44). By 2051, the 20% and 40% wind scenarios have a 7–13% greater infrastructure
complement than the base case. By 2051, rebound control has given a financial stock in the future
fund of 6,000 to 8,000 billion dollars or 6–8 times the current stock of funds under management in
Australia’s superannuation funds. As noted in the discussion above, these issues of common or
shared importance need to be balanced against possible reductions in physical affluence on a per
capita basis.
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Figure 45. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and wind turbine electricity (right hand graph)
for the base case and the 20% and 40% wind turbine scenarios.

The total electricity requirement is similar for both the base case and 20% wind scenarios (Figure
45, Table 20) suggesting that the current electricity industry need not be commercially
disadvantaged by a major transition to renewables provided they broaden their institutional
arrangements to embrace a greater diversity of generators. Steady improvements in energy
efficiency are included in all scenarios but large efficiency changes in parallel with major energy
transitions may present difficulties in a thermodynamic sense, and are analysed in a later section
(see page 184). By 2051, wind electricity contributes over 150,000 and 250,000 GWh for the 20% and
40% scenarios respectively. This requires generating infrastructure of 56,000 and 98,000 MW of
installed capacity compared to 6,000 MW in the base case at 2051. As noted in the introduction, this
seems large compared the 800 MW currently installed in Australia but not in comparison to
Germany’s 20,000 MW or Europe’s 48,000 MW.
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Figure 46. Proportional contribution of electricity production technologies to meeting national
requirements for the base case (left hand graph) and the 20% wind turbine scenario (right hand graph).

The proportion of coal generated electricity declines from over 70% currently, to 40% and 30%
respectively for the 20% and 40% wind scenarios (Figure 46). In both the base case and wind
scenarios, coal infrastructure steadily increases its transformation efficiency until it reaches it
thermodynamic limit of around 48% for the steam cycle and 60% for the smaller proportion of
combined cycle coal. Gas turbine electricity makes up most of the remainder with 30% and 24%
respectively for the lower and higher wind scenarios. While hydro declines as a proportion, it shows
a slight increase in volumetric production over the scenario timeframe as do biomass and solar
technologies.
The requirement for transport energy in the wind scenarios is less than the base case due to slower
rates of economic growth and thereby the demand for transport (Figure 47). However, it passes the
base case around 2040 when the wind scenarios stimulate higher rates of economic growth. As
noted earlier, these ‘one technology’ scenarios have the disadvantage of not managing all energy
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issues in parallel. Advocates for carbon taxes and ‘cap and trade’ schemes note that these schemes
do deal with the whole economy and then leave the choice of technologies to the market. However,
the Stern Review records the obvious point that both institutional instruments and a technology plan
need to be used in unison because renewable energies do not have an equal footing in the market.
Additionally, the present fossil-based systems have received large social subsidies over the past
century. The economy-wide requirement for water of the wind scenarios is lower than the base case
due mainly to lower rates of economic growth but also less water being required for coal washing
and cooling of thermal power plants (Figure 47, right hand graph).
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Figure 47.National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and the 20% wind turbine scenarios.
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Figure 48. An accounting of economy-wide energy losses through dissipation, personal consumption,
energy extraction and processing and infrastructure depreciation for the base case (left hand graph)
and 20% wind (right hand graph) scenarios.

The system-wide improvement made in the wind transition, seen through an accounting for energy
losses, is shown in Figure 48. This is the energy that is lost to the system and does not find its way
into a permanent capital stock. Overall, energy losses have reduced from a peak of 6,000 PJ in the
base case to around 4,500 PJ in the 20% wind scenario, a difference of about 1,500 PJ. There are
three major facets of the change. The first is that consumption (CONS in graph) is less due to the
pressure of wind investment and transfer to the future fund to control rebound. The second is a
difference in the volume and composition of trade (NETXPGD) caused by lower consumption and
knock-on effects from constraints in capital availability. The growing volume in the trade section
describes the increasing effort and energy required to obtain oil and gas supplies and heightened by
a spike in the mid-2040s when domestic gas fields are depleted. The third relates to relatively
minor effects in individual sectors, e.g. agricultural output for domestic diet is less because
personal consumption and GDP growth rates are lower for several decades in the wind scenarios. A
caveat on the accounting process must note that it is aggregate in nature and fairly approximate.
Adherents to the ecological economics discipline view most economic activity as dissipative211 where
energy and materials are transformed to material goods and services with by-products of physical
waste, heat and emissions. The reduction in dissipation shown above is due to both reduced volume
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(less personal consumption) and wind technology which, once built and installed, does not require
fossil fuel inputs and energy to be dissipated.
Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
All simulation modelling of this type has uncertainty associated with the choice of key parameters.
As discussed in the modelling description after page 90, physical economy models base some of
their credibility on their ability to recreate a historical period in the calibration and verification
process, in this case the two decades from 1981 to 2002. This numerate credibility is then used as a
platform or foundation from which future options are explored. While there are many issues that
could vary in the future, the wind scenarios are most exposed to errors in the specification of their
construction and operation. As noted in the introduction, the capital cost is already conservative and
includes most items required to develop a large operating infrastructure. A doubling or tripling of
capital cost thus provides an extremely conservative assessment of the viability of wind electricity
(Table 21). Increasing the capital cost with all other model parameters held constant, decreases
average GDP growth rates from 2.5% in the core wind scenario period to 2.3% and 2.1% for a
doubling and tripling respectively. By comparison the growth rate of the unaltered base case is
2.2%, equidistant between the two levels of increased capital cost. Because growth rates are lower,
the aggregated emissions for the 45-year scenario period are reduced by 0.6 and 1.5 billion tonnes
for the doubled and tripled capital cost respectively.
Load factor (the proportion of the year a turbine delivers its full rated capacity) is an important
determinant in both the initial location of windfarms and their subsequent electrical and financial
returns. Well-sited wind farms generally have load factors above 35% and the core assumption
used in this study is 30%. This sensitivity analysis examines changes of plus and minus 5%, i.e. up to
35% and down to 25% (Table 21). An increased load factor increases overall growth rate by onetenth of one percentage point compared to the core scenario of 2.5% while the lower load factor has
minimal effect on growth rate but does give a slightly lower physical affluence and overall capital
stock. These effects are very diffuse and are the sum of many small effects that cascade through
the economy in different decades, a sort of ‘swings and roundabouts’ effect over four decades. The
higher load factor increases the aggregated emissions by about 500 million tonnes due to higher
rates of economic growth, more consumption and more transport fuel use. The lower load factor
gives aggregated emissions of 100 million tonnes more than the core scenario due mainly to more
fossil-based electricity required to maintain the GDP growth rate. Thus, in an overall sense, a load
factor in the range of 25–35% has only small effects on economic productivity and moderate effects
on emissions where higher GDP growth knocks-on to stimulate more fossil fuel use in the absence
of other controlling policies. Outcomes such as this may be important in ‘one issue’ policies such as
the nuclear electricity debate where recent government studies suggest:
“The challenge to contain and reduce greenhouse gas emissions would be
considerably eased by investment in nuclear plants. Australia’s greenhouse
challenge requires a full spectrum of initiatives and its goals cannot be met by
nuclear power alone. The greenhouse gas emission reductions from nuclear
power could reach 8 to 17 per cent of national emissions in 2050212.”
This suggests the government report embraces a relatively static view of how the changes and
investments related to a new fuel cycle might roll out and cascade through the whole economy.
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Table 21. A sensitivity test for the 20% wind scenario involving capital cost, load factor and rebound
control.

Indicator
Capital cost of
wind turbine
infrastructure

Induced Effect
Doubling and
tripling

Load factor of
wind turbines

Base
assumption of
30% is
adjusted up to
35% and down
to 25%

Rebound effect
of wind turbine
investment

No control

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Doubling and tripling the capital cost of wind infrastructure
reduces average GDP growth rates by two to four-tenths of
one percentage point (from 2.5% to 2.3 and 2.1%).
Accumulated emissions also decrease by 0.6 to 1.5 billion
tonnes while accumulated GDP and the physical affluence
measure are also reduced. This sensitivity test suggests that
storage for large scale wind, involving a doubling of capital
cost, is feasible at a whole-economy level.
A load factor increase to 35% improves the average GDP
growth rate by one-tenth of a percentage point (2.5 to 2.6%)
thus increasing accumulated GDP by over one billion dollars
and accumulated emissions by 500 million tonnes. A load
factor decrease to 25% shows a slight increase in emissions
as more infrastructure investment is required to meet
electricity requirements.
Lack of rebound control increases economic activity and
therefore resource use and greenhouse emissions. Without
control, the 20% wind scenario increases GDP growth rates
to 4% per annum overall, while accumulated emissions
increase by 10 billion tonnes from 24 to 34 billion tonnes.

As large scale changes such as wind electricity are made to the energy base of the economy they
stimulate increased activity. If these changes are uncontrolled, or only narrowly controlled, they
may lead to non-intuitive outcomes (or rebounds) and a less than expected reduction in emissions.
The main discussion on rebound effects can be found on page 59. Failure to control rebound in the
20% wind scenario leads to an increase in GDP growth rate from 2.5% in the core scenario to 4% in
an uncontrolled situation. Aggregated greenhouse emissions rise from 24 to 34 billion, an increase
of 10 billion tonnes or 5 billion tonnes more than the base scenario. As noted in the main discussion
of rebound effects, this modelling approach might over-estimate the stimulation effect of large
economy-wide changes and underestimate the many drag coefficients and market failures that
constrain economic function from ideal or optimum levels. Nevertheless the physical sciences now
assert that technical change is the dominant driver of economic function as it allows more and/or
different products to be produced with less physical inputs. Large-scale wind power is a good
example of potential rebound effects.

Discussion
These results show that fast tracking wind power investment so that over 1,000 MW per year are
installed out to 2051 will reach and maintain a 20% target of an expanding electricity requirement
by 2040. In emissions terms it will reduce the base case emissions aggregate of 29 billion tonnes by
5–6 billion tonnes, provided that technology rebound is controlled. Most other important national
indicators are equal to or better than the base case for the core 20% wind scenario. Sensitivity
analyses show that the outcomes are robust in the face of increases in capital cost, and moderate
changes to load factors.
The 2006 reports from wind power’s global market shows the technology is mature and well
regarded by investors and regulators particularly in Europe where 7,600 MW were installed last
year alone, and the cumulative installation now stands at 48,000 MW. Australia’s lagging approach
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to greenhouse mitigation issues sees relatively low targets set currently for renewable electricity
which will limit investor and corporate confidence in the short term. Australian-based renewable
energy investment funds now have substantial holdings in overseas wind investments due in part to
the limitations of national targets for renewable energy. In Diesendorf’s213 recent review of wind
power in Australia he documents several interventions by the then Federal Environment Minister to
block well-justified wind farm proposals for poorly defended reasons.
Wind power faces many technical criticisms from proponents of centralised base load power driven
by cheap brown and black coal, unconstrained by the requirement to pay for its carbon dioxide
content of around 1,000 grams per kilowatt hour. As discussed above, and up to a limit of perhaps
20% of total requirements, wind electricity can be integrated into the national grid providing there is
political will to do so, and institutional settings to facilitate it. At large scale, wind can be spatially
integrated into the grid as it is usually windy somewhere at a state level or in eastern Australia.
Integration of wind with a wide variety of backup systems is commonplace in the literature, and in
practice in many parts of Europe. The full ‘sunburnt and solar’ scenario later in this report will link
solar, biomass and high efficiency fossil technologies to this 20% wind scenario to provide an effect
transition to a productive lower-carbon economy.
Within the limits of this nationwide and long-term analytical approach, there are few unknowns
which might radically change it or make the high level outcomes less robust. In general the
progression towards better materials and individual turbine sizes of 5–6 MW each will moderate the
cost, although the process for installation of large turbines in remote and difficult locations might
still be an issue. However, the size of the wind transition modelled here will require most of the
wind farms to be installed on flat land with ‘good’ rather than ‘excellent’ wind resources, having
reasonable transport access and proximity to connections with the national electricity grid.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these wind scenarios suggest four issues that may be important for
transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ The transitions are relatively robust in whole-economy terms when key assumptions such as
capital cost and load factor are changed by significant amounts.
■ A penetration of 20% of a particular technology seems a defensible one in terms of real-world
experience elsewhere, as well as being tractable in a modelling sense.
■ In complex whole-economy transitions there is a problem with ‘one issue’ scenarios where
knock-on effects are not controlled. Technological improvements for example stimulate
growth, consumption and greenhouse emissions outside of rebound control.
■ At high levels of wind power penetration dynamic modelling problems are evident.
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Solar Photovoltaics
Abstract
Successful transitions to grid-connected photovoltaic electricity were achieved generating 20% and
40% of total electricity requirements by 2051. The most feasible transition is the 20% scenario
which decreases the accumulated stock of carbon dioxide emissions by nearly five billion tonnes out
to 2051 compared to the base case (24 versus 29 billion tonnes). The 20% scenario is robust in
relation to uncertainties related to load factor (10%, 15% and 20%), capital cost (40% higher and
70% lower) and lifetimes (20, 25 and 30 years). The higher and lower load factors around the core
assumption of 15% alter average GDP growth rates by a maximum of four-tenths of a percentage
point (e.g. 2.4% to 2.0%). Accumulated GDP changes by a positive $3,000 and/or negative $7,000
billion dollars for the higher and lower load factors respectively compared to the core 20% solar
photovoltaic scenario. Accumulated CO2 emissions increase by one billion tonnes for the higher
load factor due to greater economic activity and consumption. A 40% higher or 70% lower capital
cost alters average GDP growth rates by three-tenths of one percentage point (2.4% to 2.1%) and
accumulated emissions by one billion tonnes compared to the core 20% scenario. These
simulations suggest the feasibility of a renewable energy economy where complementary
investments of 20% each for bio-electricity, wind, solar photovoltaic and solar thermal might be
feasible, with the remainder taken up by limited hydro, fuel cells, advanced coal and gas turbines.
By 2051, the future fund used to control the knock-on effects of technology rebound has
accumulated $3,000 to $9,000 billion for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively, or three to nine
times the current stock of superannuation funds under management in Australian markets.
Photovoltaic technology is advancing rapidly with highly efficient but more costly solar cells on one
hand, or cheap but less efficient thin film cells on the other. Following technology and cost
breakthroughs, the big advances will come from important institutional changes such as feed-in
tariffs for excess home-produced electricity as well as widespread integration with roofing and
cladding materials that perform two functions (cover and electricity production) for one capital cost.

Introduction
In a recent review of photovoltaics (PV) in Australia, Muriel Watt214 and colleagues from the
University of New South Wales detailed Australia’s world leading role for the last 30 years in
invention and original research, as well as the remote area applications for habitation and
communications. The review, however, highlighted four issues constraining the rapid advances in
the sector now being seen in the leading countries of Germany, Japan and the USA. The first is the
to-date, sceptical views by the Federal Government on climate change and the failure to implement
carbon taxes. The second is the highly variable institutions and funding over decadal timeframes
that regularly create and destroy initiative at all phases from basic and applied research through to
manufacturing and installation. The third is the lack of incentive given by low targets set for
mandated renewable energy production combined with a lack of metering of small-system
photovoltaic electricity limiting its visibility and corporate value. Finally, there is a lack of social
acceptance fed by misinformation and low prices for fossil-based electricity. Countering these
longer-term constraints were more recent and shorter term state and federal government
initiatives which co-funded household and utility-sized applications of solar generation, partly in
response to global change issues.
For all the negatives, Australia has retained to date more than three leading edge technologies
linked to a domestic manufacturing base set on a continent with some of the best solar resources in
the world215. The School of Photovoltaic and Renewable Energy Engineering at the University of New
South Wales216 has led the world in the efficiency of its first generation photovoltaic cells and now
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concentrates on future breakthroughs in second and third generation technology. The Centre for
Sustainable Energy Systems at the Australian National University has developed the ‘sliver cell’
technology217 with lower costs and higher efficiencies than typical first generation devices which is
now being commercialised by Origin Energy218. Solar Systems219 has developed a concentrating
approach using parabolic dishes to multiply light intensity five hundred times and focus it on highly
efficient smaller arrays at the focus of the dish. This has been applied particularly to remote area
settlements but will now be applied at a 174 MW installation at Mildura, for a time at least the
biggest single photovoltaic system in the world. BP Solar and a number of other manufacturers
maintain advanced manufacturing plants in Australia with strong links to both the nodes of basic
research as well as its implementation at a practical scale in cities and remote areas.
In spite of all its advantages in solar terms, Australia’s lack of sustained strategic directions in
energy supply, and its choice to rely on its financially cheap fossil-fuel base, has seen it cede
intellectual and industry advantage to Germany, Japan, China and the USA who now dominate
manufacturing, research and application. In spite of lower sunlight levels and severe winters, these
countries have developed their photovoltaic industries by aggressive programs to integrate
photovoltaics into their domestic and commercial building stock. The German ‘100,000 roof
program’ and the US ‘one million solar roofs initiative’ have used global change to leverage a
refurbishment of their industrial base, create legions of industrial jobs with advanced skills and
prepare their populations for the large structural changes that will have to happen if global
greenhouse emissions have to be reduced by 60–80%. In 2006, Germany installed 960 MW of grid
connected photovoltaics out of a total world production of 2,200 MW. By comparison Australia
installed 2 MW in the same year. In March 2007, a single 11 MW solar PV plant was commissioned
at Serpa in Portugal220, and a 20 MW plant is now under construction at Trujillo, in nearby Spain.
The public acceptance in Australia of grid connected photovoltaics is now changing, albeit slowly,
stimulated by a federal government rebate scheme, a commercial installation capability, new feedin tariffs recently announced by the South Australian government and promotion by energy
companies such as Origin Energy. Apart from upfront capital cost and technical ‘newness’, most
renewable energies are still constrained by misinformation and fluency in application. For
photovoltaics the prime misinformation is ‘that they never repay the cost of the energy used in their
manufacture’. To counter this view the photovoltaic industry uses various metrics such as the
‘energy payback time or EPT’ (the time take for the whole of system to repay the energy used in its
manufacture) and the ‘energy yield ratio or EYR’ (the number of times in the systems lifetime that
the manufacturing energy is repayed)221. Recent analyses for Australian conditions show that two
kilowatt roof mounted systems using present technology (multi-crystalline silicon) have a payback
time of 2.7 years, and an energy yield of 11.2 times over a 30-year lifetime. The advances promised
by cheap thin film technology will halve the payback time and double the energy yields. The
Australian National University’s ‘sliver cells’ have a payback time of 1.5 years for a grid connect
system. Stand-alone systems have lower EYR figures due to energy and financial costs of replacing
storage batteries but still have energy yield ratios of six over their lifetime.
In meeting the futures posed by global change and clean energy requirements, Australia faces
many challenges. Foremost amongst these is the timidity and complexity of its decision making at
all levels of government, and in many parts of industry. To meet the photovoltaic component of this
challenge, Australia will need to change many current belief systems including the primacy of
short-term price, adherence to electoral cycles, understanding of the physical underpinnings of the
economy and it effluents, and the need to refurbish its manufacturing base. Essential to all
renewable transitions is that the majority of design, fabrication and installation be conducted
domestically by Australian industry. The future success of an economy and a nation will be judged
by how well it has managed to change its energy metabolism, shift its export base to
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environmentally accredited products while developing a just and equitable society that treads lightly
on the earth.
Therefore, this study assumes that Australia has agreed to pathways being implemented for a clean
energy future, and now seeks to clarify and quantify the part that photovoltaics will play. It uses
conservative capital costs couched in life cycle energy terms, and mid-range performance data, to
simulate a future Australia where photovoltaics contribute 20% or 40% of total electricity by 2051.
To assess the rationality of these scenarios it focuses bi-directionally on the economic performance
of the whole economy, and what level of greenhouse savings are achieved over the 45-year scenario
period. Currently, economic growth and greenhouse emissions are tightly coupled by the structure
of the Australian economy. But because these changes will happen in a real society, it also
documents measures of per capita affluence, national stocks of wealth and the use of a wide range
of other resources.
Simulation Settings and Rationale
The key scenario settings are detailed in Table 22 below. Central to all scenarios is that the
economy must not suffer in the long term due to a renewables transition, although decadal
performance may be different. To achieve this, two issues are important. The first is that all
scenarios must be approximately GDP neutral, i.e. that over a 45-year scenario period the
accumulated sum of GDP must equal that of the base case value of around $73,000 billion. To effect
this, rebound control is implemented to control the stimulus given to economic growth by such
large structural changes. This generates a financial stock located outside of the domestic economy
(a future fund) and at first this seems contradictory. However, to recycle such large amounts would
inevitably re-stimulate the economy potentially losing a large proportion of the intended
greenhouse savings. To some extent the future fund can be viewed as a ‘degree of slack’ given to
the economy by renewable energies because they do not require production chains behind them to
keep them functioning. Thus in the structure of the simulation experiments, the accumulated GDP
value is fixed or anchored (i.e. each simulation is GDP neutral), and all other performance
indicators vary due to the complex dynamics of a modelled economy undergoing large structural
changes.

Table 22. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the solar photovoltaic electricity
scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for solar photovoltaic
electricity production by 2051
Achievement of goals

Changes to market shares
for competing electricity
technologies

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios aiming at 20% and 40% of total electricity
production by 2051
By 2051 in the 20% scenario, PV electricity produced 149,237
GWh of the total requirement of 710,154 GWh or 21%. For the
40% scenario by 2051, PV electricity production was 292,537 of
the required total of 709,915 GWh or 41%. Base case has 1% PV
electricity. By 2051 installed megawatts of PV are 110,786 and
207,405 for 20% and 40% scenarios respectively, compared to
3,010 in the base case. Goals are reached between 2030 and
2040.
Brown coal steam turbines and gas steam turbines set to zero
new plant from 2006 so that current plant was decommissioned
at the end of its physical life. Black coal steam turbines also
decline due to penetration of photovoltaic and gas combined
cycle.
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Gas turbine combined cycle
and fuel cell electricity
Rebound control strategies
for additions to the ‘future
fund’
Future fund outcome by 2051
–stock of billions 2005 dollars

Market share increases to 30% and 38% for the 20% and 40%
photovoltaic scenarios respectively. Base case is 24%.
From 2011, 80 and 150 billion (constant 2005) dollars per year
are extracted for the two PV scenarios respectively, after
production but before consumption and reinvestment (similar to
taxation).
By 2051, a potential financial stock in the future fund exists of
$3,350 and $9,550 billion for the 20% and 40% scenarios
respectively.

Both 20% and 40% scenarios reach their goals in the decade 2030 to 2040 and require 111,000 to
207,000 MW of installed ‘nameplate’ capacity respectively by 2051. This photovoltaic infrastructure
is two to four times the current total of all electricity infrastructure in Australia. Fossil-fuelled
electricity is at least four times more productive (i.e. electricity produced per MW of capital stock)
compared to photovoltaic infrastructure and it is one quarter the cost per MW of capital stock.
These differentials highlight the obvious market barriers for renewable electricity but renewables
have the obvious advantages of not requiring a chain of fuel supply, not directly releasing
greenhouse emissions and being suitable for a wide range of distributed applications. The rebound
control strategies require the diversion of between 80 and 150 billion dollars per year from 2011 into
the future fund which grows to $3,350 billion and $9,550 billion by 2051 for the 20% and 40%
scenarios respectively. Gas turbine electricity increases market penetration to over 30% as it
develops its own market share and replaces traditional brown coal electricity which declines to zero
by 2030.
Scenario Results
The GDP growth rate for the 20% photovoltaic scenario is lower than the base case for the first 15
years but gradually improves and then is higher than the base case for the final 20 years (Figure 49,
left hand graph). Because lower growth initially lowers the GDP foundation from which the growth
takes place, absolute volumes of GDP track below the base case for the period 2010 to 2040, but are
then higher for the final decade (Figure 49, right hand graph). In average terms, the GDP growth
rate is three-tenths and six-tenths of one percentage point higher than the base case for the 20%
and 40% scenarios respectively (Table 23). However, the absolute GDP amounts are similar because
simulation experiments are anchored in GDP-neutral outcomes as explained in the previous
section.
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Figure 49. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and for the 20% solar photovoltaic electricity scenarios.

Due to pressure of investment in photovoltaics and rebound control to control the economic restimulation from higher industrial activity, the physical affluence indicator tracks lower than the
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base case but ends up at the same level by 2051 (Figure 50, left hand graph). In accumulated terms,
the stock of physical affluence is 6,130 GJ and 5,066 GJ for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively,
reductions of 15–30% compared to the base case (Table 23). This indicator represents the primary
energy embodied in personal consumption. While the result signals that the consumptionorientated lifestyles of today may have to alter if greenhouse emissions are to be reduced, it does
not mean that quality of life decreases proportionally to the indicator. There are many options for
change222 and metaphors of food consumption may be useful, e.g. it is not just the volume of food
that is important for life and lifestyle, but its composition, nutritional value, its look and the
ambience in which it is consumed.
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Figure 50. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case and 20% solar photovoltaic
scenarios.

The 20% photovoltaic scenario puts the economy on a lower trajectory for CO2 emissions (Figure 50,
right hand graph) and reduces their accumulated stock over the 45-year scenario period by five to
ten billion tonnes or 17–34% for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively (Table 23). The 20%
scenario is probably the most feasible one, because a distributed energy mix would provide
favourable niches for the other renewable technologies. While a 40% photovoltaic contribution level
may work well in high sunlight areas, it would not be appropriate over the whole economy.
Table 23. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and the 20% and 40% solar photovoltaic electricity scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP
growth rate – %
Accumulated
stock of GDP –
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
stock of net CO2
emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption
stock – GJ per
capita
National capital

Base
Case
2.2

20%
Solar PV
2.5

40%
Solar PV
2.8

73,813

73,331

73,562

28.72

23.79

19.07

0

3,350

9,550

7,245

6,130

5,066

24,761

30,224

29,074

Comment
Overall the solar PV scenarios give slightly
higher rates of GDP growth.
Simulations are controlled to give a
relatively neutral GDP outcome where
scenarios are equivalent to the base case
in the range of 73–74,000 billion dollars.
Under a GDP-neutral outcome, solar PV
electricity can reduce emissions by five to
nine billion tonnes over the 45-year
scenario period.
By 2051 the future fund is three to nine
times the current stock of superannuation
funds.
Due to pressure of investment in solar PV
and rebound control, the personal
consumption indicator is reduced by 15–
30%.
Large investments in solar PV increase the
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stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ

national infrastructure stock by 17–20%.
148,600

144,400

142,800

Accumulated gas
use – PJ

148,600

149,200

159,100

Accumulated coal
use – PJ

146,000

95,000

39,000

Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL

1,611,000

1,516,000

1,411,000

Electricity
production at
2051 – GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW

682,000

710,200

709,900

111,608

204,111

280,402

Solar PV
infrastructure –
installed MW

3,010

110,786

207,405

Aggregated oil demand is decreased by 4–
6,000 PJ over the scenario period or about
three times today’s yearly consumption.
Domestic gas requirements are increased
by up to 10,000 PJ over the scenario period
due to more gas turbines.
Due to replacement of coal fired plant by
solar and gas, domestic coal demands are
reduced by 50,000 to 100,000 PJ or 25–50
times today’s domestic requirements.
Water requirements of the economy are
reduced by 6–12% because of slower
economic growth in the first two decades
and reduced coal washing and plant
cooling.
An increase of 4% due to slightly higher
economic growth rates.
Total electricity infrastructure increases by
80–150% due to growth in requirements
and lower load factors of solar PV, i.e. it
requires more infrastructure to deliver
equivalent electricity.
By 2051, the 20% scenario requires over 20
times today’s installed capacity worldwide,
estimated as approximately 5,000 MW in
2006, but with 1,800 MW installed that year.

These ‘one technology’ scenarios do not decrease the use of other fossil fuels apart from the coal
use they are designed to replace. Thus, accumulated coal use is 50,000 to 100,000 PJ below the
base case, but accumulated gas use increases by up to 10,000 PJ because the penetration of gas
turbines increases (Table 23). The accumulated oil use is decreased by 4,000 to 6,000 PJ due mainly
to lower rates of GDP growth rate in the first fifteen years of the scenario period.
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Figure 51. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national future fund used to control technology rebound (left hand graph).
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Figure 52. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and wind turbine electricity (right hand graph)
for the base case and two solar photovoltaic scenarios.

The best outcome for the photovoltaic scenarios is that they increase alternative measures of
national wealth substantially. The stock of ‘developed' capital is 20% greater than the base case at
2051 for both photovoltaic scenarios (Figure 51, left hand graph and Table 23). This is due to the
transfer of embodied energy from personal consumption into a capital stock that produces lowcarbon electricity. In a domestic situation this is easy to illustrate by a householder who invests
$16,000 for a roof-mounted two kilowatt array as opposed to the same amount for an overseas trip
or a powerboat. There are many alternative patterns of ownership possible such as collectively
managed superannuation funds investing in renewable energy capacity which provides financial
returns and also grow in capital value. The future fund used to control rebound also grows
appreciably by 2051 to reach three and nine times the level of today’s stock of superannuation funds
(Figure 51, left hand graph).
By 2051, the total electricity production is similar to the base case, but the two photovoltaic
scenarios track below it for most of the scenario duration (Error! Reference source not found., left
hand graph). This lower electricity production is not because of energy saving measures but due to
lower use in the domestic and transport sectors due to constraints caused by future fund
mechanisms. By 2050, the electricity production from the 40% scenario is similar in absolute terms
to today’s total production levels, while the 20% scenario is one-half of today’s requirements (Error!
Reference source not found., right hand graph).
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Figure 53. Proportional contribution of electricity production technologies to meeting national
requirements for the base case (left hand graph) and the 20% solar photovoltaic scenario (right hand
graph).

The proportional change in electricity production is largely governed by the goals designed into the
scenario with 20% or 40% solar, and brown coal declining to zero (Figure 53). Solar reaches its goal
by 2040, when gas turbine and black coal electricity are contributing 30% and 40% respectively with
minor contributions from advanced coal, hydro and wind. For the whole electricity system, the CO2
intensity of electricity production declines from 650 grams per kilowatt hour to 425 and 200 grams
for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively. This effect is due to large efficiency increases in the
black coal thermal plants as well as the effect of solar photovoltaics.
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The transport energy requirement for the solar scenarios is similar to that of the base case for
most of the scenario period, although higher for the solar scenarios at the end (Figure 54, left hand
graph). This scenario does not seek improvements in the transport sectors and most of the change
is due to different rates of GDP growth, which affect the requirement for personal and freight
transport. Whole-economy water requirements are lower for the solar scenarios by 6% to 12% due
to less coal washing and process water for thermal power plants (Figure 54, right hand graph).
Lower physical affluence due to future fund operation, also decreases the water demand for
domestic use and water in agriculture due to lower food requirements.
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Figure 54. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and the 20% and 40% photovoltaic electricity scenarios.

As noted in this section’s introduction, most of the assumptions used are conservative. This is
particularly so for capital cost which does not include allowance for learning curves which see the
price of renewable infrastructure decrease by 20% to 30% for each 20 years of research and
development. It is worth noting that capital costs ‘embody’ the process energy required for full
manufacture, installation and connection. There is a buffer built in if for example, if manufacturing
becomes more complex in process terms and requires more energy. Using the same physical
capital cost could allow the implementation of electricity storage.
Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The core 20% solar scenario is relatively robust when analysed for variations in key technical
parameters (Figure 55, Figure 56, Table 24). The analytical method used here is to anchor each test
within the core 20% solar scenario by using the same level of rebound control. One technical
parameter is then altered and the positive or negative responses to that change of the whole energy
and economic system are judged. Thus, in Figure 55 each component of the radar diagram is
anchored in the same future fund value. Three advantageous technical factors of lower capital cost,
higher load factor and longer lifetime give higher values for the key indicators shown in Figure 55
and thus map on the outside of the core solar scenario. The less advantageous technical factors of
higher capital cost, lower load factor and shorter lifetime map inside the core scenario giving lower
economic growth, physical affluence measures and capital stock, but also lower greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Figure 55. A radar diagram depicting a sensitivity analysis for key technical issues describing solar PV
technology, i.e. high and low values of capital cost (HiCap, LowCap), load factor (HiLF, LowLF),
lifetime (HiLT, LowLT). Values are standardised against those of the reference 20% Solar PV scenario for which
each indicator equals one (heavy dark blue line at n=1).

A more aggregated view is shown in Figure 56 where the core 20% solar scenario is used as the
reference point. The base case has higher affluence levels than the core scenario but lower rates of
economic growth and capital stocks, no stock of future funds and higher carbon dioxide emissions.
The best case is anchored to the same future fund outcome and shows better economic, personal
affluence and capital stock outcomes than the core scenario but worse greenhouse outcomes. By
contrast, the worst case scenario is lower than the others for economic and affluence criteria but
has superior greenhouse outcomes.
Two issues are obvious. The first is a pervading theme throughout these examinations of individual
technologies, i.e. that one technology alone, however good it is, will not solve the full range of
greenhouse and energy security issues that confront the economy. The second is how to weight the
worth of different outcomes. If greenhouse is the priority issue, then implementing costly and less
capable technology is certainly a help since it imposes a drag on the economy that reduces
economic growth and gives the best emissions outcome. Also, it is difficult to judge different
metrics of national wealth. This study uses measures of total capital stocks and future fund stocks
which can be seen as part of a nationally held stock of wealth or value, although not one that
transfers easily to the individual in the narrow sense of economic utility and profit maximisation.
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Figure 56. A radar diagram depicting a sensitivity analysis for performance issues relating to solar PV
technology, i.e. best case, worst case and base case (without solar PV). Values are standardised against
those of the reference 20% Solar PV scenario for which each indicator equals one (heavy pink line at n=1).

The sensitivity to capital costs tested below in Table 24 is sourced from life cycle analyses223 behind
the recent nuclear electricity report released by the Commonwealth Government224. The life cycle
analysis is scaled on a 150 MW plant and includes the materials and energy processes required to
fabricate photovoltaic arrays, construct and transport them and then connect them to the grid. The
capital cost is expressed as the petajoules of primary energy embodied through all of the phases
noted above per megawatt of installed or nameplate capacity. The core assumption used is 0.0461
PJ per MW of nameplate capacity which is over twice the capital cost of windpower and 50% higher
per MW than nuclear power plants. It must be emphasised that this core value is a conservative and
defensible one, and bracketed for sensitivity purposes by a lower value of 0.0325 and a higher value
of 0.0634 (both values based on the same process analysis). The results are shown in Table 24 and
show that the solar PV transitions are robust in the face of higher and lower capital costs.
The load or capacity factor is set at 15% in the core scenario and varied down to 10%, and up to 20%
in the sensitivity tests. The load factor describes the proportion of the year in which a photovoltaic
array delivers electricity up to its nameplate capacity. It is different from the efficiency factor that
describes the proportion of the incident sun’s energy that is turned into electrical energy. The 154
MW heliostat concentrator photovoltaic plant being built at Mildura by Solar Systems225 has a
designed load factor of 20% (270,000 MWh electricity produced yearly from 1,349,040 MWh possible
if it operated 24 hours per day for 365 days). The results in Table 24 suggest/show that large PV
investment operating at a load factor of 10% lessens economic productivity substantially, but
because of this drag factor also makes sizeable reductions in CO2 emissions.
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Table 24. A sensitivity test of key technological parameters for the 20% solar photovoltaic electricity
scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
solar photovoltaic
infrastructure

Load factor of solar
photovoltaic
panels, i.e. the
percent of the year
the PV panels are
operating at their
full nameplate
capacity, i.e. a 1
MW panel
producing one MW
of electricity.
Lifetime of PV
technology

Rebound effect of
solar photovoltaic
investment

Best case
technology

Worst case
technology

Induced
Effect
High and
Low

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes

A 40% higher capital cost reduces the average GDP growth
rate by one-third of one percentage point and the
accumulated GDP by $5,000 billion over the 45-year scenario
period. Accumulated CO2 emissions are reduced by 300
million tonnes and physical affluence by 8%. A 70% lower
capital cost stimulates the economy by one-third of a
percentage point for average growth rates and $4,000 billion
for the accumulated GDP which also adds one billion tonnes
of CO2 emissions and 6% to physical affluence.
Compared to the core 20% Solar PV scenario, a higher load
Base
assumption factor increases average GDP growth rate by one-third of
one percentage point and accumulated GDP by $4,000
of 15% is
adjusted up billion. The accumulated CO2 is increased by one billion
to 20% and tonnes compared to the core scenario, but this is still four
down to
billion tonnes lower than the base case. A decreased load
10%
factor lessens GDP growth rate two-fifths of one percentage
point and accumulated GDP by $7,000 billion. Because of
lower growth, accumulated CO2 emissions are lessened by
two billion tonnes and physical affluence by 10%.
Base
assumption
of 25 years
is adjusted
up to 30
years and
down to 20
years
No control

Lower
capital cost
combined
with higher
lifetimes
and load
factors
Higher
capital cost

Changing infrastructure lifetime by five years increases or
reduces average GDP growth rate by one-tenth of one
percentage point and accumulated GDP by one and two
thousand billion dollars respectively. Accumulated CO2
emissions increase by 400 or decrease by 500 million tonnes
due to different rates of growth and physical affluence
change by 3% compared to the core 20% Solar PV scenario.
Compared to the core 20% solar PV scenario, failure to
control rebound adds seven-tenths of one percentage point
to average GDP growth rate and $16,000 billion to
accumulated GDP, an increase of 22%. However,
accumulated CO2 emissions are increased by five billion
tonnes and then equal the base case, i.e. the technology
stimulates additional economic growth without increasing
CO2 emissions from the base case, or the current policy
status quo.
A best case combination of the above technical factors
increases average GDP growth rates by two-thirds of one
percentage point and accumulated GDP by $10,000 billion.
Because of higher growth rates, accumulated CO2 emissions
rise by three billion tonnes compared to the core Solar PV
scenario but are still two billion tonnes lower than the base
case.
A worse case combination of technical factors reduces
average GDP growth rate by one percentage point (2.45% to
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combined
with lower
lifetimes
and load
factors

1.48%) and accumulated GDP by $15,000 billion. Because of
lower economic activity accumulated emissions are reduced
by a further three billion tonnes compared to the core solar
scenario, or nine billion tonnes lower than the base case.

System lifetime for photovoltaic systems generally ranges from 25–30 years226 and most systems
have manufacturer warranties of at least 20 years227, 228. The core assumption for these solar
scenarios is a lifetime of 25 years and sensitivities are developed for plus and minus five years. The
results in Table 24 show that length of life has relatively little effect on the success of the core
scenario with positive and negative changes to GDP growth rates of one-tenth of one percentage
point and the accumulated sum of GDP of $1,000 billion. The adjustments to accumulated CO2
emissions are around 500 million tonnes or 2% of levels in the core scenario. The general
assumption is that the 20% photovoltaic scenario is essentially a grid-connected one without the
requirement for battery storage. Common assumptions for inverter and battery replacement are 10
years, provided that the system is designed with adequate size and resilience. Smaller systems
have battery life as low as five years. Thus, rapid battery wear and rundown of storage capacity
could alter the outcome of such sensitivity analysis. The capital cost assumptions used here are
conservative and would allow large systems to be built with higher battery resilience.
The sensitivity to technology rebound is severe for most transformational scenarios in this study
and described fully in the section starting on page 59. For the 20% scenario it increases GDP growth
rates by seven-tenths of one percentage point and over the scenario period increases the summed
GDP by $16,000 billion or more than 20% compared to the core scenario and base case. Rebounding
economic growth also increases the summed CO2 emissions by five billion tonnes so that it equals
the base case level. Thus, the infusion of new technology without rebound control adds appreciably
to economic outcomes but does little to improve greenhouse outcomes. This is the status quo for
most current OECD economies.

Discussion
These results show that fast tracking photovoltaic investment so that approximately 2000 MW per
year are installed out to 2051 will reach and maintain a 20% target of an expanding electricity
requirement by 2040. Today this seems an almost impossible target requiring 13 modules being
brought online every year similar to the Solar Systems 154 MW solar station being built at Mildura
at a cost of $420 million each, i.e. a $5.5 billion investment every year on a continuing basis.
Alternatively, it represents two times the current yearly installation in Germany or requires each
year, the world’s entire photovoltaic manufacture in 2006229 of 2,204 MW. Assuming a population of
25 million at 2050, each household would require a 13 kilowatt array costing nearly $100,000 at
today’s prices and specifications for commercial grid connect systems. The photovoltaic
infrastructure would supply roughly two-thirds of domestic electricity requirements assuming no
large efficiency gains. In emissions terms, the 20% case will reduce the base case emissions
aggregate of nearly 29 billion tonnes by five billion tonnes, provided that technology rebound is
controlled. Most other important national indicators are equal to or better than the base case for
the core 20% photovoltaic scenario. Sensitivity analyses show that the outcomes are robust in the
face of increases in capital cost, and moderate changes to load factors.
The 2006 reports from the photovaltaic global market shows that current technology is mature, but
that the innovations in the pipeline will improve the conversion rates of sunlight to electricity and
substantially reduce the cost. By 2020, the delivered cost of photovoltaic electricity in Europe is
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expected to straddle the price boundary between bulk and peak electricity from traditional sources.
Conversion efficiencies of sunlight to electricity for silicon cells are led by the University of New
South Wales designs at around 24%, and for more expensive multi-junction concentrators by
American designs at 36%. Recently a breakthrough of the 40% conversion efficiency was announced
by the US Department of Energy230 for a Boeing-Spectrolab design which captures more of the solar
spectrum than traditional cells.
Australia’s lagging approach to greenhouse mitigation issues presents a mixed outlook for the
future of the photovoltaic industry. Commonwealth Government photovoltaic rebate schemes for
domestic and commercial buildings, have seen over 10 MW of photovoltaic infrastructure installed
since the scheme commenced in 2000231. In addition there are seven program areas which will
deliver over $250 million of renewable energy funding out to 2010232. In 2006 the South Australian
Rann Government announced a new ‘feed in’ solar rebate, which will increase the incentive for
households to install solar panels on their roofs and generate clean energy from the sun233. Under
the legislation, householders will be paid upwards to double the basic electricity retail cost for
putting excess solar ability backwards into the mains electricity grid. It is likely that other state
governments will follow this initiative and begin to replicate the current success of the German
100,000 roofs program234, and the prospective success of the US one million solar roofs initiative235,
launched in 1997 and with 350,00 installations now completed.
Photovoltaic electricity faces many technical criticisms from proponents of centralised base load
power driven by cheap brown and black coal, unconstrained by the requirement to pay for its carbon
dioxide content of more than 1,000 grams per kilowatt hour. It should be noted that photovoltaic
electricity is not greenhouse free in a full life cycle context, and has carbon dioxide emissions of
106 gm of CO2 per kilowatt hour, or less than 10% that of current coal electricity. As discussed
above and up to a limit of perhaps 20% of total requirements, photovoltaic electricity can be
integrated into the national grid providing there is political will to do so, and institutional settings to
facilitate it. Photovoltaics will be especially useful in responding to demand peaks driven by high
temperatures and air conditioning requirements, as it produces electricity in that demand window.
Integration of photovoltaics with a wide variety of backup systems is commonplace in remote areas
in Australia and elsewhere. The full ‘renewable energy’ scenario later in this report will link solar,
wind, biomass and high efficiency fossil technologies to provide an effective transition to a
productive lower-carbon economy.
Within the limits of this nationwide and long-term analytical approach, there are few unknowns
which might radically change it or make its high level outcomes less robust. In general the
progression towards cheaper and more efficient photovoltaic panels will make the technology more
attractive for many domestic and commercial users. The real breakthrough will come when thin
film arrays (less efficient but cheaper and simpler) integrate with roofing materials so that all new
houses install their photovoltaics as the roof is clad and parallel costs are avoided. These are now
manufactured and installed in the US236 and Australia237 but they have yet to reach widespread
usage.
Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these photovoltaic scenarios suggest four issues that may be
important for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ The high capital cost of photovoltaic infrastructure relative to electricity production makes for
simpler transitions compared to wind turbines for example due to the inertia or drag imposed
by the cost of the large investment. The central mechanism is to reroute personal
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consumption opportunities into national infrastructure investments which act as a storage
sink for financial opportunity.
■ The transitions are relatively robust in whole-economy terms when key assumptions such as
capital cost and load factor are changed by significant amounts.
■ A penetration of 20% seems a defensible one in terms of real world experience in Europe and
Germany, as well as being tractable in a modelling sense.
■ In complex whole-economy transitions there is always a problem with ‘one issue’ scenarios
where knock-on effects are not controlled. Technological improvements for example
stimulate growth, consumption and greenhouse emissions if rebound control is not applied.
The sensitivity analyses here show that higher technical efficiencies for photovoltaics (e.g. the
‘best case’ scenario in Table 24) improve economic productivity but also emissions. At least
the size of the effect is quantified so policies to negate perverse effects can be developed and
implemented.
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Baseload Solar or Solar Thermal
Abstract
Successful transitions to solar thermal electricity were achieved generating 20% and 40% of total
electricity requirements by 2051. The most feasible transition seems to be the 20% scenario which
decreases the accumulated stock of carbon dioxide emissions by nearly five billion tonnes out to
2051 compared to the base case (24 versus 29 billion tonnes). The 20% scenario is robust in relation
to uncertainties related to load or capacity factor (25%, 36% and 80%), capital cost (double and
triple) and lifetimes (20, 25 and 30 years). The higher and lower load factors around the core
assumption of 36% alter average GDP growth rates by a maximum of one-tenth of a percentage
point (e.g. 2.5 to 2.4%). Accumulated GDP changes by a positive $2,000 billion and/or negative
$1,500 billion dollars for these higher and lower load factors respectively, compared to the core
20% solar thermal scenario. Accumulated CO2 emissions increase by 500 million tonnes for the
higher load factor due to greater economic activity and consumption. A doubling or tripling of
capital cost decreases average GDP growth rates by three-tenths and eight-tenths of one
percentage point respectively (e.g. 2.5% to 2.2%) compared to the core 20% scenario. Accumulated
emissions decrease by one to two billion tonnes for the higher capital costs. These solar thermal
transitions suggest the feasibility of a renewable energy economy where complementary
investments of 20% each for bio-electricity, wind, solar photovoltaic and solar thermal seem
feasible, with the remainder taken up by limited hydro, fuel cells, advanced coal and gas turbines.
By 2051, the future fund used to control the knock-on effects of technology rebound has
accumulated $5,000 to $15,000 billion for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively, or five to fifteen
times the current stock of superannuation funds under management by Australian markets.
Worldwide, solar thermal technology seems poised for a significant advance with several thousand
megawatts under construction, or in advanced project planning. In spite of holding a technological
advantage in dish and storage technology, Australia lags behind the USA and Europe in policy and
business development. The high temperatures developed by solar thermal technology allow it
cheap and technically feasible storage. Additionally it is easily scaleable with a 10 MW plant being a
minimum feasible size. Together with biomass, these are renewable electricity technologies with
real baseload capacity. This capacity is not currently acknowledged in the domestic political debate.
Introduction
At its simplest, solar thermal power is installed on many Australian houses as solar water heating
with roof based collectors which collect more than 4 PJ of energy nationally and where each unit
can displace 2,000 kilowatt hours of electricity annually or save four tonnes of greenhouse
emissions compared to an electric storage heater. Nationally, this avoids the need for about 200
MW of fossil generation capacity, or about one turbine in a traditional power station complex. The
market penetration of solar hot water heaters is about 5%, well below a feasible target of about 60–
70%238. More recently the same principle is being applied to solar air heaters which pump air from
roof based collectors into houses. In addition, passive solar design principles applied to houses or
commercial buildings can trap solar heat in winter and avoid it in summer so reducing the
requirement for fossil-based energy.
Solar thermal electricity generation comes in three broad types all of which use mirror technology
to collect and focus the sun’s rays onto a heat exchanger, which typically converts water to steam
which drives a traditional steam turbine. The first design is based on parabolic troughs using trough
shaped mirrors to concentrate sunlight onto receiver tubes where a thermal transfer fluid is heated
to roughly 400˚C. The longest running example of this approach is in Southern California where
more than two million square meters of trough installation have supplied 800 gigawatt hours of
electricity annually since the mid-1980s for 14-17 US cents per kilowatt hour. In March 2007, a 64
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MW plant ‘Nevada Solar One’ owned by Solargenix239 went online. The second design is the
parabolic dish240 which concentrates sunlight at the focal point of the dish and can deliver
temperatures in excess of 1,000˚C, the so called ‘superheated’ option, and can run a generator
mounted at the focal point or linked to a steam network similar to the trough design. The high
temperatures generated make many storage options feasible including hot air in caverns, hot oil,
molten salt and thermochemical storage. The third design is the central receiver or solar tower
option where an array of tracking mirrors or heliostats focuses sunlight on a high temperature heat
exchanger in the top of a tower. This can run the steam cycle as in previous approaches or use
superheated air to run modified gas turbines. An 11 megawatt-electric solar power tower (PS 10)241
has recently been commissioned near Seville in Spain. It consists of 624 tracking heliostats each
with a 120 square metre mirror area and will generate 23 gigawatt hours per year, enough to supply
6,000 homes. An Australian solar tower concept has been promoted by the firm Enviromission242 at
Buronga in western New South Wales. It consists of a one kilometre high tower fed by an extensive
area of transparent heat collecting canopy at its base and includes solar pond storage. Module
sizes of 50, 100 and 200 MW are envisaged.
The solar thermal research group at the Australian National University has maintained a leading
edge capability in the parabolic dish technology since work commenced in 1971. A working
prototype was installed at White Cliffs243 in western New South Wales in 1991 and a major milestone
achieved with the completion of the ‘big dish’ in Canberra in 1994244. Since then, work has
concentrated on thermochemical storage and simplification of mechanical aspects needed for
mass production. The storage capacity allows an 80% load or capacity factor to be achieved thus
making solar thermal systems a genuine base-load supplier in the appropriate sunlight zone. The
storage is based on a solar-driven ammonia based closed loop system which, if applied at suitable
scale, could be integrated with ammonia based fertiliser production245, 246, 247.
Solar thermal is currently undergoing a re-appraisal worldwide after several decades of benign
neglect when the focus was on windpower and photovoltaics. Spain and the USA lead the interest,
each with 500 MW of investment underway. Other sunbelt countries such as Algeria, Egypt, Greece,
India, Italy and Mexico all have 30 MW projects underway. A collaborative report by Greenpeace and
the International Energy Agency248 anticipate that 5% of the world’s electricity could be supplied by
solar thermal by 2040. This would require 600,000 MW of installed capacity producing 16 million
gigawatt hours of electricity by 2040. As with all the renewable energy technologies solar thermal is
seen as a stimulus for industry revitalisation and ‘new economy’ job creation. The job creation
multipliers for solar thermal are one permanent job per installed megawatt for the 25-year life of
the plant. For the construction period of two years, ten jobs are required per megawatt. Additionally,
the spatially intensive nature of the installation requires a high local content and value-adding,
meaning that the country itself collects most of the economic activity and social returns. Later in
this analysis, scenarios will be developed for solar thermal to supply 20% and 40% of Australia’s
electricity requirements. This requires 48,000 and 100,000 MW nameplate capacity by 2050 and
generates an equivalent number of jobs. By contrast 67,000 people in total are currently employed
by electricity supply, gas supply, brown coal and black coal mining. If these people are seen as
‘energy workers’ rather than ‘coal miners’, then renewable electricity will not threaten their future
job prospects.
In a 2003 study of the prospective performance of solar thermal technology, the US National
Renewable Energy Laboratory249 concluded that levelised electricity costs would decrease from a
currently operating 12–15 US cents per kilowatt hour down to 4–6 cents per kilowatt hour by 2020.
These reductions did not require major breakthroughs but were based on a scaling up to bring
fluency in construction, confidence in investors (once several large installations were operating) and
reductions in the cost of components. Improvements in heat transmission fluids and the availability
of steam turbines suited to higher temperatures and pressures could further decrease the per
kilowatt hour costs.
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The capital cost of solar thermal infrastructure expressed in embodied energy terms from life cycle
analysis, is 0.032 petajoules per megawatt of installed capacity250. The design used as the core
assumption in this study has molten salt storage and a load or capacity factor of 36%. Without
storage, the capital cost is 0.0282 petajoules per megawatt and the load factor is 25%
In a 2006 review of solar thermal developments in Australia, Lovegrove and Dennis251 recount that
Australia has the highest average solar radiation resource in the world. They propose that
Australia’s total annual energy requirements of 5,500 PJ could be met by a collector area of 4,000
square kilometres operating at a conversion efficiency of sunlight to electricity of 20%. It is logical
to locate solar thermal plants in sunny inland areas of south eastern Australia and integrate its
production with wind power generated along the southern coastline and make full use of the energy
storage and base load capability that high temperature solar thermal brings.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The key scenario settings are detailed in Table 25 below. Central to all scenarios is the decision that
economic performance must not suffer in the long term due to a renewables transition, although
decadal performance may differ from the base case. To achieve this, two issues are important. The
first is that all scenarios must be approximately GDP neutral, i.e. that over a 45-year scenario
period the accumulated sum of GDP must equal that of the base case value of around $73,000
billion. Secondly, to achieve this, rebound control is implemented to control the stimulus given by
such large structural changes to economic growth and all the knock-on effects derived from this.
This generates a financial stock (a future fund) located outside of the domestic economy and at first
this seems contradictory. However, to recycle such large financial flows would inevitably restimulate the economy, potentially losing a large proportion of the intended greenhouse savings. To
some extent the future fund can be interpreted as a ‘degree of slack’ given to the economy by
renewable energies because they do not require production chains to maintain their functioning.
Thus in the implementation of the simulation experiments, the accumulated GDP value is fixed or
anchored (i.e. each simulation is GDP neutral), and all other performance indicators vary due to a
variety of complex dynamics of a modelled economy undergoing large structural changes.
Table 25. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the solar thermal electricity scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for solar thermal
electricity production by
2051
Achievement of goals

Changes to market shares
for competing electricity
technologies
Gas turbine combined cycle
electricity
Rebound control strategies

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios aiming at 20% and 40% of total electricity
production by 2051
By 2051 in the 20% scenario, solar thermal electricity produced
155,180 GWh of the total requirement of 729,834 GWh or 21%. For
the 40% scenario by 2051, solar thermal production was 294,911 of
the required total of 673,697 GWh or 44%. Base Case has 1% solar
thermal electricity. By 2051, installed megawatts of solar thermal
are 47,571 and 99,899 for 20% and 40% scenarios respectively,
compared to 1,251 in the base case. Goals are reached by 2030.
Brown coal steam turbines and gas steam turbines set to zero
new plant from 2006 so that current plant was decommissioned at
the end of its physical life. Black coal steam turbines also decline
due to penetration of solar thermal and gas combined cycle.
Market share increases to 31% and 39% for the 20% and 40%
photovoltaic scenarios respectively. Base case is 24%.
From 2011, 140 and 350 billion (constant 2005) dollars per year are
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for additions to the ‘future
fund’
Future fund outcome by
2051 – stock of billions 2005
dollars

extracted for the 20% and 40% solar thermal scenarios
respectively, after production but before consumption and
reinvestment (similar to taxation).
By 2051, a potential financial stock in the future fund exists of
$5,600 billion and $15,700 billion for the 20% and 40% solar
thermal scenarios respectively.

Both 20% and 40% scenarios reach their goals in the decade 2030 to 2040 and require 47,600 and
99,900 MW of installed ‘nameplate’ capacity respectively by 2051. This solar thermal infrastructure
is one to two times the current electricity infrastructure in Australia. Fossil-fuelled electricity is
twice as productive (i.e. electricity produced per MW of capital stock due to higher load or capacity
factors) as solar thermal infrastructure and it is one-third the cost per MW of capital stock. These
differentials highlight the obvious market barriers for all renewable electricity. However,
renewables have the obvious advantages of not requiring a chain of fuel supply, not directly
releasing greenhouse emissions and being suitable for a wide range of distributed applications. The
rebound control strategies require the diversion of between 140 and 350 billion dollars per year
from 2011 into the future fund which grows to $5,600 billion and $15,700 billion by 2051 for the 20%
and 40% scenarios respectively. Gas turbine electricity increases market penetration to over 30% as
it develops its own market share and replaces traditional brown coal electricity which declines to
zero by 2030.

Scenario Results
The growth rate in GDP for the 20% solar thermal scenario tracks below the base case up until 2030
but then rises above it by about one-half of one percentage point for the duration of the scenario
(Figure 57). The depression in the first two decades is due to the combination of the pressure of
investment, and rebound control. Compared to the base case, both the 20% and 40% solar thermal
scenarios have higher average GDP growth rates for the whole scenario (Table 26). Because
scenarios are implemented to be GDP neutral, the accumulated GDP is comparable for the
scenarios and the base case in the range of $73–74,000 billion, although total year-by-year GDP in
the final decade is higher for both solar scenarios.
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Figure 57. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and 20% solar thermal electricity scenarios.

Due to pressure of investment in solar thermal and rebound control to control the economic restimulation from higher industrial activity, the physical affluence indicator tracks lower than the
base case but ends up at the same level by 2051 (Figure 58, left hand graph). In accumulated terms,
the stock of physical affluence is 5,991 GJ and 4,289 GJ for the 20% and 40% scenarios respectively,
reductions of 18–40% compared to the base case (Table 26). This indicator represents the primary
energy embodied in personal consumption. While the result signals that the consumption108

orientated lifestyles of today may have to alter if greenhouse emissions are to be reduced, it does
not require that quality of life decreases proportionally to the indicator. There are many options for
change in where energy is consumed252 and metaphors of food consumption may be useful, e.g. it is
not just the volume of food that is important for life and lifestyle, but its composition, nutritional
value, its look and the ambience in which it is consumed. Although the accumulated value of
physical affluence is less than the base case, the solar thermal scenarios have the same absolute
level in the final decade of the scenario when the base case is declining and the solar thermal is
ascending.
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Figure 58. Simulations of the physical affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case and 20% solar thermal scenarios.

The reduction of both GDP growth rates and the physical affluence indicator depress the generation
of carbon dioxide emissions onto a trajectory well below the base case (Figure 58, right hand graph)
and reduce the accumulated emissions by 5.1 and 10.2 billion tonnes for the 20% and 40%
scenarios respectively (Table 26). This saving in emissions is due to both the technology effect
(replacing coal fired electricity generators) as well as rebound control which in turn requires the
reduction in per capita physical affluence noted above.
Table 26. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and two solar thermal electricity scenarios (20% and 40%).

Indicator

Average GDP
growth rate – %
Accumulated stock
of GDP – billion
2005 dollars

Accumulated stock
of net CO2
emissions – billion
tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal
consumption stock
– GJ per capita

Base
Case
2.2

20%
Solar
Thermal
2.6

40%
Solar
Thermal
2.3

73,813

73,424

72,495

28.72

23.64

18.51

0

5,669

15,798

7,245

6,130

4,289

Comment

Overall the solar thermal scenarios give
slightly higher rates of GDP growth.
Simulations are controlled to give a
relatively neutral GDP outcome where
scenarios are equivalent to the base case
in the range of 73–74,000 billion dollars.
Note: the 40% scenario reached 72,500
billion.
Under a GDP-neutral outcome, solar
thermal electricity can reduce emissions
by five to ten billion tonnes over the 45year scenario period.
By 2051 the future fund is five to fifteen
times the current stock of private
superannuation funds.
Due to pressure of investment in solar
thermal and rebound control, the
personal consumption indicator is
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National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ

24,761

27,274

24,634

Accumulated oil
use – PJ

148,600

143,875

141,043

Accumulated gas
use – PJ

148,600

147,685

156,971

Accumulated coal
use – PJ

146,000

94,000

35,000

Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL

1,611,000

1,510,043

1,362,427

682,000

729,834

673,697

111,608

144,269

176,321

Electricity
production at 2051
– GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
Installed MW

reduced by 15–40% compared to the base
case.
Large investments in solar thermal
increase the national infrastructure stock
by 10% for the 20% scenario but are
equal in the 40% case.
Aggregated oil demand is decreased by
4–6,000 PJ over the scenario period or
about three times today’s yearly
consumption.
Domestic
gas
requirements
are
increased by up to 7,000 PJ over the
scenario period due to more gas turbines.
Due to replacement of coal fired plant by
solar and gas, accumulated coal
demands are reduced by 50,000 to
110,000 PJ or 25–55 times today’s
requirements.
Water requirements of the economy are
reduced by 6–15% because of slower
economic growth in the first two decades
and reduced coal washing and plant
cooling.
An increase of 7% due to slightly higher
economic growth rates
Total nameplate infrastructure increases
by 30–60% due to growth in requirements
and lower load factors of solar PV, i.e. it
requires more infrastructure to deliver
equivalent electricity

These ‘one technology’ scenarios do not decrease the use of other fossil fuels apart from the coal
use they are designed to replace. Thus accumulated coal use is 50,000 to 110,000 PJ below the base
case, but accumulated gas use increases by up to 8,000 PJ in the 40% scenario because the
penetration of gas turbines increases (Table 26). The accumulated oil use is decreased by 5,000 to
7,000 PJ due mainly to lower rates of GDP growth rate in the first fifteen years of the scenario
period. This oil saving is roughly twice the yearly oil requirement of the current domestic economy.
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Figure 59. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national ‘future fund’ used to control technology rebound (left hand graph).
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The best outcome for the solar thermal scenarios is that they increase alternative measures of
national wealth substantially The stock of ‘developed' capital is 10% greater than the base case at
2051 for the 20% scenario (Figure 59, left hand graph, and Table 26). This is partly due to the
reallocation of embodied energy from personal consumption into a capital stock producing lowercarbon electricity. In a domestic situation this can be illustrated by a householder investing in a
solar passive house with energy efficient appliances, instead of spending the same amount on an
overseas trip or a powerboat. There are many alternative patterns of ownership possible such as
collectively managed superannuation funds investing in renewable energy capacity which provides
financial returns and also grows in capital value. The future fund used to control rebound also
grows appreciably by 2051 to reach five and fifteen times the level of today’s stock of
superannuation funds (Figure 59, left hand graph).
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Figure 60. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and solar thermal electricity (right hand
graph) for the base case 20% and 40% scenarios.

By 2051, the total electricity production is similar to the base case, but the two solar thermal
scenarios track below it for most of the scenario duration (Figure 60, left hand graph). This lower
electricity production is not because of energy saving measures but due to lower use in the
domestic and transport sectors due to constraints caused by future fund mechanisms. By 2051, the
solar thermal infrastructure for the 40% scenario is one-third higher than today’s total electricity
infrastructure, while the 20% scenario is two-thirds of today’s infrastructure stocks (Figure 60, right
hand graph).
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Figure 61. Proportional contribution of electricity production technologies to meeting national
requirements for the base case (left hand graph) and the 35% solar thermal scenario (right hand
graph).

The proportional change in electricity production is largely governed by the goals designed into the
scenario with 20% or 40% solar thermal, and brown coal declining to zero (Figure 61, right hand
graph). The solar thermal reaches its goal by 2040 and 2025 for the 20% and 40% scenarios
respectively. At this time gas turbine electricity has proportionally increased (30–40%) and black
coal has declined (40–10%), with minor contributions from advanced coal, hydro and wind. For the
whole electricity system, the CO2 intensity of electricity production declines from 650 grams per
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kilowatt hour at 2051 in the base case, to 425 and 190 grams for the 20% and 40% scenarios
respectively. This effect is due to large efficiency increases in the fossil-fuel plants as well as the
effect of solar thermal generation.
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Figure 62. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case, 20% and 40% solar thermal electricity scenarios.

The transport energy requirement for the solar scenarios is similar to that of the base case for
most of the scenario period, although higher for the solar scenarios at the end (Figure 62, left hand
graph). This scenario does not implement improvements in the transport sectors and most of the
change is due to different rates of GDP growth, which affect the requirement for personal and
freight transport. Whole-economy water requirements are lower for the solar scenarios by 3% to
15% due to less water for coal washing and cooling (Figure 62, right hand graph). Future fund
operation decreases per capita physical affluence which lowers domestic water use, and water for
agriculture due to lower food requirements.
As noted in this section’s introduction, most of the assumptions used are conservative ones. This is
particularly so for capital cost which does not include learning curves where the price of renewable
infrastructure (per megawatt of capacity) decreases by 20% to 30% for each 20 years of research
and development. It is worth noting that capital costs ‘embody’ the process energy required for full
manufacture and connection and include increasing sophistication (but lower dollar cost) that might
require more embodied energy use in the manufacturing chain.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The core 20% solar thermal scenario is relatively robust when analysed for variations in key
technical parameters (See Table 27). The analytical method used here is to anchor each test within
the core 20% solar scenario by using the same level of rebound control. One technical parameter is
then altered and the positive or negative responses to that change of the whole energy and
economic system are judged.
Compared to the core assumption on capital cost, a doubling or tripling of that cost decreases the
long run average GDP growth rate, and thus the accumulated stock of GDP by $5,000 to 12,000
billion or 7–16% of the core scenario. This could be altered by relaxing the constraints on the future
fund but as noted above, this study has standardised the approach to sensitivity analysis and
interpretation to allow more robust comparisons.
Another variation of the capital cost issue is intertwined with load factor since heat storage is a
robust and reasonably cheap additional technology that allows load factor to be expanded from the
36% core value to 80% with a 50% additional cost, i.e. less than the doubling of capital cost in the
first sensitivity analysis. The obvious advantage of a higher load factor for a slightly different
technology configuration is that the same goal of 20% total electricity can be delivered for less than
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half the megawatts of the installed capacity. By comparison solar thermal dishes without storage,
with a load factor of 25% which generate only when the sun is shining, require three times as much
infrastructure. Compared to the core scenario, these options alter accumulated GDP by $1,000
billion to $2,000 billion and accumulated CO2 emissions by 500 million tonnes over the 45-year
scenario period. Varying the infrastructure lifetime by five years around the core assumption of 25
years has relatively small effects at a whole-economy level.
Table 27. A sensitivity test of key technological parameters for the 20% solar thermal electricity
scenario.

Indicator
Capital cost of
solar thermal
electric
infrastructure
Load factors of
basic (25%) and
advanced
configurations
(80%)
Infrastructure
lifetime

Rebound effect
of solar thermal
investment

Induced Effect
Doubling and
tripling capital
cost for the 36%
load factor
configuration
Without storage
(25% load factor)
and with high
storage (80% load
factor)
Base assumption
of 25 years is
adjusted up to 30
years and down to
20 years
No control

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Doubling and tripling of infrastructure costs decreases
average GDP growth rates by three-tenths and eighttenths of one percentage and accumulated GDP by 5,000
and 12,000 billion dollars. Accumulated CO2 emissions
are decreased by one and two billion tonnes.
Compared to the core scenario, the low and high load
configurations alter average GDP growth rate by onetenth of one percent and accumulated GDP by 1,000 to
2,000 billion dollars (or about one year of today’s GDP).
Accumulated CO2 emissions are altered by 400 to 500
million tonnes.
An increase or decrease of five years in lifetime alters
average GDP growth rates by one-twentieth of one
percentage point and accumulated GDP by 500 million
dollars. Accumulated CO2 emissions alter by about 200
million tonnes. Physical affluence and infrastructure
stocks change by 1%.
Failure to control rebound increases average GDP growth
rate by 1.2 percentage points above the core scenario, but
adds eight billion tonnes of CO2 emissions. Physical
affluence and infrastructure stocks are increased by 50%.

A failure to control rebound results in substantial improvements in GDP growth rate which adds an
additional eight billion tonnes of CO2 emissions to the core scenarios taking it from 23.6 to 31.9
billion tonnes, three billion tonnes more than the base case. The accumulated stock of GDP is
increased by 27,000 billion dollars while indicators of physical affluence and national stocks of
infrastructure are increased by 50%. As noted in previous discussion, large increases such as these
are partly due to ‘one technology’ and ‘one policy’ scenarios.

Discussion
Because of the high temperature potential offered by the concentrating technologies of solar
thermal power plants, they offer relatively easy options for energy storage and base load. In current
political dialogue in Australia this is seldom acknowledged253. The storage mechanisms include
superheated air stored in large underground caverns, maintenance of a molten salt heat sink, hot
oil storage, and chemical storage by breaking and remaking chemical bonds (e.g. the N-H bonds in
ammonia NH3) that give off or take in heat. The chemical storage approach has been developed
through theory and into an advanced prototype by the solar thermal group at the Australian
National University254 and is now undergoing business development and manufacturing pre-testing
by the Canberra-based Wizard Power255.
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In addition to relatively cheap and easy storage options, the dish-based solar thermal generators
are scaleable by adding additional dishes. The practical minimum scale is around 10MW as this can
justify a full time technician. One of the most attractive features for practical implementation is that
the steam-turbine cycle at the heart of the generation capacity is familiar to all electricity utilities
worldwide and thus does not require any radical rethinks on the current business and engineering
model. Adding storage does not potentially double costs as it does for wind and solar photovoltaic
(e.g. hydrogen production and storage for fuel cell backup) since storage evens out the steam
production schedule and thus requires a smaller turbine which in turn reduces capital expenditure.
In addition to the steam cycle, there are two generation options which could make each dish a
standalone generator. The first is the addition of a small Sterling engine to each dish so that heat
collected at the focal point of the dish drives a closed-cycle piston heat engine where working gas is
permanently contained within the cylinder256, 257. By comparison, a steam engine or internal
combustion engine vents its working fluid to the atmosphere as water vapour or exhaust gases. In
late 2005, the California Public Utilities Commissions signed an initial 20-year contract to purchase
all the output from a 300 MW solar power plant, which consists of 12,000 Stirling solar dishes on
approximately three square miles in the Imperial Valley of Southern California258. The second option
is to use potential temperatures in excess of 1,000˚C at the focal point of the dish to run a gas
turbine which, because of the high temperatures, requires only a small amount of natural gas to
give high conversion efficiencies259, 260.
Solar thermal power has a well-proven track record with over 20 years continual operation from a
354 MW electric plant with over two million square metres of parabolic troughs (200 hectares or two
square kilometres) at Kramer Junction in Southern California since the 1980s. These have shown a
99% availability and supply power at 15 cents per kilowatt hour. This plant represents old
technology which can be improved by the design of the troughs and better receiver tubes.
Given solar thermal’s proven track record and scalability, it is surprising that technologies such as
‘hot rocks’ currently have more visibility and focus in Australia. The Australian National University
solar thermal team regularly promoted a concept that 4,000 square kilometres of coverage (set in a
20,000 square kilometre area) with current technology solar thermal collectors located in Western
New South Wales could supply all of Australia’s current energy requirements. By comparison, this
is approximately four times the roof area of standalone dwellings in Australia. To date in Australia,
the political moment has not arrived for solar thermal power. However, Spain and California
particularly are driving the solar agenda aggressively with project funding for commercial scale
installations and long-term feed-in tariffs combined with leading-edge research and development.
A broader concept calls for the European electricity grid to link with large-scale thermal power
plants in North Africa (the TREC initiative261) to supply 25% of Europe’s electricity requirements by
2050, and stimulate development and provide regular income for those sunbelt countries.
Perhaps the biggest challenge to solar thermal development in Australia is the tightly focused and
relatively short-term manner of political debate and business management decisions that flow from
the debate. For example, a low renewable energy target will not provide a suitable framework
around which 25-year long investment plans can be made. Low goals and short termism thus
advantages the Liddell power station in the Hunter Valley for example, where a two hectare and 40
MW-thermal collection facility is currently being constructed to pre-heat water for a coal fired
power station262 to reduce the carbon intensity of the plant’s electricity production – a sort of solar
thermal green-wash. By comparison, the Australian National University’s solar thermal concept
which integrates electricity generation with an ammonia plant (for thermochemical heat storage
and fertiliser production) is much more of a macro-solution with the potential to re-structure linked
functions of several economic sectors. As such it may amalgamate too many key issues for fluent
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political support and focused project funding. To date, marginal and incremental changes seem to
gain easier support than transformational ones.
Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these solar thermal scenarios suggest four issues that may be
important for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ Solar thermal technology, because of the high temperatures it generates, provides easier and
cheaper storage opportunities than the other renewable technologies. Because of storage and
thus potential for base load generation, it could provide the foundation for a renewable
electricity economy.
■ The transitions to 20% or 40% electricity supply are relatively robust in whole-economy terms
when key assumptions such as capital cost and load factor are changed by significant
amounts.
■ A penetration of 20% seems a defensible one given Australia’s sunlight resources in most
areas of the wheat-sheep agricultural zones and proximity to established parts of the national
electricity grid.
■ In complex whole-economy transitions there is always a problem with ‘one issue’ scenarios
where knock-on effects are not controlled. Technological improvements, for example,
stimulate growth, consumption and greenhouse emissions if rebound control is not applied.
The sensitivity analyses here show that higher storage configurations for solar thermal (e.g.
the 80% load factor scenario in Table 27) improve economic productivity but also generate
more emissions unless they are part of holistic whole-of-economy decisions. The size of the
rebound effect generated by this analytical process is not accepted by all analysts, particularly
economists. Perhaps it is safer to interpret it as a potential effect so that policies which
constrain perverse effects of innovation can be developed in a risk management context.
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Combined Renewable Electricity Technologies
Abstract
Combining a 20% contribution each from biomass, wind, solar photovoltaics and solar thermal
technologies to provide 80% of total electricity generation by 2040 gave a successful transition in
physical and financial terms. The average GDP growth rate was 2.8% compared to 2.2% for the base
case, the renewables transition having lower growth rates for the first two decades and higher rates
thereafter. The accumulated GDP in constant dollars was equal to the base case as dictated by the
scenario protocols in this study, i.e. the future fund is set to control technology rebound giving CO2
emissions, physical affluence and future fund accumulations as free variables driven by simulation
dynamics. The accumulated CO2 stock was 18 billion tonnes, or two-thirds that of the base case.
The future fund accumulated more than $11,000 billion or eleven times current superannuation
savings, while the energy embodied in personal consumption was one-third lower than the base
case. The transition is sensitive to capital cost assumptions where a doubling and tripling of capital
cost can reduce GDP growth rates to 0.5% and minus 1% respectively, but also reduce accumulated
CO2 by a further 6–8 billion tonnes compared to the core scenario. When the 20% contributions from
biomass and solar thermal electricity are combined with the remaining 17% of fossil generation,
57% of total generation capacity is baseload compliant, somewhat less than the 70% in the current
centralised system. Implementing storage and demand innovations over the next four decades will
make this level of baseload feasible in a distributed generation system. While this scenario shows
that 80% renewable electricity in an expanding national supply is feasible, it does not reduce CO2
emissions to 20–30% of today’s levels. This requires further innovations where transport fuels
become almost carbon neutral and the energy embodied on personal consumption be reduced
further than in this scenario.

Introduction
A general consensus exists among industry, environment and policy groups that successful
transitions to a low greenhouse economy will include a significant contribution of electricity
generation from non-hydro renewable resources. Federal government policy is preparing for this by
policy stimuli such as renewable energy targets, subsidies for photovoltaic installation on homes
and direct grants to enable the testing of advanced but pre-commercial technologies.
When these transition options face integrated testing in nationwide and long-term analytical
frameworks, three key dimensions become evident in how assumptions are formed, combined and
implemented (Table 28). The first is that by the middle of this century, non-hydro renewable
electricity will make an obvious contribution. The most recent ABARE study, Technology-Towards a
Low Emissions Future, has 30% of total renewable electricity by 2050 while an earlier study from
The Australia Institute in 2002 had 60% renewable electricity by 2050. The second dimension is that
improvements in energy efficiency and/or changes in industrial processes are required to reduce
the overall size of the electricity requirement, thus making the physical generation task more
feasible for renewable technologies. Thus the newer ABARE study has a 2050 requirement of
around 300,000 GWh, about half the size of a traditional ‘business as usual’ projection. Most studies
use this convention with the CSIRO’s The Heat Is On study, reporting a higher requirement of
around 400,000 GWh by 2050. The third dimension is the degree of integration and numerate
connectedness used by the study authors. The ABARE studies nest the Australian economy within a
global economic equilibrium-based framework, while WWF’s Prosperous Low Carbon Future and
The Australia Institute’s Long Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios use static physical descriptions of
‘now’ and ‘then’ that enumerate the feasible options, but do not specify the year-by-year challenges
of the transition.
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Inevitably, results are derived from a combination of assumptions, methods, the core numeriare
that transmits information through the scenario, and the degree of connectedness, complexity and
dynamics. From an ‘energy in the economy’ sense, several issues are not specifically dealt with in
all of the above Australian studies. Firstly, all studies seem to assume GDP growth targets
exogenously (i.e. as a given) and they are not generated in a numerate sense from whole-economy
dynamics. Secondly, energy rebound does not appear to be caused by large improvements in energy
efficiency throughout all sectors of the economy. This is somewhat at odds with the extensive
energy rebound literature but can possibly be explained by increased infrastructure cost nullifying
rebound or the imposition of a carbon tax. Thirdly, there is little attention paid to oil peak or oil
scarcity as an issue that, should it occur, could impose severe structural changes on all developed
economies.
This set of simulations will bring together insights from renewable electricity technologies tested
previously by contributing 20% for each technology by around 2040 and assessing the transition for
core national indicators. Uncertainties around capital cost, load factors and control of rebound will
also be assessed.
Table 28. Recent energy transition studies for Australia that included an appreciable contribution from
renewable electricity technologies.

Study
ABARE (2007)263:

Technology: Towards a
Low Emissions Future

ABARE (2006)264

Technology: Its Role in
Economic Development
and Climate Change
CSIRO (2006)265: The Heat

Renewable Contribution
The ‘advanced technology’ scenario
has 100,000 GWh of renewable
electricity or 30% of a total
electricity requirement of 300,000
GWh by 2050.

By 2050, non-hydro renewables
contribute 14.6% and 28% of the
‘global technology’ and ‘global
technology plus CCS’ scenarios.

Comments
Composition is wind (30,000
GWh), Solar (44,000 GWh),
Biomass (21,000 GWh), Other
(10,000 GWh). Additional noncarbon electricity comes from
hydro (19,000 GWh) and nuclear
(63,000 GWh).
Australian data for electricity
requirement is not revealed but
global data shows the total
requirement similar to the
reference case.
Reference case has 50,000 GWh
or 10% non-hydro renewables in
a total requirement of 500,000
GWh.

Australian Business
Roundtable on Climate
Change/Allen Consulting
(2006)267: The Business

Scenarios 2b, 2c and 2d have
roughly 150,000 GWh or 38% from
equal contributions from wind and
biomass in a total of 400,000 GWh
by 2050.
By 2030 traditional renewables
contribute 20% of a 254,880 GWh
national requirement.
At 2050, either 32% of 328,000 GWh
under an ‘early action’ scenario, or
48% of 271,000 GWh under a
‘delayed action’ scenario.

Energy Strategies

By 2030, 50,000 GWh in a total of This study is focused mainly on
330,000 GWh or 15% is generated transition pathways for gas
turbines
for
greenhouse
by non-hydro renewables.
reduction.
Scenario 4 has 53% of electricity Biomass at 28% and wind at 20%

is On

WWF (2006)266: A

Prosperous Low Carbon
Future

Case for Early Action
WWF (2006)268: Options
for Moving Towards a
Low Emissions Future

Scenario relies on reductions
from end use efficiencies and new
industrial processes.
Early-delayed scenarios require
biomass (17% or 26%), wind (11%
or 16%), solar (1.6% or 2.2%) and
biogas (3% or 4%).
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(2004)269: A Clean Energy

Future for Australia

The Australia Institute
(2002)270: Long Term

Greenhouse Gas
Scenarios

from renewables by 2040 in a total
requirement of 275,000 GWh.
60% of a total requirement by 2050
of 288,000 GWh with 50% from wind
and 10% from combined solar
thermal and solar PV.

are the major contributors by
2040.
Scenario relies on reductions
from end use efficiencies and new
industrial processes.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The renewable electricity transition is simulated for a traditional growth economy with the aim of
decarbonising the energy supply rather than de-jouling it, i.e. large energy efficiencies are not
required from end use sectors (Table 29). The target goals are reached after 2040 when 147,000
GWh are supplied for each technology within a total supply of 748,000 GWh. Rebound control
requires $270 billion yearly to be re-directed to the future fund after 2011 resulting in an
accumulation of more than $11,000 billion which is held outside the domestic economy and does
not re-stimulate further growth and expansion.
Table 29. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the combined renewable electricity
scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for renewable
electricity production
by 2051
Achievement of goals

Changes to market
shares for competing
electricity
technologies
Gas turbine combined
cycle electricity
Rebound control
strategies for
additions to the
‘Future fund’
Future fund outcome
by 2051:-stock of 2005
dollars-billions

Rationale and Detail
One scenario aiming at a production contribution of 20% each for
biomass, wind, solar photovoltaic and solar thermal electricity with an
overall total of 80%.
By 2051 each of the four technologies contributed 147,000 GWh in a total
electricity requirement of 748,000 GWh. The Base Case produces 60,000
GWh or 9% renewable electricity by 2050, excluding currently installed
hydro. By 2051, installed megawatts are 30,000 for biomass, 56,000 for
wind, 46,000 for solar thermal and 111,000 for solar photovoltaic. The
base case has a total renewables infrastructure of 22,000 MW as well as
11,000 of hydro by 2051. Scenario goals are reached between 2040 and
2050.
Brown coal steam turbines and gas steam turbines set to zero new plant
from 2006 so that current plant was decommissioned at the end of its
physical life. Black coal steam turbines also decline and are replaced by
gas turbine and (advanced) combined cycle coal.
Market share set to 10% compared to the base case with 24% at 2051.
From 2011, 270 billion (constant 2005) dollars per year are extracted after
production but before consumption and reinvestment (similar to taxation).

By 2051, a potential financial stock of future fund exists of more than
$11,000 billion.

Scenario Results
The transition to 80% renewable electricity depresses yearly rates of GDP growth below the base
case scenario for two decades until the mid-2020s after the depletion of domestic oil (Figure 63,
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Table 30). Thereafter out to 2051, the stimulus to growth rate, from renewable electricity,
associated industrial activity and lower use of fossil fuel supply chains, elevates growth rate
approximately two percentage points higher than the base case. Over the 45-year scenario period,
this gives an average GDP growth rate of 2.8% versus 2.2% for the base case, although the
accumulated GDP in an absolute sense is similar due to the rebound control protocols
implemented in this study.
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Figure 63. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and for the 80% renewable electricity scenarios.
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Figure 64. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the 80% renewable electricity and base case
scenarios.

The accumulated CO2 emissions are decreased by 10.5 billion tonnes to 18.2 billion tonnes or 64%
of the base case emphasising that even a challenging transition such as this will not bring
Australia’s global greenhouse obligations within reach (Figure 64, right hand graph). The emissions
trajectory is reasonably flat for the first 25 years but then starts to escape the rebound constraints
and is due to combustion of oil for transport, gas for industry and biomass for bioelectricity in a
rapidly growing economy. Although the energy embodied in personal consumption activities equals
the base case by 2045, it is one-third lower in an accumulated sense due to the pressure of
investment to implement renewable electricity as well as rebound control (Figure 64, left hand
graph). Personal consumption is solely for discretionary expenditure as household and dietary
energy are simulated in separate sectors.
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Table 30. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and ‘80% renewable electricity’ (20% each of solar thermal, solar photovoltaic, wind and biomass)
scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP
growth rate – %

Accumulated
stock of GDP –
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
stock of net CO2
emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption
stock – GJ per
capita
National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ
Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Accumulated coal
use – PJ
Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL
Electricity
production at
2051 – GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW at
2051
Renewable
electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW at
2051

Base
Case
2.2

Renew
Elect
2.8

73,747

73,718

28.7

18.2

0

11,408

7,245

4,955

24,672

32,755

149,000

144,000

149,000

125,000

156,000

36,000

1,611,000

1,384,000

682,044

748,419

111,191

275,426

22,404

244,119

Comment
The renewables scenario shows a higher long run
GDP growth rate with two phases: a lower two
decades during the peak investment era and higher
rates thereafter.
Due to scenario generation protocols, a GDP-neutral
outcome is sought with CO2 emission and stocks of
future funds being the ‘free’ output variables.
The renewables scenario is 10.5 billion tonnes of CO2
emissions or 37% lower, than the base case
outcome. Transport energy, efficiency and demand
are not included, i.e. an electricity technology-only
focus.
Future funds stocks are approximately eleven times
current national superannuation savings by 2051.

The accumulated stock of personal consumption is
2,290 GJ of embodied energy lower than the base
case. A small motor car contains 110 GJ of embodied
energy, so this represents a reduction of 20 cars over
45 years, or one every two years.
A 33% increase in the stock of national infrastructure
due mainly to the large investments in renewable
electricity infrastructure.
20% from domestic sources and the rest imported.
A 17% reduction in domestic gas use due mainly to
less gas turbines.
A 75% reduction in domestic black and brown coal
use due to phase out of traditional steam turbine
electricity. Coal exports are maintained.
A 15% reduction in accumulated water use due to
less coal washing and water for steam turbines.
Total electricity requirement is 10% above the base
case due to higher requirements for the industry,
services and agriculture sectors.
More than twice the electricity infrastructure of the
base case due to lower load or capacity factors
delivered by renewable infrastructure.
Eleven times the ‘nameplate’ renewable electricity
infrastructure by 2051, compared to the base case.
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The fossil energy intensity per dollar is reduced by 2 MJ/$ to around 4MJ/$ by 2025 while the overall
energy intensity remains similar to the base case, i.e. the simulation goal is to decarbonise
electricity production rather than to implement economy-wide energy efficiency as well (Figure 65).
By 2051 the carbon intensity of electricity is 227 grams of CO2 per kilowatt hour compared to 657
grams at that time in the base case
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Figure 65. Simulations of the energy intensity of GDP (MJ per constant 2006 dollar) for the base case
(left hand graph) and the 80% renewable electricity scenario (right hand graph). Note: the two bottom
graphs conform to international energy accounting standards while the top graph includes renewable electricity
components.

While by definition the accumulated GDP of both scenarios is similar, the renewable electricity
transition has a developed capital value one-third higher than the base case (Figure 66, Table 30).
Mainly this is because embodied energy is transferred to renewable electricity infrastructure
instead of being dissipated through short-term personal consumption activities and fuel
combustion in traditional electricity plants. Additionally, controlling the energy rebound stimulated
by the transition gives a future fund of $11,000 billion by 2051. As noted in discussion in previous
sections, the future fund could be explained away as a virtual or theoretical construct, but there are
sufficient examples in the management of real economies undergoing resource booms (Australia
and Norway) where future funds are used to delay current consumption opportunities and transfer
them to future times or generations.
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Figure 66. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national ‘future fund’ used to control technology rebound (right hand graph).

The total electricity generated for the economy follows similar trajectories in both cases although
the renewables transition requires a larger stock of infrastructure because it produces less per unit
(Figure 67).
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Total Electricity: Installed Megawatts of Infrastructure
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Figure 67. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and renewable electricity infrastructure (right
hand graph) for the base case and 80% renewable electricity scenario.

Source of Electricity Production in Gigawatt Hours by
Technology Type: Base Case

Proportional Source of Electricity Production
by Technology Type: 80% Renewable Electricity
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Figure 68. Proportional contribution of electricity production technologies to meeting national
requirements for the base case (left hand graph) and the 80% renewable electricity scenarios (right
hand graph).

The proportional contribution of electricity technologies is depicted in Figure 68 where by definition,
the four renewables technologies together make up 80% of the total by 2040. Traditional steam
turbines fuelled by brown and black coal are displaced soon after 2030 and leave advanced coal and
gas turbines contributing 17% by 2051, and hydro 5%. In absolute terms, the contribution of fossil
electricity in 2051 is still 60% of the electricity delivered today, reflecting the essential nature of
growth on national physical requirements.
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Figure 69. A comparison of economy-wide dissipative energy losses (in petajoules) for the base case
(left hand graph) and 80% renewable electricity scenarios (right hand graph).

One way of depicting physical requirements is in the nation-wide dissipation of energy, i.e. the
energy lost through the production chains and not embodied in the final good or service (Figure 69).
Energy dissipation in the base case reaches 6,000 PJ per year in 2040 in a total energy requirement
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of 15,000 PJ at that time. Personal consumption is the largest part of energy loss (the bottom yellow
wedge) with an additional component after 2030 due to energy loses in the oil and gas supply chains
(the blue wedge), as extraction and delivery become physically constrained due to stock depletion.
By comparison, the peak energy losses in the renewable electricity scenario are about half that of
the base case due to reduced consumption activities and embodied energy being retained in longlived energy infrastructure.
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Figure 70. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and the 80% renewable electricity scenarios.

The transport energy demand is similar to the base case out to 2040, but increases rapidly
thereafter due to rebound caused by rapid economic growth in that final decade (Figure 70, left
hand graph). The accumulated requirement for managed water is 14% lower than the base case
due to less water used in electricity generation, coal washing and agriculture (Figure 70, right hand
graph).

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Society views the cost of renewable electricity as the greatest barrier to its wide-scale
implementation. Doubling and tripling the capital cost for the four technologies at the one time
reduces the average GDP growth rate to 0.5% and minus 1% respectively (Table 31). Due to lower
rates of economic growth and less physical affluence, the accumulated CO2 is 6–10 billion tonnes
below the core renewables scenario and in the tripled case achieves 34% of the base case value, i.e.
within reach of the ultimate goals for a developed country. Increasing the load factor by one-fifth for
all technologies increases GDP growth rate by one percentage point and accumulated CO2 by four
billion tonnes. A decrease gives a growth rate of 2%, equal to the base case, but with accumulated
CO2 a further 0.3 billion tonnes lower than the core scenario or nearly 11 billion tonnes below the
base case. Thus, higher capital cost or lower load factors increase the inertia or drag factor behind
the economy, decreasing economic productivity but also the amount of CO2 emissions. While the
economics discipline is comfortable with reining in higher rates of economic growth that are viewed
as inflationary, it is unlikely that the discipline would accept zero or negative growth rates as part of
the solution for reining in greenhouse emissions. However, these sensitivity analyses do show that
the renewable electricity transition is robust, especially given that the capital cost assumptions in
embodied-energy terms are conservative, and stem from a volumetric process analysis of the
materials that makeup each technology mounted in its final form. This suggests that the ‘double
capital cost’ case could easily accommodate a full complement of energy storage such as pumped
hydro to even out any problems of intermittency.
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Table 31. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘base
case’ and the ‘80% renewable electricity’ scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
renewable electricity
infrastructure

Induced Effect
Doubling and
tripling

Load factor of
renewable electricity
infrastructure, i.e. the
percent of the year
the machines are
operating at their full
nameplate capacity,
i.e. a 1 MW machine
producing one MW of
electricity

Base
assumption is
adjusted up
and down by
one- fifth

Rebound effect of
renewable electricity
investment

Limited control

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
A doubling of capital cost reduces GDP growth rate to
0.5% per annum on average, and lessens accumulated
CO2 by a further 6 billion tonnes to 43% of the base case.
A tripling of capital cost gives a negative GDP growth
overall of minus 1% and further reduces accumulated
CO2 to 10 billion tonnes or 34% of the base case.
Physical affluence reduces to 40% and 30% of base case
for a doubling and tripling respectively, compared to the
core renewables scenario of 70% of base.
When load factors for the four infrastructure types are
increased by one-fifth, the GDP growth rate increases by
one percentage point to an average of 4% but
accumulated CO2 increases commensurately by more
than 4 billion tonnes to 22.6 billion tonnes. This is still
20% below the base case compared to the core scenario
value of 37% below base. Decreasing load factors by
one-fifth decreases GDP growth rate by one percentage
point to equal the base case of 2% per annum while
accumulated CO2 decreases by a further 0.3 billion
tonnes. Physical affluence reduces to 80% and 55% of
the base case compared to 70% for the core renewables
scenario.
Lessening control of rebound is explored by reducing
the future fund to 80% and 40% of the core scenario in
combination with a doubling and tripling of capital cost,
i.e. the constraints imposed by higher capital costs are
relaxed by lower levels of future fund extractions. This
gives average GDP growth rates of 1.3% per annum and
an accumulated CO2 of 13.3 billion tonnes, 27% below
the core scenario and 54% below the base scenario.

The sensitivity to the rebound control mechanism is explored in combination with the increases in
capital cost described above (Table 31). Future fund reductions to 80% or 40% of the core scenario
in combination with doubled or tripled capital costs (i.e. 80% of future fund with doubled capital or
40% of future fund with tripled capital) give an average GDP growth of 1.3% and accumulated CO2 of
around 13 billion tonnes, 54% lower than the base case. This implements an hypothecation policy
where stocks of future funds can be used only for renewable electricity investments and in this case
a ‘Rolls Royce’ example that are double or triple the normal capital cost. Perhaps this provides the
route to achieving sufficient rates and volumes of infrastructure investment that must inevitably
stray outside of normally accepted parameters for a traditional business case. The case of wind is a
good example. The most productive sites facing the Roaring Forties on the coast lines of South
Australia, Victoria and Tasmania may not be sufficient for the more than 55,000 MW of wind turbine
infrastructure required by the transition at 2051. These prime sites have average wind speeds in
excess of eight metres per second. However, large areas of cheap and accessible farming land in
south-eastern Australia have average wind speeds of six to seven metres per second which could
be used. Siting turbines at densities of three per square kilometre would not affect normal farming
activities.
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Discussion
The 2006 study Energy Technology Perspectives by the International Energy Agency271 anticipates
that primary energy requirements for the globe will double by 2050, and electricity requirements
will double on time scales of 30 to 50 years, depending on the sector. Advanced scenarios for
greenhouse mitigation in this study expected overall electricity demand would be constrained by
12–15% improvements in energy efficiencies matched by appliance improvements which
maintained or improved energy services, i.e. there was no loss in usefulness or utility. These
advanced scenarios required 25% of non-hydro renewable electricity at a global level by 2050, well
below the 80% attempted in this scenario.
Currently, the European Union generates the highest proportion of renewable electricity with 15% in
2005 and is essentially on track to achieve 21% by 2010 and 25% by 2020272. Much of the current
contribution comes from Europe’s past investment in small and large scale hydro. Wind currently
contributes over 82,000 GWh and if current biomass development continues, 167,000 GWh of
electricity will be delivered by 2010. Currently, Denmark generates 29% renewable electricity and
19% of this is from wind but it has the ability to import electricity from Sweden and Germany when
renewable sources are below requirements. The renewable electricity scenario tested in this study
requires 140,000 GWh from each of the four technologies in 2051, and Europe seems certain to
meet this physical amount for biomass electricity by 2010 and possibly wind by 2020. Many
European regions such as Scotland have detailed technical explorations of renewable electricity
potential and in Scotland’s case can supply 40% and meet hourly load requirements from mixtures
of onshore and offshore wind, biomass, wave and tidal power using current technologies273.
The European progress on the ground is paralleled in the scientific agencies by explorations of a
100% renewable electricity supply by 2050. One example is a Trans-Europe remake of the entire
grid system to favour renewable electricity by linking European centres of electricity demand with
‘high voltage direct current’ transmissions lines of 5,000 km or more, to Russia and North Africa
with high wind and solar potential. Additionally, 470,000 GWh of rooftop photovoltaic electricity is
supplied from European houses. Detailed costings, conservatively amortised over 25 years, suggest
that electricity costs will be within today’s market price ranges and, most importantly, there exists
the opportunity for real co-development with Europe and its poorer bordering states. The study
concludes that in the big picture there do not appear to be any real financial or technical constraints
and that the transition is ‘instead almost entirely dependent on political attitudes and government
priorities’274.
In the web and peer reviewed literature (specifically modelled and numerate transitions to
renewable electricity), North America seems strangely under-represented. As part of a 2007
Greenpeace sponsored global study, the USA was assumed to implement end use efficiencies which
stabilised yearly electricity requirements near the current 4,000,000 GWh275. The scenario phased
out fossil and nuclear electricity, by progressively replacing them with wind, biomass, solar thermal
and solar photovoltaic until by 2050 renewables supplied 80% (hydro 14%, wind 34%, PV 8%,
biomass 9%, geothermal 3%, solar thermal 10%, other 2%) of electricity and advanced fossil plant
the remaining 20% (coal 3%, gas 17%). The Greenpeace scenario is similar to the one tested in this
section but does not report on key economic dynamics such as resultant GDP growth rate and
standard of living. Its assumption (see Report’s Figure 16) assumes a similar decrease in energy
intensity of economic growth (from today’s 9 MJ/US$) to a level of 4MJ/$, similar to the decrease in
this scenario (see Figure 65). The Greenpeace study did not appear to acknowledge globalised trade
as an issue since the USA now imports at least 15% of its embodied energy, its consumption
activities thereby causing emissions in other countries, principally China. The New Energy Future276
study suggests that 44% of renewable electricity is feasible for the USA by 2025 with a limit of 30%
of total supply placed on the contribution from wind turbines.
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The most comprehensive study identified to date in the peer reviewed literature examined a 60%
reduction by 2050 in carbon dioxide emissions from the United Kingdom’s energy economy, which in
turn required a 90% reduction in the electricity generation sector277. The study emphasised the
effect of technology lock-in which resulted from meeting interim 2020 targets using gas turbine
generation plant, but eventually resulted in large amounts of stranded assets. By 2050 the mix of
installed generators that met a 90% CO2 reduction target, was composed of gas 30%, wind 41%,
biomass 6% and others 23%. The new structure increased electricity prices two to three times by
2050, and in using gas as the main lower-carbon generation source, required that government
provide support policies for the electricity generators who were required to invest and deliver ‘for
the national good’. The studied highlighted the need for large numbers of sites to locate new
generation capacity (500 wind farms, 500 small scale hydro, 210 biomass electricity plants with
biomass supply capacity) which required planning and linkage to existing supply channels.
The 80% scenario described in this section relies on a technology-push designed to solve the
physical issue of growing CO2 emissions within a growing economy. From economic or political
perspectives, such transitions are facilitated by policy and market instruments that alter legislation,
markets, industry investment and consumer behaviour. A 2006 study within a global energyeconomic modelling framework compared policies for ‘cap and trade for CO2 emissions reduction’,
‘minimum shares of renewable energy’ and ‘internalisation of pollution costs of generation plant’278.
Not surprisingly, the study found that the most positive effects are found when all three instruments
are applied together. For the ‘renewable energy’ scheme, it reaches a level of 35% globally for a
price increase of 1.2% compared to the reference scenario and is based mainly on biomass,
geothermal and hydro. A study of technological diffusion for the European Union (25 States) found
that offshore wind energy and biomass gasification are the technologies that warrant investment
and research so that technological learning (reduced costs and increased productivity) can help
them reach their technical potentials. Finally a study of the political conditions that forced the
radical change in the German renewable energy industry highlighted six policy recommendations
for success viz. the critical role of parliament, forming inter-party coalitions, careful burden
sharing, the market window that comes with liberalisation, having consumer demand play its part,
and finally luck279.
In comparison to the published studies noted in this discussion, the 80% renewable electricity
scenario for Australia does not ring alarm bells in terms of its physical feasibility compared to what
is being envisaged for the European Union, and specifically for its member states such as the
United Kingdom. Some studies set lower overall targets for the generation goals by assuming large
increase in energy efficiency. Few of the studies acknowledge the possibility of energy rebound
caused by large increases in energy efficiency or replacing the present energy supply and use
infrastructure and thus do not seek to manage it. Most assume that consumer life will continue
relatively unchanged, save that electricity prices could triple while in parallel end use appliances
and new industry processes will reduce absolute requirements per unit of good or service. There is
little acknowledgement that supplies of the important transitional fuel natural gas, may become
limited for important markets such as the European Union and North America. There is general
agreement in all studies that a diverse and distributed generation infrastructure with storage based
on gas turbine and pumped hydro storage can deal with the challenges of meeting peak and
variable supply requirements, provided that technical progress in load matching is ongoing. Thus in
an overall sense, the further development of the 80% renewable electricity scenario is justified,
particularly in down-scaling its messages to its regional development implications.
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Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these renewable electricity scenarios suggest six issues that may be
important for transition experiments with whole-economy scenarios as follows:
■ This radical restructure of electricity generation infrastructure gives a 10 billion tonne
reduction in accumulated CO2 emissions but does not approach the 22 billion tonne reduction
required if global reduction goals per country are set to 20% of the base case in this study.
■ Sensitivity testing reveals that high capital cost combinations could deliver 15–18 billion tonne
reductions taking emissions levels down to nearly 30% of the base case.
■ This technology set does not change transport energy or structure. Approximately 40% of total
emissions in 2051 still come from transport. Thus, renewable electricity will have to be
combined with carbon-neutral biofuels and changes to transport mode, in later combined
scenarios.
■ Emissions from natural gas combustion, mainly for industry and gas turbines, is 30% in 2051
and implementing combined heat and power (CHP) plants instead of the two streams
separately, may allow increases in energy services for the one infrastructure investment
■ Combustion of biomass mainly for bio-electricity still gives 20% of total emissions by 2051.
Improved technology that increases system efficiency from the currently assumed 45% would
allow less wood to be combusted for the same electricity output. The fuel planting regime is
set so that carbon soakage is always 10–20 million tonnes in excess of carbon release and
thus bio-electricity remains carbon neutral throughout the scenario.
■ Technologies for carbon removal and storage, tested in later sections of the report, could
allow a further seven billion tonnes removed, but would inevitably cause more drag on
economic productivity due to physical inefficiencies of the carbon dioxide removal processes.
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Conventional Fossil and Nuclear Electricity
High Efficiency Fossil
Abstract
This simulation implements a rapid transition to advanced and highly efficient fossil powered
generation where combined cycle gas, advanced coal and distributed fuel cells each meet 30% of
electricity requirements (i.e. a total of 90%). The remaining 10% is met by hydro and minor
renewables. Average GDP growth rate over the 45-year scenario is one-third of one percentage
point higher than the base case, and five billion tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions are avoided by
the higher generation efficiencies (28 billion down to 23 billion tonnes). The need to constrain the
rebound effect reduces physical affluence by one-fifth but is balanced by the future fund
accumulation of over $5,000 billion, or five times the current stock of personal superannuation
funds. The scenario halves coal usage but increases gas requirements by one-fifth due to more gas
turbines and gas-powered fuel cells. The overall performance could be improved by increasing the
capacity factor of distributed fuel cells (sized here for domestic houses and commercial buildings)
which are assumed to be online for 50% of the time and operate without storage. The scenario is
sensitive to a doubling and tripling of capital cost assumptions but less so to changes in capacity
factors. By 2051 the carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production is reduced to 380 grams per
kilowatt hour compared to 650 grams in the base case. Mandating high efficiency generators seems
to offer a ‘no regrets’ pathway for the next two decades, provided they are built with carbon capture
installed or at least able to be easily retrofitted.
Introduction
The Australian economy is one of eight developed countries (including the UK, Italy and Korea)
where electricity use is considered to directly drive real GDP. Unfortunately, this suggests that
significant energy conservation policies may hinder economic growth280. Coal combustion generates
most electricity generation and the Electricity Supply Association of Australia (ESAA) expects that
demand will grow by two-thirds by 2030. Simply combining this expectation with recent life cycle
analyses for electricity production shows that marginal technology improvements will not bring with
them the capacity to stabilise, and then reduce greenhouse emissions from the generation sector.
On a per kilowatt hour basis, coal-fired plant will give emissions of between 860 and 1175 grams
(Table 32). Moving to open or combined cycle gas turbines can reduce this by 100 to 600 grams;
perhaps a halving in the most extreme case of replacing brown coal by combined cycle gas
turbines. Wind turbines and nuclear power can reduce greenhouse intensity by factors of 20 to 50.
Table 32. Life cycle analysis281 of the carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production in grams per
kWh by technology type from appendix to the Switkowski nuclear power study282.

Technology Type
Pulverised fuel black
coal
Supercritical black
coal
Brown coal
Gas turbine open cycle
Gas turbine combined
cycle
Nuclear – light water
Wind

Conventional Wisdom
941

Low Estimate
843

High Estimate
1171

863

774

1046

1175
751
577

1011
627
491

1506
891
655

60
21

10
13

130
40
128

In a 2007 review of high efficiency electric power generation, Janos Beer283 concludes by
highlighting three issues important for this section. The first is that efficiency improvement of
generation plant is the most predictable and lowest cost way to reduce CO2 emissions. Secondly,
the possibility of carbon capture and storage and its energy requirements dictates that plant
efficiency be as high as is possible. Thirdly, combined cycle natural gas plants offer the highest
efficiencies and lowest capital costs, but likelihood of highly volatile natural gas prices in the future.
Given the emissions reduction challenge posed by the dominance of fossil-fuelled plants in
Australia and the requirement for efficiency rather than cost reported in the literature, this set of
experiments combines three technology types that offer high efficiencies in the conversion of fossil
fuel to electricity, i.e. combined cycle gas turbines, coal integrated gasification combined cycle or
IGCC (hereafter referred to as advanced coal) and solid oxide fuel cells. Gas turbines have the
advantage of being able to run on both gaseous and liquid fuels (such as methanol) and
technological development now underway aims at conversion efficiencies in excess of 65%electrical with low nitrous oxide emissions. Advanced coal now has 10–20 commercial scale plants
with development focused on converting coal to synthesis gas in combination with heat recycling
systems to maximise conversion efficiencies.
The Australian company Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited284 will soon manufacture for the European
market the NetGen285, a one kW-electric solid oxide fuel cell intended for domestic house
deployment. Its conversion of natural gas to electricity is 40–50% and when combined with heat
exchangers for hot water and home heating, the combined electrical and thermal efficiency is in
excess of 80%. While there are no plans to market NetGen domestically, a successful product
launch in Europe over the next five years could see it applied to the cooler regions of Australia
thereafter. The current low electricity prices in Australia, claimed by industry spokesmen as a
strategic advantage of the current fossil generators, are cited by the company as the main reason
for not manufacturing and launching NetGen locally. Simulation studies in the USA286 of a 2 kW
home-based system reported a ten-year economic payback period and the possibility of improving
its lower than optimum capacity factor of 50% by grid connectivity metering.
While industrial R&D is very much focused on more efficient generators, policy analysis at the
whole-economy level tends to pay lip service to better generators and rush towards fully
implemented carbon capture and storage as greenhouse targets become more stringent. The
‘enhanced technology’ scenario of the 2007 ABARE Technology: Towards a Low Emissions Future287
report assumes that ‘[fossil fuel plant…] achieves the US Department of Energy’s Vision 21 Program
targets of 66% efficiency for coal and 75% efficiency for gas’. The 2007 WWF Climate Solutions288
report concentrates on end use efficiencies rather than generator efficiencies and relies on gas as a
transition fuel and some carbon capture to mop up persistent use of fossil fuels. A UK simulation
study289 highlighted the problems of technology lock-in where long-lived generators could help
meet interim 2012 and 2020 emissions targets, but then could become effectively stranded assets
as more stringent emission targets were sought out to 2050 and beyond.
This chapter uses advanced fossil generators to meet a target of 90% of electricity supply while
acknowledging that these are unlikely to offer long-term emission reductions of sufficient size to be
helpful in 2050. Nevertheless, efficient generators become a building block for subsequent add-ons
such as carbon capture and storage that could possible provide an equivalent emissions reduction
to the renewables transition tested in an earlier section.
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Simulation Settings and Rationale
The advanced fossil transition is simulated within a traditional growth economy with the aim of
decarbonising the energy supply rather than de-jouling it, i.e. large energy efficiencies are not
required from end use sectors (Table 33). The target goals are reached after 2040 when 200,000
GWh are supplied for each technology within a total supply of 713,000 GWh. Rebound control
requires $130 billion yearly to be re-directed to the future fund after 2011 resulting in an
accumulation of more than $5,000 billion which is held outside the domestic economy and does not
re-stimulate further growth and expansion.
Table 33. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the advanced fossil scenario.

Scenario Setting
Goals for electricity
production by 2051
Technical specifications of
generation plant
Achievement of goals

Changes to market shares
for competing electricity
technologies

Gas turbine combined cycle
electricity
Rebound control strategies
for additions to the ‘future
fund’
Future fund outcome by
2051:-stock of 2005 dollarsbillions

Rationale and Detail
One scenario where advanced coal, combined cycle gas turbines
and fuel cells each deliver 30% of national electricity requirement.
Efficiencies by 2051 are 60% for coal and gas combined cycle and
80% for fuel cells. Capacity factors are 80% for coal and gas and
50% for solid oxide fuel cells without storage.
By 2051 each of the three technologies contributes nearly 200,000
GWh in a total electricity requirement of 713,000 GWh. By 2051,
installed megawatts are 44,000 for fuel cells and 28,000 each for
gas combined cycle and coal combined cycle. Scenario goals are
reached between 2040 and 2050.
Brown coal steam turbines and gas steam turbines set to zero
new plant from 2006 so that current plant was decommissioned at
the end of its physical life. Black coal steam turbines also decline
and are replaced by gas turbine and (advanced) combined cycle
coal.
Market share set to 30% compared to the base case which has
24% at 2051.
From 2011, 130 billion (constant 2005) dollars per year are
extracted after production but before consumption and
reinvestment (similar to taxation).
By 2051, a potential financial stock of future fund exists of more
than $5,700 billion.

Scenario Results
The advanced fossil scenario depresses GDP growth rates for the first twenty years due to capital
turnover and rebound control (Figure 71, left hand graph). However, after domestic oil depletion in
the mid-2020s, the better productivity of the new generation infrastructure lifts GDP growth rate,
prior to a dip in the mid-2040s due to gas depletion followed by a recovery. The average GDP growth
rate is one-third of one percentage higher than the base case and the scenario has greater absolute
GDP in its last decade (Figure 71, right hand graph) although the GDP summed over the full
scenario period is similar due to simulation protocols set down in an earlier section (Table 34).
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Yearly Growth Rate in
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Figure 71. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and for the advanced fossil electricity scenarios.

The combined impact of more expensive generators and policies which constrain technology
rebound give lower levels of physical affluence which converge on the base case result in the final
decade of the scenario (Figure 72, left hand graph). In accumulated terms, physical affluence is 17%
below the base case, or the embodied energy equivalent of doing without one medium sized car
every four years for the 45-year scenario. Due to lower consumption and better technology,
accumulated carbon dioxide emissions are also 5.6 billion tonnes lower (23.1 versus 28.7 billion
tonnes).
Discretionary Personal Consumption
in 'Embodied Energy' Terms
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Figure 72. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the advanced fossil electricity and base case
scenarios.

Accumulated oil use for the scenario is reduced by 5,000 PJ or 3% due mainly to lower per capita
affluence and GDP growth rates in the first 25 years as new generation infrastructure is brought
online (Table 34). Domestic coal use is halved as conventional black and brown coal generators are
replaced by more efficient coal and gas plants. Domestic gas usage increases by a total of 26,000
PJ or 20% of the base case and cause a 20,000 PJ reduction of gas exports. The gas depletion point
on current assumptions is brought forward by two years because of this scenario’s fuel
requirements.
Table 34. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and advanced fossil (30% each of advanced coal, combined cycle gas and fuel cells) scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP
growth rate – %

Base
Case
2.2

Advanced
Fossil
2.5

Comment
The advanced fossil scenario shows an overall
higher GDP growth rate with two phases: lower
rates for two decades during the peak investment
era and higher rates thereafter.
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Accumulated
stock of GDP –
billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated
stock of net CO2
emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption
stock – GJ per
capita
National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ
Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Accumulated coal
use – PJ

Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL
Electricity
production at
2051 – GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW at
2051
CO2 intensity of
electricity
production at
2051 – grams per
kilowatt hour

73,813

73,454

Due to scenario generation protocols, a GDPneutral outcome is computed with CO2 emissions,
future funds and physical affluence being the ‘free’
output variables.
Advanced fossil gives 23 billion tonnes of CO2
emissions or 20% lower than the base case
outcome. Transport energy is not included in
technology upgrade, i.e. an electricity technologyonly focus.
Future funds stocks are approximately five times
current national superannuation savings by 2051.

28.72

23.12

0

5,669

7,245

6,006

24,672

25,858

149,000

144,000

149,000

175,000

156,000

75,000

1,611,000

1,490,000

682,044

713,130

A 5% higher electricity requirement than the base
case because of higher rates of economic growth.

111,191

135,626

Infrastructure requirement is 20% higher due to
higher proportion of renewables generation.

653

380

Advanced fossil gives a 40% lower carbon dioxide
intensity of generated electricity.

The accumulated stock of personal consumption is
1,239 GJ of embodied energy lower than the base
case. A small motor car contains 110 GJ of
embodied energy, so this represents a reduction of
10 cars over 45 years, or one every four years.
A 5% increase in the national infrastructure stock
because of slightly more renewable electricity
infrastructure.
20% from domestic sources and the rest imported.
A 20% increase in domestic gas use because of
gas-fuelled turbines and fuel cells.
A 50% reduction in domestic black and brown coal
use due to phase out of traditional steam turbine
electricity and replacement by combined cycle coal
and gas. Coal exports are maintained.
An 8% reduction in accumulated water use due to
less coal washing and water for steam turbines.

The energy intensity of GDP decreases to around 0.5 MJ per dollar lower than the base case and
stabilises there because the scenario does not assume large reductions in energy use by buildings
and vehicles (Figure 73). Efficiency increases of around 20% can reduce energy intensity of GDP by a
further 1 MJ per dollar. The national wealth measure of developed capital closely follows the
trajectory of the base case and surpasses it in the last decade to finalise at 5% higher (Figure 74,
left hand graph). Rebound control strategies give a steadily increasing future fund that reaches
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nearly $5,700 billion by 2051, or five times the current stock of Australian superannuation funds
(Figure 7, right hand graph).
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Figure 73. Simulations of the energy intensity of GDP (MJ per constant 2006 dollar) for the base case
(left hand graph) and advanced fossil scenarios (right hand graph). Note: the two bottom graphs conform to
international energy accounting standards while the top graph includes renewable electricity components.
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Figure 74. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national ‘future fund’ used to control technology rebound (right hand graph).
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Figure 75. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and electricity infrastructure (right hand
graph) for the base case, and advanced fossil scenarios.

Electricity production closely follows that of the base case being slightly lower until the mid-2040s
due to lower per capita affluence, the influence of rebound control and lower GDP growth rates for
the first half of the scenario (Figure 75). The total installed capacity at 2051 is 136,000 MW or 22%
higher than the base case. Given that production volumes are similar at this time, the difference in
capacity is due mostly to solid oxide fuel cells which produce 30% of total requirement, but are
assumed to have a 50% capacity factor. Fuel cells are distributed throughout the domestic and
commercial building stock and supply regular but limited loads and are not considered as base load
capacity. Expanding their performance envelope to include combined heat and power plants could
decrease gas requirement for heating in winter for example and potentially reduce overall energy
requirements.
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Source of Electricity Production in Gigawatt Hours by
Technology Type: Base Case

Proportional Source of Electricity Production
by Technology Type: Advanced Fossil
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Figure 76. Proportional contribution of electricity production technologies to meeting national
requirements for the base case (left hand graph) and the advanced fossil scenarios (right hand graph).

The transition to advanced generators shown in Figure 76 where 20% of capacity at 2021 is
advanced coal, for example, is probably too optimistic. However, a web search reveals at least 16
large-scale demonstration projects in place with the most frequently mentioned, the ELCOGAS
Puertollano IGCC Plant in Spain290, a 330 MW-electric plant, having logged the equivalent of eight
years continuous operation in the 11 years since it was commissioned. In general, most of the
transitions in this study benefit from a reasonably aggressive approach to implementation, there
being little long-term advantage in deferring investment for a human generation, for example, to
the period 2025–2045 when high quality oil and gas resources, both domestically and globally could
be constrained. However, business journals recall many innovation shipwrecks which steamed
ahead without strong business plans and general market acceptance. However, many transition
tactics are possible such as a full implementation of the gas turbines and solid oxide fuel cells
component the next 20 years followed by coal IGCC when it is a mature technology.
The advanced fossil scenario reduces the carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production at 2051
by 40%, from 653 grams per kilowatt hour in the base case to 380 grams per kilowatt hour (Figure
77, left hand graph). This result is possibly too optimistic since it assumes that all new generation
plant will reach thermodynamic efficiency limits, and advanced coal in a full system sense still
requires significant improvement to reach or pass 60% overall. There are still 40 years to unravel in
scenario time, so the expectation of steady improvement is reasonable provided that sustained R&D
investments are made. Producing 60% of electricity from gas-powered generators increases gas
requirements by 2,000 PJ per year by 2051 (Figure 77, right hand graph). A major proportion of gas
requirements is tied to industrial output, both as a feedstock and a thermal heat source. Reducing
this assumption will obviously reduce overall domestic gas requirement and make more available
for electricity generation. However, if there is a switch back to coal for example, then the emissions
reductions made through better generation technology will be lost.
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Figure 77. The carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production (left hand graph) and domestic gas
requirements (right hand graph) for the base case and advanced fossil scenarios.

The energy losses or dissipation at a whole-economy level are reduced by up to 2,000 PJ per year in
the final decade of this scenario compared to the base case (Figure 78). By comparison, the
renewable electricity transition achieved a further 1,000 PJ reduction (Figure 69). The reduction
here is mainly due to a combination of lower aggregate consumption (less churn of personal
affluence) and greater efficiency of fuel combustion. Many small influences also conflict and
combine such as lower oil but higher gas requirements. In policy terms, the usefulness of the
‘dissipative systems’ concept is not clear. The term ‘complex dissipative systems’ is used here to
define and enumerate modern urban systems and consumer-focused economies with a belief that
low-dissipation or low-entropy systems are preferable in environmental terms to high-dissipation
or high-entropy systems. In parallel, theoretical discussions of high entropy inevitably converge on
the origins of the life and the universe. But in a bounded sense of machines and structures, it
seems generally accepted that the physical dimensions of modern economies should have lower
dissipation.
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Figure 78. A comparison of economy-wide dissipative energy losses (in petajoules) for the base case
(left hand graph) and advanced fossil scenarios (right hand graph).
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Figure 79. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and advanced fossil scenarios.

The scenario has similar requirements for transport energy to the base case as no changes are
made to technology and transport energy is driven by GDP growth rates which are similar overall
(Figure 79, left hand graph). Economy-wide water use tracks lower than the base case (Figure 79,
right hand graph) because of less process water required for electricity generation and coal
washing. Lower per capita consumption also drives lower domestic home use and lower
agricultural water use to produce domestically consumed food.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Given the reasonably conservative estimates of capital cost and technical performance, the
advanced fossil transition is reasonably robust in the face of changes in key assumptions. It is
buoyant enough to require rebound control to dampen technology rebound and so when capital
costs are doubled (while retaining the same level of rebound control) the average GDP growth rate
is reduced by one-fifth of one percentage point, and accumulated GDP by $3,000 billion or 4% of the
core scenario amount (Table 35). A tripling of capital cost gives reductions of two-fifths of one
percentage point and $5,000 billion in accumulated GDP. Accumulated CO2 emissions are reduced
by a further 1 to 1.5 billion tonnes due to lower economic activity, while per capita physical affluence
is reduced by 4–9% and the developed capital stock by 1–3% compared to the core scenario
Increasing or decreasing the capacity factor of generators by one-fifth (e.g. 80% to 96% or 64% for
gas turbines and advanced coal) increases or decreases accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion and
accumulated CO2 emissions by about 200 million tonnes. Combining the most negative assumptions
(triple capital cost and lower load factors) with a halving of rebound control increased accumulated
GDP by $5,000 billion and accumulated CO2 by two billion tonnes suggesting the centrality of
constraining technology rebound as a key component of all technically advanced scenarios.
Table 35. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and the advanced fossil scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
advanced fossil
electricity
infrastructure
Capacity or load factor
of electricity

Induced Effect
Doubling and
tripling

Base assumption
is adjusted up and

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Accumulated GDP is reduced by up to $5,000 billion
and GDP growth rate by up to four-tenths of one
percentage point compared to core scenario. The
accumulated CO2 emissions are reduced by a
further 1.5 billion tonnes.
Increased load factor gives slight increase in
accumulated GDP and 150 million tonnes in
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infrastructure, i.e. the
percent of the year the
machines are operating
at their full nameplate
capacity, i.e. a 1 MW
machine producing one
MW of electricity

down by one-fifth

accumulated CO2 emissions. Decrease in load
factor lowers accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion
and accumulated CO2 emissions by 200 million
tonnes. Future fund and total capital stocks at 2051
are the same.

Rebound effect of
advanced fossil
electricity investment

50% of rebound
control in core
scenario
combined with
triple capital cost
and 20% lower
load factor

Reducing rebound control increases accumulated
GDP by $5,000 billion accumulated CO2 emissions
by nearly two billion tonnes. Future fund is halved
by
definition
while
accumulated
physical
consumption increases by 12% and total capital
stocks by 20%.

The tension that emerges from the sensitivity analyses is that of survival prospects for an energy
firm in a particular market versus the overall whole-economy outcome. Few firms could invest in
advanced generators knowing that a doubling or tripling of capital cost had only minor effects for
the whole economy, but would make the levelised cost of their electricity in the marketplace
unsellable except in periods of high spot prices. This comment applies to the status quo position
without a price in today’s Australia for carbon. As reported in the main results section, this
transition reduces carbon content of electricity by 40% or 250 grams per kilowatt hour. High carbon
producers also face the prospect of voiding their licence to operate and being left with large chunks
of stranded capital. The large reduction in CO2 intensity potentially required by climate change
protocols presents a large challenge to Australia’s generators as showing by the following excerpt
from a submission by the National Generators Forum to the Victorian Government in September
2007:

For instance, it may prove economical to remove 40 or 50% of emissions, rather than
the 90% plus, at initial lower emission prices. This leads to another policy issue not
well addressed by governments, namely that demands for all future coal emissions
to be ‘near zero’ or less than, say, 200 kg/MWh. [ 200 grams per kWh equivalent for
this study: Author’s note] Such a policy may be far too restrictive for both new
technology development and deployment and the orderly operations of the NEM. The
strategic policy framework will need to clearly address such issues.291

Discussion
This chapter began by noting the strong inter-relation between electricity use and real GDP in the
Australian and some other OECD economies. In policy deliberations, the question whether GDP
drives energy or energy use drives GDP is somewhat theoretical but is explains why these scenarios
do not drive end-use efficiencies in parallel with generation efficiencies. The technologies tested
here avoided 5.6 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions over the 45-year scenario period and
thus give similar emissions reductions to 20% or 40% of electricity from wind turbines, and one
could argue, with more assurance of continuity of supply without the need for breakthroughs in
storage and switching systems. However, once the transition is in place without carbon capture and
storage, it cannot supply further emissions reductions since all generators are at their
thermodynamic limit. Some additional improvements may come from increasing the capacity factor
of the fuel cell component, that is, the proportion of time they are online producing electricity.
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The transitions are robust to large changes in key assumptions but, as noted above, success at a
whole-economy level might not mean commercial success for an individual energy corporation. The
large increases in energy efficiency do stimulate rebound and it is important that this is controlled
or energy inflation and therefore emissions inflation mean that emissions avoided by better
technology will be gained again through consumption growth.
Recent policy statements by ESAA292, the generators’ peak body, are more focused on the
institutional arrangements that surround their operations out to 2050 and beyond, rather than what
mix of technology they should use. They note that they are ‘…fuel and technology neutral and

represent businesses that have investments across a wide range of fossil fuel and renewable
generation technologies’. To some extent the advanced fossil scenario would allow them to achieve
‘…effective and efficient greenhouse mitigation response that achieves emissions reductions at
least cost, without compromising Australia’s secure, reliable and competitive energy supply’.

The key uncertainty in the scenario and flagged in most literature is the reliance on natural gas as
the core fuel supply. A significant decrease in natural gas exports would ensure the scenario’s
fluent operation well into the 2060’s but with a negative impact on our trade surplus and tradeorientated jobs. The technology complement is already in place at a practical scale in other
countries, but advanced coal does not yet have an ‘off-the-shelf’ easy availability.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these high efficiency fossil electricity scenarios suggest five issues
that may be important for integrated fossil transitions as follows:
•

This transition to advanced generators gives a 5 billion tonne reduction in accumulated CO2
emissions but does not approach the 22 billion tonne reduction required if global reduction
goals per country are set to 20% of the base case in this study.

•

The transition is relatively robust in the face of large changes for key assumptions
suggesting that it offers a ‘no regrets’ to maintain economic productivity while decreasing
emissions over one human generation. However, UK whole-economy modelling found that
the aptly termed ‘rush to gas’ would run out of emission reduction potential by the mid2020s, leaving stranded assets and a strategic void on how to engage the next bout of
emissions reductions.

•

The efficiency gains simulated here can stimulate technology rebound that must be
constrained or else emissions reductions are lost as energy and financial savings wash over
into and re-stimulate other sectors of the economy.

•

It is worth exploring whether the efficiency dividend provided by advanced generators
provides a leverage or ‘slingshot’ effect for infrastructure that might always be economically
inefficient such as low to moderate capacity renewables, widespread storage capacity or
carbon sequestration and storage.

•

It is logical to combine advanced generators with introduction of nuclear generation and
look for the right mix that maintains economic productivity but gives significant reductions in
emissions.
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Carbon Capture and Storage
Abstract
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology is effective in reducing net carbon dioxide emissions
from electricity production for the scenario period 2006–2051. However, it should only be used in
combination with advanced fossil generation so that higher efficiencies therein, can accommodate
the parasitic energy loading caused by the pollution scrubbing, transport and storage processes.
The well-developed monoethanolamine (MEA) scrubbing technology is simulated and applied to
80% of the fossil generation capacity, starting in 2016 and reaching full implementation by 2026.
Applying scrubbing reduced net carbon dioxide emissions by four and ten billion tonnes for the base
case and advanced fossil scenarios respectively, and had relatively minor impact on economic
outcomes. However, lower efficiency of generation in the base case requires additional generation
capacity which increases base case emissions by an extra four billion tonnes, thus adding to the
overall CO2 pollution load that has to be abated. The core CCS scenarios are sensitive to a doubling
and tripling of capital cost and the electricity requirements for pollution abatement across the full
capture and storage chain. However, the scenarios are robust in relation to cost of the chemical
solvent and its rate of degradation as it undergoes the regeneration process. A key issue flagged is
the balance between domestic use and export volume of Australia’s natural gas reserves. The bestperforming fossil scenario depends on natural gas and becomes fragile after 2051 if stocks deplete.
In a whole-economy sense, there seem few financial barriers to widespread rollout of CCS
technologies integrated with advanced generators having electrical efficiencies of 60% or more.
Geological storage for the six to ten billion tonnes of CO2 sequestered over the next 45 years is
judged not to be a problem. In comparison, a rapid transition to an 80% renewable electricity
infrastructure gives similar CO2 reductions, but with superior financial and national wealth
outcomes. The CCS option of using end of pipe technologies to capture and store emissions
contrasts starkly with the renewables transition which avoids emissions.
Introduction
Carbon capture and storage (or CCS) is a mechanical or technical approach to reducing carbon
dioxide emissions from many industrial processes, particularly electricity generation. Of the many
approaches available to do this, the one tested economy-wide in this chapter uses a chemical
solvent to extract carbon dioxide from the exhaust gases of a power station. The ‘captured’ carbon
dioxide is then compressed and transported along pipelines to a storage reservoir for ‘geological
sequestration’ where it is injected deep underground into rock matrices or saline ground waters,
usually at depths greater than 800 metres where the gas becomes liquid, or enters a supercritical
phase. Provided that the storage site is remote from geological activity and has a good layer of
geological capping material, expert opinion holds that permanent storage is 99% assured for period
of 1,000 years or more. The proven system for extracting natural gas from a gas and oil well
provides a practical ‘mirror image’ metaphor for the CCS process and its expected stability.
The two key findings from a 2007 federal House of Representative’s review Between a rock and a
hard place: The science of geosequestration293, give a robust summary to introduce this chapter.
They are as follows:

Much of the science which forms the basis for CCS is understood. It is being applied on a
small scale at various sites around the world, including in Australia. The three stages of CCS
(separation and capture, transportation, and storage) remain at different points of
development and will require greater research and experimental application before CCS
becomes a truly viable greenhouse gas mitigation strategy.
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There is a consensus that all three technologies […..for carbon dioxide capture] (postcombustion, oxyfuel and pre-combustion) should be pursued, to be applied in different
circumstances. In particular, there is agreement that governments should not attempt to pick
technology winners.
The year 2007 literature in combustion science and generator engineering highlights four strong
themes. The first is its integration in life cycle terms. Whole systems analysis is the norm, be it the
full fuel cycle and all components for an individual generator type, or often a country’s entire
electricity system by future generation options. The second is an almost universal acceptance that
combined cycle gas turbines fitted with CCS are far superior in whole system electrical efficiency
and greenhouse avoidance terms, compared to all other fossil-based technologies. Additionally
there is still much technological improvement for gas turbines that is foreseen, but awaiting
development. The third is that if CCS is deployed at a speed and scale sufficient to markedly reduce
emissions, then it requires a new electricity network with generators close to geological storage. If
a new transmission network is required, the question then becomes should it be integrated with a
pipeline network for waste combustion products, or linked to solar and wind resources fitted with
renewable electricity generators? The fourth is that, in the face of accelerating climate risk, net
emissions per kilowatt hour becomes the ultimate efficiency benchmark for the electricity network,
rather than cents per kilowatt hour or million dollars per megawatt of generator capital cost. As the
increased costs posed by CCS will be passed onto relatively affluent consumers anyway, an effective
emissions transition will be best served by the technical design that best avoids emissions, rather
than marginal cost considerations for the consumer.
Much of current technical literature focuses on the ‘energy penalty’294 of CCS and how to balance
penalty minimisation with emissions avoidance. Many studies confirm the advantages of combined
cycle gas turbines even under high natural gas prices but note that integrated gasification and
combined cycle plants (IGCC) may perform well with cheap coal295. Analyses across the full
production chain for a range of promising technology sets confirm that the energy cost of most CCS
systems is generally split 90% to capture and compression, and 10% to transport and storage296.
The relative immaturity of CCS at a practical scale for the entire German electricity system
highlighted the phasing problems of infrastructure renewal in the face of aggressive targets for
emissions reduction297. At the very least, this required that all new fossil fuel plant be built with CCS
fitted even without storage sinks in place, and this is now legislated for all new fossil plant in
neighbouring Holland. Given the technical and social uncertainties surrounding CCS, this study
suggests that renewable energies, principally offshore wind and solar thermal with storage, offer
assured emissions reductions and less deployment risk. Finally, significant electrical efficiencies
and CCS emissions avoidance are promised by ‘advanced mixed cycle’ gas turbines298 and
integration of solid oxide fuel cells with gas turbines299. The latter option can capture 100% of power
plant emissions and give a carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production of 40–60 grams per
kilowatt hour, which verges on the life cycle emissions of nuclear power and photovoltaic electricity.
Australia has initiated at least nine practically scaled CCS pilot projects designed to develop local
capability and industry as a launch point for possible full-scale implementation one to two decades
from now300. Initial studies suggest a theoretical geological storage capacity of 740 billion tonnes of
carbon dioxide. Most storage potential exists in saline ground waters with, for example, three billion
tonnes of storage available in the deep saline waters of the Great Artesian Basin. Many centres of
industrial emissions or ‘emissions’ hubs’, are within a 500 km pipeline distance of good potential
storage sites. However, New South Wales does not have good storage sites and may require more
radical approaches since storage in coal seams is not considered a mature technology301. Current
assessments suggest a practical and economic potential of up to 120 million tonnes of storage
yearly. This chapter reports a storage requirement of up to ten billion tonnes out to 2051, well within
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the theoretical maximum storage, but more than the economically viable flow rates on a yearly
basis.
The technical process at the heart of this chapter is the use of amine solvents to capture carbon
dioxide from the flue gas of a power station that can be regenerated for reuse, releasing the carbon
dioxide for transport and storage. Although a large research effort worldwide is directed at
membrane technology and better chemical systems, monoethanolamine or MEA has been used
effectively in the chemical industry for more than 60 years and represents known ‘off-the-shelf’
technology302. Its major advantages are its strong attraction for carbon dioxide in an exhaust gas
environment and its relative ease of regeneration and reuse. Notwithstanding its maturity, there are
many aspects of the process that require improvement but often cheaper solvents that are easier to
regenerate do not have the same speed of capture303. By mid-2008, the Delta Energy power station
at Munmorah on the Central Coast region of New South Wales will be using a related ammonia
solvent in a pilot test to capture carbon dioxide prior to full-scale implementation for storage in
unmineable coal seams304.
Most Australian energy and emissions policy studies require CCS as a key component of successful
mitigation outcomes. The 2006 ABARE study (Technology: Its Role in Economic Development and
Climate Change) assumed that 28% of generation plant was fitted with CCS by 2050 and that
globally it delivered a 25% reduction in emissions compared to the base case scenario. In the
‘enhanced technology’ scenario of ABARE’s 2007 study (Technology: Towards a Low Emissions
Future), 8% of greenhouse mitigation at 2050 was supplied by CCS derived from the assumption
that all new fossil plant after 2020 was fitted with CCS. Generally the ABARE studies are
circumspect about the economic potential of CCS and expect that other mitigation options will be
cheaper, and therefore preferred by free market actors. The recent Climate Institute study Leader,
Follower or Free Rider?305, assumed 25 years from now that 80% of all fossil generators would be
fitted with CCS. A similar assumption was used by the WWF’s Prosperous Low Carbon Future, that
fossil generators should not be allowed into service unless they were fitted with CCS. The most
recent global WWF study Climate Solutions, assumed that by 2050 fossil generators might still be
required but that all would be fitted with CCS and supply 26% of global electricity. Interestingly, the
WWF study risk manages the potential of CCS and has enough mitigation buffering to allow CCS to
fail and for global targets still to be reached.
Arraigned against the positive and ‘can do’ conventional wisdom on CCS, are the technical and
environmental views that doubt the effectiveness of yet another silver bullet technology in bringing
economy-wide emissions under control. An engineering perspective306 notes a general technical
inability in Australia (skills, scale, distance) to implement complex solutions at a scale sufficient to
make a real difference. A specialist energy perspective307 contrasts the failure to implement proven
‘off-the-shelf’ low-carbon technologies such as gas turbines and wind, with the expectation that an
expensive unproven and complex solution will prove the answer in the medium to long term.
Environmental advocates308 add the legal quandary of who will underwrite 40-year project lifetimes
that are expected to give permanent, assured and incontrovertible storage for periods in excess of
100,000 years. Science media groups309 bring many of these expert issues together under headings
such as ‘Pipe Dreams’ highlighting the doubt that the best technical outcomes will magically and
fluently coalesce some time in a distant future.
While this chapter implements a conventional approach with industrial solvents, two additional
capture and storage approaches are worth noting. The first, so-called ‘air capture’, uses extensive
industrial complexes of large absorbent columns where a sodium hydroxide (NaOH) spray captures
carbon dioxide and then converts it to calcium carbonate (CaCO3) by reaction with calcium
hydroxide310. While still an immature approach and too financially and energy expensive, it could be
deployed to capture non-point emissions from vehicles or used in a mass global deployment if
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atmospheric concentrations were verging on a climate change tipping point. Similar chemical
processes are being examined for artificially accelerating the rock weathering process311.
Somewhat analogous is a second, ‘bio-char’, process producing stable carbon compounds through
pyrolysis from plantation forests grown for carbon sequestration312. Adding these ‘char’ carbon
compounds to soils to artificially engineer manmade ‘terra preta’313 soils increases the productivity
and resilience of agricultural systems and can give carbon storage lifetimes in excess of 1,000
years314. This second storage mechanism is applicable to scenarios for wood-based bio-alcohol in
subsequent transport fuel chapters in this study. Additionally, gas turbine generators fuelled by
gasified biomass can be fitted with CCS to produce negative emissions electricity with carbon
dioxide intensities of minus 200 grams per kilowatt hour315 and produce a by-product of the
combusted char described above.
This chapter uses the recent technical literature, much of it European, to describe the physical
characteristics and probable function of a fossil-fuelled electricity sector with ‘assured and off-theshelf technology’ for carbon sequestration and storage applied, admittedly at a grand scale, to an
evolving Australian economy. The key assumptions are relatively conservative and should be robust,
especially when bounded by the sensitivity analysis. As expected within this analytical approach, any
technological innovation which makes physical processes more efficient and thus cheaper, often restimulate the economy thus losing some or all of the expected emissions reductions. Rebound
control through a future fund mechanism is used here to control buoyant growth scenarios and
thus constrain the overall economic outcome to that of the base case.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The application of carbon capture and storage transition is simulated for a traditional growth
economy within both the base case and advanced fossil scenarios (Table 36). Results from the
advanced fossil scenario (page 106) and the contemporary literature suggest that whole-economy
outcomes for carbon scrubbing will be superior with advanced generators rather than the current
infrastructure. However, the two scenarios are compared to quantify the differences. The scenario
assumes a rapid rollout of carbon capture and storage being retrofitted to present generators and
all new ones. The pollution treatment is in place by the mid-2020s and is probably too optimistic but
assumes that mitigation of global change is on a ‘war footing’. An implementation limit of 80% is set
so that smaller generators and those distant from pipelines are excluded, as well as two-thirds of
the distributed fuel cells in the advanced fossil configuration.
Table 36. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the carbon sequestration and storage
simulation.

Scenario Setting
Goals for carbon
sequestration and
storage

Electricity requirement
for carbon scrubbing and
solvent regeneration

Electricity requirement

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios where the MEA scrubbing process captures 90% of
power plant carbon dioxide and is applied to 80% of fossil generators
in the base case and advanced fossil scenarios. A third scenario is
developed where 30% wind power is deployed to power the scrubbing
technology in the advanced fossil case and each technology therein
reduced from 30% to 20%.
Assumption is that 70 kWh of electricity per tonne of CO2 scrubbed is
required for carbon scrubbing and solvent regeneration. It is
assumed that thermal heat requirement for MEA regeneration is
recycled from heat exchangers in the combustion and generation
infrastructure.
15 kWh per tonne for CO2 compression, transport and injection. An
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for transport and storage
Capital cost of carbon
scrubbing technology
Rate of solvent
degeneration and cost
Achievement of goals

average pipeline distance of 300 km is assumed for the 80% of
generation capacity where CCS is installed.
Carbon scrubbers effectively double the capital cost of a
contemporary coal or gas fired plant.
2 kg of MEA degrades for each tonne of CO2 extracted, and must be
replaced. Cost of MEA is 1,000 per tonne or A$ 1,600.
Rapid implementation begins in 2016 and is complete by 2026. By
2051 approximately 100,000 MW of generation infrastructure is fitted
with MEA-like scrubbing and storage capacity.

The generally available off-the-shelf scrubbing technology used in the oil and gas industry is used
with a regenerative solvent monoethanolamine (MEA). There are a wide range of solvents and
scrubbing technologies currently under development and current literature316 is used to set some
best-practice technical parameters with the possible effect of innovation examined in the
uncertainty section (Table 38). There is a generic pipeline infrastructure sector describing highpressure gas pipelines which triples in size over the scenario period and is assumed sufficient to
transport CO2 extracted. An additional scenario was implemented where in parallel, a major
investment in wind turbines was made to power the pollution abatement on the fossil generators.
This caused a number of dynamic problems in the modelled economy and while the results are
presented in Table 37, the scenario is not discussed further.

Scenario Results
Both the base case and advanced fossil scenarios with carbon capture show a dip in yearly GDP
growth rates in the first two decades of implementing carbon capture and storage (Figure 80, left
hand graph). Thereafter, the advanced fossil scenario shows higher growth rates due to higher
generation efficiencies while carbon capture applied to the base case closely follows the untreated
scenario. The large dip in growth rates because of domestic gas depletion occurs earlier in the
advanced fossil case than the base case scenarios but its recovery is quicker and stronger. Average
GDP growth rates are one-tenth of one percentage point lower than the untreated base case in both
cases. By 2051 in absolute GDP terms, the treated scenarios bracket the untreated base case with
the advanced scenario $200 billion higher and the treated base case $100 billion per year lower
(Figure 80, right hand graph). In accumulated terms, the treated base case is $1,600 billion lower
than its untreated state, while the advanced fossil scenario is equivalent to the base case because
of rebound control (Table 37).
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Figure 80. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and carbon scrubbing within the advanced fossil and base case scenarios.
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The trajectories for both per capita physical affluence and carbon dioxide emissions are lower for
the advanced generator option compared to the treated base case (Figure 81). However, for physical
affluence at least, they converge in the final decade to around 160 GJ of embodied energy
equivalent, or 60% higher than current levels. It is worth highlighting that the physical affluence
measure excludes food and housing, and can be assumed to be mostly consumer items. In
accumulated terms, however, the differences are larger with the treated base case 400 GJ and the
scrubbed advanced generator option 1,400 GJ lower than the untreated base case. In consumer
terms this is equivalent to foregoing the purchase of three or 12 new medium sized motor vehicles
over the 45-year period. However, the combined effect of lower physical affluence and scrubbing
technology in reducing emissions to the atmosphere is considerable. In accumulated terms, this is
four and 10 billion tonnes for the treated base case and treated advanced generator respectively,
the latter outcome being equivalent to the renewable electricity transition (page 96).
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Figure 81. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the advanced fossil electricity and base case
scenarios.

The dynamics of generation, capture and storage give an interesting insight into why only advanced
generators should be considered if the capture technology is to be used. Both treatment scenarios
capture and store about 6.6 billion tonnes. However, the less efficient generators in the treated
base case cause whole-economy emissions to increase by three billion tonnes as more generators
are required to run the pollution abatement. When this efficiency penalty is added to normal
working of the economy, the difference in net greenhouse emissions between the two treated
scenarios is an accumulated six billion tonnes.
The emissions dynamics for the electricity generation sector are shown in Figure 82. The treated
base case gets a step-down of 50 million tonnes as the technology is implemented, but emissions
continue to increase thereafter as the technical capability of the generators plateau, and economic
growth requires expanding energy supplies. By contrast, the advanced generators get a step-down
of about 100 million tonnes and this stabilises or even slightly declines for the remaining 30 years of
the scenario period. The amount of carbon dioxide captured and stored (right hand graph
immediately below) is similar for both scenarios, and it is overall generation of carbon dioxide at a
whole-economy level, mainly to run pollution abatement, that is the difference between the two
scenarios.
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Figure 82. Million of tonnes of carbon dioxide emitted (left hand graph) and sequestered and stored
(right hand graph) for the base case and carbon scrubbing in base and advanced fossil scenarios.

Accumulated oil requirements over the scenario period is similar between the treated and
untreated scenarios as, apart from short-term variations in GDP growth rate, there are no
deliberate transport fuel policies implemented here (Table 37). The accumulated coal usage in the
treated scenarios increases by 14,000 PJ due to the extra electricity required to run pollution
abatement while accumulated gas requirements are 11,000 to 24,000 PJ higher for similar reasons.
This increased gas requirement in particular questions the wisdom of entering into long-term
contracts for gas exports given the value of gas in powering high efficiency generators and thereby
maintaining economic growth, and the additional requirement to scrub and store emissions from
those same generators. The possibility of using gas to power the domestic vehicle fleet will be
explored in a later section.

Table 37. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and advanced fossil (30% each of advanced coal, combined cycle gas and fuel cells) scenarios.
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%
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Figure 83. Simulations of the energy intensity of GDP (MJ per constant 2006 dollar) for the base case
(left hand graph) and base case with carbon scrubbing scenarios (right hand graph). Note: the two
bottom line graphs (red blocks) conform to international energy accounting standards while the top graph includes
renewable electricity.

Implementing carbon scrubbing with base case technology increases the energy intensity of GDP
because of the dynamic described above where additional energy is required for pollution
abatement in parallel with more energy being required to fuel economic expansion (Figure 83). An
additional 25–30% electricity production is required for the carbon scrubbed scenarios. Clearly the
policy issue is not energy intensity but net carbon dioxide intensity of GDP which is reduced at 2051
by 13% in the scrubbed base case (from 380 grams/$ to 330 grams/$) and by 43% in the scrubbed
advanced fossil case (from 380 grams/$ to 220 grams/$).
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Figure 84. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
the financial stock in the national ‘future fund’ used to control technology rebound (right hand graph).
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Both carbon scrubbing scenarios generate a stock of developed capital (a national wealth stock in
embodied energy terms) similar to the base case (Figure 84, left hand graph). However, the
buoyancy of the advanced generator scenario requires control of technology rebound and this
produces a future fund stock of $5,000 billion by 2051 or about five times the current stock of
superannuation investments (Figure 84, right hand graph). The carbon scrubbing process requires
an increased electricity production of 100,000 GWh above the base case from 30,000 MW of
additional infrastructure to run it (Figure 85). The more buoyant growth of the advanced fossil
scenario stimulates more electricity production and additional infrastructure requirements in the
final decade of the scenario. Constraining this growth spurt presents a dilemma since more
rebound control would give more carbon dioxide reduction but also void the simulation assumptions
that where possible, all scenarios should be GDP neutral.
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Figure 85. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and electricity infrastructure (right hand
graph) for the base case, and carbon scrubbing in base and advanced fossil scenarios.

By 2051, the combination of carbon dioxide scrubbing and efficient generators decreases the net
carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production to 65 grams per kilowatt hour (minus 90%) for the
advanced generator case and 360 grams (minus 45%) for the scrubbed base case, compared to the
untreated base case of 650 grams (Figure 86, left hand graph). These results could be improved by
changing scenario assumptions such as the 80% proportion of generators treated but on reflection
this remains a defensible assumption. The trajectory for natural gas requirements show that
advanced generators with capture require 2,000 PJ more per year than the treated and untreated
base case (Figure 86,right hand graph) and this advances the gas depletion point by four years.
Domestic gas requirements here increase by an accumulated 50,000 PJ or one-third compared to
the untreated base case causing gas exports fall by 40%. As noted in the previous chapter, gas is a
critical fuel for low-carbon electricity production to help meet greenhouse targets and may also be
required as a transport fuel when oil becomes constrained globally. Whether to use national gas
domestically or provide other nations a fluent pathway to lower carbon futures requires a complex
evaluation of the risks and benefits over two human generations. Even with large additional
discoveries, natural gas will become constrained in the next three human generations or 75 years.
The key issue is when and where to use this resource endowment to most advantage. These
scenarios do not give an answer to this quandary but serve to highlight the importance of the issue.
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Figure 86. The carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production (left hand graph) and domestic gas
requirements (right hand graph) for the base case, and carbon scrubbing in base and advanced fossil
scenarios.

The transport energy demand for both cases of carbon scrubbing is similar to the base case out to
2040, and apart from differences due to the onset and recovery from domestic gas depletion
finishes 100 PJ on either side of the unscrubbed base case at 2051(Figure 87, left hand graph). The
requirement for managed water for the advanced fossils case is lower than the treated and
untreated base case due to less water required by thermal electricity generation, coal washing and
agriculture. However, all scenarios converge on the 40,000 GL range by the year 2051 (Figure 87,
right hand graph).
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Figure 87. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and advanced fossil scenarios.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Against a core assumption that implementing scrubbing technology on advanced generators
doubles the capital cost of each generation technology, a doubling and a tripling of that assumption
(effectively four or six times the unscrubbed capital cost), reduces the accumulated GDP by 5–10%
and thus the accumulated carbon dioxide emissions by a further 1–2 billion tonnes (Table 38). The
same assumptions for the base case give larger reductions of 17–22% because of the economywide effect of lower generation efficiency and similar emission reductions. At least for the advanced
generator scenario this should make the case for scrubbing unequivocal as even the core capital
cost assumption is a generous one and made in order to cover the expectation of project blowouts
as technology rollout transitions from pilot scale to a full practical implementation. Assuming that
the extra capital cost is supplied by the domestic economy and not for example by international debt
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or overseas investors, then other sectors must also decrease. Thus for the advanced generators
with triple capital cost, both per capita physical affluence and developed capital fall by 14%
compared to the core scenario. At 2051 for the advanced generator case, the physical affluence
measure expressed in the embodied energy content of personal consumption (gigajoules per capita)
is still 33–16% above the level today for the double and triple case respectively. It is reasonable to
assume that technological and behavioural improvements over the next two human generations will
ensure that the goods and services supplied per unit of embodied energy will markedly increase.
Table 38. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and the advanced fossil scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
carbon
sequestration
and storage

Induced Effect
Doubling and
tripling

Electricity
requirement of
sequestration,
transport and
storage

Doubling and
tripling

Cost and
degradation
rate of solvent
for carbon
scrubbing

Doubling and
tripling of cost of
MEA solvent, and
the degradation
rate increased to
10 and 20 kg per
tonne of CO2
scrubbed
20% and 40%
decrease per unit
of scrubbing
infrastructure

Decrease in
capture rate of
CO2

Co-occurrence
of all of the
above issues

Two worst case
scenarios with
medium and high
assumptions

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
A doubling and tripling of capital cost of CCS used with
the advanced fossil technologies causes a reduction of
$4,000–8,000 billion (5–10%) in accumulated GDP.
Accumulated CO2 emissions reduce by a further 1–2
billion tonnes because of lower rates of GDP growth.
Increasing CCS capital costs in the base case reduces
accumulated GDP by $13,000–16,000 billion (17–22%).
Accumulated CO2 emissions are also reduced by a further
1–2 billion but lower production efficiencies generate
more gross emissions that have to be scrubbed and
stored.
For advanced fossil, accumulated GDP is reduced by
$4,000–17,000 billion (5–23%) and accumulated CO2
emissions remain the same as the core CCS scenario
because lower GDP growth rates are balanced by higher
energy requirements per tonne of CO2 sequestered and
stored. CCS in the base case reduces accumulated GDP
by $1,000–9,000 billion (1–12%) and increases net CO2
emissions 3–7 billion tonnes compared to the core
scenario.
All combinations of cost per tonne or degradation rates of
MEA solvent have relatively minor outcomes with a
highest effect of a $500–600 million reduction in
accumulated GDP when 20kg of solvent is degraded for
each tonne of CO2 sequestered. This is ten times the rate
assumed in the core scenario.

Decreases in CO2 capture rates have negligible effects on
financial outcomes and increase accumulated CO2
emissions by 7–14% (i.e. less than the 20–40% decrease
in capture rates) due to less solvent supply and reprocessing.
For advanced generators, combinations of all of the above
factors decrease accumulated GDP by $10,000–16,000
billion and increase net CO2 emission by 0.5 billion
tonnes. For the base case with CCS, accumulated GDP is
reduced by $4,000–20,000 and accumulated CO2
emissions increase by 3–8 billion tonnes.
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The development of carbon capture and storage over the next two decades will focus on reducing
the full chain energy cost of storing each tonne of carbon dioxide. The media and policy makers
generally express this in dollars per tonne of carbon dioxide permanently stored but as the
scrubbed base case has shown the physical efficiency of the overall system should be the key focus.
The core energy assumption over the full chain from capture to geological storage is that 85 kWh of
electricity is required for all powered processes in addition to free recycled thermal energy from
generation plant required for solvent regeneration (refer to Table 36). For the advanced generators,
doubling or tripling the electricity requirement per tonne of carbon dioxide stored decreases the
accumulated GDP by 5% and 23% respectively. The lower rates of GDP activity cancel out extra
carbon dioxide emissions and so the emissions outcome is relatively neutral. The same changes to
the base case reduce accumulated GDP by 1–12% but actually increase emissions above that of the
untreated base case.
The development of regenerative solvents that capture carbon dioxide is currently the focus of
increasing technological development. Against the core assumptions used here are both the cost of
the solvent and its rate of degradation (MEA degrades on each pass through capture and
regeneration and requires additions to retain the capture ability of the integrated process). At an
economy-wide rather than a corporation level, quite large increases in the solvent cost and its rate
of degradation give discernable but minor effects. Decreases in rates of carbon dioxide capture in
the scrubbing plant obviously decrease the emissions captured and stored but the overall
emissions rise by only one-third of the capture decrease because less electricity is required for
transportation and storage. For the advanced generators, combining worst-case assumptions
treated singly above reduces accumulated GDP by 30% and increases accumulated carbon dioxide
emissions by 500 million tonnes compared to the core scenario.
The sensitivities explored here are a series of worst-case scenarios and so reductions in capital
cost or improvements in solvent chemistry should give better financial outcomes. However, in a free
market economy, better economic buoyancy will inevitably flood over into other sectors (even in
other countries), increase economic activity and probably increase emissions. Thus, lower cost or
more efficiency in the absence of rebound control (implemented here by a future fund or a carbon
tax) could give counter-intuitive effects to the main goals of technological development. A
somewhat costly and medium efficiency complement of pollution abatement equipment may be the
most effective for economy-wide pollution abatement.

Discussion
The key results in this chapter are somewhat unsurprising, especially in light of the 2007 peerreviewed literature, most of it European, referenced in this chapter’s introduction. Simply put, CCS
should only be applied to generation systems with high electrical efficiencies to maximise both the
avoidance and the capture of carbon dioxide emissions. The added nuance from this wholeeconomy analysis is that large technological advances in generation plant, in the absence of
rebound control, may increase other emission producing activities outside of the electricity sector.
Insights from the literature and this analysis make it doubly clear that the relatively mature
technology of combined cycle gas turbines offer the assured pathway to a lower emissions
electricity sector in the medium term of 20–30 years. However, the capacity of gas turbines with
CCS to supply the greater emissions reductions thereafter to 2050 will be limited technically and
may further result in stranded capital if a decision is then made to proceed with a renewables
transition. A further technical step improvement is possible by new technology combinations such
as fully integrating solid oxide fuel cells with advanced gas turbines. The analyses here have
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simulated both fuel cells and gas turbines in parallel, but not as an integrated set where significant
emissions avoidance can be made.
While the technical barriers to a full implementation are immense, the peer-reviewed literature
warns of an almost complete absence of institutional and governance frameworks in most
developed countries. Issues are complex and intersecting. These include the ownership of the ‘pore
space’ in deep geological storage, the long-term legal liability for the stored emissions over many
human generations, and the partition of carbon credits between the separate entities or companies
that actually capture, compress, transport, inject and finally monitor the stored carbon dioxide317.
The reliance of the ‘advanced fossil with CCS’ scenario on a natural gas fuel is a problem should
domestic or global supplies become constrained. This analysis allows natural gas exports to grow
in line with an expanding world market so that domestic stocks become critically low by the early2040s. Ceasing gas exports would allow another 15–20 years of successful scenario operation
perhaps to 2070, but the depletion issue and the alternative solution become even more acute by
then as economy-wide transitions require 35 years or so to get in place. Natural gas depletion is not
yet a domestic policy issue although it is flagged by the Western Australian Government318
requesting the securing of a domestic buffer stock and by independent energy analysts such as
Brian Fleay319. Not tested here is the option to use gas fuels to around 2030, and then embark on a
rapid transition to renewable electricity generators.
Contemplating a radical switch from advanced fossil with CCS to renewable generators at the
midpoint of a scenario raises the question of whether or not to bother with advanced fossil systems
in the first place. Clearly the advanced generators with CCS give the same emissions reduction
overall of ten billion tonnes from the base case of 28.7 billion to the successful scenario outcomes
of 18.6 billion tonnes accumulated. The transition to fossil with CCS will require complex integration
of many generators and their pollution abatement, the construction of new transmission and
pipeline networks and the enactment of legislation and institutions required to last for millennia.
The renewables transition requires much of the same complexity but most of its components,
including storage technology, are already off-the-shelf items perhaps not yet produced at the scale
required to underpin a resilient and growing economy. A similar conclusion was reached by the
German analysts (referenced in the introduction) facing the aggressive emissions reduction targets
set by their federal parliament.
The primary outcome of this chapter is that the future of fossil-fuel fired electricity generation in
Australia commensurate with sustained emission reductions, is physically dependent on currently
minor ‘peaking’ or ‘distributed’ power sources because of their production cost in an economy
without a carbon price, i.e. gas turbines and solid oxide fuel cells. This result agrees with current
technical literature mostly from Europe and disagrees substantially with the consensus view
formed by Australian industry and government over the last one to two decades. Central to this
consensus view is that the Australian economy owes its competitiveness to a cheap price for
electricity. Economic causality tests320 appear to prove that real GDP in Australia is driven by
electricity use in the medium term of 35 years. If this outcome can be broadly supported across a
number of analytical methodologies and their underpinning philosophies, then current energy
policies are already defunct. The nature and direction of structural change in this physically
dependent economy is now even more challenging.
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Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these CCS scenarios suggest six issues that may be important for
further transition experiments as follows:
■ Implementing carbon scrubbing with advanced generators gives a 10 billion tonne reduction in
accumulated CO2 emissions but does not approach the 22 billion tonne reduction required if
global reduction goals per country are set to 20% of the base case in this study.
■ Given the expectation of rapid technological progress in the face of dire global change
prognoses, it now seems rational policy to only permit advanced generators with carbon
capture as new fossil plant, and to rapidly retrofit existing fossil infrastructure.
■ The scenario of advanced generators with carbon capture becomes fragile around 2050 when
natural gas stocks may deplete domestically and globally. From a scenario-centric viewpoint,
the long-term rationale for expanding natural gas exports is doubtful given the requirements
to rapidly decrease net carbon emissions and effectively weather global oil depletion.
■ Applying carbon scrubbing to the complement of moderate efficiency generators described in
the base case gives marginal emissions reductions. Given this, the electricity industry requires
national long term targets stipulated for 80 years (double its infrastructure lifetime) to help
them leapfrog into advanced low-carbon generators.
■ Nuclear electricity may complement the ‘conventional electricity’ mindset for two reasons. Its
relatively high cost may dampen down technology rebound caused by advanced generators,
and secondly, it may lessen scenario dependence on lower-carbon natural gas.
■ A lateral outcome from this chapter is the development for CCS requirements of char
combustion products from combined cycle gas turbines fuelled from gasified biomass,
possibly fitted with CCS to give negative emissions. This should be a key component of a final
‘renewables’ scenario which includes bio-methanol. In process engineering terms, it is
unclear of the decrease in electrical efficiency that might be required to produce long-lived
char for soil amelioration.
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Nuclear
Abstract
A transition to nuclear electricity at levels of 30% to 60% of national requirements is feasible, and
reduces accumulated greenhouse emissions by five and seven billion tonnes respectively (i.e. 28 to
23 or 21 billion tonnes). However, the transition causes significant economic impacts with a
reduction of 16–20% of accumulated GDP ($73,000 billion down to $62,000 and $59,000 billion for
30% and 60% scenarios respectively). The economic impact is due to capital cost assumptions, the
choice of nuclear technology, the life cycle cost of the nuclear fuel cycle, and the long delay from
construction start to electricity production. The capital assumptions include a societal expectation
that the cost of construction and full decommissioning at end of infrastructure lifetime be met up
front. This has not been the case in countries with mature commercial nuclear industries and the
cost legacy for future generations is now large and growing. Nevertheless this assumption is open
to challenge. Sensitivity analyses on capital cost, capacity factor, lifetime and fuel reprocessing do
not markedly change the core scenario outcomes. A best combination of factors for example
improves accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion but also increases accumulated greenhouse
emissions by one billion tonnes, because of higher personal consumption. Medium-level radioactive
wastes from the nuclear power cycle accumulate to 100,000 tonnes by 2051 in the 60% scenario,
and should not present storage problems according to industry and policy literature. When uranium
exports are increased in line with industry plans, and combined with a domestic nuclear industry,
uranium stocks are depleted by 2045, and nuclear fuel may then have to be imported. This analysis
describes current nuclear technology and performance. The commercialisation of modular reactors
such as the factory-built and site-assembled Pebble Bed Reactor type could markedly change key
assumptions in the analysis, and in particular improve the whole-economy financial outcomes.

Introduction
The World Nuclear Association321 in June 2007 reported that the globe held 435 commercial
reactors, a total of 370,000 MW installed capacity, supplying 16% of the world’s electricity, a
proportion of generation that has held steady for the last 20 years. In addition, there are 284
research reactors and 220 reactors powering ships and submarines. Thus, nuclear power is a
reality with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change322, the International Energy Agency323
and the International Atomic Energy Agency324 all advocating nuclear power as a central
component of the global response to climate change, and essential to ensuring energy security and
economic productivity. On a country basis, France leads the nuclear stakes with 75% of electricity
requirements generated from 59 reactors producing 430,000 GWh yearly, 14% of which is exported
to neighbouring countries. Uranium reserves globally are reported to assure several centuries of
power generation at current consumption levels and many thousands of years with fast breeder
reactor designs which use more of the available fissile material and also recycle it. However, the
German-based Energy Watch Group325 do not support this optimism for the future of uranium fuel
and point to possible reserve exhaustion in the next 30 to 70 years based on declining ore grades.
Australia’s uneasy relationship with nuclear power sees it with one small research reactor at Lucas
Heights, current mining exports of up to 12,000 tonnes of uranium oxide worth $570 million but little
historic support for a nuclear electricity industry because of the incumbency of fossil generators fed
by large reserves of cheap black and brown coal. The politics changed in 2006 when the former
Prime Minister commissioned the Switkowski Review to investigate the potential for 25 nuclear
reactors by 2050 to reduce Australia’s future emissions profile by 18%, and provide the possible
stimulus for additional value-adding for Australia’s uranium exports through fuel enrichment
activities. Subsequent to the report’s initiation, a private company Australian Nuclear Energy326 was
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formed to investigate nuclear plant development as well as the company Nuclear Fuel Australia327
to explore the feasibility a uranium enrichment plant in Australia. Underpinning the main report
was a life cycle analysis328 of the nuclear fuel cycle which clarified the carbon content of nuclear
electricity as not ‘carbon free’ but having approximately 60 grams per kilowatt hour with a best case
of 10 grams per kilowatt hour if all production chains behind plant construction and uranium mining
were powered by renewable or nuclear electricity. This compared to wind turbines with 21 grams
per kilowatt hour, solar photovoltaics with 106 grams per kilowatt hour, hydro-electricity with 15
grams per kilowatt hour, and traditional black coal with over 800 grams per kilowatt hour.
The potential for nuclear proliferation and radiation accidents have turned many citizens and
environmental groups against nuclear power in spite of a sound operating record with notable
exceptions being Chernobyl and Three Mile Island. A recent example of the concerned opponent’s
case is presented by Ian Lowe’s Quarterly Essay Reaction Time: Climate Change and the Nuclear
Option329 which details the infrastructure limits to widespread and effective deployment, the
continuing waste issues and the advantages in comparison of distributed renewable energy
technologies which are available now in an off-the-shelf form. Environmental groups such as
Greenpeace International have consistently opposed nuclear power as a climate change response
due to waste issues, nuclear proliferation risks and the obvious availability of good alternatives330.
The Greenpeace advocacy suggests that an extra 1,000 new nuclear plants are required to combat
climate change while 22 are currently under construction. Opponents of nuclear power also cite the
poor record of decommissioning old nuclear plants with a current cost estimate in the United
Kingdom of 73 billion English pounds for 19 old reactors (A$160 billion or A$8 billion per plant) but
little sign of activity yet331. However, the International Atomic Energy Agency reports that worldwide,
nine nuclear power plant sites have been returned to greenfield status, while another 77 plants are
in various stages of dismantling.
This chapter uses physical descriptions of the nuclear electricity cycle compatible with the
University of Sydney life cycle analysis (referenced above). Two scenarios are compared which
deliver 30% or 60% of electricity requirements by 2051, with the 30% scenario being roughly
comparable in scale to the core thesis of the Switkowski Report.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The results of this simulation are dictated primarily by two key assumptions. The first is the choice
of the Canadian CANDU 6332 reactor technology, chosen because it is fuelled by natural or unenriched uranium. Thus, Australian-mined uranium can be used directly in reactors without further
processing. The key rationale is to avoid the energy costs, transport, accident and terrorism risks
associated with the use of enriched uranium. Hypothetically, the assumption signals internationally
that an Australian nuclear industry can in no way be interpreted as being linked to a nuclear
weapons program as was being planned in the 1960s333. One aspect of this assumption is a reduced
burn time per tonne of fuel compared to pressurised water reactors which use enriched fuels
having five times the content of the fissile isotope U-235. In a narrow life cycle sense, this generates
a greater volume or weight of medium-level waste compared to the 37,000 to 45,000 tonnes of spent
fuel produced by the 25 reactors assumed for the Switkowski Report. The CANDU technology has
simple fuel requirements, generates more electricity per unit of fissile uranium, can be refuelled
while on power, and can also reuse spent fuel from light water reactors334.
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Table 39. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the nuclear electricity simulation.

Scenario Setting
Goals for nuclear
electricity
generation
Technology type

Capital cost

Load or capacity
factor
Infrastructure
lifetime
Fuel reprocessing
capacity
Achievement of
goals

Rationale and Detail
Two scenarios for 30% and 60% of total electricity production.

The Canadian CANDU reactor is chosen since it can use un-enriched
uranium fuel. This means the physical volume of nuclear waste is
increased five times but its storage is less demanding than enriched fuels
(natural fuel is 0.7% U-235 versus 3.5% in enriched fuels). A delay of
seven years is used from construction start to electricity production on
the assumption that an assured national program would bring
organisational and scale efficiencies and thus reduce the conventional
ten-year delay period.
0.036 PJ per installed MW. This includes the full life cycle energy cost of
construction and eventual de-commissioning and is derived from
analyses accompanying the 2006 Switkowski report. It is assumed that a
decommissioning bond would be set aside on project commencement,
rather than belaying it to future generations as has occurred in the United
Kingdom and other countries with mature nuclear industries (see
discussion above).
80%
40 years
Fuel reprocessing is used to increase usage of the fissile U-235 material
and thus require less virgin fuel.
The 30% scenario is achieved by 2040 and the 60% scenario by 2050. The
time lag required before decommissioning starts, defers that activity to
beyond the completion of the scenario simulation.

The second key assumption is that the physical task of decommissioning is included in the upfront
capital cost to avoid the problem now facing the United Kingdom where successive governments
have delayed decommissioning decisions resulting in rapidly escalating costs which will be handed
on to subsequent generations. On an installed megawatt basis, this assumption means that nuclear
electricity has three times the capital cost of conventional black coal, and three-quarters the cost of
photovoltaics. It doubles the capital cost of nuclear plant in an equivalent way that carbon capture
and storage does for a fossil-fuel plant. The sensitivity analysis (see page 132) undoes this
assumption by examining a ‘50% of capital cost option’. However, government subsidies for nuclear
power are pervasive and it appears that the technology cannot perform economically without them.
The recent energy report from the US Administration, Reliable Affordable and Environmentally
Sound Energy for America’s Future335 offers multibillion dollar subsidies to the nuclear industry
while government becomes responsible for spent fuel storage. This year’s UK white paper Meeting
the Energy Challenge336 advocates a new generation of nuclear power plants as part of 30,000 MW
of new generation capacity required in the next two decades. The policy appears to bind government
to bearing most of the cost of waste disposal and future plant decommissioning337. Australian
studies reflect the need for government subsidies primarily due to a zero domestic base. The 2006
ANSTO338 report advocated a 14% subsidy for capital costs, and 24% for production costs for the
first 12 years.
A nuclear electricity transition of 30% and 60% of requirement is simulated for a traditional-growth
economy with the primary goal of decarbonising the energy supply, rather than de-jouling it, i.e.
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large energy efficiencies are not required from end use sectors (Table 39). The target goals are
reached between 2040 and 2050 when approximately 500,000 GWh are supplied for each scenario
with lower requirements for the 60% scenario because of lower economic growth and personal
consumption overall.

Scenario Results
The transition to a 30% or 60% nuclear electricity economy depresses the long-run trajectory of
GDP growth rate by two percentage points and accentuates the drop in growth rate that comes with
natural gas depletion in the late 2040s (Figure 88, left hand graph). These trends are also reflected
in absolute GDP where by 2040 in the nuclear scenarios, economic productivity takes a trajectory
that is $800 billion lower than the base case (Figure 88, right hand graph). In single-figure terms
the average GDP growth rate is depressed by 0.8% and 1.2% for the 30% and 60% scenarios
respectively, while absolute GDP falls by $11,000 to $14,000 billion compare to the base case of
$73,747 billion (Table 40).
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Figure 88. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and the 30-60% nuclear electricity scenarios.
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Figure 89. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the 30-60% nuclear electricity and base case
scenarios.

The depression of economic growth rates combined with the lower carbon content of electricity
from nuclear combine to significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 300 to 400 million tonnes
per annum by the end of the scenario period (Figure 89, right hand graph). In accumulated terms,
emissions are reduced by five to seven billion tonnes (Table 40). The physical affluence measure is
reduced by 600–800 gigajoules or 8–10% (Figure 89, left hand graph).
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Table 40. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and nuclear electricity (30% and 60% of total supply) scenarios.

Indicator

Comment

1.4

60%
Nuclea
r
1.0

73,747

62,574

59,464

A 15–20% reduction for the 30% and 60%
scenarios respectively.

28.70

23.51

21.37

A reduction of 5.2 or 7.3 billion tonnes
(18% to 25%) compared to the base case.

0

22,000

39,500

The 30% scenario is equivalent to the 2006
Switkowski report.

0

0

0

Nuclear
electricity
under
these
assumptions reduces economic expansion
and does not require rebound control.

7,238

6,682

6,480

An 8–10% reduction compared to base
case.

24,672

18,845

16,567

A 24–33% reduction in developed capital

148000

129,000

124,000

A 14–17% reduction

148000

109,000

104,000

146,000

123,000

105,000

A 30% reduction because of fewer gas
turbines and lowered industrial demand.
A 16–28% reduction since nuclear
replaces coal fired thermal plant.

Accumulated stock of
domestic radioactive
waste from power
generation at 2051

0

74,308

102,051

Accumulated
‘managed’ water use
– GL
Electricity production
at 2051 – GWh

1,610,0
00

1,525,000

1,490,0
00

680,985

508,000

456,099

0

154,176

267,597

111,191

82,150

74,028

Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock of
GDP – billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated stock of
net CO2 emissions –
billion tonnes
Nuclear generation
installed at 2051 –
MW
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption stock –
GJ per capita
National capital stock
at 2051 – embodied
PJ
Accumulated oil use –
PJ
Accumulated gas use
– PJ
Accumulated coal use
– PJ

Nuclear electricity
production at 2051 –
GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW at 2051

Base
Case

30%
Nuclear

2.2

A reduction of 0.8 to 1.2 percentage points.

Currently Australia has 3,700 cubic metres
(approximately 9,000 tonnes) of lightly
contaminated radioactive waste and
generates yearly 40 cubic metres of low
and 5 cubic metres of intermediate
waste339, 340.
A 5–8% reduction mainly due to less coal
washing.
A 26–33% reduction in electricity
requirements due to lower economic
growth and consumption.

An overall reduction of 25-33% of installed
infrastructure.
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dioxide intensity of electricity by twothirds.
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Figure 90. Million of tonnes of carbon dioxide emitted from electricity production (left hand graph) and
carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production (right hand graph) for the base case and 30-60%
nuclear scenarios.

By 2051, the absolute volume of carbon dioxide released from electricity production is reduced from
400 million tonnes per year to between 100 million and 200 million tonnes for the 60% and 30%
scenarios respectively (Figure 90, left hand graph). The overall carbon dioxide intensity of electricity
production declines to around 200 grams per kilowatt hour for the 60% case and 500 grams per
kilowatt hour for the 30% case compared to just over 600 grams per kilowatt hour in the base case
(Figure 90, right hand graph). The energy intensity of GDP is only marginally reduced by the nuclear
scenarios (Figure 91) due primarily to large efficiency gains not being part of the scenario. Also, the
higher capital cost assumptions and lower economic productivity there from mean that the physical
efficiency gains seen in the advanced fossil scenarios, are not possible here. The additional inertia
imposed by the scenario assumption on the modelled economy mean that the national stock of
developed capital is 5,000 units lower than the base case by 2051 (Figure 92, left hand graph). By
comparison, the renewable electricity scenarios are about 8,000 units higher than the base at
scenario completion (see Figure 66). The total electricity infrastructure is about 30,000 installed
megawatts lower than the base case due mainly to lower economic growth rates requiring lower
electricity delivery (Figure 92, right hand graph).
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Figure 91. Simulations of the energy intensity of GDP (MJ per constant 2006 dollar) for the base case
(left hand graph) and 60% nuclear electricity (right hand graph) scenarios. Note: the two bottom graphs
conform to international energy accounting standards while the top graph includes renewable electricity.
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Figure 92. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
total electricity infrastructure (right hand graph).
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Figure 93. Uranium oxide (U308) requirement for export and 30% nuclear electricity supply (left hand
graph) and production of radioactive waste (right hand graph) for 30–60% nuclear electricity. Note: for
tonnes of U3O8 multiply petajoule value by two.

The economy wide requirement for uranium fuel is dominated by the export market for the entire
scenario period (Figure 93, left hand graph). Given today’s assessment of domestic stocks of
uranium ore, and the relatively modest amount required to run even the entire electricity system,
that system would retain fuel security for at least the next century, and much more if fast breeder
reactors were available. By 2051, the generation of medium level wastes is between 3,500 and 6,000
tonnes per year for the 30% and 60% cases respectively (Figure 93, right hand graph). As noted in
the assumptions section, the waste generation rate here is higher than in for the Switkowski study
because the CANDU 6 reactors use natural uranium fuel, not the enriched fuel used by pressurised
water reactors. By 2051, the total stock of medium level waste is 74,000 and 102,000 tonnes for the
30% and 60% cases respectively. High level wastes are a minor amount in tonnage terms, but
because of the radioactivity dangers posed, require the highest levels of treatment, isolation and
security.
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Figure 94. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and domestic gas requirements (right hand
graph) and for the base case and 30–60% nuclear electricity scenarios.
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By 2051, the total electricity requirements for both nuclear scenarios are 200,000 gigawatt hours
lower than the base case (Figure 94, left hand graph). This is due primarily to lower rates of
economic productivity causing lower demands for electricity particularly from the industrial sector.
The economy-wide gas demands are 2,000 PJ lower than the base case by 2051 because gas
turbines gave been replaced by nuclear reactors and lower industrial demand requires less gas as
feedstock (Figure 94, right hand graph). Overall, accumulated gas requirements are 40,000 PJ lower
in the nuclear scenarios giving a four to five-year delay in the gas depletion point compared to the
base case.
The lowered economic productivity of the nuclear scenarios moderates transport energy
requirements which are about 1,000 PJ lower than the base case for the last decade of the scenario
(Figure 95, left hand graph). This is responsible for an 80–100 million tonne reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions in the oil and transport sector, which can be viewed as positive collateral damage
that accompanies the nuclear scenarios. The economy-wide water requirements for the nuclear
scenarios are about 5,000 gigalitres lower than the base case in the final two decades of the
scenario because water for coal fired generators has reduced along with water for coal washing
(Figure 95, right hand graph). Urban demand is also lower. The nuclear industry lobby in Australia
notes that the most logical place for nuclear plants is on the coast with access to unlimited
seawater and the additional potential for desalination. By replacing coal plants with nuclear, the
nuclear industry would save 600 gigalitres of managed water a year, the equivalent of Melbourne’s
yearly requirements341.
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Figure 95. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and 30–60% nuclear scenarios.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Altering the most contentious scenario, that of the capital cost which includes both construction
and decommissioning, has very little effect on the final outcome (Table 41). Reducing the capital
cost by 25% or 50% increases the accumulated GDP by about $1,000 billion (one year of current
GDP) compared to the $11,000 to $14,000 that the core nuclear scenario performs below the base
case. It also increases greenhouse emissions by 400 million tonnes due to higher personal
consumption. Thus the reduced economic performance of the nuclear scenario is due substantially
to the delay between the construction start and the first electricity delivery. In an Australian
economy where productivity is tightly coupled to electricity production, this holds back the capacity
of the economy to respond to growth opportunities. The issue is acknowledged at an enterprise
level in the nuclear industry now by the development of new modular plants of 200–300 MW size
that are prefabricated and erected quickly. A phasing approach is used where the first quickly
constructed plant generates the cashflow required to justify the second plant and so on. Thus the
1,000 MW-sized plant with a seven-year delay specified here, could be comprised of five 200 MW
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plants, each with a two-year delay over a ten-year project and possibly better economic outcomes.
That is the promise of the future that overcomes the historical reality where many projects have
been characterised by significant delays, many of them socio-political, rather than technological.
Additionally the requirement for absolute safety standards rather than the relative ones afforded
other technology types, must count as a negative for many decision makers.
The core assumption of an 80% capacity factor is somewhat below the nuclear industry literature
but reflects the 25-year history for this reactor types. Newer CANDU reactors in Korea have
consistently operated in the 93–96% range but the core assumption here remains at 80%.
Increasing the capacity factor to 90% in the sensitivity test caused an unexpected outcome of lower
overall economic productivity but also lower emissions (Table 41). This was due to a complex
dynamic where more productive nuclear capacity saturated the infrastructure requirement and
denied lower cost fossil generators a place in the generation schedule. Conversely, a lower capacity
factor gave higher economic outcomes and emissions. Increasing the infrastructure lifetime did
increase economic productivity but also greenhouse emissions by 1%.
The CANDU reactor can use reprocessed nuclear fuel and so the core nuclear scenario runs with
this option implementation. Its main outcome is a reduction in the requirement for virgin nuclear
fuel but it does not reach the circular fuel potential of fast breeder reactors. Turning off fuel
reprocessing gives slightly lower economic productivity, due to an earlier depletion of domestic
uranium stocks. This can be avoided if uranium exports are reduced slightly. Also the expected
increase in domestic stocks of uranium with expanded exploration will increase the availability for
export and domestic use, but anticipated increases in export volume will inevitably run down
domestic stocks to low levels in the period 2050 to 2070 unless another super deposit like Olympic
Dam is discovered.
Combining the more advantaged and less advantaged technical settings examined individually
above gives the expected outcome that the most advantaged settings give a 1% lower economic
outcome due to the infrastructure effect noted in the first examination of capital cost. Combining
the less advantaged settings gives a 1% improvement in economic outcomes but also a small
increase in greenhouse emissions.
Table 41. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for the 30–60% nuclear electricity scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
generation
infrastructure

Induced Effect
75% and 50% of
core assumption

Capacity factor

Plus and minus
10%, i.e. from
80% to 90% and
70%

Infrastructure
lifetime

Plus and minus
10 years, i.e.
from 40 years to
50 and 30 years
No reprocessing

Implementation of

Effect on main scenario outcomes
Lowest capital cost increases accumulated GDP by up to
$1,000 in the 60% nuclear case but also increases
accumulated greenhouse emissions by 400 million
tonnes due to 3% higher levels of personal
consumption.
Higher load or capacity factors cause a complex
dynamic where share of lower cost generation capacity
is reduced causing $1,000 billion lower accumulated
GDP and 800 million tonnes lower of greenhouse
emissions. The lower load factor causes the reverse
with higher economic productivity and greenhouse
loadings.
Longer infrastructure age gives 1% higher economic
productivity and greenhouse emissions due to higher
consumption. Lower age gives the same sized but
opposite effect. Most pronounced in 60% scenario.
Slightly lower economic productivity with no fuel
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reprocessing

Combination of best
and worst settings

so all fuel is
from virgin
materials
Lowest capital
with highest age
and load factor
and lower
capital with
lower age and
load factor

reprocessing due to a 2-year earlier depletion of
domestic uranium stocks, so more fuel has to imported.
The worst combination gives a 1% higher economic
productivity and greenhouse emissions because lower
cost generators gain a higher proportion of generation
mix. The effect is most evident in the 60% scenario.

Discussion
Surprisingly, the economic inertia produced by the capital cost of nuclear power but more
importantly its period of construction delay, supports an emerging insight so far in this study: that
the cost of the energy system itself can be used to constrain personal consumption and thereby
limit greenhouse emissions Alternatively that capital cost is not really a factor from an economywide perspective. However, the penalty exacted by these scenario assumptions for overall economic
productivity and measures of national capital is probably too large to justify nuclear power in an
open-market based economy.
The 30% nuclear case examined here has reasonable agreement with the 2006 Switkowski Report
although this scenario did not seek to match it exactly. The 25 reactor case they examined provided
a 150 million tonne reduction in emissions reductions by 2050 compared to a 240 million tonne
reduction from 22 reactors in this 30% case. The economic inertia driven by this scenario causes
the discrepancy and linked effects to the reduced requirement for transport energy. In terms of the
accumulated or stock of emissions, the 30% case gives an 18% reduction compared to the base
case, the same level as reported by the Switkowski Report. However, that report’s 18% measure
refers to an emissions flow in the year 2050 and represents a relatively static view without knock-on
effects to the rest of the economy, of each reactor displacing 6 million tonnes of emissions per
annum (25 reactors by 6 million tonne = 150 million tonne).
The greater depth of the government report provides many insights not included in this modelling
framework. In particular the dispersed ownership of generator investors, typically owning a
portfolio of 4,000 MW or less, makes the financing task of constructing a 1,000 MW nuclear plant
immense. That report acknowledges the greater cost of nuclear electricity which nevertheless
would become competitive if a $15–40 per tonne carbon tax were levied on its fossil-fuelled
competitors. The report is more positive about the future cost of decommissioning (the assumption
in this study doubles the capital cost based on life cycle analysis in embodied energy terms) and
suggests that today’s reactor designs are designed to be decommissioned and thus the cost could
be 15–20% of the initial construction cost. Finally, the report seems to tacitly support locating plants
on coastlines with easy access to cooling water and relatively close to centres of demand to
minimise transmission losses. This is important as un-seasonal hot weather and drought caused
reactor shutdowns in both France and the United States over the last five years, as water supplies
for reactors in inland locations became marginal.
Most current ABARE studies now include nuclear power as a central part of their global and
national modelling. The enhanced technology scenario in the 2007 report Technology: Towards a
Low Emissions Future infuses nuclear generators from 2025 that produce 63,000 GWh or 21% of a
reduced requirement by 2050 from 8,250 MW of installed capacity. The ABARE scenario gives a 50%
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reduction in emissions relative to their base case and is a multifactor one requiring more than just
nuclear power. The CSIRO’s The Heat is On342 energy study explored the use of nuclear power in the
qualitative scenario series343, the related social attitudes study344, and in scenarios 2c and 2d of their
quantitative modelling345. The CSIRO scenarios 2c and 2d with 5–10% of nuclear power give
emissions reductions of 40% and 60% by combining a wide range of approaches, i.e. it is not the
nuclear effect per se. Other recent Australia-centric reports from The Climate Institute, Allen
Consulting and WWF do not include nuclear power as an option in their response to emissions
reductions. As noted in this chapter’s introduction, environmental groups are almost by definition
opposed to nuclear power while polling of Australian society finds 38% in favour, and 51% against.
Polling by an environmental think tank The Australia Institute346 on locating a nuclear plant in the
respondent’s local area found that 66% were opposed, while 25% were in favour.
While nuclear power suffers an ongoing industry image of large white plants on the seashore, the
technological developments underway continue to excite the ardent technologists. One is the
commercialisation of military reactors from submarines as small safely contained modular
reactors that can be factory built and easily deployed. One example is designed to be buried in its
containment shell and to produce electricity for 30–40 years with only external human monitoring.
At end of life it can be left in situ. Another is the development in South Africa of the pebble bed
reactor, a 200 MW-sized generator that is mostly factory built with highly advanced safety design
and resistance to nuclear proliferation issues. A third example combines production of electricity,
process heat and water desalination in small to moderate-sized and easily deployable units. Clearly
the current technology presents a minor part of a huge potential.
How to offer policy advice on nuclear power for Australia on the basis of the analysis so far is
difficult, but there are four clear positives. Nuclear’s low-carbon electricity, bettered only by wind
turbines, is a first. Australia’s large uranium reserves, in association with the un-enriched fuel
requirement of CANDU reactors, is a clear second. Compared to coal generators, the low volumes
of physical waste, not without significant human safety issues, is a third. The economic inertia
inherent in a large scale embrace of nuclear could be a reluctant and grudging fourth advantage.
This inertia shows even more for a 90% nuclear scenario not presented here, which has a GDP
growth rate of 0.4% per annum and reduces accumulated emissions by 11 billion tonnes (28 to 17
billion tonnes), a one billion tonne advantage over the best renewable electricity or advanced fossil
electricity present so far.
There are two significant negatives. The first is that scenarios for combined renewable electricity or
advanced fossil with CCS, give much higher measures for economic productivity and measures of
national wealth. Importantly, renewables technology is available off-the-shelf, is well suited to the
stepwise investment requirements of most generation investors and can be widely distributed, an
important step towards the more resilient national infrastructure required for uncertain times.
Second must be the social and institutional hurdles that continually face nuclear worldwide. That
nuclear power was first harnessed to destroy mankind or parts of it, is never far from the minds of
the citizenry and reinforced every time an Iran, Israel, Pakistan or North Korea rattles its atomic
sword. For these two reasons, while nuclear power seems eminently feasible, it does not seem
acceptable.
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Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these nuclear scenarios suggest five issues that may be important for
other transition experiments within a ‘conventional wisdom’ mind set as follows:
■ This radical restructure of electricity generation infrastructure gives a five or seven billion
tonne reduction in accumulated CO2 emissions but does not approach the 22 billion tonne
reduction required if global reduction goals per country are set to 20% of the base case in this
study.
■ Aside from radioactive waste considerations, the dampening down of economic potential and
general inertia that results from the nuclear transition is useful in containing energy inflation
and subsequent greenhouse emissions. It is the technical alternative to controlling rebound by
operating a future fund.
■ Using 20% nuclear electricity in combination with advanced fossil fitted with carbon
sequestration and storage may avoid the necessity of having to control rebound and be
sympathetic with a conventional view of technological progress (See Table 42) and ensures
energy security.
■ Introducing a suitable class of nuclear plant with electricity, heat and desalination capability
may be advantageous for many areas of Australia threatened by climate change
■ Nuclear could provide base load power for the renewable scenarios replacing remaining fossil
plants and functioning as rebound control by using its economic inertia.
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Combination of Best Conventional Electricity
Abstract
Combining advanced conventional generation so that 90% of electricity requirements is shared
equally between nuclear, gas turbines, advanced coal and fuel cells gives a feasible transition and a
reduction in accumulated CO2 emissions of ten billion tonnes. The remaining 10% of electricity
comes from hydro and minor renewables. Compared to the base case, the transition avoids four
billion tonnes of CO2 emissions through the use of highly efficient generators, and transports nearly
six billion tonnes to geological storage using current carbon capture and storage technologies. The
emissions outcome of an accumulated 18 billion tonnes is equivalent to the combined renewable
electricity outcome but with 30% lower national capital stocks but 30% higher per capita affluence.
By 2051, the installed capacity is 30,000 MW higher than the base case and an extra 90,000 GWh of
electricity production is required, mainly for the carbon scrubbing and storage on the fossil-fuelled
generators. The transition is relatively robust in relation to significant variations in capital cost,
capacity factors and infrastructure lifetimes. The depletion of domestic stocks of natural gas
produces significant shocks for economic productivity in its last decade, and suggests that
advanced coal might help buffer the economy if a rapid substitution can be made after 2035.
However, the greenhouse outcome might be diminished. Alternatively, large increases to natural
gas stocks through significant discoveries will avoid this downturn, at least for one further human
generation. Compared to the renewable electricity case, the best conventional one is more
speculative and relies on the broadscale and fluent integration of disparate technologies, facilitated
by national long-term policy frameworks not currently under development in any advanced
economy.
Introduction
The conventional approach to electricity provision is well illustrated by recent greenhouse
mitigation studies from the Electricity Supply Association of Australia (ESAA)347in 2006, CSIRO348 in
2006, and ABARE349 in 2007. The ESAA study starts from the central assumption that fossil
generators will continue to supply the lowest-cost electricity possible within constraints set by 2030
greenhouse targets. Whatever the greenhouse reduction target, the report stresses that a portfolio
of technologies will be required, and the larger the reduction target the narrower and more volatile
the technological options and associated costs. The highest target requires a doubling of capital
cost and leaves significant stranded capital, mostly brown and black coal generators. By 2030, this
solution requires nuclear and carbon capture plants to supply 20% and 25% of electricity
respectively, along with geothermal and more gas turbines.
By 2050 in ABARE’s enhanced technology scenario, electricity supply has coal with and without
carbon capture at 27%, gas with and without carbon capture at 12%, nuclear at 21% and
renewables including hydro at 40%. This scenario reduced greenhouse emissions by 400 million
tonnes per year at 2050, so halving greenhouse emissions compared to the study’s reference case.
The emissions intensity of electricity production has declined to 159 grams of carbon dioxide per
kilowatt hour by 2050. The CSIRO scenario 2d assumed that both nuclear power and carbon capture
were available and at 2050, 25% and 18% of electricity production came from carbon capture fitted
coal and gas, 5% was nuclear and 42% was from hydro and renewables.
A less conventional approach is typified by a range of studies, including those from McKinsey350, The
Climate Institute351, The Business Roundtable352, WWF Australia353 and WWF International354.
Generally their portfolio approach to electricity generation includes a significant contribution from
renewables and excludes carbon capture or nuclear on technical or political grounds. The McKinsey
report advocates the immediate setting of aggressive greenhouse reduction targets and by 2030 has
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two-thirds of all coal-fired generators fitted with carbon capture and storage, 15% electricity from
onshore wind and 8% from geothermal. It does not embrace nuclear power due to perceived
institutional and political challenges in the Australian context. The Climate Institute’s ‘leader’
scenario excludes nuclear power but makes carbon capture available after 2015, a similar timing to
this chapter. Coal and gas, with carbon capture, contribute 75% of electricity generation at 2050,
with renewables making up the final 25%. The Business Roundtable’s ‘early action’ scenario
reduces the accumulated emissions by 13 billion tonnes compared to the base case and by 2050
has 40% of electricity from coal, 26% from gas, 20% from biomass and 14% from renewables. The
WWF Australia’s report examines four pathways towards the electricity sector meeting a 120 million
tonne emission target by 2030. Their lowest-cost pathway, the ‘staged transition 25% EE’ has by
2030, 47% black coal, 36% gas and 17% renewables. Finally, the WWF International study, where
different national contributions are nested within a global ‘wedge’ approach to meeting 2050 targets
has, for global electricity, coal and gas with carbon capture 35%, ocean and hydro 2%, geothermal
14%, renewables 49% with nuclear making a minor contribution.
This scenario combines two insights from the simulations of the previous three chapters in a ‘best
conventional’ approach. The first is the emissions avoidance from using highly efficient technologies
allied with direct emissions reductions due to carbon capture and storage. The second is the lowcarbon nature of nuclear power combined with the way its implementation constrains further
expansion of the economy

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The ‘best conventional’ transition is simulated for a traditional growth economy with the aim of
decarbonising the energy supply rather than de-jouling it, i.e. large energy efficiencies are not
required from end use sectors because of the strongly correlated nature of electricity growth and
economic growth in the Australian economy. The goal is to obtain 90% of electricity requirements
from equal supplies by gas combined cycle, coal combined cycle, solid oxide fuel cells and nuclear
(Table 42). The target goals are reached after 2040 when 160,000 GWh are supplied by each
technology within a total supply of 770,000 GWh. Rebound control requires $45 billion yearly to be
re-directed to the future fund after 2011 resulting in an accumulation by 2051 of more than $2,000
billion which is held outside the domestic economy and does not re-stimulate further growth and
expansion.
Table 42. Description of key scenario settings implemented for the best conventional electricity
simulation.

Scenario Setting
Goals for electricity
generation
Technology type
Capital cost

Load or capacity factor

Infrastructure lifetime
Achievement of goals

Rationale and Detail
90% of total generation to be shared equally between the best of
conventional technologies.
Nuclear, combined cycle gas turbines, advanced coal and fuel cells
Petajoules of embodied energy per megawatt of installed capacity:
Nuclear, 0.036; fuel cell, 0.0173; coal, 0.0138; gas, 0.0057. Carbon
capture doubles capital cost.
80% for nuclear, gas turbines and advanced coal. 50% for fuel cells on
the assumption that they supply requirements of commercial and
domestic users, and are not base load suppliers.
40 years for nuclear, 25 years for gas and coal and 20 years for fuel
cells
Scenario is in place by 2040.
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Scenario Results
Initially, the best conventional approach gives higher rates of GDP growth because of the stimulus
given by the more efficient electrical plants, and the industrial expansion needed for the transition
itself (Figure 96, left hand graph). However, the better performance declines from the mid-2030s
and then suffers an earlier gas depletion point due to gas requirements of both gas turbines and
fuel cells, as well as the higher electrical requirement of carbon capture and storage. Overall, the
average GDP growth rate drops by three-tenths of one percentage point and the GDP is $200 billion
below the base case (Figure 96, right hand graph) in the final scenario decade due mainly to
rebound control. However, the accumulated GDP is similar to the base case because of scenario
simulation protocols.
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Figure 96. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and the best conventional electricity scenarios.

The earlier gas depletion point causes a sharp drop in the per capita affluence measure which in an
accumulated sense is 10% lower than the base case, or the embodied energy equivalent of six
medium-sized cars over 45 years (Figure 97, left hand graph and Table 43). However, the end-point
at 2051 is still more than 60% higher than in 2007 and so while this energy transition is lower in a
relative sense, the average consumer is advantaged in an absolute sense. By 2051 the transition
has decreased the flow of carbon dioxide emissions by 400 million tonnes and an accumulated ten
billion tonnes or down to 65% of the base case (Figure 97, right hand graph). This is equivalent to
the emissions outcome obtained by the renewable electricity transition.
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Figure 97. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the best conventional and base case scenarios.

Most of the emissions reduction derives from the electricity sector rather than other sectors with a
reduction by 2051 of 380 million tonnes per year (Figure 98, left hand graph). There is a fifteen-fold
reduction in the net carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production from 653 to 44 grams per
kilowatt hour by 2051 (Figure 98, right hand graph). This intensity is considerably lower than the life
cycle analyses for photovoltaic and nuclear electricity quoted from the Switkowski Report in the
previous chapter, but is not directly comparable to it. The model structure used here places a
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boundary around the electricity sector that only partially includes the industry transactions required
to effect the transition. While the carbon dioxide intensity from the physical transactions required to
erect and maintain this transition is correct at a whole-economy level, it does not give a focused
technology by technology breakdown. Nevertheless, the systems-wide indicator of 44 grams per
kilowatt hour for this scenario is a defensible one and compares to 380, 274 and 260 grams per
kilowatt hour for the high efficiency, carbon capture and storage and nuclear power scenarios (see
previous chapters). The reduction is primarily due to a 50% reduction in brown and black coal use
compared to the base case (Table 43).
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Figure 98. Million tonnes of carbon dioxide emitted in electricity production (left hand graph) and
carbon dioxide intensity of electricity production (right hand graph) for the base case and the best
conventional electricity scenarios.

Waste storage is an important issue for this scenario. The carbon capture process transfers 5.6
billion tonnes of carbon dioxide to geological storage compared to 6.7 billion tonnes in the advanced
fossil with carbon capture (Table 43). The difference of one billion tonnes is mainly due to the effect
of nuclear power. Over the 45-year scenario period the 28,000 MW of nuclear power installed
generates 72,000 tonnes of medium-level waste. This compares to a reported stock of all levels of
nuclear waste domestically of around 9,000 tonnes currently. As noted in the nuclear chapter, this
is higher than the level reported by the Switkowski Report because the nuclear option chosen uses
natural uranium fuel, not the enriched fuel required by the pressurised water reactors in that
report.
Table 43. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and best conventional electricity scenarios.

Indicator
Average GDP
growth rate – %
Accumulated stock
of GDP – billion
2005 dollars
Accumulated stock
of net CO2
emissions – billion
tonnes
Accumulated
future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal
consumption stock

Base
Case
2.2

Best
Conventional
1.9

73,747

73,782

28.70

18.84

0

1,945

7,238

6,523

Comment
The best conventional scenario suffers a large
drop.
Accumulated GDP is equivalent for both scenarios
as directed by simulation protocols and use of the
future fund.
Scenario reduces accumulated emissions by 10
billion tonnes or down to 65% of base case levels

At 2051, the future fund used to control technology
rebound is nearly $2,000 billion or twice the
current stock of domestic superannuation funds.
A 10% or 715 GJ decrease in the embodied energy
in personal consumption over the 45-year
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– GJ per capita

National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil
use – PJ
Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Accumulated coal
use – PJ

Accumulated stock
of domestic
radioactive waste
from power
generation at 2051
– tonnes
Accumulated stock
of geologically
stored carbon
dioxide – billion
tonnes
Accumulated
‘managed’ water
use – GL
Electricity
production at 2051
– GWh
Nuclear electricity
production at 2051
– GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure –
installed MW at
2051
Nuclear generation
installed at 2051 –
MW
CO2 intensity of
electricity
production at 2051
– grams per
kilowatt hour

scenario period. Overall this is equivalent to the
energy embodied in the manufacture of six
medium-sized motor cars.
An 8% decrease in the national capital stock
caused mainly by the cost assumptions around
nuclear electricity.
Similar values for both scenarios.
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0

72,132

0

5.6

Compares with 6.8 billion tonnes sequestered and
stored in the advanced fossil scenarios without
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1,610,000

1,525,000

680,985

770,669

5% reduction due to less coal washing. Nuclear
plants are assumed to be located on the coast and
use sea water for cooling.
A 13% increase over the base case due mainly to
CO2 scrubbing, transport and storage.

0
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0
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A 41,000 PJ or 28% increase in requirement for
natural gas due to electricity production by fuel
cells and gas turbines.
Near 50% reduction in brown and black coal use
because traditional generators are phased out and
replaced with advanced ones including gasified
coal.
Currently Australia has 3,700 cubic metres
(approximately
9,000
tonnes)
of
lightly
contaminated radioactive waste and generates
yearly 40 cubic metres of low waste and 5 cubic
metres of intermediate waste355, 356.

25% of total electricity production combined with
20% each from advanced coal, fuel cells and gas
turbines.
A 27% increase over the base case because all
other types increase as black and brown coal
steam are phased out.
The Prime Minister’s 2006 nuclear report
assumed that 25 nuclear reactors would be on
stream by 2050.
A fifteen-fold reduction in CO2 intensity of
electricity production due to addition of nuclear,
replacement of coal by gas and carbon scrubbing
and storage.

Although the electricity infrastructure required for the transition is 27% higher than the base case,
the total developed capital is 8% lower than the base case in the final decade of the scenario (Figure
99). The difference is due mostly to lower capital stocks in the industrial and domestic housing
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sectors caused in turn by lower per capita affluence which knocks-on to reduce house size and
demand for manufactured products.
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Figure 99. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital (left hand graph) and
total electricity infrastructure (right hand graph).

In the real world, the implementation rate for the transition would probably have a slightly different
composition than depicted in Figure 100. The implementation rate for nuclear has a delay factor of
seven years from project start to electricity production. The rate of building of gas turbines and fuel
cells are about 1,000 and 2,000 MW per year respectively, suggesting while the gas turbine roll out
is feasible, the small production base and current industry size for fuel cells would hinder
widespread roll out. The same could be said for capture-ready advanced coal plants but this view is
misinformed to some extent as advanced coal generators have been under continuous operation for
almost a decade. Perhaps a more feasible transition route for this scenario might use a rapid
ramp-up of gas turbines and nuclear power up to 2025 followed by a compensatory ramp-up of
advanced coal and fuel cells. These differences, although important on a decade by decade basis
and on a company balance sheet, would not alter the final scenario outcomes, particularly from an
accumulated or aggregate perspective.
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Figure 100. Proportional contribution by electricity generation type over the simulation period for the
base case (left hand graph) and best conventional scenario (right hand graph).

The overall electricity requirement for the best conventional transition is significantly larger than
the base case and mostly due to the requirements of carbon capture and storage (Figure 101, left
hand graph). It is probable that innovations in solvent and membrane technology will reduce this
requirement in time. However, it is also possible that storages could be located in offshore oil and
gas fields, remote from pipeline networks, and thus requiring liquefaction and tanker transport.
This would markedly alter the assumptions here and so increase the electricity requirements,
primarily for liquefaction. The transition’s gas requirement is also higher than the base case due to
electricity production by fuel cells and gas turbines (Figure 101, right hand graph). This could be
modified by using a higher proportion of clean coal generation, at least in the second half of the
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transition when the technology’s maturity may be more assured. However, the possibility of
companies having to deal with stranded assets is an issue here; although with a turbine’s life of 25
years assumed here, there is the option of investing in a pulse of gas turbines now while gas
supplies are assured while clean coal generators steadily ramp up to take their own component
plus a large part of that intended for gas turbines. This represents, to some degree, the de facto
position of the fossil fuel companies in Australia today.
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Figure 101. Total electricity production (left hand graph) and domestic gas requirements (right hand
graph) and for the base case and best conventional electricity scenarios.

The transport energy demand is similar to the base case out to 2040, but decreases thereafter due
to lower economic growth in that final decade caused mainly by gas depletion (Figure 102, left hand
graph). In an accumulated sense, oil use is similar in both scenarios. The accumulated requirement
for managed water is 5% lower than the base case due to less water used in electricity generation
and coal washing (Figure 102, right hand graph).
Primary Energy Demand for All Transport
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Figure 102. National requirements for transport energy (left hand graph) and managed water (right
hand graph) for the base case and best conventional electricity scenarios.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The best conventional approach is relatively robust in relation to changes in key assumptions (Table
44). A doubling of capital cost reduces accumulated GDP by 6% and accumulated emissions by one
billion tonnes due to lower personal consumption. Conversely, a halving of capital cost without
adjusting rebound control measures increases accumulated GDP by 3% and accumulated
emissions by 0.6 billion tonnes. Due to a number of issues specific to nuclear power, changing the
generator capacity factor allows cheaper technologies into the infrastructure set and alters
accumulated GDP by one billion dollars and accumulated emissions by 0.4 to 0.8 billion tonnes.
Similar ranges are found for altering lifetimes up or down by 10 years. Combining these factors into
a best and a worst set gives respectively accumulated GDP outcomes of a positive $3,000 billion
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(3%) or negative $9,000 billion (12%). Relative to the core scenario figure of 18.8 billion tonnes,
accumulated emissions increase by one billion tonnes for the best set (up to 19.9 billion tonnes),
and decrease by nearly three billion tonnes (down to 16.1 billion tonnes) for the worst set.
Table 44. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for the best conventional electricity scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost of
generation
infrastructure

Capacity factor

Infrastructure
lifetime

Combination
of best and
worst settings

Induced Effect
Double and half of
core assumptions

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Compared to the core scenario, doubling of capital cost
reduces accumulated GDP by $5,000 billion and
accumulated CO2 by one billion tonnes. Halving capital cost
stimulates the economy and increases accumulated GDP
by $3,000 billion and CO2 by 600,000 tonnes. Removing
rebound control with double the capital cost gives
increases of $3,000 billion and one billion tonnes
respectively for accumulated GDP and CO2.
A lower capacity factor reduces accumulated CO2 by
Plus and minus
10%, i.e. from 80% 850,000 tonnes but increases GDP slightly because nuclear
to 90% and 70%
is replaced by other generation types. A higher capacity
factor retains the anomalous nuclear effect but higher
consumption activities increase accumulated CO2 by
400,000 tonnes.
Plus and minus 10 An extra decade of lifetime increases accumulated GDP by
years, i.e. from 40 $1,000 billion and accumulated CO2 by 200,000 tonnes. The
years to 50 and 30 opposite setting decreases GDP by $2,000 billion and CO2
years
by 400,000 tonnes.
Lowest capital with The best combination increases accumulated GDP by
$3,000 billion and accumulated CO2 by one billion tonnes.
highest age and
capacity factor and The worst combination decreases GDP by $9,000 billion
lower capital with and CO2 by 2.7 billion tonnes, i.e. down to an accumulated
lower age and load 16.1 billion tonnes.
factor

Discussion
Clearly, the best conventional approach is effective in providing large greenhouse reductions, equal
in fact to the renewable electricity transition. In a technological sense it is more than an equal
player because of the incumbency of much of the technology, and the large reserves of coal, gas
and uranium. However, the finer detail shows it depends on three suites of radically new
technologies (highly efficient generation plant, carbon capture and storage and nuclear power), all
of which will challenge national capability in engineering and institutions.
Table 45. A comparison of high level indicators for the best conventional and renewable electricity
scenarios with the base case.

Indicator
Accumulated GDP –
billions 2005 dollars
Accumulated Carbon
Dioxide emissions –
billion tonnes
Personal consumption

Best Conventional
73,782

Renewable Electricity
73,718

Base Case
73,747

18.84

18.23

28.72

6,532

4,955

7,238
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indicator – GJ
embodied energy per
capita
Total developed capital
– embodied PJ
Future fund – billion
2005 dollars

22,762

32,755

24,672

1,945

11,406

0

While it is a significant improvement on the base case, a comparison with the renewable electricity
scenario reveals some issues (Table 45). Firstly, there is no difference in economic productivity as
defined by accumulated GDP. This is due primarily to a simulation protocol which transfers the
economic stimulus from the systemic improvement in the energy system to a future fund. Secondly,
the emissions reduction for both the best conventional and the renewable electricity scenario is an
accumulated ten billion tonnes compared to the base case. There is a difference of 0.6 billion
tonnes between the scenarios but this is within an approximate one billion tonnes variation shown
in sensitivity analysis with alterations in capital costs, lifetimes and capacity factors. Thirdly, a key
advantage for the best conventional case is that the personal consumption indicator is reduced by
only 10% compared to 30% in the renewable case. The latter is due to higher capital costs and
lower capacity factors generally for renewable technologies. Fourthly, the developed capital
indicator is 8% below the base case for the best conventional scenario and 32% higher for
renewable electricity. The lower value is mainly due to nuclear power caused by the delay period in
its building. The higher value for renewables is because personal consumption opportunities are
denied and channelled into national power infrastructure. Finally, the future fund used to control
inter-sectoral rebound or energy inflation is six times higher for renewables than for the best
conventional case. Economic buoyancy in the renewable economy is higher once fossils fuel supply
chains are no longer required and the electricity systems run mainly on sun and wind.
As this chapter is being written, A McKinsey’s report An Australian Cost Curve for Greenhouse Gas
Reduction357 has been released suggesting that aggressive targets for greenhouse gas reduction
are achievable for relatively small costs of $290 per household per year and a cost to the economy
in 2020 of $2.9 billion per year. The electricity generation technologies used for the first parcels of
emission reductions rely on photovoltaics and wind, along with energy efficiency measures.
Interestingly, carbon capture and storage is assumed to be available only by 2030 when two-thirds
of coal-fired plant will be fitted with it. Also, nuclear power has been excluded from the analysis
because of perceived regulatory impediments driven by political and environmental opinion. The
Australian McKinsey report nests within a global report358 where by 2030, 17% of global generation
capacity is coal fired with carbon capture, 32% is renewables, 21% is nuclear and 30% is fossil plant
without carbon capture.
With regard to carbon capture, this analysis has taken a much more aggressive approach to
implementation than the McKinsey and many other studies. This is driven first by the now accepted
seriousness of the global change issue combined with insights from this study on the requirement
for aggressive transitions into new infrastructure if greenhouse reduction and economic targets are
to co-occur fluently. Many studies address greenhouse mitigation primarily as an economic cost
whereas this analytical approach implements mitigation as an industrial opportunity which re-sizes
the proportions of national activity for energy infrastructure and personal consumption. The second
issue relates particularly to the technical feasibility of combining advanced coal plant (IGCC) with
carbon capture. Policy and media comment suggest that the option is not economically viable
suggesting that neither a pilot plant nor a commercially sized plant is yet in operation. While this is
factually true, both technologies are mature and sufficient expertise and modelling exists to ensure
feasibility. A recent UK study359 pointed to the lack of a long-term policy framework and cost as the
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primary barriers to implementation. While the examination of physical feasibility here may have
assumed an optimistic time trajectory for implementation, in the absence of another low-carbon
electricity generation, delaying the transition will increase the stock accumulated emissions and the
difficulty in reaching a more ambitious target by 2051.
As with most transition studies, the capital cost of technologies here is important but not overly so
at an economy wide level, provided that other outcome indicators (per capita affluence, developed
capital, future fund etc.) can change without the perception of scenario unacceptability. In many
macroeconomic studies the capital cost issue is interpreted through learning curves where the
capital cost per MW installed decreases for each doubling of that technology’s size. This study uses
a conservative and therefore reasonably robust strategy to fix the capital cost at a 2006 level for the
remainder of the scenario period. In addition, it avoids the globalised-trade trap where capital cost
in monetary terms can decrease by sourcing components or entire technologies from low-wage
countries. Currently China has a low-wage cost advantage in producing solar photovoltaic panels,
for example. Given China’s current environmental status, a cost advantage does not mean that the
embodied energy and greenhouse cost per MW is lower, although specific production chains may
exist that are leading edge in both cost and embodied energy terms. Thus, the three components of
the best conventional approach (highly efficient generators, carbon capture and storage and
nuclear power) may all reduce in per unit capital cost for each doubling of installation volume, but
given the publicly contentious nature of both nuclear and carbon storage, it is likely that
institutional and compliance costs will increase to justify the assumption here of holding capital
costs steady. Decreases in capital cost, as the sensitivity analyses here show, merely spur
economic growth and thus increased emissions in the absence of rebound control. Energy rebound
means that capital cost improvements mostly signal pyrrhic short-term victories as savings spread
around the economy and allow expansion in other sectors.
Both resource security and waste products are additional issues for this scenario. Recent updates
of the Geoscience Australia360 assessment of mineral stocks show that identified uranium resources
are now 12% higher than the value used here. Given that exports rather than domestic use
dominate uranium use in this scenario, the stock increase would not change much the scenario
outcomes. The same is not true for natural gas, the stock assessment of which still concurs with
the model value. Quadrupling future discovery rates for natural gas avoids the major shock in the
2040s associated with stock depletion. It increases accumulated domestic gas use by 10,000PJ and
exports by 40,000 PJ. Without any policy response, such as rebound control, this increases
accumulated GDP by $5,000 billion (+6%) and increases accumulated emissions by one billion
tonnes compared to the core scenario (+5%). As noted in the previous chapters, the stored waste of
5.6 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 72,000 tonnes of medium-level spent fuel from nuclear
reactors should not be a problem in terms of technology or capability. Most of the waste challenges
lie/will be found in political and institutional arenas, particularly in the regional areas where the
waste storages are located.
So, having assessed the best conventional approach as being equivalent to renewable electricity in a
greenhouse mitigation sense, the final judgement probably comes down to preference and
philosophy. Supporting the conventional case is 130 years of global development of fossil fuel
electricity since 1882 when Thomas Edison’s first electric plant supplied house lighting to New York
City361. Nationally, centralised generators are well linked by transmission networks to most users
and supply a market-regulated mix of base and peaking power at low prices in world terms.
Australia’s fossil-energy stocks will sustain for at least 50 years for gas and uranium, and many
centuries for coal and electricity security is therefore assured. Meeting greenhouse mitigation
targets will require innovation and carbon prices to infuse new technology into generation
infrastructure, possibly with triple or quadruple consumer electricity prices by 2020. Thus it seems
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that a rapid renewal of generation stock and its operating efficiency is technically feasible, provided
that long-term policy frameworks are soon in place.
The case for renewable electricity calls for a different philosophy and mindset where centralised
systems are broken up and distributed, and is probably more in tune with modern economic theory
where individual actors compete against each other. The challenges of integration and storage
across the network are immense, and many issues are not practically proven. However, many such
as windpower and rooftop photovoltaics are proven and established. The production and integration
uncertainties are probably less than the seemingly unproven technology set underpinning the best
conventional case. The downside is lower per capita consumption in embodied energy terms, but
the upside is no waste stores of carbon dioxide in geological sinks and no home-grown nuclear
wastes, both requiring assured storage for millennia. An entrancing upside is a greater developed
capital (a national wealth measure) and a large future fund (nearly twelve times the size of today’s
superannuation funds).
The final caveat of this chapter is that it mostly explored the renewal of electricity infrastructure
and whole-economy effects flowing from that. It did not implement major changes in consumer
behaviour, industrial metabolism, agricultural land use or the transport fuels cycle. The latter is the
focus of the next four chapters.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these advanced conventional electricity scenarios suggest five issues
that may be important for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ This radical restructure of electricity generation infrastructure provides a 10 billion tonne
reduction in accumulated CO2 emissions but does not give the 22 billion tonne reduction
required if global reduction goals per country are set to 20% of the base case in this study.
■ The profile for infusion of generation technology could be improved by advancing nuclear and
gas turbines in the 20 years and then rapidly increasing clean coal and fuel cells in the
remaining period to achieve the same end-point.
■ A key uncertainty is the probability and timing of natural gas depletion which could be avoided
by reducing the rate of expansion of natural gas exports to maintain a resource focused first
on domestic requirements.
■ On reflection, this scenario seems acceptable from a conventional wisdom standpoint and
should form the key foundation of the ‘non-renewables’ super-scenario in the summation
phase of this study.
■ The technology set gives reasonable economic productivity and good greenhouse reductions at
even a doubling of capital cost. Without rebound control, this option gives equal economic
outcomes to the base case with a nine billion tonne reduction in accumulated CO2, or one
million tonnes more than the core scenario.
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OPTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT FUELS:
FOSSIL AND NON-FOSSIL
Bio-methanol
Abstract
Replacing 90% of transport oil requirements with bio-methanol is physically feasible out to 2051
and avoids an accumulated 3.3 to 4.3 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions (or 15% of base
case emissions) while maintaining economic productivity equivalent to the base case. The total land
stock required for wood production reaches 57 million hectares by 2051 or 39 million hectares if
improved transport technologies are assumed. These wood enterprises produce between 220 and
320 million tonnes per year by 2051. The energy ratios achieved by bio-methanol production vary
between 6:1 and 9:1, the later level achieved when conversion plants become electricity neutral
through a full recycling of process heat. By comparison, domestic oil currently has an energy ratio
of around 8:1 which will decline to 5:1 when domestic stocks approach depletion. The large area of
wood planting affects cropping and intensive pasture land to a minimal degree as planting rules
dictate that the ‘rough land’ category takes up most of the planting load. While this offers a possible
solution for land-rich Australia, it might not apply globally because of land requirements for food
production. Large areas of trees increase the national evapotranspiration, and reduce national
runoff by 3,500 to 7,000 GL per year in 2051 compared to the base case. These are large changes to
runoff compared to the current quanta of managed water in Australia, but represent less than 2% of
national runoff at a continental level. The planting rules assume that key areas of Murray-Darling
Basin are excluded from wood planting and that fine-scale catchment modelling would provide
planting regimes that have minimal impact on managed water yield. The scenarios tested here are
relatively robust in the face of large changes in the key process assumptions and capital costs.
However, a combination of worst case assumptions increases the accumulated carbon dioxide
emissions by three billion tonnes, thus negating entirely the greenhouse advantages of the biomethanol transition. However, the core simulation assumptions are conservative and robust, and
this worst case assessment is unlikely. To date, Australian transport policy has not acknowledged
bio-methanol as a covering option for oil depletion and greenhouse mitigation, or its potential as a
hydrogen carrier for fuel cell cars that might enter the fleet from 2020 onwards.

Introduction
The expansion of transport services that underpin a modern growing economy require the
combustion of expanding amounts of liquid fuels either within the domestic economy, or in
countries from which the economy imports goods and services. How to decouple modern
economies from growing transport fuel demands in the face of the looming issues of peak oil and
global change is now receiving some policy attention, but remains relatively low on the list of
immediate problems. Recent Australian discussions include The Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences’ Biofuels for Transport Roadmap362 report and CSIRO’s Biofuels in
Australia363. Federal government policy in 2003 to mandate a 350 million litre target364 for domestic
biofuels production represents 1% of yearly fuel requirements and concentrates on old technology
first-generation production processes for mainly ethanol and bio-diesel. These initiatives, while of
marginal impact on the real economy, fuel security and emission reductions, nevertheless prepare
industry and consumers by raising the profiles of biofuels, and organising fuel mixing, engine
standards and distribution networks.
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Requirements to rapidly reduce global carbon emissions in the face of accelerating global climate
change offer biofuels from non-food plant feedstocks rapid acceptance in both policy and industrial
terms. Carbon-neutral or more importantly carbon-negative fuel cycles promise reductions in
emissions, the re-tooling of manufacturing and the renewal of agricultural landscapes and
communities. A carbon-negative fuel cycle365 occurs when conversion process emissions are
captured and stored using the same technology developed for coal-fired electricity. A second
carbon-negative option is the incomplete processing of the plant-based feedstock leaving residual
black carbon366 or bio-char367 for incorporation into agricultural soils where it forms a storage pool,
stable for 500–1,000 years. The global land and plant production potential for such transitions have
been regularly re-assessed over the last few years particularly in response to the ‘food or biofuels’
debate. Nearly 470 million hectares of abandoned agricultural lands globally, could produce 8% of
global primary energy requirements, not enough to penetrate the energy-dense lifestyles of
advanced countries, but offering considerable energy buffers for developing countries that are land
rich368. Furthermore, developed countries such as the USA369 and Canada370 offer physically feasible
routes to biomass-based fuel cycles replacing traditional petroleum, provided that more physically
efficient second generation or thermochemical processing methods are used.
Second generation or thermochemical processing provides many fuel choices. Methanol or wood
alcohol (CH3OH) is chosen here for seven reasons. The first is that it is a simple molecule, relatively
easy to synthesise and with superior combustion properties, although with half the energy content
of petrol on a volumetric basis. The second is that its dehydrated derivative, dimethylether or DME
(C2H6O) is a direct substitute for diesel fuel, also giving low tailpipe emissions. The third is that
methanol with four hydrogen atoms to one carbon atom, is an efficient hydrogen carrier for a future
‘hydrogen economy’ that can power fuel cells should they replace internal combustion engines in
the vehicle fleet. Hydrogen is difficult to transport and store whereas liquid methanol uses the
same refuelling infrastructure as today, with some added safety requirements. The fourth is that
methanol made from natural gas is a common industrial feedstock and thus bio-methanol provides
a fluent transitional route between the fossil and biomass-based economies. Coal feedstock could
also be used as an interim arrangement in the transition to full carbon neutrality. The fifth is that
the thermochemical synthesis methods have over a century of successful development and can
form the core of the ‘energyplex’ concept producing fuels, electricity, green chemicals and soil
ameliorants all derived from a common wood feedstock. The sixth and related concept is the wide
array of varied quality feedstocks (from municipal and industrial wastes to traditional forages) that
can be used in addition to the core wood feedstock used here. The seventh reason is that methanolspecific engines have many performance advantages with options for tradeoffs between
performance and fuel efficiency. Additionally, its cool combustion characteristics allow engines with
minimal cooling systems.
A transition of the scale envisaged here will not be without problems. The energy analyst Vaclav
Smil371 warns that the coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear fuel cycles have all taken 50–100 years to
penetrate the primary energy market and gain shares from 20–30%. He also reminds any optimistic
proponent of the inertia holding back transitions because of the advantages of incumbency where
less-efficient systems remain dominant because they are reliable, easily serviced and widely
understood. The University of California Berkeley’s Tad Patzek372 emphasises that the goal of a
substitution by biofuel is to provide ‘shaft power to turn wheels’, not merely to run engines with fuel
derived from capturing the sun’s energy. Patzek shows that small areas of photovoltaic cells
powering battery electricity cars have an order of magnitude efficiency edge for sun capture and
conversion to shaft power compared to modern switchgrass-to-ethanol systems powering an
internal combustion motor. The natural gas chapter (page 167) discusses the potential electric car
transition in comparison to natural gas fuel and concludes that electric cars offer many advantages
where daily travel distances are below 100 km. Thus, tension exists between Smil’s insoluble
dilemma of system inertia and Patzek’s focus on system-wide thermodynamic efficiency. This
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dilemma will not be resolved in this chapter. Rather, the analysis will accept the institutional inertia
of the internal combustion vehicle fleet and attempt to maintain fuel supply to it, by removing fossil
carbon from the fuel source.
This study explores the physical and financial feasibility of a sustained transition to a domestic fuel
supply of bio-methanol as a petrol replacement and its related derivative dimethylether as a diesel
replacer. The goals are to rapidly replace declining domestic oil and imported oil with bio-methanol
while maintaining reasonable economic growth and a trajectory to a low-carbon economy. The
feedstock for the ‘second generation’ thermochemical process is purpose-grown wood across a
wide range of regions and production zones. Although municipal waste, wood waste and cereal
stubble are feasible feedstocks for thermochemical transformation, they are not modelled here and
are assumed as buffers to supplement any departure from wood production assumptions. The biomethanol transition is modelled here as a standalone innovation within a ‘business as usual’
economy. Later it will be combined with renewable electricity and other low-carbon innovations in
the combined scenarios towards the end of the study. Additional technologies are not employed to
progress bio-methanol from a carbon-neutral to a carbon-negative fuel.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The bio-methanol transition for transport fuels is simulated for a traditional growth economy with
the goal of meeting 90% of transport energy requirements domestically by 2030 (Table 46). The
fluency of thermochemical transformation of wood to methanol (gasification of wood to syngas and
conversion to methanol over metal catalysts) is taken as a given and the key assumptions then
relate to the requirements for thermal energy, electrical energy and the conversion efficiency of
wood energy to fuel energy. The thermal energy requirement is assumed to be 0.08 PJ per PJ of
end use fuel production with the majority used for feedstock harvesting and delivery to the
processing plant and delivery of resultant fuel to consumer outlets. The production template
applied assumes a wood growing area within a radius of 40 km of the processing plant with 30%
planted (150,000 hectares) to wood systems producing a minimum of 5–6 tonnes per hectare per
year. This provides the 800,000 dry tonnes per year required to sustain a 200 million litre per year
production facility. Higher wood production rates require less area planted or shorter delivery radii.
Transport assumptions here are based on energy quotients rather than financial costs. A recent
Swedish study373 suggests 30 tonne trucks, transport wood at 1.3 megajoules per tonne kilometre,
and allow a 700 kilometre travel range to consume 10% of transported wood energy content. Thus
the transport assumptions here, with a 40 kilometre feedstock radius, are very conservative.
Electricity requirements are drawn mainly from one detailed engineering study374 but have been
checked against recent process designs from NREL375 in the USA. Modern plant designs do not
appear to require imports of grid electricity but the assumptions from the engineering study are
retained in the core bio-methanol scenarios to retain the study’s conservative approach. The zero
electricity import case is included in a sub-scenario in the main analysis (Figure 105) and different
levels of electricity requirement in the sensitivity analysis (Table 51).
Table 46. Description of key scenario settings implemented for methanol transport simulations.

Scenario Setting
Goals for methanol transport
Technology types

Rationale and Detail
90% of road transport energy demand to be met by methanol
by 2030.
Thermochemical methanol is via indirect gasification and
mixed alcohol synthesis of lignocellulosic biomass, mostly
wood.
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Capital cost

Thermal energy inputs

Electrical energy inputs

Conversion efficiency of dry
wood to methanol
Wood balance and plantation
establishment strategies

Plantation growth rates and
silvicultural mix

Employment requirements
for the methanol from
biomass transition

Transport efficiencies

GDP growth targets

Rebound control strategies

General assumption for both bio-methanol and bio-ethanol
plants are one dollar of initial capital cost per litre of yearly
production or $50 million per PJ of yearly production capacity.
0.08 PJ per PJ of yearly production, split as follows: harvest
(50%), feedstock transport (7%), yard handling (1%) and
methanol delivery (42%).
28.5 GWh per PJ of yearly production. Current designs with
effective heat recycling are electricity neutral (i.e. zero GWh
per PJ), a sub-scenario explored here.
Literature quotes 57–68% depending on the gasification
technology used. Scenarios here used 40% currently, growing
to 65% by 2051.
Planting rates are adjusted to keep the whole-economy wood
requirement in yearly balance. Planting rates vary from 0.8 to
1.2 million hectares per year depending on the scenario giving
total plantation areas varying from 38–57 million hectares by
2051. Planting rules limit area in each region to 10% each for
cropping, intensive pasture and rough land stocks.
Tree growth rates and silvicultural practice reflect those
current for each region now. Data for mallee types is drawn
from published literature and pilot schemes in Western
Australia for oil mallee production. Adjustments for global
change scenarios are not included. It is assumed that area
planted and tree selection could buffer most negative effects
of global change provided that initial establishment was
effective.
Operational requirement for plant is 7 person years per PJ of
yearly production, while regional flow-on jobs are 50 person
years per PJ of yearly production. Each PJ of yearly
production capacity takes a total 44 person years (direct plus
indirect) for construction on a one-off basis. Feedstock
production is assumed job neutral, due to reallocation of total
farm management time.
Light cars and light trucks decrease requirements per
kilometre by 70% by 2030, medium trucks by 40% and heavy
trucks by 20%.
Scenarios must be GDP neutral in accumulated terms in
comparison to the base case scenario, i.e. an accumulated
$73,747 billion for the 45-year period 2006 to 2051.
Avoiding technology rebound requires future fund transfers of
up to $50–70 billion per year resulting in future fund stocks by
2051 of $2,000 to $3,000 billion.

Process yields operate on a mass balance basis converting the energy in wood feedstock to energy
in end use fuel. The engineering study referenced above for electricity requirements quotes values
on an energy-to-energy basis of 57–68% depending on the gasification technology used. The core
bio-methanol scenario starts at 40% conversion currently, which grows to 65% by 2051. Current
developments listed in the discussion apply approaches from syngas recycling to hydrogen
supplementation, to increase yields of usable methanol. The study assumes that today’s innovations
will be implemented over the scenario period.
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Wood planting regimes are detailed in a former section (page 54) but simply step through a
sequence of farmed regions planting no more than 10% each of ‘arable land’, ‘planted pasture land’
and ‘rough land’ categories. The silviculture composition, harvest rotation and productivity for each
region mimic the incumbent practice or published estimates of potential. Financial cost for
establishment is $3,000 per hectare which is converted to energy requirements and ongoing
plantation maintenance is assumed. The whole-economy effects of the transition are highly
stimulatory and scenarios are managed to achieve an accumulated GDP equal to the base case
scenario. This requires future fund transfers of $50–70 billion per year which give an eventual
future fund stock of $2,000–$3,000 billion by 2051, or two to three times the current stock of
domestic superannuation funds. The future fund measure can be interpreted as an economy-wide
measure of resilience, reflecting the physical or financial resources that can be redirected to other
sectors once the economy is freed from its reliance on imported petroleum.
Scenario Results
For the first twenty years of the bio-methanol transition, a combination of investment and rebound
control decrease economic growth rates by up to one percentage point per annum. This situation is
reversed in the latter half of the scenario period when the transition is in place and gains the
economy large benefits from domestic value-adding and a freedom from dependence on oil imports
(Figure 103). However, over the whole scenario period, the average GDP growth rate is three-tenths
of one percentage point greater than the base case while by definition, the accumulated GDP is the
same as the base case (Table 47).
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Figure 103. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case, and 90% methanol transport.

The bio-methanol transition maintains the personal affluence indicator at near base case levels but
provides only moderate decreases in accumulated stock of carbon dioxide emissions (Figure 104).
In accumulated terms, the personal affluence measure is within 1% of the base case for the range
of sub-scenarios tested. Accumulated carbon dioxide emissions are decreased by 3.5 to 4 billion
tonnes or up to 15% of the base case level (Table 47). Substantial technological changes within the
sub-scenarios do not capture their full mitigation potential because the savings stimulate
alternative consumption opportunities. For example, improved vehicle technologies lose GDP
contributions within fuel-refining sectors because less fuel is required, but savings migrate to
increased personal consumption stimulating emissions in other sectors.
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Discretionary Personal Consumption
in 'Embodied Energy' Terms
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Figure 104. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case and the 90% methanol scenarios.

The development required for the bio-methanol transition increases the stock of national
infrastructure by up to 10% compared to the base case, while the future fund accumulates to $2,000
to $3,000 billion or two to three times the current stock of managed superannuation funds (Table
47). The lessening of dependence on oil imports reduces the balance of payments deficit by 40–60%
depending on the sub-scenario. In the context of peak oil, the term ‘oil imports’ should be defined
as transportation fuel obtained from outside the domestic economy. This could be obtained from oil
sands in Canada, oil shale in Colorado or sugar-cane ethanol from Brazil. In static terms,
Australia’s current net international debt is $600 billion with petroleum imports potentially adding
at least $10 billion to that debt position annually, or at least $450 billion over the scenario period.
While not a ‘proof’ as such, the potential for ongoing petroleum deficits to add significantly to
international debt provides a rationale for a policy focus in parallel to other national policy initiatives
such a plantation forestry ‘vision’ and automotive manufacturing ‘new green car’ policy.
Table 47. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and four 90% methanol transport scenarios.

Indicator

Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock of
GDP – billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated stock of
net CO2 emissions –
billion tonnes
Personal
consumption stock –
GJ per capita
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars
National capital stock
at 2051 – embodied
PJ

Base
Case

90%
Methanol

2.22

2.52

90%
Methanol
with
transport
efficiencies
2.49

90%
Methanol
with zero
external
electricity
2.52

90% Methanol
with transport
efficiencies and
zero external
electricity
2.49

73,747

73,743

73,747

73,736

73,744

28.7

25.37

24.63

25.0

24.35

7,238

7,284

7,308

7,317

7,332

na

3,152

2,146

3,102

2,101

24,672

27,155

26,772

27,145

26,759
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Accumulated
methanol production
– PJ
Plantation area
required at 2051 –
million hectares
Total wood production
at 2051 – million
tonnes
Wood for methanol
production at 2051 –
million tonnes
Energy ratio for
methanol production
in 2051
Balance of payments
indicator – index base
case = -100

na

94,289

71,167

94,303

71,196

6

57

39

57

39

49

322

222

322

222

na

295

200

295

200

na

5.9

5.6

8.9

8.2

-100

-63

-46

-62

-45

Between 71,000 and 94,000 PJ of methanol is produced over the 45-year scenario period, which by
definition supplies 90% of the domestic requirement for transport fuels (Table 47). The production
levels reached by 2051 are 3,000 to 4,000 PJ per year depending on assumptions for vehicle
efficiencies (Figure 105). The ramp-up of the transition is not sufficient to outpace the simulated
decline in domestic oil and in scenario terms, the period from 2023 to 2031 could herald a transport
fuel deficiency. However, the natural gas part of this study shows that there are large supplies of
bridging fuels, although they bring few greenhouse mitigation benefits.
An important measure of the bio-methanol transition is the ‘energy profit ratio’ (or EPR) that it
generates over its full life cycle boundary. The EPR divides the energy content of delivered fuel by
the total amount of energy required to deliver that fuel. In both the USA and Australia, the EPR for
domestic oil is around 8:1, reflecting both the increasing physical difficulty of extracting oil from
depleted fields or the extra effort required to extract and deliver oil from remote and/or deepwater
fields. Natural gas is currently around 15:1. The simulated EPR for domestic oil declines from the
current 8:1 to 5:1 before it depletes in simulation terms. It is possible to increase the energy and
technology inputs to oil extraction to go past 5:1, and down to 1:1 where the energy equivalent of a
litre of fuel is used to deliver one litre of fuel. War-time emergencies may require such efforts, but
they are both physically and economically unwise in the generally accepted notion of a competitive
and growing economy.
After about 15 years of the core bio-methanol transition it achieves an EPR of 5:1, which eventually
increases to 6:1 towards the end of the transition. The EPR is slow to reach a level equivalent to a
fossil-based economy due to the increased effort required in growing wood feedstock and building
the required processing infrastructure. However, the second scenario (90% Meth + Zero Elect)
shown in Figure 105 (right hand graph) shows an EPR of 10:1 which is better than most petroleum
systems currently. The added assumption here is that the thermochemical processing does not
require any external electricity inputs, all requirements being met by generators driven by recycled
process heat. Current process designs make this a given and the core scenario (that requires
external electricity) should be considered a worst case scenario. While it is difficult for renewable
energy systems to reach the peak EPR’s typical of past fossil-driven processes, this simulation
shows that equal or higher energy profits are possible in the post-peak oil age.
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Transition from Domestic Oil to Bio-Methanol
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Figure 105. Transport fuel requirements in bio-methanol transition (left hand graph) and energy ratios
(right hand graph) for the 90% methanol scenario and sub-scenarios that introduce transport
efficiencies (left hand graph) and improved processing (zero external electricity requirement: right
hand graph).

The level of production required for traditional forest products and the bio-methanol transition are
shown in Figure 106. Over 600 million cubic metres per year are required by 2051 in the core
scenario and this reduces to 400 million cubic metres with improved transport efficiencies, with
90% being required for methanol production (Table 47). An approximate halving of the wood
volumetric measure equates to the tonnage required, i.e. 200 to 300 million tonnes per year. The
shorter rotation blue mallee system contributes most of the production in the last two decades of
the transition due to the dictates of planting rules used, which limit wood production to no more
than 30% of any regional area. The area required is 39 to 57 million hectares or a maximum of 8%
of the continental area.
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Figure 106. A comparison of forest wood requirements for the core 90% bio-methanol scenario (left
hand graph) and with the addition of economy wide transport efficiencies (right hand graph).

Such large increases in areas of perennial wood production increase transpiration rates and thus
affect volumes of runoff (Figure 107, right hand graph). The core scenario increases continental
evapotranspiration by over 400,000 GL (Figure 107, left hand graph) and potentially returns it to preEuropean levels or 14% above the values expected today. There are three aspects to understanding
the simulated runoff results. The first is that runoff decreases in the base case scenario as
traditional forest planting expands through the 2020 Vision target of three million hectares to six
million hectares by 2051. This expands traditional plantations mostly on the edge of established
areas and decreases continental runoff by about 3,000 GL annually below today’s levels. Using an
industry rule of thumb of one ML lost in runoff for each hectare of plantation, this four million
hectare expansion beyond current levels equates to 4,000 GL in lost runoff, not allowing for the
catchment by catchment differences in this simulation modelling, i.e. the results are of the correct
order. The planting requirements of both bio-methanol scenarios decrease runoff by a further 5,000
GL out to 2030. At 2030, runoff decreases another 8,000 GL as catchment areas in four states are
planted. This decrease occurs in 2040 in the scenario with transport efficiencies. A volumetric
reduction in runoff of 17,000 GL by 2051 (5,000 GL in base case and 12,000 GL in core scenario) is
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large when compared to today’s managed water use of approximately 20,000 GL per year or a total
potential managed water storage of 100,000 GL when full. The historic record suggests an average
year’s continental runoff of 400,000 GL. Thus, these planting regimes could have severe local
effects if implemented blindly and without recognition of reduced runoff regimes due to global
change effects.
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Figure 107. Simulated values for national evapotranspiration (left hand graph) and national surface
runoff (right hand graph) for the base case, the core 90% methanol scenario and the 90% methanol
with transport efficiencies.

The decreases in runoff are shared unequally between the states in the scenarios, driven by the
differential planting regimes (Table 48). Generally, South Australia escapes any runoff effects,
reflecting the established nature of its forest plantings and that new mallee plantings in its drier
farming zones will have little effect due to the state’s lack of competent drainage systems. In the
core bio-methanol scenario, 4,700 GL or nearly 40% of the runoff reduction occurs in Queensland,
while 22 and 25% occurs in New South Wales and Tasmania. Competition for land use in the
catchments of subtropical river systems in Queensland currently limits forestry expansion, but,
except for the south east corner, runoff reductions of this size could be acceptable. A 3,000 GL
reduction in Tasmania may be less acceptable given the state’s reliance on hydropower and the
possibility that dairying and horticulture might migrate from Victoria to Tasmania in the face of a
drying cycle driven by global change. A 2,700 GL reduction in New South Wales could be acceptable
if most of the planting took place in the catchments of its northern coastal rivers. Given the parlous
state of the Murray-Darling Basin, large plantings on the inland catchments would need to be
precisely located so that minimal changes to runoff were ensured. However, the plantations and
land use debate may change substantially in the timescale of these scenarios. Debate often
assumes that this land use transition is added while all other sectors maintain production around
current levels. Plant and animal agriculture could be disadvantaged if their methane and nitrous
oxide emissions are included in an emission trading scheme, potentially advantaging wood
production for transport fuels.
Table 48. State shares of surface runoff reductions due to bio-methanol plantations for the scenarios:
the base case, 90% bio-methanol, and 90% bio-methanol with transport efficiencies scenarios.

% of reduction in NSW
% of reduction in VIC
% of reduction in QLD
% of reduction in SA
% of reduction in WA
% of reduction in TAS

Base Case

90% Bio-methanol

0
2
36
0
1

22
13
38
1
2

90% Bio-methanol
with transport
efficiencies
20
13
28
1
2

60

25

36
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Absolute reduction at 2051
compared to scenario start
at 2006 – in GL

5,093

12,301

8,507

The planting rules driving the bio-methanol transition do not give large changes in land use for
arable cropping or improved pastures (Table 49). In the core bio-methanol scenario requiring 57
million hectare of wood production by 2051, cropping and improved pasture land are each reduced
by around two million hectares. Agricultural production is maintained at base case levels by
increasing management effectiveness and further intensification simulated here by increased
energy requirements of the agriculture sector. The transport efficiencies scenario reduces the
requirement for developed agricultural land, while the ‘tough decisions’ scenario where GDP
growth averages close to zero, has a plantation requirement reduced to 21 million hectares, and
acquires 0.4 and 1.1 million hectares of crop and pasture land respectively.
Table 49. Land account in million hectares showing plantation land and major land use categories for
the base case and three variations of the 90% methanol scenario.

Scenario
Base case
90% methanol
90% methanol with
transport
efficiencies
90% methanol,
transport
efficiencies and
‘tough decisions’

Arable Cropping
Land
22.4
20.6
21.2

Improved
Pasture Land
42.8
39.2
40.3

Plantation
Land
6.0
57.0
38.6

Rough
Land
691.3
645.6
662.4

22.0

41.7

21.0

677.7

Total National
Area

762.5

The final simulations in this chapter explore the bio-methanol transition in combination with other
whole-economy changes in preparation for the fully integrated scenarios that will complete the
study (Table 50).The ‘tough decisions’ scenario uses the future fund mechanism to constrain the
economy giving an average GDP growth rate of 0.4% compared to 2.2% in the base case. As well as
reducing accumulated GDP by 40%, this halves the per capita physical affluence indicator and the
stock of national infrastructure. Some more positive outcomes are a 45% reduction in accumulated
CO2 emissions and a future fund of nearly $12,000 billion or twelve times the current stock of
domestic superannuation funds. Combining the core bio-methanol transition with the renewable
electricity scenario (see page 96) gives a 53% reduction in accumulated CO2 emissions, a 13%
reduction in accumulated GDP balanced by a future fund of $21,000 billion. Adding carbon capture
and storage to this scenario gives further reductions in accumulated GDP by reduces the
accumulated CO2 emissions to 11 billion tonnes or a 63% reduction below the base case. The
challenge of reducing CO2 emissions by 90% has not been achieved by the substantial changes
simulated so far. Current whole-economy modelling found in The Garnaut Review376 and from the
Department of Treasury’s377 modelling of the proposed ‘carbon pollution reduction scheme’, avoid
some of these challenging physical realities of the transition to a low-carbon economy by
purchasing carbon sequestration credits offshore from developing countries, or invoking
atmospheric cleansing ‘backstop’ technologies that appear mid-century at high levels of carbon
pricing.
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Table 50. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case, the ‘methanol plus tough decisions’, the ‘methanol plus best renewable electricity’, and the
combined ‘methanol and renewable electricity with tough decisions’ scenarios.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate – %
Accumulated stock of GDP –
billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net CO2
emissions – billion tonnes
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal consumption stock
– GJ per capita
National capital stock at 2051
– embodied PJ
Methanol energy profit ratio
at 2051

Base Case

Methanol plus
‘tough
decisions’

Methanol plus
best
renewable
electricity

2.22
73,747

0.39
43,795

1.86
64,112

Methanol plus
best
renewable
electricity and
CCS
1.35
60,296

28.7

15.7

13.6

10.9

0

11,834

21,370

19,413

7,238

3,753

3,830

3,634

24,672

12,830

23,098

21,147

na

6.7

4.6

4.6

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Apart from climate change and its effect on tree establishment and productivity, two main areas of
uncertainty could potentially unseat the bio-methanol transition described here, i.e. large changes
in capital cost and failures of process technologies to achieve the assumed physical efficiencies.
Compared to the core bio-methanol scenario, halving the capital cost of processing plant obviously
makes the economy more buoyant with accumulated GDP increased by $700 billion or 1% with only
minor effect on CO2 emissions (Table 51). A doubling or tripling of capital cost which negates the
expected returns to scale and experience, decreases accumulated GDP by up to 4% and
accumulated CO2 emissions by 100-200 million tonnes. Changing the productive lifetimes of the
plant infrastructure has relatively minor effects. Failing to control rebound renders the transition
ineffective in contributing to CO2 mitigation. Replacing the requirement for imported oil and the
industrial activity within the domestic economy increases accumulated GDP by $12,000 billion or
16% and accumulated CO2 emissions by five billion tonnes thus losing the mitigation rationale for
the transition.
A central organisational tenet for the transition is that physical efficiencies for harvesting, feedstock
transport and fuel delivery are kept within tight energy and greenhouse bounds summing to an
energy cost of 8% of the delivered fuel. Large changes in this core assumption have relatively minor
effects on whole-economy indicators but do, in the case of a tripling, push the energy profit ratio
(EPR) down to 4.7 and below the 5.0 threshold normally considered a minimum. Increases in the
electricity inputs have the perverse effect of increasing accumulated GDP and CO2 emissions due to
more activity stimulated in the value-adding chains. A failure to maintain conversion rates of wood
to methanol gives minor changes to whole-economy headline indicators but would obviously require
increased areas of planting to maintain feedstock supplies. Combining the ‘best’ core assumptions
increased accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion and gives an EPR of 10.5 when the transition is
mature. The ‘worst’ combination of assumptions decreases accumulated GDP by 3% and increases
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accumulated CO2 emissions by three billion tonnes, nearly negating the mitigation goals of the
transition.
Table 51. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for the core 90% methanol scenario.

Indicator
Capital cost of
plant

Induced
Effect
Half, double
and triple

Life time of
conversion plant

Plus or
minus 10
years (10 or
30 years)

Thermal energy
required for
process
Electrical
energy required
for process

Half, double
and triple

Process yield
dry wood to
methanol
(weight for
weight)
Rebound
control

Plus and
minus 10
percentage
points

Combination of
best and worst
factors

Half, double
and triple

No rebound
control
Lowest
capital and
energy inputs
with highest
yields

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Halving capital cost increase accumulated GDP by $700 billion
while a doubling and tripling decreases it by $1,500 and $3,000
billion respectively. Accumulated emissions alter by 100–200
million tonnes.
Core scenario is relatively robust to altering the 20-year life of
plant by 10 years, i.e. 10 or 30 years. Lifetimes alter
accumulated GDP plus $200 billion (longer) or minus 700 billion
(shorter). Tonnes of accumulated greenhouse increase by 40
million (longer) or decrease by 260 million (shorter).
Relatively minor changes in whole-economy headline indicators
but the energy ratio for methanol at 2051 varies from 6.3 to 5.3
and 4.7 for the halving, doubling and tripling respectively.
Halving of electricity requirement gives small decreases in
accumulated GDP and emissions through decreased activity
through electricity chain. Doubling and tripling increase
accumulated GDP by $150–300 billion respectively, while
accumulated emissions increase by 400–800 million tonnes.
Relatively minor changes in headline indicators but local spatial
implications of increased wood production for lower yields are
not comprehensively modelled.

Failure to control rebound increases accumulated GDP by
$12,000 billion and accumulated emission by 5 billion tonnes or
16% and 20% respectively, compared to core scenario.
Best combination increases accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion
and gives an energy ratio of 10.5 at 2051. The worst
combination decreases accumulated GDP by $2,500 billion and
increases accumulated emissions by three billion tonnes.

As noted above, the influence of global climate change on the production regions have not been
assessed in this sensitivity analysis. Provided that management and technological acumen allows
effective establishment to take place, it is possible here to then decrease yearly production
quotients by, say, 25% and 50%. This would then require more land to be planted to maintain
production levels, or for the planting sequences to focus more on northern Australian zones where
rainfall might not decrease as much. Much of this is numbers for numbers sake and as Australia is
not land limited in the moderate productivity zones that supply the core of the feedstock production,
it does not add many further insights. Additionally though, theoretical reviews378 of the linkages
between the cell, the tree and the ecosystem highlight the adaptation to global climate change
possible within wooded ecosystems. This recent review suggests that forest ecosystems and their
individual components can reformat basic physiological processes to reduce the impact of water
and nutrient availability in the face of increasing atmospheric CO2. Obviously this area requires
scholarship beyond the scope of this study and is probably best done on a catchment by catchment
basis to produce competent and future-orientated land use plans.
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Discussion
While the 300 million tonnes per year of domestic wood production required by 2051 today seems
almost beyond comprehension, the 25X25 study379 in the USA (25% of energy from biomass by 2025)
suggests that 1,000 to 1,300 million tonnes per year is feasible in the USA with only moderate
disruption to traditional land use industries. The Billion Tonne Vision380 surrounding the 25X25 study
has strong institutional support from US federal Departments of Energy, Agriculture and
Commerce while biomass conversion technologies are highlighted in bilateral diplomatic
statements between the USA and China. Global estimates of wood production for forest products
alone are around three billion tonnes per year, while ‘biomass for energy’ resources are estimated
to be around 56 billion tonnes381 of which 40% is currently used. Australian estimates of managed
biomass availability vary from 160382 to 220383 million tonnes annually. The latter estimate reinterprets the biomass volume to project liquid biofuel production from 20 billion litres (around 50%
of current usage) per year if all current crops were converted with outmoded first generation
methods, to a three to eight times current usage if second-generation methods were used to
convert lignocellulosic feedstocks to ethanol and biodiesel. Thus the biomass available from this
study’s wood planting scenarios is backed up by robust estimates acceptable to the federal
bureaucracies.
Policy preferences currently favour bio-ethanol rather than bio-methanol as a low-carbon biofuel
(Table 52). Recent greenhouse reduction reports from The Garnaut Review and the Federal
Treasury uniformly quote ethanol as the petrol replacement and methanol only as an input into the
biodiesel production process. The place of hydrogen is frequently mentioned in a ‘beyond the
horizon’ futures context, but with little technical depth as to its production origin, what possible
carriers of hydrogen might be, or the transition process for the entire vehicle and refuelling
infrastructure to use hydrogen. Generally ethanol benefits from its policy incumbency, and the fuel
mixing and distribution outlets already in place. The Federal Government’s recent car industry plan,
A New Car Plan for a Greener Future384 does not mention specific fuels, only that new cars be fuel
efficient and have low-carbon life cycles. However, the Brack’s Review which underpins the
‘greener future’ policy conducts a full discourse on fuel options both globally, and with respect to
domestic vehicle manufacturing. Thus, in policy terms, bio-methanol as a low-carbon fuel and as a
petroleum replacement is scarcely on the policy horizon for either government or industry. To
overcome these disadvantages, bio-methanol will require promotion of unchallenged technical and
economic advantages to beat ethanol domestically. More importantly, the global motor industry’s
focus on petroleum-fuelled engines and in the near future, electric vehicles for urban use,
potentially make it difficult for a bio-methanol transition to overcome the incumbent position of bioethanol.
Table 52. Content analysis of recent greenhouse and vehicle industry reports for possible policy
directions in domestic transport fuels.

Report
Carbon Pollution
Reduction Green Paper:
July 2008385

The Garnaut Climate
Change Review Final
Report: September
2008386

Fuel/Concept
Occurrences
‘Peak oil’ or ‘oil
nil and 1
price’
Methanol
1
Ethanol
6
Hydrogen
3
Peak oil or ‘oil
nil and 49
price’
Methanol
nil
Ethanol
12

Comment

Use in making biodiesel
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Modelling the Road
Transport Sector:
Appendix to Australia’s
Low Pollution Future:
October 2008387

Australia’s Low Pollution
Future-The Economics
of Climate Change
Mitigation: October
2008388
‘Review of Australia’s
Automotive Industry’389
and ‘A New Car Plan for
a Greener Future’

Hydrogen
Peak oil
price’
Methanol
Ethanol
Hydrogen
Peak oil
price’
Methanol
Ethanol
Hydrogen
Peak oil
price’
Methanol
Ethanol
Hydrogen

or

or

or

‘oil

14
nil and 7

‘oil

nil
16
5
nil

‘oil

nil and 5
10
22
2
1

Notes that by 2020 oil price will
force introduction of gas and
coal-to-liquids

Mentioned only in regard to fuel
excise issues

23
18

Globally, there are about 100 natural gas fed plants producing 60 billion litres of methanol annually,
with proposed expansion to 2010 of around 20%390. The natural gas to methanol method is welldeveloped industrially and supplies methanol at a factory gate price of A$0.60 per litre, roughly
twice the price of petrol before the recent one-year of high prices. One Victorian methanol plant
produces about 60,000 tonnes per year and 80% of Australian requirements391. In the 19th and early
20th centuries, methanol was routinely extracted from wood as a byproduct of charcoal production,
but the 1923 development by BASF392 of the current methanol synthesis method increased its
availability and usage. Historically, Australia had several eras of ‘wood distillation’ where methanol
was either a by-product of charcoal production, or a chemical/fuel in its own right393.
Scaling up the bio-methanol transition will face teething problems initially as it now exists in the
design literature or in small research pilot plants. From an extensive research literature there are
five obvious process themes. Potentially the most exciting are the ‘polygeneration’ systems that
produce both methanol and electricity, relying on recycling of syngas and heat to avoid losses, and
deliver high production efficiencies for both products394. Strategically these will form the core of
‘energyplexes’ that are built around a multi-fuel multi-product strategy for fuels, electricity,
chemicals and soil ameliorants395. The second are sophisticated developments from the wellestablished process that are well suited to biomass and other feedstocks. One is the LPMEOHTM
(Liquid Phase Methanol) production system which applies different catalyst and heat management
systems for continuous production that is more tolerant of syngas input quality and able to maintain
good catalyst function396. A development of the LPMEOHTM process allows the continuous coproduction of both methanol and dimethylether, replacements for petrol and diesel
respectively397,398. The third theme, typified by the HYNOL process, changes process reactions to
improve the availability of normally deficient hydrogen required for the synthesis reaction, thus
increasing methanol yields399. The fourth theme describes fully integrated methanol production
studies which combine the physical and economic parameters with their end use by an evolving
transport fleet where consumers react to both peak oil and global warming issues. A Dutch study
compared a wide range of synthesis approaches and found that biomass-to-methanol fuels would
be cost competitive with traditional petrol and diesel fuels by 2020400. Additionally, it found that fuelcelled vehicles with onboard methanol reforming would give equal life cycle cost to current petrol
vehicles. The fifth theme is the capacity, now well tested in Saxony, Germany, to convert continuous
municipal waste streams to methanol for fuel and industrial feedstock401.
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Compared to the technical sophistication of methanol synthesis, the thermochemical conversion of
biomass to ethanol is still in its infancy. Thus, for all the implementation problems that might face
the full scale bio-methanol transition, it is possible that an ethanol from biomass transition cannot
yet promise physical yields required to maintain transportation services and resultant economic
activity. The CSIRO Biofuels in Australia402 report assumes wood to ethanol yields of 200–300 litres
per dry tonne or about 40% of the wood’s energy content. Advanced process designs from NREL403
in the USA quote yields of 320–440 litres per dry tonne or up to 50% of the wood’s energy content,
the higher values requiring electricity supplied from the grid. By contrast, methanol conversion
ratios are assumed to be 60% in contemporary literature. Conversion ratios aside, current catalysis
literature points to ongoing problems in achieving sufficient yields with ethanol-from-syngas. After
90 years of development, the ethanol-from-syngas options are dogged by process complexity, high
catalyst price, low catalyst selectivity and low yields404. The process of forming the carbon-to-carbon
bond required for ethanol synthesis is more problematic than the one carbon methanol synthesis.
Nevertheless, the technical literature foresees that the problem can be solved possibly with nanocatalysts405, although recent breakthroughs in microchannel reactors406 for methanol synthesis
promise methanol plants that can be downscaled economically to small local production facilities.
Commercial developments by Range Fuels407 in Georgia, USA, promise that an 80 million litres per
year wood-to-ethanol plant will be operational sometime in 2009.
The perceived barrier to the widespread use of methanol as a fuel is its stated toxicity, both if
consumed and if absorbed through the skin. This can be avoided with sealed delivery systems as
used in LPG refuelling and would require that vehicle mechanics wear protective clothing. Ratings
of chemical hazard assessment place both methanol408 and ethanol409 in the lowest quartile of risk
when ranked against the many thousands of chemicals that surround our everyday lives.
Nevertheless, methanol with a combined score of 25 has twice the hazard score of ethanol with 13,
with an emphasis that ethanol itself is toxic. Using methanol in normally combusted flexible fuel
vehicles halves the life cycle emissions of volatile organic compounds compared to conventional
petrol and diesel engines. Only in emissions of formaldehyde does methanol cause more emissions
per kilometre compared to other fuel types410. Generally, ethanol causes significantly more volatile
emissions per kilometre than methanol under current technologies and testing regimes. A recent
comparison of petrol and methanol-fuelled exhaust gases on cell and DNA damage in China
showed that petrol exhausts caused considerable damage on both laboratory assays whereas
methanol exhausts showed no damage411. The Chinese conclusion was that methanol was the safer
fuel. A full evaluation of methanol hazard or otherwise is beyond the scope of this analysis but two
things are clear. Firstly, methanol’s direct hazard is a little more than ethanol and can be contained
by different fuel delivery systems and consumer training. Secondly, methanol is more cleanly and
completely combusted in engines and fuel cells and thus releases appreciably less airborne toxics
which impact on human health.
In appropriately modified diesel and internal combustion engines, methanol gives equal
performance and longevity to conventionally-fuelled engines412. Because of its high octane and cool
burning characteristics it offers increased engine efficiency and performance options used by
motor-racing enthusiasts, but these opportunities can be reconfigured to improved distances per
unit of fuel and lower pollution loadings. Methanol’s lower energy content, roughly half that of
petrol, requires larger fuel tanks and fuel systems to deliver equal performance. The higher
compression ratios and engine efficiencies in methanol engines confer system-wide advantages of
up to 30% over petrol equivalents and thus fuel tanks do not have to be twice as large. The
dehydrated derivative of methanol, dimethylether (DME), is a gas similar to LPG in use and is a
direct substitute for diesel. It has the advantage noted above that it can be co-produced with
methanol in the same reaction vessels using biomass as a feedstock, thus allowing low-carbon
fuels to penetrate the vehicle fleet without the revolutionary changes in infrastructure required for
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the hydrogen economy. A recent scientific review of DME highlighted its lack of toxicity and its
efficiency and pollution advantages over current petroleum fuel systems and also the competing
alternative fuels413. In summary, the review found that the combined advantages of engine efficiency
and greenhouse reduction for DME suggested it be the bridge to the hydrogen fuel cycle and also
reduce dependence on oil imports. CIDI (compression ignition direct injection) diesel engines are
judged to be the core technology essential for the DME transition.
Three strategic issues stimulated this research on wood-to-fuel transitions, i.e. landscape
restoration in cropping zones, a near-term decline in oil availability due to geopolitical or physical
reasons, and finally the macro-economic implications of large trade imbalances due to oil imports.
The need for landscape restoration is still critical although dryland salinity has declined as a
rationale and been replaced by biodiversity augmentation and production resilience in the face of
climate change. Conventional agriculture still views wood crops with suspicion because they will
displace traditional activities, take long lead times before giving economic returns and because the
complexity of fuel and greenhouse are yet to be integrated in a coherent long-term policy. Late in
2008, the Academy of Technological Sciences released a Biofuels for Transport Roadmap414 where
they called for the establishment of a ‘Biofuels Institute’ and an end to grant-driven development in
favour of assured funding pools to scale up and implement technology breakthroughs.
Most decision makers in Australian governments rank the ‘peak oil’415 as the re-emergence of the
‘limits to growth’416 issue, although the close linkage of high oil prices to current economic
meltdowns might produce singular disquiet. The recent change of the International Energy
Agency’s417 view on ‘the ultimately finite nature of oil (and natural gas)’, does not suggest that ‘peak
oil’ is proven, rather that plateauing supply cannot meet expanding demand. Finally, it remains
unclear whether protracted deficits in international trade balances are seen as a strategic issue
requiring attention. Recent Department of Treasury discussion papers favour the view that trade
deficits are the accumulated outcome of individual actions by ‘consenting adults’ and thus
defensible, although large fluctuations could cause policy challenges418. The total indebtedness of
the Australian economy is projected to rise from 60% to 86% of GDP and to reflect external
investors’ belief in the soundness of the economy and the resilience of its institutions. The
defensibility of this position is supported by recent academic studies419.
Apart from the incumbency of bio-ethanol discussed above, two technologies might possibly unseat
the bio-methanol/DME transition analysed in this chapter. The first is that ‘air capture of CO2’
technologies might be deployed on a large scale and negate the large woody crop required to feed
the conversion420. ‘Air capture’ technologies use chemical towers to absorb or capture CO2 and then
regenerate the chemical with electricity or heat and provide a pure CO2 stream for combination with
hydrogen for fuel synthesis. The second is that renewable electrically powered vehicles and mass
transit systems might rapidly penetrate the majority of the urban transport task, leaving
combustion and compression vehicle technologies stranded. Intercity and freight transport modes
not electrically driven, could readily be powered by compressed natural gas.
Notwithstanding the mainly policy hurdles in its way, the case for the bio-methanol/DME transition
made here rests on three compelling foundations. The first is that the thermochemical process is
physically efficient, converts a large proportion of feedstock into usable fuel and can fluently
substitute for both petrol and diesel fuels. The second is that the landscape transformation
required to supply transport fuels to a growing economy is immense and will confer many
environmental, social and economic advantages to those regions where it locates. The scale of
landscape change will require tradeoffs to water availability in limited locations, and possibly
reductions in conventional agricultural production. The third is that it maintains reasonable
economic growth rates, reduces domestic carbon emissions, ensures fuel security and reduces
international trade deficits due to oil imports. In spite of these strategic advantages, there are other
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options with similar outcomes overall. However, decision making on the margin or based on a
narrow comparison of fuel types, will not capture the scale of industrial renewal and greenhouse
reductions required to meet the minimum domestic and international policy obligations. Longsighted and clear decisions will be required to disperse the intractable economic and environmental
tensions inherent in today’s economic ideology, structure and function.
Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these bio-methanol scenarios suggest three issues that may be
important for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ Biomass-based electricity production should be co-located with bio-methanol production and
share the same wood handling and gasification facilities. Additionally, this would optimise the
24 hour use of infrastructure through the capacity to maximise electricity production at peak
times and revert to methanol for the remainder.
■ Ethanol can now be produced from wood by thermochemical methods, thus bypassing the less
physically efficient fermentation methods. Thus, ethanol-from wood could be physically
competitive with methanol-from-wood, especially given its acceptance to date in the
Australian market in both fuel mixing and consumer terms. The key issue is the physical
conversion efficiencies and it is unlikely that this study can be authoritative on the precise
advantages of either fuel. However, methanol maintains advantages as an industrial
feedstock, its conversion to dimethylether (DME) a diesel substitute and its potential use as a
‘hydrogen carrier’ in the hydrogen economy.
■ Bio-methanol is a central component of the combined-renewables scenario where it vies with
ethanol-from-wood as the transport fuel to replace oil imports and contribute lower-carbon
transport fuels. It is worth considering the application of carbon capture and storage
technologies to the processing complexes to increase the three to four billion tonnes
(accumulated) of greenhouse removal, the approach can contribute to national mitigation
attempts.
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Bio-ethanol
Abstract
The pre-eminence of bio-ethanol as the policy-preferred biofuel to help mitigate greenhouse
emissions and augment traditional oil was assessed through three production chains supplying 90%
of national fuel requirements by 2030. A traditional ‘first generation’ fermentation of crop
feedstocks was compared with the ‘second generation’ fermentation of lignocellulose and the
thermochemical conversion of plantation wood. The crop-based first generation system was
physically feasible provided that arable land area was doubled by 2050, with most expansion in
northern Australia. However, the intensity of the production chain reduced economic productivity by
20% below the base case, and gave an energy profit ratio below unity indicating this approach was
an energy sink rather than an energy source in a whole economy sense. The lignocellulosic chain
retained some elements of the crop-based system but gave better than base case economic
productivity and accumulated emission reductions of one billion tonnes out to 2051. The
thermochemical conversion of wood to ethanol was physically feasible, had better than base case
economic productivity, gave emissions savings of three billion tonnes and achieved an energy profit
ratio of around 10:1 in the mature phase of its implementation, a value comparable to current
domestic oil.
In both second generation technology chains examined (biochemical-lignocellulosic and
thermochemical-wood), the plant and processing criteria assumptions used have not yet been
proven in full-scale plants, although they have a robust technical literature and small pilot plants
underpinning them. The sensitivity analyses for both second generation production chains showed
the transitions were robust in respect to large variations in capital cost and processing yield around
the core assumptions. The policy choice between biochemical and thermochemical processing is
complex but may eventually lean towards thermochemical approaches, particularly if biochar
becomes central to greenhouse mitigation policies. The absolute choice between bio-ethanol and
bio-methanol might be outflanked by the introduction of flexible fuel engines able to use cocktails of
alcohols but give better performance and emissions standards than current petrol and diesel
combusting engines. Broader sustainability criteria might favour wood-based rather than foragebased and crop-based systems.
The accelerated development of the electric car, especially for city driving, may lessen the case
made in this study for either bio-ethanol or bio-methanol. Initial simulations here suggest that the
passenger vehicle fleet would require less than 20% of national electricity production provided that
driving range and battery recharging problems were solved. However, emissions reduction policies
would dictate that future vehicle electricity be sourced from low-carbon sources, a transition not
examined in this chapter. Electric cars using today’s grid electricity are more emissions intensive
than their traditional petrol and diesel counterparts. However, 50% of the national transport task is
not battery-compatible and will still require energy dense fuels, either gases or liquids.
Introduction
Biofuel policies for both greenhouse mitigation and oil replacement reasons with a major emphasis
on ethanol are well established in most OECD countries and some developing countries, such as
Brazil. In parallel, strategic vehicle design by manufacturers such as Daimler421 is based on the
inevitability of replacing oil with carbon-neutral fuel sources, be they biofuels, batteries or
hydrogen. World production of ethanol in 2008 was 61 billion litres with the USA (23 billion litres or
38%) and Brazil (19 billion litres or 31%) dominating production. Australia has a nominal biofuel
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production target of 350 million litres per year supported by a range of excise and industry support
measures422. Domestic production of ethanol is estimated as 112 million litres and biodiesel as 59
million litres423 suggesting a 50% interim achievement of that policy target. New Zealand has a 2012
goal of 2.5% or 160 million litres, with most current biofuel imported424.
The European Union has a 5.7% target for 2010 and a 10% target for 2020 with both targets under
review due to broader impacts of production chains. The USA has a 130 billion litre a year biofuel
target for 2017 with accelerated programs for vehicle efficiency and ethanol from lignocellulose425.
Judging the success of biofuels nationally is difficult because goals are frustrated by variable oil
prices and frequent policy vacillation. The success of Brazil’s long established sugar cane to
ethanol system can be overstated as petrol and ethanol have roughly equal shares at 20% each of
total, with the majority 60% being diesel. Nevertheless, Brazil’s achievements include its fleet of
flexible fuel vehicles and national account savings on imported oil.
Recent institutional reviews of biofuel industries have moderated claims of their environmental
advantages and increased scrutiny of their extended production chains. The UK’s Gallagher
Review426 found that there was probably sufficient land globally to underpin moderate biofuel
targets provided that biomass and wastes were core feedstocks, only marginal and idle lands were
used, and only highly efficient conversion technologies were employed. A review for the UN’s Food
and Agriculture Organisation427 suggests that impacts from first generation systems that dominate
world production now are sufficient to justify their rapid replacement by second generation biorefineries using biomass and waste feedstocks and giving broader suites of useable products.
Domestically, biofuel industries are being advocated by the Australian Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering (ASTE)428, researched into by CSIRO429, RIRDC430 and agricultural
commodity groups, and inquired into by federal431 and state432 parliaments.
Biofuel prospects are threatened by the ‘food versus fuel debate’ that escalated in recent periods of
high oil and food prices worldwide. Institutions such as The World Bank433 noted the ‘double
jeopardy’ nature of tightly coupled fuel and food prices, but that high prices were not due to biofuel
production alone. Nevertheless, it recommended that production subsidies be removed from all
first generation biofuels in developed countries and rapid transitions made to second generation
systems. Defence of the status quo from sugar434 and oil palm435 industries accepts the marginal
position of current systems but notes the potential of second generation systems to redress many
of the current negatives. Traditional environmental views remain unmoved by expected
technological developments and highlight current malnourishment worldwide, a population that will
increase by at least 50% by 2050 and the wide range of economic and physical subsidies required
for current biofuel production systems436.
Rapidly expanding ethanol production, particularly in the USA, has sparked a cascade of lifecycle
analyses that are classified into ‘ethanol advocates’ and ‘ethanol naysayers’. Early studies in the
1990s highlighted low energy profits and greenhouse advantages of the traditional ethanol from
corn system. As processes improved, the advocates quantified positive energy and environmental
advantages, particularly when co-products such as distillers’ grains and excess electricity were
included in the analytical boundaries. The analytical position of the naysayers, exemplified by David
Pimentel437 from Cornell University and Tad Pazek438,439 of the University of California Berkeley, has
changed little as their analyses have become more sophisticated, and their boundaries more global.
Patzek’s full boundary thermodynamic analysis suggests most biofuel cycles are not sustainable
but that a Brazilian sugar to ethanol system might be, if it powered a 65% efficient car – a target
twice that of current advanced cars now operating around 35%. A well- documented case from the
proponents, published in Science in 2006440, proposed a range of improved metrics for assessment
and positive petroleum displacement and greenhouse mitigation benefits. Recent analyses from the
highly productive Brazilian sugar to ethanol system show greenhouse reductions and petrol
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displacements of 78% and 97% respectively441. Australian analyses reflect the conventional wisdom
of the ethanol advocates showing 2–5% greenhouse advantages for 10% ethanol blends for light
vehicle442, and 49–55% greenhouse reductions for heavy vehicle fuel cycles443.
The apparent disconnect between greenhouse-related national policies and the lifecycle debate
above has led to long-term sustainability aspects of land-based biofuel production and other
sustainability dimensions. A new scholarly review444 highlights the many challenges to soil health
and productivity with regular and high rates of crop residue removal and suggests that biofuel
systems be based on perennial grass or woody systems. An Australian ‘biomass sustainability’
framework445 proposed a ten-step procedure based initially on the precept that the quality of
landuse be improved by biomass production, and that a wide range of community values be taken
into account. A 19-step sustainability evaluation was applied to three commercial systems in Brazil
covering sugar cane production, mill conversion efficiency and excess energy production446. The
study highlighted land expansion, rather than technical improvements, as the core driver of
increased production; leaving unresolved the central issues of the system’s sustainability. The
greenhouse emissions legacy of land development has become a core debate with significant
sustainability paybacks advanced for improved no-till farming systems447. Hidden water issues in
first generation corn-based production in the USA showed a paddock-to-tank water embodiment of
500–700 litres per litre of ethanol produced, much of it from fossil water in the High Plains
aquifer448, reinforcing the urgency of a transition to second generation systems. Finally, the
potential loss of greenhouse advantages in an ethanol delivery study found emissions advantages
decline in distances of 400 km or more and the potential advantages for regional use and delivery by
regional trunk pipelines.
While ethanol production relies on mostly first generation systems, research is now dominated by
second generation systems using biochemical processing of lignocellulose. Corn stover remains
the default feedstock for most crop based systems, while forages, mainly switchgrass, now
describe a production metaphor that occurs on marginal lands with less management disturbance.
Switchgrass yields of 5–11 tonnes per hectare translated into energy profit ratios of up to 4.8:1,
more than three times first generation grain-based systems449. Process evaluations in Europe450 and
the USA451 now focus on combining both biochemical and thermochemical approaches while coproducing electricity for the grid with process heat for nearby industrial applications. When mature,
these integrated processing refineries will give fuel with full cycle greenhouse emissions 90%
below traditional petroleum with production costs (before excise) of around A$0.50 per litre. Overall
conversion efficiencies for all products combined can reach 80% of the original energy content of
the feedstock with 48% being a maximum level for ethanol-alone conversion. Most plant
combinations are electricity neutral while many designs export low-carbon electricity to the grid.
Parallel to the improvement of second generation systems, be they biochemical or thermochemical
or combinations of both, are more theoretical approaches that attempt to leapfrog current
processing barriers. Most notable are the ‘third generation’ biochemical approaches sometimes
termed consolidated bioprocessing452 where all ethanol production takes place in a single process
step. Other approaches attempt to bypass ethanol as ‘an imperfect fuel molecule’ by designing
biochemical pathways and their microorganisms to provide molecules with better combustion and
emissions properties453. Fuels with higher energy contents per litre than ethanol such as 2,5
dimethylfuran or DMF are feasible products from lignocellulosic processing454 while the byproduct
lignin of biochemical processing could become the building block for many advanced polymers455.
Finally, motor vehicle designs are being changed to reflect the new bio-based source of fuels.
Bringing fuel cell engines to commercial maturity will probably rely on on-board reforming of
alcohols such as ethanol and methanol456, rather than extensive distribution networks for gaseous
hydrogen.
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While the prospective opportunities for bio-ethanol are immense in the next three decades, the
reality is that global carbon and peak oil issues will probably start to impact within the next decade.
Pragmatically then, this chapter simulates the isolated effect of replacing 90% of transport fuel
requirements by domestically produced bio-ethanol by 2030. It compares three production chains,
firstly the traditional ‘first generation’ biochemical route of fermenting crop products such as grains
and sugar cane, next the ‘second generation’ option of fermenting lignocellulose-derived sugars,
and finally the thermochemical processing of plantation grown wood. Evaluation of scenario
success is made principally on economy-wide measures of economic productivity and greenhouse
mitigation within the constraints of physical feasibility, and to a lesser extent political and industrial
expediency.
Simulation Settings and Rationale
The conversion rate of raw feedstock to useable transport fuel is the key determinant of scenario
success or failure (Table 53). The traditional fermentation of crop products based on the industrialscale experience of maize/corn in the USA, sugar cane in Brazil and sugar beet in Europe give
average values of 400 litres of ethanol per tonne of grain equivalent457. The agriculture production
sector of the OzEcco model supplies this crop feedstock almost entirely from grain using arable
land expansion and production intensity (energy and inputs) as the main drivers of expansion.
Exports of traditional agricultural commodities are maintained. Land expansion does not incur
additional greenhouse penalties for land clearing although the extent of extra land requirements
would inevitable produce more emissions. Realistically, the physical intensity of the production
chain makes this option unviable in a macroeconomic and energy profit sense, so the additional
accounting is not required.
The ‘second generation’ processes which convert lignocellulose (whole crop, stubbles, forages,
wood and waste) to five-carbon and six-carbon sugars that are then fermented are simulated as
mature technologies using US and some Australian commercial data. The previous Bush
Administration458 and the current Obama Administration459 in the USA funded the commercialisation
of five lignocellulosic-to-ethanol corporate approaches to speed the transition from laboratory and
pilot plant scales, i.e. Albengoa Bioenergy460 in Kansas, Range Fuels461 in Soperton Georgia, Bluefire
Ethanol462 in Irvine California, Broin Companies (rebranded as POET)463 in Sioux Falls South Dakota,
and IOGEN464 in Shelley Idaho. The local example is the Ethtec and Willmott Forests approach
located in Harwood NSW465, 466. Assessing the commercial information from the different processing
approaches and feedstock led to a baseline judgement of 45% conversion of feedstock to useable
fuel on an energy-to-energy basis.
The yield for the thermochemical conversion of wood to ethanol rests on two sources, a plant
design from NREL467 (National Renewable Energy Laboratory in the USA) and recently published
papers comparing mature second generation process designs468, 469 by Mark Laser and colleagues in
the eastern USA. The overall judgement for a mature technology here was a conversion rate of 55%
on an energy-to-energy basis although the literature notes current difficulties with obtaining high
ethanol yields due to catalyst and process optimisation difficulties. Potential designs for hybrid
plants combine a first pass biochemical phase with a second pass thermochemical processing to
clean up residues and sludges. These studies quote potential energy yields including bio-electricity
of 60–70% and so the assumption here of 55% is deemed defensible. The detailed NREL plant
design gave a yield of mixed alcohols of 59% on an energy-to-energy basis.
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Table 53. Description of key scenario settings implemented for ethanol transport simulations.

Scenario Setting
Goals for ethanol fuel
scenarios
Technology (1): Biochemical
ethanol from crop feedstock

Technology (2): Biochemical
ethanol from lignocellulosic
feedstocks

Technology (3):
Thermochemical ethanol
from plantation wood
feedstocks

Capital cost and lifetime

Energy inputs

Electricity requirements

Land requirements

Transport fuel efficiencies

Rationale and Detail
90% of road transport energy demand to be met by bio-ethanol
by 2030.
Crop products, mainly grain starch and some cane sugar are
processed by traditional ‘first generation’ biochemical
fermentation and ethanol extracted from fermentation beers by
low-energy molecular sieves. In the first decade of the
transition, crop by-products are deemed ‘free’ before
feedstocks need to be purpose grown and require an energy
and material input. Bioelectricity from non-fermentatable
residues is the main by-product. Feedstock is 90% crop, 5%
waste and 5% wood. Process yield is 40% on basis of 400 litres
per tonne of grain.
Lignocellulosic feedstocks (forages, crop stubbles and stovers,
wood byproducts) are processed with heat and acid to five- and
six-carbon sugars which are biochemically fermented with
advanced micro-organisms and extracted with molecular
sieves. Bioelectricity from non-fermentatable residues is main
by-product. Feedstock is 45% crop, 5% waste and 50% wood.
Process yield is 45% on an energy-feedstock to energy-fuel
basis.
Plantation grown wood feedstocks are gasified to synthesis gas
and passed through ethanol specific catalyst beds to produce
ethanol. Bioelectricy is the main by-product although 10–30% of
the input feedstock could become a biochar output depending
on ethanol yield required. Feedstock is 100% plantation wood.
Process yield is 45% on an ‘energy in feedstock’ to ‘energy in
fuel’ basis.
Capital cost is $50 million per PJ of yearly production or
approximately $1 per litre of yearly production. Lifetime is 20
years.
Thermal energy of 0.08 PJ per PJ of usable fuel produced and
same as bio-methanol assumptions. Energy assumes feedstock
harvesting and transport to plant with fuel delivery of up to 400
km from processing plant.
All plants are assumed to be at least electricity neutral due
mainly to advanced ethanol separation processes, i.e. no
thermal distillation required. Excess feedstocks (e.g. lignin
residues from lignocellulose) are gasified and drive gas
turbines.
Arable land doubles from 23 to 45 million hectares for the crop
based system, while it increases from 23 to 33 million hectares
for lignocellulose system. Arable land expansions are all in
northern Australia. Forest plantation land is 33 million hectares
for lignocellulose and 43 million hectares for thermochemical
wood system. Plantations take up no more than 30% of any
region on a 10% each of arable, pasture and rough land basis
(see details around Figure 106).
By 2050, a halving of fuel requirements per 100 km travelled for
cars and light commercial vehicles. For buses, rigid trucks and
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GDP growth and rebound
control strategies

articulated trucks, fuel requirements reduce by 10 to 25%.
Scenarios that stimulate economic productivity are constrained
by transfers to a ‘sovereign wealth’ or ‘future fund’. For the 45year scenario period transfers of $16 billion and $60 billion
yearly are required for the lignocellulose and thermochemical
scenarios respectively, resulting in accumulated fund stocks of
$670 billion and $3,000 billion by 2051.

The fuel energy inputs to the processing are 0.08 PJ per PJ of useable fuel produced, the same as
used for the methanol case (see Table 46). The three production chains are electricity neutral
through either the combustion of waste in the biochemical systems or the integration of combined
cycle gas turbines in the thermochemical systems. The simulation framework automatically
stipulates bio-electricity development with significant biofuel production on the assumption that
policy processes would ensure that all options for co-products would be developed along industrial
ecology principles which dictate minimal waste streams. The capital cost was set at $50 million per
PJ (45.5 million litres) of yearly production. Estimates of capital cost vary widely from $0.70 per litre
of yearly production for first generation fermentation systems to $1.30 per litre for developing
second generation systems. The sensitivity analysis (Table 56) shows that all scenarios are
reasonably robust to large variations in capital cost and thus the core assumption is deemed valid.
Perhaps the most contentious assumptions relate to the expansion of arable land to underpin
lignocellulose production while allowing conventional agriculture to maintain commodity production
for both domestic use and exports. The simple approach to meeting the land requirement was to
allocate the areal increase equally to the tropical regions of Western Australia, the Northern
Territory and Queensland. Proponents of northern development470 note an extensive 100 million
hectares of ‘potential’, while environmental views471 are more cautious, highlighting the need to
retain natural values, the relatively constrained stock of high quality land and high seasonal
variability. The first alternative to sourcing additional land for lignocellulose production is to
reallocate the planted pasture land to bioenergy production and reduce animal production overall.
The second alternative is to use a variant of the plantation wood calculator developed in this study
and to reallocate arable and pasture land to bioenergy production, progressively around the regions
of Australia. Nationally scaled studies exploring these types of options are currently under
development472.
Scenario Results
When traditional first generation ethanol production is scaled to meet 90% of fuel requirements by
2030, the physical requirements of feedstock production causes economic productivity to decline by
19% in accumulated GDP terms relative to the base case (Error! Reference source not found.Table
54). Stock depletion of first domestic oil in the mid- 2020s, and then natural gas in the mid-2040s
gives an exaggerated effect because of relatively low energy outputs compared to energy inputs (or
the energy profit ratio shown in Figure 111). Both second generation production chains achieve
better than base case economic productivity and require rebound control resulting in future fund
stocks at 2051 of nearly $700 billion and $3,000 billion for the lignocellulosic and thermochemical
chains respectively. Both second generation chains have simpler and higher rates of feedstock
production which combine with higher rates of energy conversion that then help buffer the physical
economy against domestic and international oil decline. Additionally, the continual construction of
regional bio-ethanol refining plants stimulates the industrial and agricultural sectors.
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Figure 108. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case and two 90% ethanol scenarios. Note: the lignocellulose scenario is not graphed here to help clarity.

These macro-effects then limit the availability of goods and services for physical measures of
personal affluence (Figure 109, Table 54). The first generation ethanol process stabilises the
personal affluence measure at current levels so that in accumulated terms, it is nearly 30% below
the base case over the whole scenario period. By comparison, the two second generation bioethanol processes give personal affluence measures that are within 3% of the base case value.
Assessing a scenario as ‘less able’ because of lower rates of economic growth is perverse as future
states of sustainability may require lower levels of both. Moreover, it is a judgement of a less able
economy with lowered resilience because of the energy chain that underpins its transport services.
Without whole-economy decarbonisation, biofuels can have only a marginal effect on greenhouse
mitigation and this is borne out by the carbon dioxide emissions from these scenarios (Figure 109,
right hand graph, and Table 54). The crop-based production chain avoids 1.5 billion tonnes of
accumulated carbon dioxide emissions, mainly because of lower levels of economic growth and
personal affluence discussed above. The lignocelluloses-based production system avoids one
billion tonnes, and could avoid two billion tonnes if the scenario were restructured to use only
second generation process technology, rather than the 50:50 split simulated here. The
thermochemical conversion of wood avoids three billion tonnes of emissions, roughly equivalent to
the three to four billion tonnes in the 90% methanol-DME scenarios in the previous chapter (see
Table 47). The convergence of the thermochemical scenario with base case emissions highlights
two obvious points; the first is that the mitigation power of single technologies quickly saturate or
run out of steam, and the second is that growth trumps technological innovation in most instances.
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Figure 109. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case and two ethanol scenarios.

There are three salient points in physical terms to be made on the bio-ethanol transitions shown in
Figure 110. The first is the eventual target for fuel production in 2051 of around 4,000 PJ. If
processing plants are sized at around 4 PJ capacity each, or 200 million litres of yearly production,
then this may require 1,000 plants in regional Australia by 2051. The social and political implications
for this scale of regional enterprise are immense and generally escape current policy
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developments. Processing plants could scale up in production capacity but a 4 PJ yearly production
unit has the plant within 40 km of biomass plantings sufficient to maintain feedstock supply when
up to 30% of the region is dedicated bioenergy land. Traditional plant and animal agriculture can
coexist with bio-ethanol production within these assumptions. The second point is that a doubling of
fuel requirements by 2051 is inherent in today’s economic structure and the interconnected array of
production chains that determine value adding and economic growth, e.g. transport chains that
underpin regional tourism. The third point is that the timeliness of the transition, with a simulated
depletion of domestic oil in the mid-2020s, determines a strong certainty in transport fuel security
that is currently lacking. Such certainty should not deny the need for rapid revolutions in urban
transport infrastructure and fuel efficiency standards for all vehicle types. Rather it sets an outer
boundary of physical feasibility that might be met if strategic decisions on industry policy are made
quickly.
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Figure 110. Simulated transition from domestic oil to bio-ethanol from crop and lignocellulosic
feedstocks as well as a thermochemical process using plantation wood feedstock.

Central to these bio-ethanol simulations is the energy profit ratio, a metric that contrasts the total
energy required to support the production chain with the amount of usable fuel produced, i.e. total
energy out/total energy in (Figure 111). The energy profits of domestic oil and natural gas are
declining, although financial viability is adequate and significant supplies still exist. Eventually,
however, a threshold is passed beyond which physical extraction becomes difficult and financial
viability declines, simulated here to be in the mid-2020s for oil and the mid-2040s for gas. Bioethanol transitions are timed to achieve competent production chains as petroleum stocks start to
fail. The spike of energy profit for crop-based ethanol is perhaps anomalous and caused by the
assumption that early production systems are underpinned by waste products, such as grain starch
and molasses or perhaps tallow in the case of biodiesel. Once production requirement increases
though, the energy profit declines as purpose grown crops are required. The decline in energy profit
of the lignocellulose system is due to its reliance on intensive production systems, although of
larger volumetric capacity compared to grains. If its feedstock was 100% wood, then the mature
energy profit would be 7.4, about three units below the mature thermochemical system. This later
system achieves an energy profit of above 10:1 which is the likely design goal for second generation
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systems and well above the energy profits from traditional petroleum throughout the 2030 to 2050
period.
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Figure 111. Energy profit ratio for domestic oil and natural gas (left hand graph) and three bio-ethanol
scenarios (right hand graph) for the base case and 90% ethanol transition.

The case for a scenario is often supported by complementary indicators, often at an aggregate
whole-economy level. The case for the second generation systems is helped by higher values for
the stock of national infrastructure and also by the stocks of a future fund derived from rebound
control (Table 54). Infrastructure stocks are a residual measure of the balance between national
development and personal consumption and the second generation systems give values 12–17%
above the base case. Similarly, the future fund provides a limited measure of national resilience by
building an investment fund to help deal with future uncertainties. Norway’s sovereign wealth
fund473 currently stands at 91% of GDP while the simulated values here in 2051 put the future fund
at 112% of Australian GDP in that year.
Table 54. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case and 90% oil replacement with ethanol from biochemical (crop and lignocellulose feedstocks) and
thermochemical (wood feedstock) conversion processes.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate
–%
Accumulated stock of GDP
– billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net
CO2 emissions – billion
tonnes
Personal consumption
stock – GJ per capita
National capital stock at
2051 – embodied PJ
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Total ethanol produced –
PJ
Total biomass electricity
produced – GWh and % of
total at 2051

Base Case

Biochemical
Ethanol from
Crop and
Lignocellulose
2.34

Thermochemical
Ethanol from
Wood Feedstock

2.22

Biochemical
Ethanol from
Crop
Feedstock
1.39

73,747

59,701

73,746

73,743

28.7

26.08

27.62

25.62

7,238

5,234

7,042

7,338

24,672

25,086

28,813

27,382

0

0

673

2,966

0

96,126

105,402

94,547

171,000 (1%)

1,174,000 (10%)

1,685,015 (11%)

1,556,000 (11%)

2.51
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Arable cropping land –
million hectares
Plantation forest land at
2051 – million hectares
Energy profit ratio of
ethanol at 2051

22.9

45.9

32.9

22.9

6

6

32.8

43.2

n/a

0.7

1.3

10.3

One feature of the bio-ethanol scenarios is the co-production of bioelectricity using recycled heat,
syngas and surplus feedstock. Compared to the base case, where bioelectricity is 1% of production
in 2051, all scenarios have bioelectricity production of at least 10% in the final decade. This
electricity displaces coal-fired sources but does not substantially change the economy-wide
challenge of greenhouse mitigation. The total requirement for bio-ethanol production varies by
about 11,000 PJ across the scenarios.
As noted, these scenarios provide an outer bound for oil replacement possibilities out to 2051 with
expectations that radical changes will not occur in economic structure and function. One condition
that might change due to oil availability and carbon mitigation pressure is vehicle efficiency, which
is explored in Table 55. Halving the fuel requirement for cars and light trucks (with lesser
improvements for heavy vehicles) lowers the overall ethanol production target by 20,000 to 27,000
PJ over the scenario period. This reduces most of the headline indicators relating to economic
productivity and thus those related to aggregated greenhouse emissions, as the two are closely
related in developed economies. It is possible to recompute these results by making them GDP
neutral in relation to the base case (the benchmark for rebound control), but it illustrates how
simple efficiency gains give knock-on effects not necessarily converging on the assumed policy
outcome. Nevertheless, the extra emissions reductions of one to three billion tonnes are illustrative
of the hidden gains available, possibly at some economic cost.

Table 55. The effect of incremental transport efficiencies on key indicators for the three ethanol
scenarios: biochemical crop, biochemical lignocelulose and thermochemical wood.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate – %
Accumulated stock of GDP –
billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net CO2
emissions – billion tonnes
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal consumption stock
– GJ per capita
National capital stock at 2051
– embodied PJ
Total ethanol produced – PJ
Energy profit ratio for ethanol
at 2051

Base
Case
with
no
efficiencies
2.2
73,747

Biochemica
l Crop

Biochemical
Lignocellulose

Thermochemical
Wood

1.7
62,491

2.33
72,542

2.32
70,249

28.70

24.85

24.95

22.62

0

0

673

2,966

7,238

5714

6,999

6,939

24,672

26,123

27,350

25,417

n/a
n/a

76,054
1.18

78,514
2.67

69,120
10.35

The effect on national water cycles of developing increased areas of arable land or woody feedstock
are not presented in this analysis but will be roughly comparable to the levels presented for the bio202

methanol transition (Table 48). Based on the range of plantation areas required for the
thermochemical production of ethanol, the effect on national runoff would lie in the 8,000 to 12,000
GL per year range, with significant impacts if plantings occurred in catchment areas central to
irrigated agriculture and urban water. A public-policy led transition of this nature would not occur
without detailed land use planning regimes aimed to avoid these types of impact.

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The contrasting strengths of the different bio-ethanol scenarios are amplified by the sensitivity
testing (Table 56). Conversion ratios of feedstock to useable fuel affect the crop-derived ethanol
much more than the more efficient thermochemical process that is wood-derived. The effect of
conversion ratio affects on lignocelulosic ethanol lies midway between the two extremes, due
mostly to scenario assumptions that maintain first generation feedstocks as one-half of the
production chain. If lignocellulose feedstock and second generation processing technologies
dominated this scenario, then conversion efficiencies within a five percentage point range of the
core assumption of 45% would have relatively small impacts. However, feedstock production in the
lignocellulosic chain is still assumed as more physically intense than wood in this study, so
differences between the ‘biochemical lignocellulose’ and ‘thermochemical wood’ cases would be
maintained.
Table 56. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for the three bio-ethanol scenarios.

Indicator
Conversion
ratio:
biochemical
crops
Conversion
ratio:
biochemical
lignocellulose
Conversion
ratio:
thermochemical
wood

Plant capital
cost

Plant lifetime

Rebound
control

Better

Induced Effect
Increase and
decrease of 10
percentage points
(40% to 50% or 30%)
Increase and
decrease of 10
percentage points
(45% to 55% or 35%)

Effect on main scenario outcomes
Lowering conversion efficiency decreases accumulated
GDP by 14% and accumulated emissions by 9% due to
lower rates of growth. Increasing conversion efficiency
increases GDP by 9% and emissions by 6%.
Relatively large changes of 3–4% of accumulated GDP
and emissions, partly because of the scenario’s
retention of the first generation component of bioethanol production and the land management legacy it
brings.
Because of the relatively efficient life cycle of the woodIncrease and
to-ethanol system allied with bio-electricity as a codecrease of 10
product, changes in conversion efficiencies do not affect
percentage points
(55% to 65% or 45%) macro-indicators much but do give an 8.4 to 10.8 range
for the energy profit ratio compared to the core vale of
9.7.
A decrease of 50%, Halving plant capital cost increases accumulated GDP
and increases of 50% and emissions by a range of 1–2%. Doubling capital cost
and 100%;
decreases accumulated GDP and emissions by a 1–2%
range across the three technology types.
15 and 25 years cf.
Minor effects at a whole-economy scale.
core assumption of
20 years
No control
Accumulated GDP increases by $2,000 to 12,000 billion
and emissions return to base case levels and thus
greenhouse mitigation advantages of bio-ethanol are
lost.
Lower capital cost,
Compared to the core bio-ethanol scenario, better
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combination

Lesser
combination

longer lifetime and
higher processing
efficiency
Higher capital cost,
shorter lifetime and
lower processing
efficiency

combinations increase accumulated GDP by $1,000 to
6,000 billion but also increase accumulated emission by
one billion tonnes.
Compared to the core bio-ethanol scenario, lesser
combinations decrease accumulated GDP by $2,000 to
9,000 billion and also decrease accumulated emission
by 1–3 billion tonnes due mainly to lower economic
growth.

A halving of the assumed capital cost (core assumption is $50 million per PJ of annual production
capacity) increased accumulated GDP by a range of 1–2%. Conversely, a doubling of capital cost
decreases GDP and emissions by 1–2% for the different technology types. Variations in plant
lifetime have little effect at a whole-economy level, but would obviously impact on business viability
for individual corporations and regional plants. As in most transition options examined in this
overall study, the decision to control the intersectoral rebound effect is a crucial one (note: each
simulation is constrained to base case GDP outcomes if energy rebound is occurring). For the
lignocellulosic and wood based production chains, failure to control rebound increases
accumulated GDP by $2,000 to $12,000 billion. The extra stimulus provided in a macro-economic
sense means that potential reduction or mitigation of emissions is lost as both scenarios return to
base case levels. This is not an issue for the crop-based production chain as its economic
productivity is 20% below the base case due to its legacy of intensively produced feedstock.
A combination of these sensitivity factors into cases that are ‘better’ or ‘lesser’ give reasonably
predictable outcomes. The better combination gives accumulated economic productivity that is
$1000 to $6,000 billion higher than the core scenarios, and also increases emissions by up to one
billion tonnes. Conversely the lesser combination decreases accumulated economic productivity by
$2,000 to $9,000 billion and accumulated emissions by one to three billion tonnes due to lower
personal consumption and rates of economic productivity.

Discussion
The prospects for ethanol analysed here are determined primarily by the validity of the assumptions
for feedstock production and conversion efficiency to a final fuel product. Crop-based first
generation systems can meet fuel security targets but only by doubling arable land area, a premise
lacking political feasibility. The limited greenhouse mitigation is delivered through economic
productivity 20% below base case levels. This whole-economy result reflects focused analyses
reporting on the energy, economic and environmental subsidies required for each business case.
The second generation lignocellulose case is made less competent by assuming that first and
second generation approaches each supply 50% of production. Current industry literature from the
USA, Europe and Brazil leaves little double that first generation systems will endure for many
decades and this assumption is deemed acceptable. On the plus side of the lignocellulose case,
conversion ratios are the theoretical maximum rate from the onset of the transition. Ethanol from
the thermochemical conversion of wood is allowed the most optimistic set of assumptions as it
rests on considerable analytical expertise already developed for bio-methanol (Table 47).
Nevertheless, catalysts for ethanol production still present technical issues awaiting resolution474.
This means that the best production option is still not proven or assured. An overall assessment
then is that an ethanol transition is feasible provided that its processing designs move rapidly from
theoretical concepts to industrial-scale application.
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The general assumption that biofuel feedstock production was carbon neutral in greenhouse
emissions terms has been challenged by Searchinger and colleagues in a 2008 paper in Science475
detailing the emissions legacy of land clearing and suggesting ‘pay back’ times in excess of 100
years before biofuel cycles were carbon negative. Impacts from fertiliser leaching, causing hypoxic
zones in marine areas476 and increased life cycle emissions due to nitrogenous fertilisers, further
question established environmental advantages of biofuel production cycles477. The Searchinger
analysis found that extra land must be developed for biofuel production given the current
requirements for human population growth and intensive livestock production. Some fuel cycles,
such as Brazilian grazing land to sugar cane, have greenhouse benefits with four-year payback
periods which grow to 45 years if virgin rainforest is converted.
Ethanol advocates have countered with their own analyses suggesting that conservation farming
management (no till and cover crops) will reduce the payback period for grassland conversion to
three years and forest conversion to 14 years. A robust debate has continued since publication of
the original paper with the recent publication of a rebuttal to criticisms of the paper478 and a policy
analysis of developed world biofuel policies479. Both the crop-based and lignocellulose-based
scenarios in this study understate greenhouse emissions due to the extra arable land required for
physical feasibility. The wood-based production chain, with its detailed land use planning
requirements, mostly avoids the Searchinger criticisms.
Searchinger develops a policy truism as follows: “A kind of reverse Murphy’s Law in effect creeps
into biofuel papers; if anything can go right it will”, a reasonable criticism of this ethanol analysis
where theoretical values have been accepted as currently operating fact. However, the context for
complex problem sets is equally important as the solution. Two clear-cut foundations for this
analysis are the protracted environmental and financial problems faced by Australian farmed
landscapes, and the economic and social dimensions of Australia’s response or lack of response, to
peak oil. The concept of eco-agriculture makes a case for bioenergy production as a farming
diversification that can improve ecosystem health and rural livelihoods480. Bioenergy systems
compatible with eco-agriculture must adhere to six ecological principles of spatial heterogeneity,
landscape connectivity, land suitability, surplus production, low inputs and perennial and mixedspecies systems. The wood-based system analysed here satisfies these principles and mostly
balances the negatives posed by global bioenergy considerations with the refurbishment required to
move Australian farming towards more sustainable settings. Bioenergy systems are proven
creators of regional enterprise and employment, and can increase fuel security and reduce imports,
currently $10 billion annually for Australia and projected to increase to $20 billion by 2020.
While the Searchinger analyses above challenge biofuel advocates, more challenging is a new
Stanford University481 study using 11 impact categories to contrast combinations of electricity
source and types of electric car with internal combustion engines fuelled by corn or lignocellulosic
ethanol. Most impact categories are several orders of magnitude greater for ethanol systems
compared to battery-electric-vehicles (BEVs) powered by a variety of renewable, fossil and nuclear
electricity. Replacing all vehicles in the USA with BEVs could save 30% of greenhouse emissions
and require 73,000 to 145,000 wind turbines each of 5 MW size (up to 720,000 MW), roughly seven
times the current global wind power capacity, but much less in industrial capacity terms than the
300,000 airplanes the USA produced in World War II. Australia’s light vehicles could be powered by
less than 20% of yearly electricity production based on the assumption of a 20 kilowatt hour charge
being sufficient for 100 km of driving and that each car travels 15,000 km per year.
These data are broadly consistent with a range of well-to-wheel life cycle analyses for BEVs with a
number of important exceptions. The rucksack of battery weight becomes more important as
journey length and driving volatility increases, requiring a fuel cell powertrain which requires a nonfossil source of hydrogen or a reformulated biofuel, such as ethanol or methanol, to retain
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emissions advantages482. Plug-in hybrid cars (batteries plus internal combustion engine) extend the
BEV advantage but without limitation to the driving range. Another US well-to-wheel study, using
cellulosic ethanol and low-carbon electricity, showed the feasibility of reducing life cycle emissions
to 60 grams per kilometre, a 75% reduction compared to today’s conventional vehicles483. However,
it is unlikely that the energy density of batteries will be sufficient in the broadscale, for powerful
applications such as trucks and tractors. Thus, roughly 50% of Australia’s fuel requirements (the
current diesel component) will require a replacement for oil and will have to transition to a lowcarbon content consistent with national emissions goals and international obligations.
The current transport fuels cycle is central to society’s functioning but is unsustainable in physical
(peak oil) and environmental (greenhouse emissions) terms. Life cycle or well-to-wheel analyses
clearly identify battery electric vehicles as the best option for personal use in cities, leaving roughly
50% of a growing transport task (freight and non-urban transport) requiring integrated solutions for
oil replacement and carbon mitigation. Both the Searchinger analysis discussed above, and a wide
range of national fora have identified wastes and wood as the only defensible feedstock for biofuel
production, based on human dietary needs, landscape integrity requirements and greenhouse
mitigation solutions.
If the policy response to these connected issues remains with the status quo of ethanol, this
analysis identifies the thermochemical conversion of wood as a clearly superior production system
in terms of feedstock sustainability and process efficiency. An additional advantage is that as a byproduct of syngas generation (gasification of wood gives a mixture of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen) it yields a residue biochar, a soil ameliorant that can improve crop growth and provide
carbon storage for several centuries484. Gasification of wood can be optimised to produce more gas
(for fuel and electricity) or more for biochar with a range of 10–30% of the original wood yielded as
residue485. For the core thermochemical conversion scenario, yields of 10–30% as biochar provides
carbon sequestration of one (conservative) to three (optimistic) billion tonnes of CO2 over the full
scenario period. Both science486 and politics487 have recognised the potential for biochar or ‘black
carbon’488 as a potential carbon sink, but little consideration has been given to the industrial scale
required for substantial permanent sequestration. As a byproduct of biofuel and bio-electricity
production, biochar becomes physically feasible but is unlikely to be so as a stand-alone product.
This analysis has accepted the conventional wisdom of a domestic economy with long-term GDP
growth rates of 2–3% without major structural change out to 2051. From an energy perspective
however, ‘peak oil’ anticipates an increasing difficulty in obtaining conventional oil products (a
declining energy profit). The energy profit ratio (EPR)489 simulated here is one measure of this
physical difficulty, with energy analysts suggesting that an EPR of 3:1 is the bare minimum allowing
a competent civilisation to function490. Two production chains tested here have EPRs well below this
cutoff, while the third chain achieves a 10:1 ratio at maturity. Thus, ethanol from the
thermochemical conversion of wood can maintain the domestic economy at similar levels of today’s
function in purely energy security terms, i.e. this analysis is a partial one and has not provided
whole-economy greenhouse solutions. However, the re-emergence of Herman Daly’s ‘steady state
economy’491 concept through recent policy documents such as Prosperity Without Growth492 suggest
that the wisdom of conventional growth is once again being re-examined. In a no- or low-growth
economy, the physical task of oil replacement by ethanol examined in this chapter would be smaller
and less exacting.
It is unlikely that this analysis will substantially change government policy or commercial intent,
given the industrial infrastructure and political power currently invested in the ethanol-as-a-biofuel
industry. Thus, the ‘ethanol advocates’ and ‘ethanol naysayers’ will maintain their trenchant
positions of optimism and gloom respectively. Finally, this chapter offers each group insights that
can improve their debating position.
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‘Ethanol naysayers’ should focus of five key areas as follows: low energy profits from current and
future lignocellulose systems, the land requirement for substantial replacement of oil, the
emissions pay-back period required if new land is developed, the lack of coherent policies for
flexible fuel vehicles, and the established potential of battery electric vehicles for urban driving.
‘Ethanol advocates’ should counter with five key areas of their own: policy myopia and lack of
preparedness for peak oil realities, the capacity for biofuel industries to revitalise regional
economies and employment, oil import bills that are $10 billion currently and projected to be $20
billion by 2020, the accelerated development of second generation chains (preferably
thermochemical conversion of wood), and finally, future transport tasks will still require an oil
replacement for 50% of the task.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these bio-ethanol scenarios suggest four issues that may be important
for transition experiments with other renewable technologies as follows:
■ On the basis of this analysis, the thermodynamic production of ethanol and methanol are
roughly similar in their capacity to replace traditional oil and contribute to greenhouse
mitigation targets. Given the policy incumbency of ethanol as an alternative fuel source, this
suggests it should be the status quo choice in future integrated whole-economy scenarios.
■ However, the second generation production chains tested here for ethanol are prospective
rather than proven, whereas methanol chains are technically simpler and can produce diesel
substitutes as well.
■ The prospects for battery electric vehicles in urban areas are sufficiently optimistic to suggest
they might outflank internal combustion engines for personal vehicle use. However, heavy duty
powertrains (trucks, tractors etc.) and long-distance travel will require oil substitutes. Final
whole-economy scenarios may require a 50% replacement, rather than the 90% target tested
here, if urban battery electric vehicles become an option.
■ The synergy between biofuel production and bio-electricity and biochar as co-products is
obvious in a physical-economy sense and should be retained in subsequent scenario design
and testing.
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Compressed Natural Gas
Abstract
Replacing 90% of transport oil requirements with compressed natural gas (CNG) avoids an
accumulated 700 million tonnes of emissions during the scenario period, due mainly to lower
emissions per energy unit of gas combusted. Without covering strategies, these extra gas
requirements bring forward the gas depletion point forward by five years to 2039 compared to the
base case, and increase the balance of payments deficit by 18%. Covering transport gas
requirements by capping gas exports at around current levels of 700 PJ per year, delays possible
gas depletion to 2047 and keeps the balance of payments index at the base case level. Adding
increased engine efficiency (by 70% for light vehicles and 20 to 40% for heavier vehicles) to the
export gas cap, avoids an accumulated three billion tonnes of emissions compared to the base
case, delays gas depletion to 2051 and almost halves the accumulated balance of payments deficit.
Integrating the full gas transport scenario with the best convention electricity scenario (a
forerunner of the final combined scenarios) avoids an accumulated 12 billon tonnes of emissions
(minus 42% compared to the base case), decreases per capita consumption by 9% and provides a
future fund of $2,700 billion, or two and one-half times the current stock of superannuation funds in
Australia. It is inevitable that natural gas will deplete around 2050 whatever strategies are
employed to use it efficiently or to constrain exports. CNG vehicles could give an oil buffer over the
next two decades while Australia makes a rapid transition to a new economic structure, where
energy security is not threatened by stock depletion or pollution constraints. The most likely
competitor for CNG cars are the plug-in hybrids, charged by low-carbon off-peak electricity which
can give equal fuel costs and provide transport kilometres with a lower carbon content.

Introduction
High petrol and diesel prices in mid-2008, and the promise of higher prices to come, rekindled,
particularly in the electronic media, a focus on natural gas as a transport fuel. Headline programs
such as the ABC’s 7.30 Report493, Stateline494 and PM495 reported industry and consumer displeasure
at the non-availability of compressed natural gas (CNG), the lack of strategic leadership by
governments of all persuasions, and the growing financial imbalance between oil imports and gas
exports. Australia has large reserves of natural gas and coal seam methane which could substitute
for imported petrol and diesel in suitably modified vehicles of all sizes. Worldwide there are about
six million CNG vehicles with half a million units added to the fleet every year. Countries such as
Argentina have 1.5 million CNG vehicles or 15% of their total fleet, while Italy, Pakistan and USA
have natural gas fleets in excess of one million vehicles. New Zealand during the 1980s had 10% of
its fleet driven by CNG, until government subsidies were curtailed. Until recently, the prognosis for
peak oil has been widely dismissed in Australia as ‘green or Malthusian alarmism’ and probably
explains the nation’s slow response to the linked issues of fuel security, greenhouse reductions and
the supply of low-carbon transport options. Thus, the strategic questions for CNG transport are
whether it can be a dominant fuel supply, whether it offers greenhouse benefits, and what is the
timeframe for its introduction and then replacement by new vehicle technologies?
Interestingly, a decade ago Australian industry and governments had aggressive programs for the
introduction of CNG transport options. In 1997 the Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance brought together
AGL, the NRMA, Volvo Car Australia and Planet Ark to promote the use of natural gas fuels and
vehicles, primarily through Volvo’s S70 bi-fuel car which combined a 200 km range gas tank and a
700 km petrol tank. Government policy and research bureaux released reports such as Natural Gas
Vehicles in Australia496 and The Economics of Natural Gas as Vehicle Fuel497, which reported
favourably on the technical feasibility of the desirability of replacing oil imports that were likely to
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increase. Ford Australia began production in 1997 of a dedicated natural gas version of its Falcon
cars with a 500 km range aimed primarily at the taxi fleet and noted that 90 filling stations were
available498. This option appears to have been replaced generally by a dedicated LPG engine. Urban
bus transport, particularly state government fleets, appears to have been the most persistent CNG
adopter with approximately 1,000 natural gas buses now running out of a total national fleet of
nearly 80,000.
Industry and government policy agendas have consistently advocated natural gas transport, but
little real action has occurred apart from demonstration projects. A current policy document from
the petroleum industry peak body APPEA, NATGAS The National Choice499, strongly advocates
natural gas as a transport fuel, noting its importance for fuel security and its greenhouse
advantages. However, the peak body repeats the metric that ‘[Australia contains] vast reserves of
gas that can sustain us for more than 100 years500’, without acknowledging that rapid development
and exploitation of those reserves will substantially reduce the resource cover well below the
century-long benchmark it promotes. Current Federal Government policy seems to favour to energy
security based on gas-to-liquids and coal-to-liquids processes without dedicated cross compliance
of these processes with current greenhouse policies focused on large emissions reductions by
2050. Current policy acknowledges the seven years since a gas-to-liquids taskforce was initiated
and the almost total lack of progress since that time501. In the year 2000, the US Syntroleum group
initiated the development of a 10,000 barrels per day gas-to-liquids project on the Burrup Peninsula
in Western Australia502, but this was shelved in 2002 due to financing difficulties503. Currently SasolChevron is one of a number of global companies exploring gas-to-liquids (principally synthetic
diesel) projects on the north-west shelf of Western Australia504. There are a number of private
industry groups such as OES-CNG505 and the Energy Networks Association506 that advocate and
implement CNG technologies in the absence of a broader national framework to support them.
The optimism for CNG transport fuel might be misplaced, as gas too could deplete quickly when
national and global vehicle fleets transfer to it. However, the World Energy Council’s 2007 Survey of
Energy Resources507 reports that proven gas reserves provide 56 years of cover at today’s
consumption rates and that underground coal gasification and shale gas could augment that proven
reserve base many times over. This assessment is justifiably optimistic, but does not acknowledge
greenhouse emissions inherent in these supplementary resources. Adherents to the peak oil
concept project a yearly production plateau of 150,000 PJ globally in gas availability from 2015 to
2040, followed by a steep decline because gas has a different decline profile to oil508. Many North
American and European gas provinces are already past peak and in steep decline requiring
supplementation by imports. An Australian peak oil focus on gas resources509 comes to similar
conclusions and suggests that domestic gas reserves will be 80% depleted in the period 2020–2025
because of export volumes and increased domestic requirements.
The simulations in this chapter will accept the technical potential of CNG as a transport fuel and
that it buffers an economy against oil constraints, while aiding the response to greenhouse
challenges. It uses relatively optimistic estimates of domestic natural gas availability but more
limited assessments of the coal seam methane resource. It assumes that CNG is delivered through
an expanded pipeline infrastructure to 90% of the vehicle fleet by 2030 for an additional cost of
$3000 per vehicle across the whole supply chain. It does not represent the gas-to-liquids process.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
The natural gas transport transition is simulated for a traditional growth economy with the goal of
covering the oil deficit rather than decarbonising the fuel supply. The key assumption on the size of
gas stocks is a peak of 180,000 PJ which is slightly larger that recent reports from Geoscience
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Australia510 (4,000 billion cubic metres or 155,000 PJ) and the Parliamentary Library511. The
additional gas is sourced as coal-bed methane from the extensive black coal resources of
Queensland and New South Wales512.
Table 57. Description of key scenario settings implemented for natural gas transport simulations.

Scenario Setting
Goals for natural
gas transport
Technology types
Capital cost

Maintaining
natural gas cover
Vehicle efficiency
GDP growth
targets
Rebound control
strategies

Rationale and Detail
90% of road transport energy demand to be met by compressed natural
gas (CNG) by 2030.
Conversion of petrol vehicles is similar to current LPG conversions while
diesel motors require the addition of spark plugs for ignition.
Conventional petrol and diesel engines with a light vehicle cost of $3,000
per unit and $30,000 for heavy diesel trucks. It is assumed that price
differential disappears by 2030 and that the normal expansion of gas
pipeline network will be sufficient to service the majority of
requirements. Tankers would service remote locations.
Expanding LNG exports while transitioning to CNG fuel for domestic
requirements is expected to deplete natural gas stocks earlier. One
strategy will cap gas exports at current levels of 700PJ per year.
Light cars and light trucks decrease requirements per kilometre by 70%
by 2030, medium trucks by 40% and heavy trucks by 20%.
Scenarios must be GDP neutral in comparison to the base case
scenario.
Avoiding the balance of payments effects of oil depletion and improved
vehicle efficiencies require future fund transfers of up to $60 billion per
year, resulting in future fund stocks by 2051 of $1,000 to $2,000 billion.

The core scenario assumes that natural gas will meet 90% of transport energy by 2030 (Table 57). It
is assumed that the technical aspects of the transition are simple but that vehicles cost more. The
ongoing expansion of gas pipeline systems is judged sufficient to deliver gas to compressing and
refuelling stations. A number of scenario additions are tested, in particular vehicle technologies and
a cap on natural gas exports so that the domestic depletion point is not brought forward. Because
gas as a transport fuel helps avoid economic drag caused by increasing oil imports, the economy is
stimulated and requires future fund withdrawals of $60 billion per year to maintain where possible,
the scenario protocols of GDP neutrality.
Scenario Results
Replacing the declining domestic oil resource with natural gas gives higher rates of GDP growth for
the first 30 years of the scenario, but then a precipitous drop when gas stocks are depleted and
have to be replaced by imports (Figure 112, left hand graph). This drop and the whole-economy
dependence on natural gas give a decrease in the personal affluence measure, and also 700 million
tonnes of the accumulated CO2 emissions (Figure 113, left hand graph and Table 58). While natural
gas combustion has lower emissions per unit of energy used, there is not a large difference in the
overall emissions budget due to the dynamic of a number of whole-economy interactions (Figure
112, right hand graph).
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Figure 112. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case, 90% natural gas transport, and 90% natural gas transport with exports limited to 700PJ per year.

The drop in economic and personal affluence measures can be avoided by capping natural gas
exports at levels current in 2006 and directing most of the resource to domestic uses. This defers
the depletion point from 2039 to 2047 and maintains GDP growth rates at higher rates for a longer
period compared to the base case or the core 90% natural gas scenario. This approach improves
the average GDP growth rate by one-tenth of one percentage point and decreases accumulated
emissions by a further 200 million tonnes, compared to the core scenario. Limiting exports would
not be welcomed by today’s conventional wisdom nor by the politics of global trade. Nevertheless,
The Western Australian Government513 announced in 2006 that it required retention of 15% of all
liquefied natural gas projects or 35,000 PJ in aggregate, for future domestic use. These oil
replacement scenarios commit double that established policy goal or 70,000 PJ to domestic
transport use, and represent a major change to the structure of the gas exports industry. The
balance of payments indicator is not advantaged overall by the cap because exports are lost and
large imports are required at the end of the scenario because gas plays a central role in driving the
overall physical economy.
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Figure 113. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case, the 90% natural gas transport,
and the limited gas exports scenarios.

By definition, these gas scenarios reduce oil requirements to around 1,500 PJ per year compared to
4,000 PJ per year in the last decade of the scenario (Figure 113, left hand graph). However, the
domestic gas demand is increased by greater than 3,000 PJ to achieve this (Figure 113, right hand
graph). Other national measures due to gas transport are a future fund stock by 2050 of around
$2,000, twice the current stock of national superannuation funds.
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Figure 114. Oil requirements (left hand graph) and natural gas requirements production (right hand
graph) for the base case, the 90% natural gas transport and natural gas transport with limited exports
scenarios.

The introduction of a more efficient transport fleet using natural gas (see assumptions in Table 57)
improves many of the scenario outcomes (Table 58). Accumulated transport emissions decrease by
up to 2.4 billion tonnes compared to the base case while whole-economy emissions decrease by
nearly three billion tonnes. The depletion point for natural gas cover extends beyond 2051, the
scenario end-point. The average GDP growth rate is improved by four-tenths of one percent
because the large downturns due to gas depletion are avoided. The balance of payment indicator
improves by around 40% because oil imports are decreased and gas imports avoided. Some of
these scenario additions bring only partial success as they delay the inevitable by a few years, i.e.
that both oil and natural gas will inevitably deplete. Thus, natural gas transport is more of a
bridging fuel as it makes only moderate improvements in the national emissions budget while
offering fuel security for several decades, provided that gas exports are capped.
Table 58. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case, the 90% natural gas transport, with export limits, with efficient transport, and with 30% rail..

Indicator

Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock of
GDP – billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated stock of
net CO2 emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated CO2
emissions from
transport – billion
tonnes
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars
Personal consumption

Base Case

90% Natural
Gas
Transport

90% Natural
Gas
Transport
with Limited
Exports

90% Natural
Gas, Limited
Exports plus
Efficient
Transport

2.2

2.2

2.3

2.6

90% Natural
Gas, Limited
Exports,
Efficient
Transport
plus 30%
Rail
2.5

73,747

73,687

73,660

73,749

73617

28.70

27.99

27.8

25.88

26.49

7.3 (25% of
total)

6.7 (23% of
total)

6.7 (23% of
total)

4.9 (18% of
total)

5.5 (20% of
total)

0

1,961

2,206

1,010

1,010

7,238

7,079

7,188

7,324

7,298
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stock – GJ per capita
National capital stock
at 2051 – embodied PJ
Accumulated oil use –
PJ
Accumulated gas use –
PJ
Accumulated gas
exports – PJ
Accumulated gas for
transport – PJ
Potential year of
domestic natural gas
depletion
Balance of payments
indicator – index base
case = -100

24,672

24,176

25,894

27,754

27,543

148,000

76,000

75,000

75,000

86,000

148,000

234,817

231,000

188,000

188,000

98,151

76,535

20,498

16,854

24,647

551

70,894

70,582

35,755

35,994

2044

2039

2047

2051

2051

-100

-118

-101

-56

-64

Testing the degree to which capping natural gas exports affects whole-economy outcomes is the
most radical departure from conventional wisdom in this scenario set. The earlier depletion of
natural gas because of increased use allied with gas exports is also a feature of the ‘best
conventional electricity’ scenario. Using caps in gas exports to fuel both lower-carbon electricity
production and the transport fleet seems then an obvious combination to be tested (Table 59). The
combination gives an average GDP growth rate slightly under the base case but reduces
accumulated emissions by nearly 12 billion tonnes, to under 60% of the base case. The transition
stimulates the economy and the rebound control gives a future fund of $2,700 billion but decreases
the personal affluence indicator by 9%. The increased domestic gas requirements deplete stocks
early in spite of vehicle efficiencies and increase the balance of payments indicator by 14% above
the base case position.
Using the future fund mechanism to reduce the GDP growth rate to an average of 0.3% over the
entire scenario period, deals with some of these issues but obviously at the expense of economic
productivity which decreases by an accumulated $30,000 billion or 43% below the base case.
However, accumulated emissions are now 10 billion tonnes, or 65% of the base case. The personal
affluence indicator for this ‘tough decisions’ scenario is 52% below the base case position, a halving
of physical churn from personal consumption decisions (specifically the energy embodied in
discretionary personal expenditure). The depletion of gas stocks has improved in this scenario,
reflected in a decrease of 27% for the indicator of the balance of payments deficit. The future fund
has accumulated to nearly $7,000 billion while the national infrastructure stock has decreased to
one-half to the base case. This ‘tough decisions’ extension to the combined electricity and transport
scenario is obviously unacceptable to today’s status quo in the extent to which it collapses economic
productivity in pursuit of a single environmental indicator, greenhouse emissions . Nevertheless, it
provides an insight into the physical dimensions of an economy which might have to accommodate
emission reductions of 80% or greater.
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Table 59. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case, the combined electricity and natural gas transport and the ‘tough decisions’ scenario.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate – %
Accumulated stock of GDP –
billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net CO2
emissions – billion tonnes
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal consumption stock
– GJ per capita
National capital stock at 2051
– embodied PJ
Balance of payments
indicator – index base case =
-100

Base Case

Best
Conventional
Electricity

Combined
Scenario with
‘Tough Decisions’

1.9
73,782

Combined
electricity and
gas transport
scenario
2.1
73,748

2.2
73,747
28.70

18.84

16.85

10.10

0

1,945

2,712

6,837

7,238

6,532

6,598

3,483

24,672

22,762

24,445

12,404

-100

-142

-114

-73

0.3
42,419

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
The uncertainties surrounding the transition to natural gas transport have been well identified
during simulation of the core scenarios. The key risk, and that already identified by the WA
Government, is that expanding natural gas exports will eventually hinder the capacity of the
domestic economy. Discovering an extra 25,000 PJ of natural gas in addition to the core assumption
of 180,000 PJ, obviously extends the stock depletion point. However, depending on the time profile
of discovery (i.e. early or late), it could also allow gas exports to expand, slightly improving the
balance of payments indicator but constraining GDP growth rate in the final decade when large
imports are required to maintain economic function. Failing to control economic stimulation due to
energy rebound, increases accumulated GDP by $3,000 billion or 4% of the base case but also
increases accumulated emission by one billion tonnes.
Table 60. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for the 90% natural gas transport scenarios.

Indicator
Natural gas
discovery

Induced Effect
An extra 25,000
PJ

Rebound control

No rebound
control

Combining with
other major
scenarios

Include the best
conventional
electricity
scenario

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
Minor effects compared to combined gas transport
scenario as major risks have been removed by capping
gas exports and introducing efficient transport.
Compared to core scenario, no rebound control increases
accumulated GDP by $3,000 billion and accumulated
emissions by one billion tonnes.
Best conventional electricity decreases accumulated
emissions by a further 10 billion tonnes, decreases the
personal consumption indicator by 10% and more than
doubles the future fund.
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Discussion
In facing the combined challenge of global emissions reductions in parallel with peaking of the
world’s traditional oil, the technical literature presents a number of intriguing natural gas solutions.
French workers are developing a small turbo-charged CNG engine514 within the framework of the
Smart car, given CNG’s potential to avoid petrol and its 25% lower CO2 emissions than petroleum
for a similar performance envelope. Some US engineers judge that multi-fuel hybrid engines515 with
CNG compatibility will outperform the relatively immature fuel cell technology for several decades
to come. Green car reports for 2008516 in the USA rated the Honda Civic CNG vehicle as the greenest
available, marginally bettering the Toyota Prius hybrid. This Honda Civic can be purchased with a
home refuelling facility517 that allows a night-time refuel with a 160 km driving range. European
carmakers particularly Fiat, Citroen and Volkswagen offer a wide range of factory-made CNG
vehicles while General Motors in Brazil offer a ‘multi-power’518 vehicle that runs on petrol, ethanol
or CNG.
While technological solutions are most often seen as unlimited, their adoption by a mature
marketplace well defended by status quo occupiers is limited, principally by a lack of enduring
policy support, the density of refuelling infrastructure and an insufficient price differential between
CNG and its rival fuels, petrol and diesel519. In the early 1980s, 10% of New Zealand’s car fleet was
CNG powered, underpinned by a domestic manufacturing base and fuelled from its Maui gas field.
However, the dismantling of previous government incentives by a new government focused on
economic reform saw the sector disappear within a decade. There appears to be a threshold of 20%
of refuelling stations being CNG capable, beyond which drivers no longer see CNG availability as an
issue. Countries such as Brazil, Argentina, Pakistan and the USA have in excess of 1,000 refuelling
stations available with one station for each 1,000 vehicles520. The exact number of refuelling stations
in Australia is unclear but most capital city bus fleets have fleets of CNG buses and refuelling
stations are available in many cases to motorists. Successful penetration of CNG vehicles seems to
require a price differential of 40–60% below liquid fuels. In mid-2008 a CNG equivalent to a litre of
petrol was $0.53521 while petrol was priced at $1.60, a differential of 66%. Current comment notes
that the Federal Government provided strong mandates for the extension of CNG fleets and
refuelling522, but little implementation ensued and nor are there subsidies for CNG retrofitting523 to
vehicle fleets.
CNG is widely perceived as being a cleaner burning fuel, both in greenhouse terms and combustion
products that are dangerous to human health in city airsheds. However, the devil is in the detail,
and a poorly tuned CNG vehicle or diesel truck can both be problematical and operate well below
the designed emissions specification. Australian studies on transport life cycles for heavy trucks
showed that CNG engines have 10% lower greenhouse emissions that their diesel counterparts524.
For light vehicles, the same study team found that CNG was 25% lower in greenhouse than
equivalent unleaded petrol vehicles, and much lower than diesel engines for PM10 emissions525. A
US passenger vehicle life cycle study found that CNG direct-injected engines had an overwhelming
advantage over all other types in the release of combustion toxics and had 40% lower greenhouse
emissions. This emissions advantage was balanced by the weight and bulk of the CNG storage
which set range limits of around 160 km, judged to be suitable for urban requirements526. For
longer ranges, direct-injected diesel motors gave good balance between emissions and travelling
range. A European study set in the context of the Brussels urban area used an ‘eco-score’ concept,
a broader rating combining measures of global warming, human respiratory health, acidification,
damage to buildings and noise527. CNG vehicles rated in the best 30% of eco-scores and the list was
topped by an electric vehicle charged by renewable electricity. All diesels rated poorly in eco-scores
with low performance standards for human health, acidification and damage to buildings.
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Less optimistic emission outcomes from CNG vehicles are found in other studies. A Queensland
study528 of a six-cylinder passenger car found that both global warming emissions and those for
aromatic hydrocarbons were less in the CNG car over a number of driving cycles, but they exist
mainly when the vehicle is driven at high speed and loads. Thus, in the typical stop-start
configurations of city driving, many of the claimed advantages of CNG cars might not be delivered.
In testing truck diesel engines powered by CNG over a range of power settings, the same group
found that smaller-sized particles emissions, injurious for lung health, were of the same order as
well-tuned diesel engines and thus perceived advantages of CNG as a fuel might also not be
delivered529.
In strategic policy terms to 2050 and beyond, there are a number of negatives for a rapid transition
to a CNG fleet. The first is the power of the gas export lobby and their capacity to subvert elected
representatives behind banners of free trade and geopolitical equity. The second is that CNG for all
of its combustion qualities is still not carbon neutral although it could buffer Australian motorists
against the high price and constrained availability of traditional oil over the next three decades. In
purely greenhouse terms, more might be gained from high oil prices and government regulations
forcing a rapid transition to fuel efficient vehicles. The third is that domestic natural gas stocks will
deplete probably in the decade 2040–2050 and domestic mobility will again be under crisis
management. Fourthly, the ‘best conventional electricity’ scenario (page 135) (if that pathway is
embraced) requires that domestic gas also be used in gas turbines and carbonate fuel cells to
provide low-carbon electricity.
Given these competing tensions, a decade-long niche might be appearing for battery cars and plugin hybrids, especially in urban areas where more than 80% of Australians live. Life cycle analyses in
the USA found that plug-in hybrids reduced greenhouse emissions by 40% compared to
conventional vehicles, but that carbon-neutral biofuels were superior to all other options530. The
plug-in hybrid results were confirmed in a regional Colorado study where life cycle greenhouse
emissions were 35% lower than conventional vehicles where off-peak power was used531.
Additionally 3.5 kWh of electric charging were required to displace one litre of petrol or the
equivalent of $0.52 per litre at an electric price of $0.15 per kWh. Fuel costs are thus equal to
current CNG prices.
Making the CNG transition from an almost standing start presents a physical hurdle governed by
the size and shape of the vehicle fleet. Of the almost 15 million vehicles in the current fleet532 about
550,000533 or 4% are gas powered, mainly with liquefied petroleum gas. This suggests that CNG
component manufacturing has sufficient size and experience to at least prepare for the transitional
task. With an average age of about 10 years, each of the nearly one million new vehicles sold each
year would have to be CNG powered to give a 90% CNG fleet by 2020, the basis of these simulations.
However, more than 60% of vehicles sold domestically are imported, so there are a range of
international trade issues to be faced before CNG-mandated imports would be feasible. Argentina’s
fleet of 1.5 million out of 10 million total, or 15%, represent the highest proportion of CNG vehicles
globally. About 500,000 vehicles are added to the global CNG fleet each year and so an Australian
transition to one million more per year represents a step change in supply.
In retrospect, Australia seems to a squandered its forward approach to CNG transportation that
was well under development in the mid-1990s. While it is easy to attribute this to one decade of
neo-liberal political power at a federal level, there are technical and institutional issues that are
relatively uncoupled from the political power of the moment. One important event was the demise
of the Energy Research and Development Corporation which operated from 1990–1997 and held a
portfolio of alternative energy projects whose research objectives were judged to be more the
preserve of private firms and the market. An important philosophical pitfall is the belief that high oil
prices and more exploration effort will liberate oil fields previously undiscovered. National
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institutions such as Geoscience Australia534 and the commodity forecaster ABARE535, have
maintained a policy position of resource cornucopia, and only time will tell if their conventional
wisdom has been correct. ABARE projected that the 2011 price of West Texas crude oil would hover
around $US39 per barrel, seemingly a low probability event in today’s petroleum market. More
generally though, modern OECD governments find it difficult to break the policy mould and replace
it by strategically different approaches. It may be that resilience theory has it essentially right and
that an ossified structure must first disassemble and thus allow input of radical ideas, as society
rebuilds under a different architecture and function.
Untangling the many optimistic possibilities presented here for CNG-based transport highlights
three themes or directions. The first is that CNG could provide a robust buffer for the next two to
three decades to the social and economic volatility promised by current global markets and looming
peak oil. Changes to the transport fleet and fuelling infrastructure would need to be mandated topdown and applied forcefully nationwide, so that the transition is in place by 2020. Secondly, strong
opposition could be expected from gas exporters with long-term contracts already underway and
vehicle importers who cannot supply bi-fuelled vehicles. Pragmatically though, a strong domestic
market for gas and CNG vehicles should satisfy corporate managers and their shareholders,
provided that policy frameworks give enduring timeframes. Finally, and perhaps the biggest
impediment to CNG transport, is that it is not greenhouse neutral. As an interim measure it can
provide greenhouse savings of 30% for domestic vehicles for the same transport service, but growth
in population and affluence will continue and quickly consume this emissions advantage in absolute
terms. This reality provides the niche for plug-in hybrid vehicles that will progressively be charged
by low-carbon electricity and fuelled by wood-based bio-alcohols.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these compressed natural gas scenarios suggest five issues that may
be important for transition experiments with other ‘conventional wisdom’ technologies as follows:
■ Capping natural gas exports is a central requirement to maintaining self-sufficiency in
transport fuels out to 2051 within this conventional resource utilisation viewpoint.
■ The importance of export caps is heightened when strategies for self-sufficiency in transport
fuels are combined with advanced electricity generation (combined cycle gas turbines and
fuels cells) which are also fuelled by natural gas.
■ The conventional or non-renewables approach to transport fuel and low-carbon electricity can
provide carbon dioxide reductions of an accumulated 12 billion tonnes of compared to the base
case (28.7 reduced to 16.85 billion tonnes) while maintaining GDP neutrality.
■ Relaxing the scenario requirement for GDP neutrality by increasing future fund transfers gives
an 18.5 billion tonne reduction in accumulated emissions or a 65% reduction compared to the
base case. This is still seven billion tonnes shy of the 90% reduction suggested by
contemporary science and policy discussions.
■ The scenario drivers used in this chapter may be too linear and conservative, e.g. it is possible
that the rapid depletion of domestic natural gas and the challenges to national productivity
therein, could speed innovation in synthetic fuels (coal-to-liquids with carbon sequestration
and storage) and their rapid implementation.
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Shale Oil
Abstract
In response to the high price and looming constraints of traditional petroleum, Australia has the
option of developing extensive shale oil resources (kerogen) located principally in central
Queensland. Two conversion processes are potentially available, the Alberta Taciuk retort process
where shale ore is mined and retorted (heated) to release oil, and the Shell in-situ process where
electrical heating is applied underground. With a goal of supplying 90% of oil requirements by 2030,
scenarios showed that both processes can maintain economic productivity at base case levels by
avoiding oil imports. However, compared to the base case accumulated emissions of 28.7 billion
tonnes, the Taciuk retort (+8.5 billion tonnes or +30%) and the Shell (+3.5 billion tonnes or +12%)
processes give large increases in accumulated emissions. Technology improvements in the
national vehicle fleet could reduce these increases to 4.5 and 0.5 billion tonnes for the Taciuk and
Shell processes respectively. Because the Shell in-situ process requires electrical heating
underground, a combination with the ‘best conventional electricity’ scenario could avoid much of
the emissions from electricity generation. Combining both technology sets, reduces accumulated
emissions to 20.5 billion tonnes or 30% below the base case. Adding further refinements of
constraining gas exports and better vehicle technologies reduce this to 18 billion tonnes or 40%
below the base case. At a whole-economy level, both scenarios are relatively resistant to large
changes in capital cost and energy inputs assumptions because they avoid the economic drag
caused by increasing oil imports after 2020. The key technical parameters are based on a recent US
life cycle analysis which notes that the Shell in-situ process is still not a proven technology. Thus,
these relatively positive results should be treated with caution. Also on the technology horizon is the
possibility of replacing underground electrical heating with microwave disturbance (similar to
microwave ovens). While not directly comparable, similar economic and greenhouse indicators
could be expected from implementing coal liquefaction technologies at this whole-economy scale.

Introduction
Historical precedent shows that energy shocks such as those produced by high oil prices in mid2008, increase technological and investment activity around alternative or non-conventional sources
of transport fuels such as tar sands in Canada536, heavy oils or bitumen’s in Venezuela, coal-toliquids, gas-to-liquids and oil shales throughout the world. For oil shales, the total reserves of high
yielding deposits (greater than 100 litres per tonne) contain in excess of 17,000 billion barrels of oil
equivalent with two-thirds located in North America and 12% each in Europe and Australia537.
Exploitation of oil shale has a long industrialised history starting in France in 1837, Scotland in 1850
and Australia in 1865538. Today, Estonia generates over 90% of its electric power from oil shale and a
number of countries such as China, Jordan, Israel and Brazil extract oil from shale or gasify shale
to drive gas turbines. As the world’s largest user of oil and location of the largest shale oil reserves,
the USA maintains an itinerant interest in shale oil development that began officially with the ‘Naval
Oil Shale Reserve’ in 1909 where it still remains as a strategic interest539; the government also
maintains shale oil as part of its energy research portfolio540.
Energy experts see the term ‘oil shale’ as a ‘misnomer, being neither shale or oil, [but] in fact an
immature source rock which has not yet generated any oil and needs to be heated at 600oC to yield
oil by pyrolysis’541. Therefore, shale ore has lower energy content per tonne being one-eighth that of
crude oil and one-third that of firewood. Energy analyst Walter Youngquist542 reports views such as
‘Shale oil – the fuel of the future and always will be’. Nevertheless, the un-preparedness of an
expanding world economy for the potential arrival of a peaking of cheap traditional oil means that
shale oil’s large and spatially concentrated resources are ready for exploitation. The recent history
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of the rapid development of the Canadian tar sands is a reminder that growth and development
imperatives mostly overwhelm local or global environmental concerns. Thus it is wise to move
beyond process feasibility studies and marginal cost-benefit analyses, when assessing national oil
replacement options.
The prospect of shale oil retains strong allegiances from technologists (intent on unlocking its
processing secrets) to oil majors such as Shell543 who have invested in continuing research mainly
in the USA for several decades. Australia has at least four listed companies currently active in shale
oil development: Queensland Energy Resources Limited, Blue Ensign Technologies, Greenvale
Mining and Boss Energy. The discovery of oil shales in Queensland in the 1970s led to the
development of a pilot plant by Southern Pacific Petroleum (then Suncor and now Queensland
Energy Resources Limited) which successfully used the Alberta Taciuk retort process to meet
production goals of an eventual one million barrels by 2004. That development is now in mothballs
while the other active companies are exploring other locations and innovative extraction processes.
Oil shale development also has its strong detractors. The Queensland oil shale plant was effectively
halted at the pilot stage by Greenpeace Australia advocacy, particularly because of its potential to
increase national greenhouse emissions. Two physical issues noted by other opponents include the
volume of mine tailings and the requirements for water. The tailings issue is a reality and this
analysis will show that above ground methods will eventually require the yearly extraction of nearly
one billion tonnes of shale ore per annum by 2050. Somewhat perversely, the tailing dumps in
Scotland from 19th century shale mining activity are now protected as landscape features and have
been colonised by a distinct set of plants and animals due to their different chemical and physical
properties. Current estimates for water requirements are one to three litres per litre of oil
produced, the same as the thermochemical conversion of woody biomass to bio-alcohols analysed
elsewhere in this report. Rand Corporation recently reported on potential US shale oil
developments, listing a series of major issues but concluding they were all open to effective
solutions by transparent management approaches. A recurrent theme from many critics is the poor
energy profits544 of shale oil (the ratio of energy invested to the energy returned). Given that real
operations would only extract the highest ore grades, this criticism is less valid and this study
reveals energy profit ratios of 4–14 to one, depending on the process. However, the core
environmental issue is greenhouse gas emissions, as it is with the oil sands in Canada and the
many coal-to-liquids pilot developments currently under way worldwide.
This analysis will develop shale oil resources to replace Australia’s declining domestic oil reserves
and replace imports from abroad. It will examine two extraction processes in detail. The first is the
Alberta Taciuk retort which has already operated in central Queensland for several years and met
its production targets. The second is the Shell in-situ process currently under development in
Colorado. This requires electricity to heat shale ore in-situ and collect oil underground, and thus
avoids mining operations and the mine tailings problem. There are several other processes,
particularly microwave heating and slurry extraction. However, these are not yet described in
sufficient technical detail to feasibly represent the processes at a whole-economy scale.

Simulation Settings and Rationale
These simulations seek to supply 90% of Australia’s liquid fuel requirements from shale oil deposits
by 2030 using two extraction processes that are well described in the technical literature. The core
scenario assumptions were obtained from comprehensive life cycle analyses by the University of
California Berkeley on the Alberta Taciuk545 retorting process and the Shell546 in-situ below-ground
process driven by electricity (Table 61). For each PJ of useful fuel produced, the retort process
requires 0.07 PJ of external energy inputs, being two-thirds thermal fuels mostly for mining and
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mine transport, and the remainder electricity to drive the retort machinery. In contrast, for each PJ
of production, the Shell in-situ process requires 0.25 PJ of mostly electricity input which is supplied
externally from the electricity production sector. Geoscience Australia547 quotes shale oil yields of
between 100 and 200 litres per tonne of ore. The figure used here is 127 litres per tonne which
resulted from extensive pilot testing with the retort process at the Stuart deposit in central
Queensland. This is a little higher than the yields quoted for the US Green River shales used in the
life cycle analysis, and much smaller than the ‘potential’ yields of 400 litres per tonne reported by
an Australian shale oil company in its report to the Australian Stock Exchange. The core assumption
on yield is thus reasonably conservative. In reality though, the key assumptions for this analysis are
those for the volume of process energy inputs and their composition, i.e. electricity, oil or gas.
Table 61. Description of key scenario settings implemented for shale oil simulations.

Scenario
Setting
Goals for shale
oil transport
Technology
types
Capital cost

Energy
requirements

Oil yield
Vehicle
efficiency
GDP growth
targets
Rebound
control
strategies

Rationale and Detail
90% of road transport energy demand to be met by shale oil processing by 2030.
Shale oil to be processed by the ‘mining and retort’ process (specifically the
Alberta Taciuk retort) or the Shell in-situ process.
The Alberta Tacuik process has a core assumption of $16 million per PJ of
yearly production. The Shell in-situ capital requirement is $8 million per PJ of
production, with most of the cost shifted to the electricity generation sector
where installed capacity increases by up to 30%.
The Alberta Taciuk retort process requires external energy inputs of 0.07 PJ per
PJ of production with 35% electricity and 65% thermal. The Shell in-situ
process requires 0.25 PJ per PJ of production with 92% electricity and 8%
thermal.
127 litres per tonne of shale ore
Light cars and trucks decrease requirements per kilometre by 70% by 2030,
medium trucks by 40% and heavy trucks by 20%.
If possible, scenarios must be GDP neutral in comparison to the base case
scenario.
Buffering the physical economy from the stimulus oil shale development brings,
requires future fund transfers of up to $45 billion per year resulting in future
fund stocks by 2051 of $700 billion to $2,800 billion.

In addition to the core process assumptions on energy inputs and oil yields, additional features such
as vehicle efficiencies are used in later hybrid scenarios. The scale of the development described
here, to underpin a growing economy, stimulates economic growth and energy rebound. This is
controlled by the future fund mechanism which gives, where possible, scenario outcomes for
accumulated GDP that are neutral with respect to the base case. This is somewhat analogous to the
use by central banks, of interest rates to control economic expansion and resultant inflation.

Scenario Results
Replacing traditional oil imports with domestic shale oil processing improves the core financial and
personal consumption values compared to the base case, but at the expense of a large expansion of
accumulated greenhouse emissions (Figure 115, Figure 116, Table 62). The GDP average growth
rates improve by two to three-tenths of a percentage point, the accumulated GDP remains constant
due to scenario protocols while the personal consumption stock increases by 7%. The accumulated
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greenhouse emissions increase by 8.5 and 3.5 billion tonnes for the Taciuk retort and Shell in-situ
processes respectively. For the Taciuk retort process the increase in emissions comes from the
combustion spent ore which fuels the retorting process. For the Shell in-situ process, the
emissions increase comes mostly from the large increase in electricity generation required to
power the underground extraction process.
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Figure 115. The GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and GDP absolute (right hand graph) for the base
case, 90% shale oil using the Alberta Taciuk and Shell in-situ processes.
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Figure 116. Simulations of the personal affluence indicator (left hand graph) and net carbon dioxide
emissions from the energy sector (right hand graph) for the base case and the 90% shale oil scenarios
using the Alberta Taciuk and Shell in-situ processes.

Both shale processes require more electricity compared to the base case (Figure 117, left hand
graph). For the Shell in-situ process at 2051, this means an additional 28% in both electricity
delivery and installed infrastructure capacity. This electricity is required to both heat the oil shale
in-situ and to refrigerate barrier walls which contain the liberated shale oil. For the Taciuk retort
process, the extra electricity is required by additional shale machinery requirements and the knockon effect from higher economic growth stimulating more personal consumption of goods and
transport services.
The core goal of the shale transition is to reduce the requirements for oil imports and to improve
the international trading accounts and thus the balance of payments. By scenario definition this is
successful and at 2051 reduces by 3,500 PJ the imported oil required by the physical economy
(Figure 117, right hand graph). The 90% limit to oil imports assumed in the scenario acknowledges
that lubrication oils, bitumen, aviation fuels and chemical feedstocks might not be feasibly derived
from shale oils. Additionally, some areas such as northern Australia might source cheaper
traditional oil or its substitutes from the Asian trading block to our north.
The results so far have described direct shale oil scenarios quarantined from other policy
developments that are likely to accompany higher-priced traditional oil and possibly constrained
supplies. The most obvious is a market-led or policy-mandated drive to advanced vehicles with
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higher performance per unit of fuel combusted (see Table 61 for details). This reduces the
accumulated greenhouse emissions by three to four billion tonnes in total and that due to vehicle
use alone by two billion tonnes (Table 62).
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Figure 117. Electricity requirements (left hand graph) and oil imports (right hand graph) for the base
case, and the 90% shale oil scenarios using the Alberta Taciuk and Shell in-situ processes.

The development of additional industrial infrastructure required by the shale oil transition gives a
7% improvement of the national infrastructure stocks compared to the base case. In assessing the
multifaceted concept of national development, this can be seen as an improvement in one
important dimension. Another facet of development success is the size of the future fund used to
control the rebound effect. This varies from zero to $1,600 billion depending on the scenario and is
lower where scenarios include vehicle efficiencies. This seeming anomaly is due to reduced
physical activity and thereby financial value-adding in the production chains that supply transport
services. At 2051, the core Taciuk retort scenario requires the mining and processing of one billion
tonnes of shale ore annually, approximately two and one-half times the volumetric size of current
coal mining. At this time the base case coal production is around 600 million tonnes annually. At
2051, the process water requirement for the Taciuk retort process (at three litres per litre of oil
produced) is around 340 GL, the equivalent of 340,000 Olympic swimming pools or about one-tenth
of today’s urban water requirements. The effect of the transition on the balance of payments is
significant, reducing it by 50% for the core scenarios and up to 70% where vehicle efficiencies are
included. These trade balance simulations are somewhat speculative being based on assumptions
of increasing physical scarcity for oil and gas, while availability for other imports and exports
remain relatively unconstrained. The energy profit ratio (sometimes termed the EROI or energy
return on investment) is 14 for the Taciuk retort process and 4 for the Shell in-situ process,
suggesting that the former is more physically productive than conventional oil currently, while the
latter brackets deep water oil and a range of wood-based bio-alcohol fuels.
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Table 62. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the base
case-and 90% shale oil using the Alberta Taciuk retort and Shell in-situ process technologies, with and
without transport efficiencies.

Indicator

Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock
of GDP – billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated stock
of net CO2 emissions
– billion tonnes
Accumulated CO2
emissions from
transport – billion
tonnes
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars
Personal
consumption stock –
GJ per capita
National capital
stock at 2051 –
embodied PJ
Accumulated oil use
– PJ
Accumulated gas
use – PJ
Rate of shale ore
extraction in 2051 –
million tonnes
Total shale ore
extracted during
scenario period –
billion tonnes
Accumulated CO2
process emissions
from shale ore
extraction – billion
tonnes
Balance of
payments indicator –
index base case = 100

Base Case

90% Shale Oil
from Alberta
Taciuk Retort
Technology

90% Shale Oil
from Alberta
Taciuk Retort
plus
Transport
Efficiencies

90% Shale Oil
from Shell InSitu
Technology

2.2

2.5

2.5

2.4

90% Shale Oil
from Shell InSitu
Technology
plus
Transport
Efficiencies
2.4

73,747

73,772

73,739

73,765

73,226

28.70

37.25

33.38

32.16

29.29

7.3 (25% of
total)

10.7 (29% of
total)

8.5 (25% of
total)

10.6 (32% of
total)

8.4 (28% of
total)

0

1,667

647

716

0

7,238

7,691

7,659

7,782

7,677

24,672

27,114

26,911

26,607

26,274

148,000

161,000

128,000

161,000

127,000

148,000

148,000

148,000

158,000

154,000

0

1,008

709

in situ

in situ

0

23.3

17.9

in situ

in situ

0

6.8

5.2

0.1

0.1

-100

-51

-33

-49

-33
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Although the design and operation of the Shell in-situ process seems speculative, physically
complex and resource intensive, it has a number of attractions from a conventional wisdom
viewpoint. The first is that the underground electrical heating avoids the five to seven billion tonnes
of greenhouse emissions inherent in the above-ground retorting process where carbon remaining
in the processed ore is combusted in the recycling loop which drives the retorting process. The
second is that elements of the advanced conventional electricity scenario could be introduced
making the electricity requirement relatively carbon neutral. These combinations are shown in
Table 63 and Figure 118. The combinations build iteratively to include advanced electricity (to
reduce net carbon dioxide emission), a cap on gas exports (to maintain gas supply for high efficiency
generators) and finally vehicle efficiencies (to reduce the overall volume of transport fuels
required).
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Figure 118. GDP growth rate (left hand graph) and greenhouse emissions (right hand graph) for the
core Shell in-situ scenario, which is improved by combining with best conventional electricity (Core +
Best Electricity) and transport efficiencies (Core+ Electricity, Gas & Transport).

The goal of the full combined scenario (Shell in-situ shale oil + advanced electricity + gas caps +
transport efficiencies) is to first delay the large downturns in GDP growth caused by gas depletion
and thus give a steady GDP growth rate of 2.5% to 2050. The future fund for the fully combined
scenario is doubled compared to the core in-situ scenario while the national capital stock increases
marginally by 4%. Most significantly, the accumulated greenhouse emissions reduce by from 32 to
18 billion tonnes, a reduction of 44% compared to the core in-situ scenario and 37% compared to
the base case. The CCS process central to production of low-carbon electricity has removed and
stored 6.5 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide, well within the availability of geological storage areas on
the Australian landmass. The effect on the balance of trade index is similar to the core scenario.
While the interweaving and implementation of such complex technological innovation and policy
intervention might be interpreted as improbable, this analysis suggests the economy could take this
physical pathway and change production systems for electricity and oil in parallel. At this partial
stage of development, this conventional wisdom scenario fails to meet the greenhouse reduction
targets of greater than 80% that will be required of developed economies.
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Table 63. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the Shell insitu core scenario which is progressively altered to include the best conventional electricity, caps on
gas exports and transport efficiencies.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate –
%
Accumulated stock of GDP
– billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net
CO2 emissions – billion
tonnes
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal consumption
stock – GJ per capita
National capital stock at
2051 – embodied PJ
Balance of payments
indicator – index base case
= -100

90% Shale Oil
using Shell insitu technology
‘Core Scenario’

Core Scenario
plus ‘best
conventional
electricity’

Core Scenario,
electricity and
caps on export
gas (700PJ)

2.4

2.1

2.4

Core Scenario,
best electricity,
gas caps, and
transport
efficiencies
2.5

73,765

73,743

73,742

73,759

32.16

20.53

20.33

18.08

716

2,481

2,452

1,648

7,238

6,867

7,039

7,019

26,607

24,577

27,735

27,786

-49

-97

-75

-53

Risk and Uncertainty of Scenario Results
Australian shale oil was considered uneconomic and greenhouse unfriendly until recent high oil
prices. Simulating large changes to core scenario assumptions suggests that both core scenarios
are relatively robust in a whole-economy sense (Table 64). Even a tripling of capital cost decreases
accumulated GDP by less than $1,000 billion or a little over 1% of the base case. The key
assumption in the modelling framework is that most of the activity remains within the domestic
economy and thus the value-adding is reallocated from personal consumption to industrial activity
and related services. Moderate changes to the oil yielded from the ore around the core assumption
of 127 litres per tonne have relatively minor effects. This is partly due to reasonably superficial
modelling of the extraction process but is then covered by an assumption that the ore stock is
relatively large (30% of the stock remains at 2051) and that higher quality ores would be targeted.
The core assumptions for this analysis are the energy requirements to liberate the oil from the
shale ore. For the retort process each step change away from the core assumption (e.g. a halving, a
doubling, a tripling) alters accumulated GDP by about $1,000 billion or 1.4% of the base case. The
accumulated emissions are relatively stable as personal consumption adjusts to accommodate the
change in energy intensity of the fuel. The Shell in-situ process is more sensitive to the same level
of changes since almost all process energy come from electricity and thus requires quite large
changes in the production chain. For example, a tripling of the core energy requirement reduces
accumulated GDP by $6,000 billion or 8% of the base case while increasing accumulated emissions
by one billion tonnes compared to the core scenario.
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Table 64. A sensitivity analysis of key assumptions for 90% shale oil scenarios using the core Taciuk
retort and Shell in-situ scenarios.

Indicator
Capital cost

Induced
Effect
Halving,
doubling and
tripling

Shale oil
yield

Minus 30%
and plus 30%

Energy
requirements
for ore
processing

Halving,
doubling and
tripling

Rebound
control

No rebound
control

Best and
worst
combinations

Best (halving
of capital
and energy)
and worst
(tripling of
capital and
energy)

Effect on Main Scenario Outcomes
At a whole-economy level, scenarios are relatively robust to even a
tripling of capital cost with the Taciuk retort most affected with
$1,000 billion decrease in accumulated GDP and 600 million tonnes
lower accumulated emissions.
Scenarios are relatively robust in relation to a +/- 30% change in
yield partly due to modelling detail where energy requirements are
per PJ of shale oil produced. The Taciuk retort process in particular
should be affected as lower grades would require increased ore
volumes.
Each step change for energy inputs for the Taciuk retort alters
accumulated GDP by $1,000 billion but accumulated emissions are
relatively stable, i.e. personal consumption decreases at high
levels. For the Shell in-situ process a tripling of energy
requirements decreases accumulated GDP by $6,000 billion while
increasing accumulated emissions by one billion tonnes due to
increased electricity requirements.
No implementation of rebound control increases accumulated GDP
by $3,000–5,000 billion and accumulated emissions by 1–2 billion
tonnes.
The best combination increases accumulated GDP by up to $6,000
billion but also increases accumulated emissions by three billion
tonnes. The worst combination reduces accumulated GDP by $8,000
billion and accumulated emissions by one billion tonnes. Combining
no rebound control with a tripling of capital cost and energy inputs
recovers the core scenario outcomes.

Relaxing the requirement for rebound control increases the accumulated GDP by $5,000 billion for
the Taciuk retort process and $3,000 billion for the Shell in-situ process while increasing
accumulated emissions by two billion tonnes due to increased personal consumption stimulated by
increased economic growth. Combining the most advantaged assumptions (e.g. lower capital cost
and process energy requirements) increases accumulated GDP by $6,000 billion with concurrent
increase in emissions of three billion tonnes. The opposite less advantaged assumptions reduce
accumulated GDP by $8,000 billion or 11% of the base case and accumulated emissions by one
billion tonnes.

Discussion
At its simplest, this analysis has shown that Australia’s extensive oil shale resources have the
capacity to fuel a growing economy well into this century. Using a relatively well-proven technology,
the Alberta Taciuk retort, this acquisition of national fuel security would cause a 30% or nine billion
tonne increase in greenhouse emissions compared to the base case. Using an in-situ underground
technology from Shell’s Mahogany Project548 that is fuelled by electricity, the emissions increase is
less at 12% of the base case, or an additional 3.5 billion tonnes. Both approaches stimulate the
economy mainly by reducing the effect of increasing oil imports on the trade balance, and the
overall international balance of payments position. Constraining economic growth, or specifically
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the rebound effect, accumulates future fund stocks of $700 to $1600 billion for the simpler
scenarios. The integration of an advanced conventional electricity scenario (see page 135) that
supplies low-carbon electricity to the Shell in-situ processor maintains economic productivity while
decreasing carbon dioxide emissions by 10 billion tonnes, or down to 60% of the base case. While
the combination of these disparate technology themes is somewhat speculative, the assumptions
behind them are conservative and based on a wide range of published literature. The key
uncertainty is the capacity to manage the fluent integration of advanced technologies nationwide
over project timelines of several decades.
Developing Australian shale oil resources may seem unlikely given the short term effect of
Greenpeace’s549 environmental advocacy in thwarting development of the Stuart oil shale region in
Central Queensland. However, oil shale companies are active on the Australian stock exchange with
a number of new prospects and extractions processes underway. The original Stuart oil shale
project, now trading as Queensland Energy Resources Limited550, continues sample testing while
the pilot plant is mothballed. Blue Ensign Technologies Limited551 is developing a Julia Creek shale
oil project using a proprietary ‘Rendall Process’, a solvent technology for extracting oil from an ore
slurry at high temperatures and pressures. Greenvale Mining552 with prospects south of the
Gladstone region is testing a microwave extraction technology with early samples from one field
suggesting an oil yield of 400 litres per tonne versus 120 litres per tonne from the traditional retort
technology. Boss Energy Limited553 holds high grade oil shale reserves near Devonport in Tasmania
with a resource of 59 million barrels of oil and the possibility of easier oil release due to the origin
of the kerogen material.
Table 65. A comparison of production processes for different alternative fuel sources (carbon dioxide
emissions per litre of useful petrol equivalent: Source Brandt 2006, 2007). Note that combustion of fuel
yields an additional 1,800 grams per litre.

Fuel process

Oil shale: low estimate
Oil shale: high estimate
Tar sands: low estimate
Tar sands: high estimate
Gas-to-liquids: low
estimate
Gas-to-liquids: high
estimate
Coal-to-liquids: low
estimate
Coal-to-liquids: high
estimate
Conventional oil

Upstream or process
CO2 emissions per
litre of petrol
equivalent output:
grams per litre
1,108
1,882
1,549
5,958
846

Relativity of CO2
emissions to
conventional oil (=1)

1.7
2.8
2.3
8.9
1.3

External energy
inputs per litre of
useful petrol
equivalent output MJ
per litre (=32.5MJ)
7-9
15-24
n/a
n/a
n/a

1,132

1.7

n/a

2,466

3.7

n/a

3,408

5.1

n/a

667

1.0

n/a

Given the tenor of current greenhouse negotiations leading to binding international agreements, it
may not be politically feasible that oil shale development would be allowed to proceed. However, the
rapid development of tar sands in Canada’s western provinces has inflated that nation’s greenhouse
account554, already 29% above its agreed Kyoto Protocol target by 2006. This highlights the difficulty
in constraining resource developments that aid economic growth, but sideline environmental
considerations. The tension between encouraging development but controlling greenhouse is
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already apparent. Developing new supplies of liquid fuels from domestic sources such as shale oil,
coal and natural gas will impose addition pressures on reducing national greenhouse emissions.
Table 65 shows the upstream greenhouse and energy costs associated with potential fossil-based
replacements for traditional oil. These data were extracted from life cycle analyses555 by the
University of California Berkley and focused on the Green River oil shale formation in Colorado,
Utah and Wyoming. The gas-to-liquids process has the lowest upstream emissions, some 30–70%
higher than traditional oil. Oil shales are the next highest at 70–180% above traditional oil, while tar
sands in Canada vary from 130–790% above traditional oil. The coal-to-liquids process, currently
well developed in South Africa and being explored for Victorian brown coal deposits, ranges from
70% to 270% above traditional oil.
Given industry and political support for the continuing use of Australia’s large coal resources, it is
logical that the coal-to-liquids process will rate highly for accelerated development. High oil prices
will lessen the cost per barrel issue, and so the key technology question is whether upstream
greenhouse emissions can be reduced to those of traditional oil, a physical challenge of 440–1,200
grams per litre for shale oil, and 1,800–2,700 grams per litre for coal-to-liquids. The LINC-Energy556
project at Chinchilla in Queensland proposes underground gasification of coal to generate synthesis
gas, feeding a traditional Fischer-Tropsch liquids process. Underground combustion has the
potential to generate electricity with a carbon dioxide content of 300–500 grams per kilowatt hour,
providing that CO2 is scrubbed from the synthesis gas557. Apparently the LINC-Energy project can
produce synthetic fuels but not low-carbon ones, unless it has access to CO2 removal and a CCS
pipeline grid. Thus, it may add to the greenhouse problem while helping replace traditional oil. The
Monash Energy558 project, a collaboration between Shell and Anglo American, aims to produce lowsulphur diesel from brown coal in the Latrobe Valley. This approach will dry and gasify brown coal,
producing synthesis gas for conversion to diesel and relying on access to CCS to remove and store
the process emissions. CCS will be essential, as Sasol’s559 coal and gas-to-liquids processes in
South Africa emit 75 million tonnes yearly or 21% of that country’s greenhouse account. A scoping
of India’s560 potential for diesel production by the coal-to-liquids process similarly increases the
greenhouse emissions account by 80 million tonnes per year.
However, it is difficult to ignore the raw economic potential that the coal-to-liquids process will
have for countries such as China and India, as well as traditional markets such as the USA and
Europe. A recent review of its commercialisation prospects for China561 recommends that the polygeneration option, combining ‘integrated gasification and combined cycle’ electricity plants with
Fischer-Tropsch fuel synthesis, will be demanded from a process efficiency viewpoint. Major
process innovations562 reported the USA suggestion that the ‘hybrid hydrogen-carbon’ or H2CAR
process, which combines carbon from either biomass or coal with hydrogen from non-carbon
sources, has the capacity to at least stabilise carbon emissions from the transport cycle. This
literature suggests that the carbon capture and sequestration route for coal-to-liquids is not
efficient from a process point of view, and compares the 3 kg of carbon released per gallon of
traditional oil combusted with the 6–7 kg of carbon release from the coal-to-liquids process. Given
the life cycle data presented in Table 65, some of the advanced shale oil process routes may
develop equal development status to the coal-to-liquids projects currently underway in Australia.
This analysis has focused purely on shale replacing traditional oil. The potential of shale in China563
is seen in a much broader context where oil, fuel gas, electricity and building materials would form
an integrated process stream and give a much broader economic base to shale ore extraction.
While no specific attention is paid to a mass balance in greenhouse gas terms in the published
literature, it seems suggested ‘between the lines’ that the process integration provides a
greenhouse neutral outcome compared to separate process sectors operating in an unconnected
and parallel fashion. Similar approaches are noted in Israel564 and Estonia where oil shale has been
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burned or gasified for more than 20 years to drive conventional power plants565. Given Australia’s
large reserves of natural gas, coal seam methane and coal, it seems unlikely that electricity alone
could justify shale ore development but most recent process studies for both shale oil and coal-toliquids show that a combination of liquid fuels, electricity and chemicals gives marked advantages
in both energetic and economic terms.
It seems unlikely that the Taciuk retort process, proven physically in pilot plant terms at the Stuart
Project in central Queensland, will be developed in the future. The 30% addition it makes to the
base case greenhouse account is the main reason for this. In contrast, the Shell in-situ process,
which adds 12% to the base case emissions, seems an unlikely prospect given its large requirement
for process electricity. However, this analysis has shown that combining it with the best
conventional electricity and vehicle efficiencies, gives large reductions in greenhouse emissions.
Still, the success of this combination is unlikely given its dependence on the nation-wide and fluent
integration of numerous still to be proven sub-systems and technologies. Somewhat in between
these two physically feasible but unlikely prospects, are several process technologies such as
microwave and slurry extraction methods. There are few available and detailed process analysis for
these prospective technologies, thus they are not yet open to economy-wide analysis. Laboratory
scale analyses of Moroccan566 and Australian567 shale ore have shown that microwave heating gives
yields equal to that from direct pyrolysis heating. The electric power required is reported as 75
kilowatt hours per tonne of ore, or less than 1% of the assumption applied here for the Shell in-situ
process. However, the laboratory processes used were not directly applicable to in-ground
applications. Should either of these processes be proven feasible in both energetic efficiency and
greenhouse saving terms, and if they are integrated into a broad set of products and services rather
than just oil replacement, then Australia’s extensive shale oil resources might still meet the lofty
goals of their many proponents.

Issues Linked to Other Scenarios
The analytical details behind these shale oil scenarios suggest five issues that may be important for
transition experiments with other ‘conventional wisdom’ technologies as follows:
■ The conversion of Australia’s large shale oil resources offers a physically reasonable path to
security in domestic transport fuels but probably not in a greenhouse constrained world.
Combining the most advanced electricity scenario with the yet to be proven Shell in-situ
process, reduces accumulated emissions to 18 billion tonnes, a reduction of 40% compared to
the base case. A further 12 billion tonne reduction in accumulated emissions is required to
achieve the 80% reduction required by anticipated globally equitable solutions.
■ This transition is complex and requires the fluent integration of many engineering, financing
and management innovations across the whole economy over a period of four to five decades.
Given this uncertainty, the transition to compressed natural gas is probably more feasible and
offers one to three billion tonnes of emissions reductions, versus one to eight billion tonnes of
emissions increase from shale processing without advanced electricity.
■ It is unlikely that the Taciuk retort process would pass any environmental assessment in
today’s greenhouse policy context. Thus, it should not be considered as a component of
further scenario solutions. However, similarly greenhouse intensive processes of ‘coal-toliquids’ are being planned with assumed CCS technologies being available. Additionally, the
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extraction of oil sands in Canada is undergoing rapid expansion, seemingly decoupled from
Canada’s international policy position on greenhouse.
■ In a whole-economy sense, both shale oil processes are surprisingly robust to large changes
in core parameter values such as capital cost. The key issue is the avoidance of balance of
payment issues related to increasing oil imports over the scenario period.
■ Given these conflicting messages it is still worth including the most advanced shale oil
combination in the final component mix for the ‘conventional wisdom’ scenarios.
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Overview of Transport Fuel Options
Abstract
Australia is well placed but poorly prepared for transport futures in a carbon-constrained world
where a peaking of traditional oil supply may hinder a timely and sufficiently scaled response. This
chapter summarises possible options for replacing 90% of conventional oil by 2030, in an economy
guided by ‘renewable energy’ or ‘conventional wisdom’ world views. The ‘renewable energy’
economy tests one bio-methanol and three bio-ethanol production chains. The ‘conventional
wisdom’ economy replaces oil with compressed natural gas or shale oil recovery by two processes.
The transitions are tested as isolated innovations in a whole-economy modelling framework, where
sectors unrelated to the transition under scrutiny continue unchanged with base case assumptions.
The thermochemical conversion of plantation wood to either bio-methanol or bio-ethanol gives
economic productivity better than the base case but avoids cumulative CO2 emissions of three
billion tonnes out to 2051, with an extra one billion tonnes avoided if transport efficiencies are
implemented. First generation bio-ethanol from crop feedstocks gives economic productivity 20%
below the base case which directly reduces CO2 emissions by two billion tonnes out to 2051. The
second generation biochemical conversion of lignocellulose straddles the thermochemical to woodand crop-based approaches with economic productivity equivalent to the base case and one billion
tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided. While the bio-methanol process is well-developed technically, the
second generation bio-ethanol processes are more theoretical and only at the pilot stage of
commercial implementation.
The ‘conventional wisdom’ transitions to compressed natural gas and shale oil give economic
productivity equivalent to or better than the base case, but with different emissions outcomes. The
core natural gas transition avoids 700 million tonnes of CO2 emissions, while a combination of
vehicle efficiencies and export caps which ensure supply to 2051, avoids emissions of nearly three
billion tonnes. The thermal shale oil conversion process increases CO2 emissions by nearly nine
billion tonnes or 30% above the base case, while an electricity-driven below-ground process give
increases of nearly four billion tonnes or 14% above the base case due to extra requirements for
coal-based electricity.
Given that the economic productivity of all transitions is equal to or better than the base case,
decisions centred purely on greenhouse mitigation would favour bio-methanol or bio-ethanol
converted from wood and waste feedstocks. However, given the industrial scale and political
incumbency of the natural gas industry, emissions outcomes similar to bio-methanol are possible,
provided that transport efficiencies happen and gas exports are capped to reserve supplies mostly
for use within the domestic economy. Battery electric vehicles for urban use are not tested here
although life cycle studies show their potential. However, 50% of transport services will not be
substituted by batteries and will still require gaseous or liquid fuels with high energy density. The
90% transitions tested here are mostly applicable to a future where 50% of oil is replaced, and the
remaining mostly urban travel relies on battery electric vehicles.

Introduction
Maintaining transport services to a growing economy faces four significant challenges in the
medium and long term. First is Australia’s reliance on individual cars and trucks for personal and
freight, respectively, allied with a century-long under-investment in rapid transit infrastructure
within and between cities. Significant inequity exists with older now affluent areas well-serviced by
rail, while less affluent areas on city margins are generally poorly serviced and must rely on cars.
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Secondly, the requirement for transport services grows in line with GDP and with it, greenhouse
emissions. The individualistic nature of fuel consumption presents a distinctly different mitigation
problem compared, for example, with replacing large centralised electricity plants. Thirdly, is the
issue of peak ‘conventional’ oil, once only promoted by resource pessimists568,569, but now
acknowledged by conservative institutions such as the International Energy Agency570. Australia’s
peak oil predicament currently presents both as declining production in mature fields, and as a
financial deficit on the international trading account, with current net petroleum imports of $10
billion per year projected to rise to $20 billion by 2020. Fourthly and perhaps most importantly, is
that the response to fuel supply and demand issues is mostly ‘on the margin’, and does not catalyse
preparedness for major structural change in fuel supply or modes of fuel combustion.
This chapter summarises four detailed analyses in this report on fuel transitions that increase
transport energy security and might contribute to mitigations of greenhouse emissions. Each of
these transitions aims to replace 90% of oil-based fuels by 2030. The analysis is focused purely on
replacing conventional oil fuels with sufficient supplies of a technically tractable fuel type that
allows the economy to grow and conform to the conventional wisdom expectations. While vehicle
efficiencies are tested in sub scenarios, not examined are reducing the per capita requirement for
transport services or radically restructuring cities to conform to high density European design.
Discussion in the original analyses highlights the potential of battery electric vehicles, particularly
for urban commutes of less than 100 kms per day. This option is not analysed here apart from a
brief calculation showing that it would require less than 20% of electricity supply, but that batteries
will not substitute for 50% of future fuel requirement and will still require energy-dense fuels
combusted by technologies similar to today. The key parameters describing fuel transitions are
found in previous tables of this report as follows:
■ Bio-methanol (Table 46)
■ Bio-ethanol (Table 53)
■ Compressed natural gas (Table 57)
■ Shale oil (Table 61)
Comparison Approach
The fuel transitions are assessed by comparisons of five headline indicators, each of which is
accumulated over the full scenario period of 2006–2051. These are as follows:
■ Accumulated GDP in billions of 2005 constant dollars
■ Accumulated CO2 emissions in millions of tonnes
■ Accumulated physical affluence measure – the energy embodied in the goods and services
that make up discretionary personal expenditure in GJ per capita
■ The total capital stocks of all national infrastructure (a physical measure of national wealth
and development) at the year 2051 expressed as embodied PJ
■ Total 2005 constant dollars accumulated in the ‘future fund’ which is used to control the
‘rebound effect’ stimulated by industrial innovation and energy efficiency – essentially a
financial measure of the resilience of a fuel transition (its capacity to generate GDP equal to
the base case, and then additional returns due to value adding within domestic production
chains).
The many technical issues determining the final feasibility of each fuel transition are not replicated
in this overall assessment. These technical advantages or constraints are eventually subsumed by a
headline indicator, e.g. a technical superiority is shown in higher GDP and lower greenhouse
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emissions. Finally, a number of technical caveats are listed which may determine eventual success
or failure, e.g. if an assumed value for conversion efficiency is not achieved in the full industrial roll
out of the transition.
Fuel Comparisons

Bio-Methanol

Bio-methanol is synthesised over catalysts from syngas generated from the gasification of wood. To
support a growing economy, 40–60 million hectares of wood plantations are required by 2051. Only
farmed land is used with planting protocols that limit wood production to 30% of a region or a farm.
At maturity, the wood-to-methanol process has conversion efficiencies in excess of 60% on an
energy to energy basis (energy in feedstock to energy in final fuel). The process substitutes
methanol for petrol and dimethylether (DME) for diesel. Methanol-configured engines have
combustion characteristics (power and emissions) that are superior to petrol and diesel engines.
Methanol is also a feasible hydrogen carrier to power fuel cells through on-board reforming.
Methanol is now produced from natural gas and its industrial maturity provides a feasible bridge
from fossil-based to low carbon fuel cycles. Carbon neutral methanol from wood would confer life
cycle advantages on many products that require methanol as a basic feedstock.
Table 66. Headline indicators from the base case and a number of bio-methanol transition scenarios.

Scenario

Accumulated
GDP –
billion 2005
dollars

Accumulated
CO2 Emissions
– billion
tonnes

Base case

73,747

28.7

Personal
Consumption
Measure –
embodied
energy GJ
7,234

Total Capital
Stock of
Infrastructur
e – embodied
PJ
24,672

Future Fund
at 2051 –
billion 2005
dollars

90% methanol

73,743

25.4

7,284

27,155

3,152

90% methanol
with transport
efficiencies
90% methanol
with zero external
electricity
90% methanol
with transport
efficiencies and
zero external
electricity

73,747

24.6

7,308

26,772

2,146

73,736

25.0

7,317

27,145

3,102

73,744

24.4

7,332

26,759

2,101

na

Compared to the base case, the core methanol scenario confirms the physical feasibility of
replacing 90% of traditional oil by 2030, it provides equal GDP productivity and physical affluence
levels and reduces economy-wide CO2 emissions by 3.3 billion tonnes or 11%. In addition, it grows
national infrastructure stock by 10% and generates a future fund from rebound control in excess of
$3,000 billion in 2051 equal to 137% of GDP in that year (Table 66 and Figure 119).
Substantial improvements are possible for the core methanol scenario. Advanced engine
technologies which lower fuel requirements by up to 70% for cars and 20% for heavy trucks avoid
an extra one billion tonnes of CO2 emissions while retaining better than base case levels for the
other headline indicators. Current plant designs are expected to be electricity neutral, i.e. they will
not require imports from the grid. Together, the vehicle efficiency and zero electricity components
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allow the 90% methanol scenario to avoid 4.3 billion tonnes of CO2 emissions or 15% of base case
emissions. The residue from gasification is a type of biochar and could confer another one billion
tonnes of CO2 sequestration credits to the methanol transition if they are re-incorporated in forest
or agricultural soils, i.e. in total nearly 19% below base case emissions.
When the methanol transition is technically mature, it shows energy profit ratios of 6–10 depending
on its configuration and this compares to values of 2–3 for second generation ethanol transitions
based on lignocellulosic feedstocks. A policy-relevant side effect of the wood plantings is an 8,000–
12,000 GL reduction in water runoff, up to 50% of current managed water in Australia, but a small
amount of total national runoff. Avoiding detrimental effects to key urban and agricultural
catchments will require strong land use planning guidelines and integrated national environmental
policies.

90% Methanol Scenarios
80,000
70,000
60,000
Base Case

50,000

90% Meth

40,000

90%M +TE
90%M +ZE

30,000

90%M+TE/ZE

20,000
10,000
0
Accum GDP

Accum CO2

Physical
Affluence

Capital
Stocks

Future Fund

Headline Indicators

Figure 119. Headline indicators for the base case and core 90% methanol scenarios. Values are as follows:
Accum GDP: billion 2005$; Accum CO2: million tonnes; Physical affluence GJ embodied energy per capita; Capital
Stocks: embodied energy in PJ; Future Fund: billion $2005 at 2051. Scenario descriptors are as follows +TE is
transport efficiencies, +ZE is zero external electricity input, +TE/ZE combines transport and electricity.

Bio-ethanol
Bio-ethanol is the default petrol substitute from a policy viewpoint and is widely supported by fuel
standards, distribution chains and ethanol compliant engines. Traditionally, bio-ethanol is made by
the fermentation of grain starch or sugar cane (now classed as a first generation process, and
widely criticised because it uses human food stuffs and impacts agricultural land). New second
generation approaches use biomass or lignocellulose and wood as feedstocks, and convert them
through advanced fermentation or thermochemical processes. Fuel substitution by ethanol
supports large ethanol industries particularly in the USA, Brazil and Europe. Brazil’s good soils and
rainfall regimes support a productive sugar cane industry and therefore an efficient ethanol cycle
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with energy profit ratios approaching 8:1, values equivalent to the bio-methanol cycle described in
the former section.
Table 67. Headline indicators from the base case and a number of bio-ethanol transition scenarios.

Scenario

Accumulated
GDP –
billion 2005
dollars

Accumulated
CO2
Emissions –
billion tonnes

Total Capital
Stock of
Infrastructure
– embodied
PJ
24,672

Future Fund
at 2051 –
billion 2005
dollars

28.7

Personal
Consumption
Measure –
embodied
energy GJ
7,238

Base case

73,747

First generation
crop feedstocks
Second
generation
lignocellulose
feedstocks
Thermochemical
conversion of
wood feedstock

59,701

26.1

5,234

25,086

0

73,746

27.6

7,042

28,813

673

73,743

25.6

7,338

27,382

2,966

na

The 90% ethanol transitions examined here present a tale of two fuel cycles (Table 67, Figure 120).
The task of delivering crop feedstocks to the first generation system is feasible, but requires a
doubling of arable area by 2051 and gives economic productivity 20% below the base case. The
lower GDP also reduces CO2 emissions by 2.6 billion tonnes and per capita affluence measures by
nearly 30%. The second generation processes avoid most of these negative aspects giving GDP
productivity equal to the base case, emissions avoidance of 1–3 billion tonnes (3–10% of base case)
and future funds that accumulate to 30% or 130% of yearly GDP in 2051 for the lignocellosic and
thermochemical transitions respectively.
The current scientific literature maintains a robust debate on the energy profit aspects of second
generation systems and the knock-on environmental effects of developing extra land for biofuel
production and additional emissions from fertiliser and management. The lignocellosic transition
tested here has been formulated as a mixture of first and second generation systems with the
average outcome a mixture of leser and better aspects respectively. The thermochemical transition
uses only wood as a feedstock with wood production guidelines transferred from the bio-methanol
scenarios. The international policy literature advises against continuance of first generation
systems but gives guarded support for second generation systems provided they use ‘waste and
wood’ as feedstocks. The thermochemical system developed here is broadly consistent with these
policy recommendations.
The key issue determining the feasibility of the second generation bio-ethanol systems is whether
they achieve their theoretical conversion efficiencies when operating as commercially scaled biorefineries. While co-products such as bio-electricity and biochar will help support financial viability,
an economy requires timely, fluent and physically efficient delivery of fuel to keep all value-adding
chains functioning. The first generation crop-based system tested here reveals the eventual
outcome if energy provision is not physically competent.
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Figure 120. Headline indicators for the base case and core 90% ethanol scenarios. Values are as follows:
Accum GDP: billion 2005$; Accum CO2: million tonnes; Physical affluence GJ embodied energy per capita; Capital
Stocks: embodied energy in PJ; Future Fund: billion $2005 at 2051. Scenario descriptors are as follows crop is cropbased feedstocks, ligno is lignocellulse based feedstocks, thermo is thermochemical conversion of wood.

The political position and production capacity already present in the ethanol industry will help buffer
it against any fuel cycles that might be more physically advantageous. While this analysis suggests
that the thermochemical conversion of plantation wood could allow a nationally competent industry
to develop, it is likely that the entrenched positions of those against ethanol (the ethanol naysayers)
and those for ethanol (the ethanol advocates) will be maintained. This analysis and its literature
review suggest each group expand its debating and advocacy position along the following lines:
■ The ‘ethanol naysayers’ should focus of five key areas as follows: low energy profits from
current and future lignocellulose systems, the extra land requirement for substantial
replacement of oil, the emissions pay-back period required if new land is developed, the lack
of coherent policies for flexible fuel vehicles, and the established potential of battery electric
vehicles for urban driving.
■ ‘Ethanol advocates’ should counter with five key areas of their own: policy myopia and lack of
preparedness for peak oil realities, the capacity for biofuel industries to revitalise regional
economies and employment, oil import bills that are $10 billion currently and projected to be
$20 billion by 2020, the need for accelerated development of second generation chains
preferably thermochemical conversion of wood, and finally that future transport tasks will still
require an oil replacement for at least 50% of the task.
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Compressed Natural Gas
Australia’s bountiful stocks of natural gas could cushion it against supply disruptions should peak
oil constraints develop as predicted, or geopolitical actions pervert the function of normal supplies
from the global market. Preparations for this transition should mandate that all new cars and
trucks be bi- or tri-fuelled (petrol/diesel, CNG/LPG) and that gas compression facilities are
developed at service stations, businesses and private dwellings. Motor manufacturers such as
Daimler AG and Honda already supply CNG cars and home compression facilities to particular
markets. New Zealand’s Maui gas field fuelled a small car CNG fleet in the 1980s, while countries
such as Brazil, Argentina, Pakistan and the USA currently have extensive distribution networks and
fleets. The clean combustion properties of natural gas allow much reduced airborne toxics
compared to petrol and diesel, and it can give 20% less greenhouse emissions per unit of transport
service in well-maintained CNG vehicles. In the 1990s, Australia proposed developing a strategic
CNG capability but the petroleum industry by-product LPG emerged as the dominant gaseous fuel
of choice, supported by a wide distribution network, a critical mass of fleets such as taxis, and
federal government incentives for gas conversions.
Table 68. Headline indicators from the base case and a number of compressed natural gas transition
scenarios.

Scenario

Base case
90% gas
90% gas with
limited
exports
90% gas with
limited
exports and
transport
efficiencies

Accumulated
GDP –
billion 2005
dollars

Accumulated
CO2 Emissions
– billion
tonnes

Total Capital
Stock of
Infrastructure
– embodied
PJ
24,672
24,176
25,894

Future Fund
at 2051 –
billion 2005
dollars

28.7
28.0
27.8

Personal
Consumption
Measure –
embodied
energy GJ
7,238
7,079
7,188

73,747
73,687
73,660

73,749

25.9

7,324

27,754

1,010

na
1,961
2,206

The core 90% gas scenario maintains most headline indicators within 3% of the base case levels
and also avoids 700 million tonnes of CO2 emissions over the scenario period (Table 68, Figure 121).
The key economy-wide risk to this transition out to 2051 is that increased gas requirements from
transport and a rapidly expanding LNG export market accelerate the depletion of domestic gas
stocks. The response to this is imported gas at a time when global gas stocks will probably be
constrained. Maintaining LNG exports at around current levels (i.e. limiting expansion of LNG
exports) gives headline indicators similar to the base case with lower gas exports balanced by lower
oil imports. Combining transport efficiencies with limited gas exports gives a number of synergies
with nearly three billion tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided, a small increase in the physical affluence
measure, a 12% increase in infrastructure stocks and a future fund at 2051 equal to 40% of GDP in
that year
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Figure 121. Headline indicators for the base case and core 90% compressed natural gas scenarios.
Values are as follows: Accum GDP: billion 2005$; Accum CO2: million tonnes; Physical affluence GJ embodied energy
per capita; Capital Stocks: embodied energy in PJ; Future Fund: billion $2005 at 2051. Scenario descriptors are as
follows +LE is limited gas exports, +TE is transport efficiencies, LE/TE combines limited export and transport
efficiencies.

The pragmatic option for CNG and LPG transport is that together they provide a national buffer to
peak oil out to 2035, by which time domestic gas stocks may be within a decade of depletion. This
allows the choice of engine technology and low-carbon fuel to be deferred to perhaps 2020. Then, a
rapid ramp up of the planting required for either bio-methanol or bio-ethanol can then begin, based
on the established maturity of processing technologies developed in the USA and Europe. National
commitments to meet the 2020 targets for greenhouse mitigation could be met from decarbonising
electricity generation with minor savings from agriculture and industrial processes.

Shale Oil
Shale oil’s physical status of ‘oil that didn’t quite make it’ determines its processing difficulty and its
eventual net yields. Notwithstanding its physical challenges, Australia’s shale resource is estimated
at around 2,000 billion barrels of oil equivalent with reasonable knowledge of its whereabouts and
processing intricacies. The USA continues to research its large resource in western states such as
Colorado, while countries such as Estonia, Jordan, China and Brazil extract shale oil or gasify shale
to drive gas turbines for electricity. Pilot processing in central Queensland was mothballed because
of commercial difficulties and environmental challenges centred on greenhouse emissions. While
shale oil may seem the oil of last resort, the analysis here highlights three important issues. The oil
recovery processes tested here have similar emissions life cycles to the Canadian tar sands, the
Venezuelan heavy bitumens and the coal-to-oil process which is undergoing significant
development in Australia, linked to the successful Sasol process in South Africa. The second issue
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is that several innovative processes are being trialled by Australian companies which could lift
yields and reduce environmental impacts. The third is that the Shell in-situ process, where
electrical heating liberates oil underground, integrates well with the ‘advanced conventional
electricity scenario’ developed elsewhere in this study. Shale oil is probably a rank outsider to
replace conventional oil in a greenhouse constrained world, but it could keep Australia moving for
many decades while large greenhouse reductions are extracted from other sectors of the economy.

Table 69. Headline indicators from the base case and a number of shale oil transition scenarios.

Scenario

Base case
90% shale oil
with retort
process
90% shale oil
with retort
process and
transport
efficiencies
90% shale oil
with in-situ
process
90% shale oil
with in-situ
process and
transport
efficiencies

Accumulated
GDP –
billion 2005
dollars

Accumulated
CO2 Emissions
– billion
tonnes

Total Capital
Stock of
Infrastructure
– embodied
PJ
24,672
27,114

Future Fund
at 2051 –
billion 2005
dollars

28.7
37.3

Personal
Consumption
Measure –
embodied
energy GJ
7,238
7,691

73,747
73,772

73,739

33.4

7,659

26,911

647

73,765

32.2

7,782

26,607

716

73,226

29.3

7,677

26,274

0

na
1,667

All shale oil transitions examined give GDP productivity equal to the base case, personal
consumption measures that are up to 7% greater and larger infrastructure stocks (Table 67, Figure
122). Importantly, all scenarios tested increase CO2 emissions by amounts of 0.5 to 8.6 billion
tonnes or 2–30% above the base case. Future funds from rebound control accumulate to 30–70% of
GDP in 2051.
A five billion tonne emissions difference exists between the two extraction processes tested, the
above-ground retort method and the below-ground approach driven by electrical heating. The retort
method is proven and in operational use while the below-ground method is under development. As
noted in the introduction, there is one technological window where advanced conventional electricity
(CCS + nuclear etc.) combines with the in-situ shale oil process to avoid 10 billion tonnes or 35% of
base case emissions. Transport efficiencies save up to three billion tonnes in each case.
The emissions legacy of shale oil extraction is by far the biggest hurdle to its development.
Pragmatically though, it is difficult to dismiss the dependence of the global economy on transport
services and the way in which world energy scenarios from institutions such as the International
Energy Agency appear to be almost decoupled from policies for global carbon mitigation. A
developed country such as Canada is a prime example having signed the Kyoto Protocol but
supporting rapid development, almost in abstract, of the large tar sands deposits in Alberta, the
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emissions from which if development proceeds unchecked, could cause Canada to over-reach its
emissions targets by a large margin.
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Figure 122. Headline indicators for the base case and core 90% shale oil scenarios. Values are as follows:
Accum GDP: billion 2005$; Accum CO2: million tonnes; Physical affluence GJ embodied energy per capita; Capital
Stocks: embodied energy in PJ; Future Fund: billion $2005 at 2051. Scenario descriptors are as follows +Shale R
refers to retort technologies, TE is transport efficiencies, Shale IS refers to in situ shale extraction process.

Overall Assessment
A simple ranking procedure on economic outcomes (Accumulated GDP + future fund) and CO2
emissions (net emissions of best technical alternative) shows that the thermochemical conversion
to either bio-methanol or bio-ethanol are difficult to separate and take equal first position, with
compressed natural gas third and shale oil last (Table 70). The simulated economic outcomes lie
within a 3% range and thus all equal the base case outcomes. While the aggregate economic
outcomes are equal, their components are different with the commonality that all are advantaged
by substituting for oil imports in the second half of the scenarios past 2030.
The bio-alcohol scenarios stimulate region economies broadly through the local production of
feedstock and regional processing. The gas scenario is first a balancing between avoiding oil
imports and losing gas exports and then added industrial activity from expansion of gas
infrastructure and nominal conversion of gas or bi-fuelled cars. The shale oil transition generally
has higher levels of personal consumption with extra mining activity for the retort process and extra
electricity infrastructure for the in-situ process. Obviously, each of the transitions is a regional
activity with the bio-alcohol transitions constantly wedded to yearly feedstock production while the
regional activity for the gas and shale oil transitions would decline markedly after the construction
and establishment phase.
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Many elements of each transition that are essential to a local licence to operate (e.g. an
environmental impact statement on water effluent and air emissions) are not examined here but
will be important. For example, the thermochemical process for bio-alcohols requires two litres of
water for each litre of fuel produced. Thus, the 4–5 PJ or 200 million litre a year production
envisaged as a ‘right sized’ local plant here would require 400 ML of process water each year, the
amount required for 40 hectares of market gardens and orchards or irrigated dairy pasture. These
are important issues at a local level and face the development of any mine or industrial complex,
such as a paper mill.
Given equal economic outcomes in aggregate, a transition’s choice will be judged on its
assuredness (the maturity of its production process) and its aggregate greenhouse emissions. Here
the bio-alcohol processes have the best greenhouse outcomes but the technical parameters in the
bio-ethanol case are more prospective than proven. Methanol production from fossil fuels is a
mature technology with bio-methanol now produced from glycerine, waste and biomass in a 320
million litre per year production facility in the Netherlands571. Five commercially scaled
lignocelluloses-to-ethanol plants are now in the final stages of construction in the USA, so both bioalcohol chains will be open to technical due diligence. The assumptions used for the
lignocelluloses-to-ethanol transition in this study give it economy-wide greenhouse mitigation of
about one billion tonnes or 3% of base case emissions, similar to the natural gas transition. While
the assumptions are open to challenge and the simulation of the fuel cycle could be improved, an
investor might favour the natural gas case because it is here, simple and proven. Additionally, the
lignocellulosic chain may need an additional ten million hectares of arable land for physical
feasibility. If these hectares are obtained from virgin land as opposed to existing cleared pasture
land, an additional legacy of land clearing emissions will be attributed to this production chain,
potentially decreasing its attractiveness for environmental certification and thus investment
funding.
Table 70. Ranking of the fuel transition on economic and emissions terms and listing of key advantages
and disadvantages that might help or hinder their implementation.

Fuel Source

Biomethanol
Thermochemical
transformati
on of wood
Bio-ethanol:

Ranking:
Best
Economic
Outcome
=1

Ranking:
Best
Emissions
Outcome
=1

=1

=1

–bio-ethanol is the biofuel
of
policy
choice
to
substitute for petrol
–large industry already in
place with established fuel
standards and flexifuel
engines

3

3

–large domestic gas stocks
relative to current yearly
usage

Thermochemical
transformati
on of wood

Compressed
natural gas

Two Key Advantages

Two Key Disadvantages

–most physically efficient
transformation process and
cleanest combustion
–substitutes for petrol,
diesel and reformulates to
hydrogen for fuel cells

–does not appear in policy
or industrial circles as an
oil substitution option
–currently
made
from
natural
gas
and
not
perceived as a potential
biofuel
–low energy profit ratios
even
with
second
generation lignocellulosic
processes
–negative perceptions from
the ‘food versus fuel’
debate and downstream
impacts in US corn belt
–political and industrial
intent that the national
interest is best served by a
rapid increase in LNG
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Shale oil

4

4

Shell in-situ
process

exports
–distribution
network –gas powered vehicles are
covering
most
urban captured by current LPG
surplus with limited CNG
consumers and industries
for buses and trucks
–large domestic shale oil –similarity in land impacts
stocks close to industrial and emissions lifecycle to
tar sands and coal-tohub of Gladstone, Qld
liquids processes
–research
effort
by –at best, shale oil will equal
petroleum majors to lessen emissions of traditional oil
and offer no mitigation
life cycle impacts
advantages

Technical Caveats for Each Fuel Transition
Finally, a selection of key technical issues is listed for each fuel transition as a link to the discussion
section of the chapter for each fuel chain assessment.
Bio-methanol (see page 177)
■ The thermochemical-wood production chain analysed here exists in two locations at a
commercial scale and the (nearly) equivalent coal-to-methanol chain has over a century of
intensive technical development.
■ The simulations here assume a net electricity input to methanol synthesis but integrated
‘energyplex’ designs should reduce this to near zero, improving the greenhouse and financial
productivity outcomes.
■ The fluent integration of biochar production with bi-methanol and bio-electricity has not been
developed at a commercial scale but the concept is under development by groups such as
Eprida572 in the USA and Europe.
■ Traditional petrol and diesel motors using methanol combustion will require special tuning
but domestic expertise is well developed in motor sport circles. Volumetrically, 1.4 litres of
methanol will give equivalent transport services to one litre of petrol or diesel in a correctly
tuned motor.
■ The toxicity issues of methanol are frequently overstated (i.e. all fuels are toxic) but will
require sealed delivery methods similar to LPG systems currently operating.

Bio-ethanol (see page 194)
■ The feedstock conversion efficiencies used here for second generation production chains have
taken theoretical potentials as contemporary fact. Documented evidence from the five second
generation plants under construction in the USA is not yet available.
■ Practical failure to meet conversion efficiencies assumed here will require larger feedstock
volumes and will increase the emissions legacy as it leads to increased land development.
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■ Conversion of vehicle fleet to E85 engines or bi-fuelled engines is not yet central to domestic
policy and will be required for an ethanol transition. However, the technology is well developed
in Brazil and some engine manufacture occurs in Australia.
■ A mix of bio-alcohols will probably ensure more fluent combustion outcomes in conventional
engines and public policy, and thus fuel standards, does not yet recognise this.

Compressed Natural Gas (see page 209)
■ The potential for coal seam methane to substantially augment domestic stocks of natural gas
is not included in the core scenarios simulated here but is included in the sensitivity analysis.
Generally in an aggregate sense, resource supply is not an issue until 2035 and beyond.
■ The transition may require distributed gas compression equipment located in homes and
businesses which may require augmentation of pipeline capacity to maintain supply to urban
areas.
■ The urban safety issues related to distributed compression facilities have not been assessed
but may be equivalent to that posed by home LPG bottles in bushfires, for example.
■ The different ownership structure of conventional oil and natural gas in Australia, and
potential loss of market by conventional oil will see technical issues used as marketprotection ploys requiring a strong technical and expert knowledge base, probably not of
competent size at the moment.

Shale Oil (see page 220)
■ Listed shale oil firms are developing a number of proprietary extraction technologies that, if
successful, could provide shale oil with an equivalent environmental impact to conventional
oil.
■ The Shell in-situ process, if successfully developed and powered by the ‘best conventional
electricity’ scenario of this study, could contribute to a transitional ‘medium carbon’ economy
providing interim transport fuel security, prior to a rapid transition to a ‘low carbon’ economy.
■ The technical case for above-ground retort technology will probably decline in favour of
below-ground processing. In mass balance terms however, the relatively low yield of oil per
tonne of original ore requires large tonnages to be mined yearly with substantial land and
water impacts in the mining region.
■ Not all oil shales are the same. Some types are more amenable to efficient processing than
others, suggesting that some regional projects may be more acceptable than others.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SAVING ENERGY
Abstract
Conventional wisdom asserts that significant ‘efficiency’ savings in energy and therefore
greenhouse emissions can be extracted from a modern economy without detriment to economic
productivity and personal lifestyle. This experiment tested a 10% and 20% improvement in the
energy efficiency for each unit of capital stock in one simulation, and later combined these with 25%
and 50% improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency to give integrated ‘medium’ and ‘high’ efficiency
scenarios. The efficiency gains for the capital stock stimulated large increases in economic growth,
energy use and therefore carbon dioxide emissions. This was due to an inter-sectoral ‘rebound
effect’ where savings due to improvements in energy efficiency stimulated increased activity across
the economy. When rebound was constrained by quarantining efficiency savings in a ‘future fund’,
so that accumulated GDP for the efficiency scenarios equalled that of the base case, then
accumulated greenhouse emissions were reduced by two to four billion tonnes for the 10% and 20%
scenarios respectively. When the capital stock and transport efficiency scenarios were combined
and rebound control applied, three and six billion tonnes of savings resulted for the ‘medium’ and
‘high’ efficiency scenarios respectively over the 45-year scenario period, or 75 to 150 million tonnes
per year. These simulations highlight one of the fatal flaws in public policy to date, i.e. that energy
efficiency should be the foundation of national energy and greenhouse policies. Public policy often
assumes ceteris paribus rules where innovations are introduced into a static situation, but this is
seldom so. The exact use of the ‘future fund’ that accumulates efficiency savings is still not clear.
Given its potential size in this experiment of more than ten times the current national
superannuation funds at 2051, it will re-stimulate economic growth and therefore greenhouse
emissions if allowed to recycle fluently back into the domestic economy. Alternatively it will possibly
increase emissions globally if invested in overseas development.

The Efficiency Issue
Efficiency improvements are seen by most resource players as a ‘no regrets’ way to reduce
pollution and waste, or the use of a primary resource such as energy and water. Efficiency accords
well with the neo-liberal approach where improvements in technology, labour productivity and
resource use can help maintain economic growth rates in the medium to long term. Few
commentators, however, see efficiency in the systemic sense of causing the problem to actually
rebound (page 59) and eventually cause more of the same, or other linked problems. Possibly, the
problem is more acute with energy because of its centrality to economic growth and most areas of
value-adding in a modern economy. Water and land have less pervasive effects throughout a
modern economy which is usually dominated by services.
Thus, in energy and greenhouse policy, efficiency improvements are seen as the first item for action
by government, business and non-government organisations. The expected gains are often around
a 10–20% reduction in physical energy use per household, commercial building, factory or physical
process. However, the 2005 Productivity Commission’s report The Private Cost Effectiveness of
Improving Energy Efficiency573 found that:

In many cases, the improvements are not as cost effective for individual producers and
consumers as they might seem, once all of the costs (including the opportunity cost of
using those funds elsewhere) are considered.
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The report detailed a number of market failures and behavioural barriers to improving energy
efficiency and noted the relatively small cost that energy contributes to total cost in any household
or commercial operation, e.g. 2.5%, 1.6%, 6.8% and 4.5% for household, commercial,
manufacturing and transport operations respectively. For households they reported possible
rebound effects of 10–50%, i.e. energy savings in one part of household expenditure would promote
energy expenditure in other parts, so that half of the original savings could be lost.
Nevertheless, many current energy studies assume that energy savings are retained in total and
will contribute over time to a systemic reduction in physical demand while energy services and
economic productivity are maintained. The 2006 US study A New Energy Future574 promoted a major
goal of ‘cutting home, business and industrial energy by 10% by 2025’. The 2006 WWF study A
Prosperous Low Carbon Future575 proposed energy savings of 10–50% for activities in different
sectors. The Business Roundtable on Climate Change’s report in March 2006, Deep Cuts in
Greenhouse Gas Emissions576, relied more on a carbon tax to shift consumers to lower carbon
content of goods and services. Nevertheless, the report promoted ‘judicious regulation’ in setting
energy efficiency standards and so reducing the total energy requirement. The recently released
report The Heat in On577, from the CSIRO Energy Futures Forum, developed scenarios where
electricity demand was reduced by 20% relative to the base case at 2050. The Price-WaterhouseCoopers September 2006 report, The World in 2050578, developed carbon-constraining scenarios
where vehicles double fuel efficiency and building efficiency was increased by 20%. An earlier
Australia Institute ‘deep cuts’ report579 in 2002, assumed energy efficiency savings of between 10
and 50% depending on the sector.
The UK Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change580 promotes energy efficiency as the
premier mechanism of achieving greenhouse targets as seen in the following quote:

The technical potential for efficiency improvements to reduce emissions and costs is
substantial. Over the past century, efficiency in energy supply improved ten-fold or more
in developed countries, and the possibilities for further gains are far from being
exhausted. Studies by the International Energy Agency show that, by 2050, energy
efficiency has the potential to be the biggest single source of emissions savings in the
energy sector. This would have both environmental and economic benefits: energyefficiency measures cut waste and often save money.
However, apart from a reference to ‘China’s goal of reducing the energy content by 20% per unit of
GDP’, the Stern Review gives few specific sectoral targets for energy efficiency although much of
the detail might not be included in the main report.
Thus, the rationale and outcome of energy efficiency improvements provides mixed messages
across a range of institutional reports, mostly dated in the year 2006. For analysts who acknowledge
energy rebound both within and between sectors, the case for energy efficiency is not clear because
of many conflicting and confounding issues. For those who propose national and global solutions to
the greenhouse challenge, the issue is clear: in order to reach the demanding greenhouse targets
required for global climate stability, we must all use less energy while maintaining desirable trends
for development, lifestyle and economic growth. A central issue seems to be the analytical
approach of the proponent. Many of the static book-keeping analyses cannot see efficiency
rebounds because they assume their changes are self-contained and isolated and thus do not
cause knock-on dynamics. Many econometric approaches can only test changes ‘on the margin’
and do not increase energy prices to levels which might change behaviour. Also it seems those
econometric linkages may not be dynamic enough to cause rebound effects or assume that welldesigned policy instruments and taxes negate them.
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Approach to Simulation and Testing
Given the range of energy efficiency goals summarised from the literature above, two avenues of
energy efficiency will be explored (Table 71). The first is that of the energy efficiency of the capital
stock (domestic, services, manufacturing, mining) where decreases of 10% and 20% of the 2006
values will be linearly implemented over the 15-year period from 2006 to 2021. The second is that of
the fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet (five classes of vehicle by four fuel types) where 25% and 50%
decreases will be implemented over the same period. The lower values (10% capital and 25%
vehicle) will be combined to give a ‘medium’ efficiency scenario while the higher values (20% capital
and 50% vehicle) will be combined to give a ‘high’ efficiency scenario.
Table 71. Description of key settings implemented for the energy efficiency scenarios.

Scenario
Setting
Efficiency of
energy use by
main capital
stocks

Efficiency of fuel
use by
passenger and
transport
vehicles
Combination of
capital stock
and transport
fuel efficiencies
Rebound
control strategy

Rationale and Detail
Two sub-scenarios were constructed where either a 10% or 20% decrease in
electricity and thermal fuels per unit of capital stock was implemented over the
15 years from 2006 to 2021. These were assumed to be ‘no regrets’ changes
where behavioural and management changes were integrated with normal
repairs and maintenance without the need for major infrastructure retrofitting.
All new capital stock takes on the improved energy ratings.
Two sub-scenarios were constructed where either a 25% or 50% decrease in
transport fuel per passenger kilometre or tonne kilometre were implemented
over the 15 years from 2006 to 2021. These were assumed to be ‘no regrets’
changes where behavioural and management changes were integrated with car
and truck fleet turnover. These data are not presented here but integrated in
the section below.
Two sub-scenarios were constructed where 10% capital stock and 25%
transport were combined for a medium-efficiency goal, and the 20% capital
stock and 50% transport fuel were combined for a high-efficiency goal.
Four rebound control approaches were required as follows: for 10% and 20%
capital stock efficiencies, $120 billion and $300 billion were taken respectively
from the year 2011. For the medium and high combined scenarios $110 billion
and $300 billion respectively were extracted.

We know that these scenarios will cause rebound and the key analytical question is ‘how’ to
manage that rebound. Since most innovations are today filtered through and assessed by economic
world views, it seems reasonable to assert that ‘rebound control should not affect national GDP
negatively’. Therefore the settings for additions to the future fund are determined iteratively so that
accumulated GDP over the 45-year scenario timeframe (2006–2051) should be similar to that for the
base case scenario (approximately $73,000 billion). An additional filter is that the ‘developed’ capital
stock (infrastructure, housing, factories, machines) at 2051 must be similar to the base case. This
allows us to assess the overall effect on total greenhouse emissions of efficiency improvements
that are neutral in national productivity and wealth terms.
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Effects of Long Term Efficiency Improvements
Scenario Results – Efficiency of Capital Stocks
Without control measures, the across-the-broad 20% improvement in the energy efficiency of the
capital stock stimulates a large rebound with GDP growth rates reaching 8% per annum in the
period after 2040 (Figure 123). The average growth rate is 5.2% versus 2.2% for the base case. The
10% efficiency improvement gives a more moderate and acceptable outcome reaching 4% for two
decades and an average of 3.6%. In a real economy, many issues would aggregate to limit a growth
escape of this manner. Obvious issues include availability of skills and labour (not fully accounted in
this model), overseas markets and currencies, rainfall and resource fluctuations, and politics.
Realistically though, China and India are achieving these growth rates on the back of a large and
cheap labour force, unabated global demand for cheap consumer goods and seemingly unlimited
energy and resource flows from countries such as Australia. However, the 20% scenario provides
an indication of the pervasive stimulation that an uncontrolled rebound could give.
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Figure 123. The percentage GDP growth rate for the base case and 10% and 20% efficiency
improvement without rebound control (left hand graph) and with rebound control (right hand graph).

Logically, the improved efficiency cases promote effects right through the economy with an
absolute yearly GDP that grows to $4,000 billion (10%) and $11,000 billion (20%) compared to $2,300
billion at 2051 for the base case (Figure 124) The net carbon dioxide emissions at 2051 have nearly
doubled for the 10% case and quadrupled for the 20% case (Figure 125). The systemic effects of
high growth rates that fuel consumption are shown in Figure 126 where per capita consumption
levels double and triple the base case by 2051. For the ‘developed’ capital stock (Figure 127) the
levels are again doubled for the 10% case and then quadrupled for the 20% case.
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Figure 124. The absolute GDP in 2005$ for the base case and 10% and 20% efficiency improvements
without rebound control (left hand graph) and with rebound control (right hand graph).

As well as the more financial and infrastructure issues of GDP and capital stock, the energy
requirements of such fast-growing economies must also increase (Figure 128) The electricity
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requirements of a 10% more efficient economy without rebound control double the base case and
are more than triple the base case for the 20% case. For transport energy the picture is similar
(Figure 67). At 2051 the base case requirement is around 3,000 PJ and this grows to 6,000 PJ for the
10% case and more than 9,000 PJ for the 20% case. It is difficult to imagine how such growth could
physically occur, especially in a time-poor and greenhouse-constrained world. Simply put, this is
the aim of the simulation: to show how the seemingly worthy ideal of energy efficiency, if followed
with uncompromising zeal to its logical conclusion, can have the completely opposite effect to
which is was intended.
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Figure 125. Simulations of the net carbon dioxide emissions in million tonnes per annum for the base
case and 10% and 20% efficiency improvements without rebound control (left hand graph) and with
rebound control (right hand graph).

The control case is now presented using the strategy described in Table 71 where the rebounding
savings are extracted and quarantined outside the domestic economy before they can re-stimulate
the endogenous growth mechanisms inside the economy. This mechanism is currently used to
manage large flows of ‘windfall’ petroleum receipts in Norway’s Pension Fund. Since the start of
the industrial revolution it has probably been one of the mechanisms whereby developed and
industrialised countries extended their influence in colonisation but also to gain access to raw
resources. In a seemingly strange twist of logic, Japan, China and many of the former ‘Asian Tigers’
have large holdings of financial bonds, most in the US economy. This tends to constrain per capita
consumption at home and maintain US consumption levels and therefore the demand for the
consumer goods they export to the US.
The control mechanism constrains most of the issues described above. The indicators of GDP
growth rate (Figure 123) GDP absolute (Figure 124), carbon dioxide emissions (Figure 125) personal
consumption (Figure 126), total capital stocks (Figure 127) electricity requirements and transport
energy (Figure 128) all now conform to the trajectory of the base case scenario. Because of the
dampening effects of rebound control, the expected influence of efficiency gains now becomes
apparent. For carbon dioxide, electricity and transport energy, the 10% and 20% cases have lower
or equal trajectories to the base case. There is no direct efficiency effect for transport (see later).
The effect seen here is because per capita consumption is constrained, and therefore the drivers for
personal and freight transport are lower. Because production has lower energy requirements, the
dip in GDP growth rate (due to oil and gas depletion) is delayed and smaller because gas use is
lower and gas depletion delayed.
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Figure 126. Simulations of the embodied energy content (GJ per capita per year) of discretionary
personal consumption for the base case and 10% and 20% efficiency improvements without rebound
control (left hand graph) and with rebound control (right hand graph).
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Figure 127. Simulations of the national stock of ‘developed’ infrastructure capital for the base case and
10% and 20% efficiency improvements without rebound control (left hand graph) and with rebound
control (right hand graph).

One focus of criticism for the rebound control is that per capita consumption values have lower
trajectories than the base case and that ‘we will all be worse off’. The ‘lower’ part is true but the
‘worse off’ has several nuances. The consumption indicator is a difficult one and gives mixed
messages as it is a physical measure of ‘the energy embodied in all consumption activities’ rather
than being the value of or enjoyment gleaned from consumption. There is little doubt that the
developed world will have to use less fossil energy in dealing with climate change. The graphs in
Figure 126 show that reductions now, may give increases for subsequent generations relative to the
base case. Also, by definition in this simulation, the energy intensity of GDP decreases by 10 or 20%
and so the monetary value of the consumption budget maintains a similar dollar value to the base
case.
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Figure 128. Total electricity requirement (left hand graph) and total transport energy (right hand
graph) for five scenarios as follows: the base case, and the 10% and 20% efficiency improvements,
without and with rebound control.
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A simpler or more conventional view of the efficiency scenarios is provided in Table 72 where
central indicators are accumulated or ‘stocked’ over the 45-year scenario period. For accumulated
carbon dioxide emissions, the effect of efficiency improvements alone are to increase emissions by
7 and 25 billion tonnes due to the rebounding effects described above. By contrast, controlling the
rebound decreases accumulated emissions by 2 and 4 billion tonnes for the same accumulated
GDP as the base case and with an added bonus of a $5,000 to $12,000 billion future fund sitting
outside the economy either as static reserves or possibly invested elsewhere in the global economy.
Levels of emissions in the rebounding economy would not be politically feasible today but the
simulations highlight two things. The first is the latent growth mechanisms that can be stimulated
by large increases in efficiency. The second is the failure of public and non-governmental
organisation policy designers to acknowledge such a fundamental flaw that will probably give
perverse outcomes opposite to the intended ones. Yet such issues crystallise quickly in the global
marketplace, as shown by the effect of the Stern Review on political perceptions of climate change
in Australia. Current governments promote energy efficiency and there is now a national Future
Fund581 that could accept rebound-control funds.
Table 72. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the ‘10%
efficiency’ and ‘20% efficiency’ scenarios, with and without rebound control.

Indicator

Average GDP growth rate – %
Accumulated stock of GDP –
billion 2005 dollars
Accumulated stock of net CO2
emissions – billion tonnes
Accumulated future fund –
billion 2005 dollars
Personal consumption stock
– GJ per capita
National capital stock at 2051
– embodied PJ
Accumulated oil use – PJ
Accumulated gas use – PJ
Accumulated coal use – PJ
Accumulated ‘managed’
water use – GL
Electricity production at 2051
– GWh
Total electricity
infrastructure – installed MW
at 2051

Base Case

2.23
73,894

10%
Efficiency
No
Rebound
Control
3.63
101,473

10%
Efficiency
plus
Rebound
Control
2.44
73,067

20%
Efficiency
No
Rebound
Control
5.2
173,417

20%
Efficiency
plus
Rebound
Control
2.68
73,410

28.74

35.90

26.69

53.53

24.94

0

0

5,113

1,111

12,748

7,251

9,470

6,465

14,355

5,682

24,680

38,774

26,141

85,072

26,701

148,719
148,724
146,000
1,611,000

227,643
159,782
165,000
1,788,000

163,553
111,709
132,000
1,556,000

376,806
243,055
213,000
2,217,000

161,269
98,898
122,000
1,503,000

683,000

1,102,000

665,000

2,457,000

644,000

112,000

175,000

108,000

390,000

103,000

The second criteria for acceptability of rebound control is also met since the national capital stocks
for the controlled scenarios are 1,000 to 2,000 units higher than the base case in 2051, having
tracked lower than the base case for most of the scenario period. The accumulated volumes of coal
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and gas use are lower than the base case, and the lower amount of carbon dioxide emissions is due
mostly to this. However, the volumes of oil used are more than 12,000 PJ higher than the base case
because oil requirements accelerate in the last decade of the controlled scenarios due to rates of
GDP growth higher than the base case.
In a summary sense, a somewhat artificial scenario (perhaps typical of public policy today) in which
energy efficiencies of 10–20% are infused across all capital stocks in a 15-year period, increased
energy use and carbon dioxide emissions by large amounts. When the pervasive economy wide
effects of these savings were controlled to give the same GDP outcomes as the base case, then two
to four billion tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions were saved over the 45-year scenario period (or
45 to 90 million tonnes per annum). The obvious criticism of this result is the ceteris paribus (all
other things being equal) one since the economy is held isolated from the year-to-year fluctuations
in trade, climate and politics that could negate the ‘purity’ of the analytical outcome. Conversely, we
would argue that public policy focusing on energy efficiencies without rebound control, are doomed
to failure since they stimulate the very thing they aim to control: energy use and its derived
emissions.

Scenario Results – Combined Capital Stock and Transport Scenarios
When the capital stock scenarios are combined with 25% and 50% improvements in transport
efficiencies (per passenger kilometre and per tonne kilometre) under the same rule of a neutral
outcome for GDP, there is a further reduction in greenhouse emissions when rebound is controlled
(Table 73).The ‘medium’ and ‘high’ efficiency scenarios stimulate 4–15 billion tonnes of additional
carbon dioxide emissions compared to the base case. With rebound control and the same
accumulated GDP as the base case, the accumulated carbon dioxide emissions are reduced by
three to six billion tonnes in total, or 45–90 million tonnes per year. The average GDP growth rate is
raised slightly and the future fund has accumulated $5,000 to $13,000 billion by 2051, or five to
thirteen times the current stock of superannuation funds in Australia.

Table 73. A comparison of key indicators over the 45-year scenario period (2006–2051) for the
‘medium’ and ‘high’ efficiency combined scenarios, with and without rebound control.

Indicator

Average GDP growth
rate – %
Accumulated stock of
GDP – billion 2005
dollars
Accumulated stock of
net CO2 emissions –
billion tonnes
Accumulated future
fund – billion 2005
dollars
Personal consumption

Base Case

10%
Efficiency
and 25%
Transport
No Control

20%
Efficiency
and 50%
Transport
No Control

3.58

10%
Efficiency
and 25%
Transport
With
Control
2.49

5.12

20%
Efficiency
and 50%
Transport
With
Control
2.80

2.23
73,894

98,788

73,482

162,867

73,418

28.74

33.12

25.46

43.54

22.17

0

0

4,613

2,223

13,139

7,251

9,196

6,529

13,816

5,634
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stock – GJ per capita
National capital stock
at 2051 – embodied PJ

24,680

37,693

26,526

78,742

26,949

One would expect that a ‘doubly’ efficient economy with improvements in both capital stocks and
transport would give a doubly superior result to the ‘singly’ efficient economy. Part of the answer
lies in the formulation of the GDP indicator which traditionally measures ‘churn’ in the economy, or
more correctly ‘value-adding’. As there is less churn due to lower amounts of activity throughout a
wide array of energy sourcing and processing chains, then many performance measures will be
muted. Of the many solutions to this quandary, two are foremost. The first is to reformulate GDP so
that it values physical churn less, and introduces measures for social advancement and
environment savings. Measures such as the GPI or Genuine Progress Indicator582 have been
advanced, but to date have had little acceptance by the bureaucracies in developed countries. The
second is to alter modelling assumptions to further benefit the services sector in the economy on
the basis that increasing ‘energy services’ per unit of energy used (a tertiary activity), rather than
‘raw energy’ (a primary and secondary activity), will become a central focus for an energy efficient
economy. Perhaps the focus on GDP and growth, as the only ‘real’ measures of national progress
that are acceptable today may not always be so. However, arguing for Herman Daly’s583 ‘steady
state’ economy in today’s political settings is a sure route to policy oblivion, but it may re-emerge in
20 years time if then, the global economy is making sure progress on the challenge of greenhouse
and climate change. One of the more successful ‘alternative’ scenarios presented later in this study
has a GDP growth rate of less than 1% per annum suggesting that lower national expectations
might contribute partly to the solution.

Discussion and Linkage to Other Scenarios
The non-intuitive outcomes that improvements in energy efficiency produce in this modelled
economy suggest that something must be in error . This is especially so at the extreme edge where
both the ‘high’ and ‘E20%’ scenarios stimulate large CO2 and GDP responses that any well buffered
and managed economy would simply never allow. Perhaps it is useful simply in showing the latent
potential that exists within efficiency improvements implemented without constraints. There is little
doubt that inter-sectoral or whole-economy rebound is a real issue which is perhaps too complex
for simple ‘one focus’ policies to comprehend or embrace (see earlier discussion on rebound
starting on page 59). Also, to challenge efficiency would be politically naïve in economic and
ideological settings which talk about little else, and also in science and engineering settings where
legions of technologists build careers around ‘getting more from less’. The less extreme ‘medium’
and ‘E10%’ scenarios and their rebound-controlled counterparts are perhaps more believable and
could complement other scenarios.
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Figure 129. A three dimensional representation of the efficiency experiments showing accumulated
CO2 emissions in billion tonnes (x axis), accumulated GDP in billion 2005$ (y axis) and the future fund
in billion 2005$ (z axis). Simulations as follows: without rebound control (base, E10% E20%, Med, High); with
rebound control (10%R, 20%R, MedR and HighR).

However, the contemporary literature in energy economics and related disciplines has similar
findings to this study. A recent Swedish econometric study584 showed that a 20% efficiency increase
in household energy use for home heating and transport would actually increase CO2 emissions by
5% overall. To restrain CO2 emissions at the pre-improvement level would require CO2 taxes to be
increased by 130%. The mechanism responsible is a ‘price’ effect where the savings from lower
energy use stimulate 5% increases in more heating, more transport and more recreation. In the
authors’ discussion, they note that technologically driven progress of this nature must be fully
integrated with highly specific policy responses focused on containing consumer demands before
they occur. It should be noted that the very large CO2 increases in this study (see Figure 129) are
due to simultaneous efficiency improvements across all sectors, whereas the Swedish study looked
only at the household sector.
The complexity of the relationships between energy use and indices of development (see page 15)
further clouds the cause for energy conservation. Two current papers used advanced ‘causality’
statistics to examine GDP-energy relationships for the G7585 and G11586 group of countries to
separate countries where GDP could be adversely affected by energy conservation. The countries of
Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland show a ‘uni-directional causality running from
energy consumption to GDP suggesting that energy serves as an engine of economic growth’.
Cutting energy use in these countries may harm economic growth. The USA has a ‘bi-directional
causality…….where economic activity and energy consumption mutually influence each other’,
perhaps similar to the Australian economy modelled in this study. In this bidirectional case, policies
to curb energy use must be integrated in parallel with policies to curb personal consumption. The
third group of France, Italy and Japan had uni-directional causality running from GDP to energy use
where income drives energy use suggesting that ‘energy conservation may be feasible without
compromising economic growth’. A final group of the United Kingdom, Germany and Sweden had a
neutral outcome suggesting their economic growth was effectively decoupled from energy use. This
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suggested that these countries could reduce carbon dioxide emissions more rapidly, and suffer
little economic penalty.
No matter how complex the statistical treatments, these types of aggregate tests do not formally
engage with the structure of the economy or the composition and volume of trade. The United
Kingdom’s GDP, for example, gains from financial services and tourism, has little industry and
imports a significant proportion of its food from abroad. Thus, much of its energy use is abroad and
its domestic energy intensity aided by a high service sector content. The challenge remains to not
necessarily decrease energy use but to rapidly decarbonise it. To achieve the 60–90% per developed
country reduction in CO2 emissions that the global atmosphere might require, the pace of
decreasing the energy intensity and carbon content of economic growth must be two to three times
greater587 than the rates of change over the last 40 years. Furthermore, these change rates must be
maintained for the next 50 years.
The recent literature attests that the cause for energy conservation is not clear from a theoretical
or practical point of view. There is sufficient evidence in recent literature to support the approach in
this study that decarbonisation is the task for action rather than energy conservation. Furthermore,
a recent Austrian588 paper concluded that ‘the wide dimension of sustainability cannot be properly
captured in simulations based on economic modelling procedures’. The same should be said for the
physical modelling procedures used in this study. Adequate numeracy and analysis now awaits new
frameworks which incorporate full treatments of economics, physical realities and social
requirements.
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PART THREE – THE MEANING AND CONCLUSIONS
Contemporary Policy Settings
This study’s key results are frequently at odds with more comprehensive national analyses such as
the Federal Government’s Green and White Papers, the Garnaut Review and a wide number of
industry and NGO reports. Differences are due first to differences in worldview (growth at all costs),
assumptions derived from that worldview (substitutions are always possible, resources don’t
deplete) and the computation frameworks used (i.e. economic models versus biophysicaleconomics models). Some of these differences are noted below with reference to the Garnaut
Review589 and the Department of Treasury’s modelling assumptions590 that underpin the ‘Carbon
Pollution Reduction Scheme’.
■ Rising expectation on a per capita basis is assumed for all analyses. For example, the Garnaut
Review (p569) expects that real incomes will grow by +66% in the base case, by +57% in the
550 ppm scenario and by +55% in the 450 ppm scenario. This ignores the already high physical
dimensions (i.e. embodied water, ecological footprint, waste) that are linearly related to
income/consumption levels in Australia. Dealing specifically with greenhouse mitigation will
not provide solutions to these other issues unless policy prescriptions are fully integrated and
this is modelled concurrently within the same modelling framework.
■ Human population is assumed to grow through 34 million in 2050 to 47 million in 2100. This
ignores a wide range of greenhouse emissions central to the material reality of settling of
people (houses, roads, community centres, furnishings etc.) that have low mitigation
prospects in a physical sense, especially given assumption of rising per capita real incomes
and an economy driven by shopping, i.e. physical goods with physical lifecycles. The CSIRO
Future Dilemmas report found that the highest population scenario (equal to Treasury
assumptions) had a wide range of potential physical barriers that grew with population
number when physical processes saturated, i.e. a physical processing limit was reached.
■ Continual efficiency gains are widespread throughout the Treasury and Garnaut modelling but
the rebound effect is never mentioned. It is possible that pricing mechanisms in the emissions
trading scheme will contain rebound but this is not physically compatible with compensation
payments to trade exposed industries and low income households; the point being that those
payments then recycle into the real economy and can have additional physical impacts. The
phrase “continuation of the long-term trends towards service commodities and away from
basic commodities” in the Treasury assumptions ignores that a full-production-chain view of a
service shows substantial physical impacts, the more so when an increasing percentage of a
increasing income is directed towards it. Life cycle analyses of personal consumption
activities show that the richest households in Australia have at least twice the volumetric
amounts of energy, greenhouse emissions and water and footprint of the poorest households
in spite of a larger proportion of services in their consumption.
■ While domestic oil and gas depletion are assumed in one modelling framework, the
international models within it assume no global constraints. This allows imports to always
occur fluently, a courageous assumption in the medium to long term. Gas, for example,
gradually reaches a long-term price of $6–8 per gigajoule, ignoring the effect of increasing
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export volumes on availability. While modelling approaches to oil and gas depletion ‘require
use of more primary factors (capital and labour) per unit of resource’, they do not factor in
additional energy inputs per unit of delivered fuel (the energy profit ratio-EPR, or energy
return on investment-EROI) which eventually reaches parity where energy inputs equal energy
outputs. Oil and gas extraction at this stage becomes physically and financially unviable,
although it may still proceed for strategic reasons.
■ Carbon sequestration and storage technologies are modelled reasonably with viability and
introduction depending on a carbon price. The percentage capture is always high, with the
Treasury base assumption being 85–90%. The Garnaut ‘enhanced technology scenario’
assumes a 99% capture with near-zero emissions. While reasonable optimism should never
be blunted, the higher end of these assumptions is excessively optimistic in physical process
terms.
■ The potential for bio-sequestration from forest and land, particularly on managed Australian
landscapes, seem optimistic (Garnaut p549) given the international literature. However, land
management and the incorporation of biochar in agricultural soils do have potential, but need
to be monitored and certified on a regular base with the same precision applied to future CCS
technology.
■

The key issue here is that biosequestration and other silver bullet technologies (e.g. Garnaut’s
backstop technology p567) are promoted as a ‘get out of jail free’ cards, allowing Australia’s
carbon-intensive metabolism to proceed almost unchanged through rising affluence and
growing population levels. For the reasons discussed here above, a biophysical-economics
view is that while the combinations suggested might be politically and financially feasible, they
almost certainly lack physically reality.

Four Key Conclusions
Avoiding Peak Oil with Biofuels
Peak oil, and its solution through regional biofuel production, was the original motivation for this
study. The feasibility of this solution is confirmed with bio-methanol or bio-ethanol as nearly equal
candidates. The thermochemical route to fuel synthesis is superior and integrates well with bioelectricity generation on the same sites. Both greenhouse mitigation and land sustainability issues
dictate that plantation wood and municipal waste be the dominant feedstocks. By 2050, a growing
economy may require up to 1,000 regional plants producing fuel, electricity, biochar and green
chemicals. First and second generation production of bio-ethanol using crop and lignocellulose
feedstocks generally has low energy profits and will require major expansions of arable land to
meet the 90% oil replacement by 2030 goal used in this study. The potential of battery electric
vehicles for urban transportation is confirmed in this study and could replace 40–50% of fuel
requirements by using less than 20% of national electricity production.
Requirements for a Fossil-based Future
The advanced conventional electricity transition developed here showed a surprising capacity to
mitigate carbon emissions, but only for a very specific technical window, without which it might do
slightly better than the status quo. Because of the parasitic energy loading required to run carbon
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sequestration and storage technology, it synergises change when applied to the highest efficiency
generators, specifically combined cycle gas turbines and carbonate fuels cells in this study.
Applying CCS to the slightly better than average coal-based plants now in service works up to a
point, but will not provide the pre-conditions to mitigating 60–80% of CO2 emissions likely to be
required by our global obligations in 2050.
Hidden Returns in a Renewable-electricity Economy
A renewable electricity transition has the capacity to refurbish much of Australia’s domestic
manufacturing base, provided that the fabrication happens within the domestic economy. This issue
escapes most commentators within the current debate which focuses on potential losses in ‘black
resource’ jobs versus gains in ‘green collar’ jobs. The essential nature of renewable electricity is
that it is more inefficient or diffuse compared to energy-dense fossil fuels, and thus requires more
infrastructure and capital to meet the requirements of a growing economy. The structure of
infrastructure stocks will reconfigure to accommodate a much larger utilities sector, most of it due
to renewable electricity generators. Management structures will evolve so that regions, suburbs
and superannuation funds own part of their own capital base, thus being rewarded by capital
appreciation and profits while paying higher prices for the energy services they demand.
The Base Case
The whole-economy benchmark or base case, against which energy innovations are judged,
embodies some sleeping issues, generally absent from today’s policy radars. As expected, domestic
oil is mostly depleted by the mid-2020s, but domestic gas reaches a similar point by the mid-2040s
due to rapidly expanding gas exports. Potentially, this leaves domestic, commercial and industrial
users reliant on imports at a time when global supplies might also be facing constraints. A rush to
gas electricity or compressed gas vehicles compounds this over-reliance on the one high-quality
and medium-carbon fuel we possess.
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PART FOUR – CAVEATS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Caveats
Five important caveats need to be applied to this report as follows:
Embodied Energy Modelling Approach
While the embodied energy concept is well accepted by the physical and scientific disciplines, it has
not become a meaningful metric or even a useful metaphor in Australia’s national policy circles. It
is well entrenched in building design and analysis, life cycle analysis, energy payback time for wind
turbines or photovoltaic panels and so on. Its fusion with dynamic input-output modelling has been
well established since the early 1970s and the first oil shock, and was widely applied in energy
modelling and sustainability circles in Europe in the 1990s and early 2000s. In addition to the
OzEcco model used here, whole-economy embodied energy models are actively used in Irish,
German and UK sustainability and engineering circles
What is a Model?
Modelling frameworks and their use in policy design, give mixed messages depending on the
worldview of the perceiver. It is always safer to subsume a part of a complex problem set, and
derive exact solutions for that safe but minor part. To the critic then, the model becomes an
unfathomable black box disgorging answers that are generally unhelpful, and certainly don’t accord
with current practice and what a voting public might require. To the modelling adherent, models are
an attempt to describe complex sets of interactions that occur in a real economy. If designed and
calibrated using robust principles, they allow innovations in design and management to be forced
through a physical economy to see what size and type of shock it takes to produce real change. The
usual answer is ‘a lot’ and this is sometimes difficult to comprehend. The approach used in this
study is based on a competent modelling framework that replicates well the physical metabolism of
the Australian economy. That said, any results produced are done so sceptically and are then
compared and contrasted to similar analyses published in the peer reviewed literature.
Scale and Discrimination
The OzEcco model used here describes and simulates Australia as a 30–40 sector economy while
most input-output tables used for lifecycle and econometric analysis have 100–300 sectors. Thus,
many of OzEcco’s sectors are aggregate ones described because of their centrality to energy
processing or energy end use. Modelling then becomes a balance between discrimination or depth,
and fluency and ease of use. An extremely detailed model can baffle its user with complexity while
too simple a model gives results that are not meaningful. Somehow a balance needs to be found.
When more discrimination is required, for example in this study, it is always possible to dissect a
current sector into more meaningful parts, or describe a new sector that does not yet exist, e.g.
battery electric vehicles (see below).
Contemporary Data
Most checks on model function reveal that it mimics reasonably well the aggregate function of the
Australian economy. The analyst is always torn between the immediacy of headlines (a drought,
immigration rates, an economic recession, a new oil find, the potential of geothermal or tidal
energy etc.) and the effect it will have on the accumulated outcomes of large structural changes
over a 45 year scenario lifetime. Many important drivers in the model are set from an historical 25258

year calibration period and are not re-assessed each year. Therefore, some underlying issues that
affect the energy metabolism of the economy may not concur with recent developments. However,
the physical economy is a slow-moving entity and difficult to deflect off a course essentially set by
the lifetime and turnover of its large capital stocks. What seems like a substantial change to a
newspaper columnist or a political advisor most probably promises not much change at all.
Further Modelling Development
Intensive use of modelling frameworks, like OzEcco, inevitably reveal requirements for
improvement – some of which are necessary but many are probably marginal. Many hybrid
economy-environmental models now exist, many of them set within global trading regimes and
therefore giving a more comprehensive overview. What is unclear for many of them is the extent to
which thermodynamic and mass balance limits are able to limit, in a modelling sense, economic
outcomes. Given the investment worldwide in such modelling, further development of OzEcco may
not be warranted. However, a counter trend is that many industrial innovations and fuel cycles are
assessed in a static life cycle analysis without reference to a complex dynamic economic system.
Mostly it is assumed that the best or least impacting life cycle will achieve a full impact if rolled out
in an economy. Most chapters in this study show this to be a false hope.

Further Research
There are a further eight modules of research required before this report can give balanced and
robust options for policy, industry and householders to ensure appropriate and secure energy
services in a carbon-constrained world. These are as follows:
A ‘Conventional Wisdom’ Approach to Energy Security and Greenhouse Solutions
This integrated scenario will combine the advanced fossil-based electricity cycle with the
compressed natural gas transport cycle; with a goal of reducing accumulated CO2 emissions to 20%
of the base case (i.e. an 80% reduction of 28.7 billion tonnes to 5.7 billion tonnes) out to 2051.
A ‘Renewable Energy’ Approach to Energy Security and Greenhouse Solutions
This integrated scenario will combine the renewable-electricity study with the bio-methanol fuel
cycle; with a goal of reducing accumulated CO2 emissions to 20% of the base case (i.e. an 80%
reduction of 28.7 billion tonnes to 5.7 billion tonnes) out to 2051.
A ‘Low Growth Economy’ Approach to Energy Security and Greenhouse Solutions
The sustainability literature includes many publications on ‘steady state economies’ with low or
zero rates of economic growth, the key factor being a stabilisation of resource requirements so
technical innovation can outpace economic growth. Partial explorations of low-growth economies
so far in this study (see the bio-methanol chapter) have highlighted the large reduction possible in
the size of the mitigation task. The challenges in designing this transition are two. The first is a
competent design which allows most sectors to stabilise at a level of competency suggesting an
‘easy future’ rather than a return ‘to the cave’. The second is to review the personal consumption
literature to help define and design the attractiveness of future lifestyles with lower physical
impacts. This would probably be based on the renewable energy approach.
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Battery Electric Vehicles
The chapters analysing the bio-ethanol and compressed natural gas transitions included, by way of
review and reference, the potential of battery electric vehicles (BEVs), particularly for urban
commuter transport. Initial calculations suggest that up to 50% of the petrol-fuelled transport task
could be substituted by BEVs leaving the diesel component for heavy vehicle applications. This
might require up to 20% of national electricity production potentially available from savings in
domestic dwellings and commercial buildings (notwithstanding the rebound effect, see below). The
literature suggests that the emissions from petrol displacement might be absolute and not require
extra electricity generation. Charging BEVs at night would allow traditional power plants to run at
full efficiency on the 24-hour cycle. This transition needs to be formalised within the modelling
framework and a full set of simulations run to complement the fuel substitution transitions now in
the report proper.
Bio-energy with Carbon Storage (BECS)
There is potential to change the status of biofuels from being carbon-neutral to being carbonnegative591 by capturing process emissions during manufacture and using carbon capture
(sequestration) and storage (CCS) technologies similar to those being developed for coal-fired
electricity plants. The CO2 emissions come from the exhaust stacks of bio-electricity plants and that
component not captured in the final fuel product and voided in the gasification phase of the
thermochemical process, or the fermentation phase of the biochemical process. Pipelines already
link large first generation ethanol plans in the USA where CO2 is used in ‘enhanced oil recovery’
management of nearby oilfields. This will require mass balance studies of each major biofuel
process and linkage of biofuel and CCS simulation in the modelling framework.
Industrial Biochar Production
The current political and agricultural enthusiasm for biochar as a central solution for permanent
carbon storage needs to be tempered by two physical realities. The first is the permanence of the
storage on a scale of centuries to millennia and the second is the capacity to develop sufficient
industrialisation of the concept to enable it to be a region reality. The bio-ethanol chapter here
reports that 10% of the total wood weight going to gasification in the thermochemical product cycles
would become a biochar by-product, leading to the possibility 1–3 billion tonnes avoidance of CO2
emissions against a 28.7 billion tonne base case (i.e. 3–10%). Recent literature suggests that
biochar can be used as a sequestration technology ‘on the margin’ but that it will not resolve the
carbon emissions challenges of developed countries592. The bio-methanol and bio-ethanol chapters
here provide an ideal background to quantify the biochar reality.
Managing the Rebound Effect
The concept of managing the rebound effect (in this study by transfers to a future fund to give a
GDP-neutral outcome) receives a robust treatment in the scientific literature but is seldom
acknowledged by national policy makers and environmental NGOs who use energy efficiency as the
first stepping stone in carbon mitigation policies. Many focused analyses here show that over the
longer term most efficiency savings stimulate economic growth and potential mitigation efforts are
lost. Furthermore, globalisation and trade allows developed countries to outsource or leak their
emissions to overseas manufacturing hubs, such as China. Many physically-based studies now
point to the incompatibility of energy efficiency policies, economic growth and globalisation. If these
initial pointers are real, there should be considerable policy and societal disquiet. Thus, the
‘efficiency and rebound’ conundrum requires more scholarly review and further modelling here
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while acknowledging that this modelling framework will not give enough real complexity to reveal
acceptable solutions.
Sensitivity to Key Changes in High-level Parameters
Once the integrated scenarios above have been fully developed, their resilience to major change, in
more global parameters, needs to be tested. These parameters would include the following:
■ Human population growth
■ Changes in exports such as coal, gas, plant and animal agriculture
■ International financial flows into and out of the domestic economy
■ International indebtedness and interest rates
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ABBREVIATIONS
ABARE
AGO
APPEA
ASFF
BEV
CCS
CGE
CNG
COAG
CRC
CSIRO
DIMIA
DME
EPR
EROI
ESAA
ET
EU
Gb
GDP
GJ
GL
GWh
IFIAS
IGCC
LNG
LPG
LPMEOH
LTPA
kWh
MEA
MJ
mta
MW
NREL
NSW
PJ
PV
Qld
R&D
SD
Vic
WA

Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics
Australian Greenhouse Office
Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
Australian Stocks and Flows Framework
Battery-electric-vehicles
Carbon Capture and Storage
Computable Generalised Equilibrium
Compressed Natural Gas
Council of Australian Governments
Cooperative Research Centre
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs
Dimethylether
Energy Profit Ratio
Energy Return On Investment
Electricity Supply Association of Australia
Evapotranspiration
European Union
Gigabarrel, 109 barrels
Gross Domestic Product
Gigajoule, 109 joules
Gigalitre, 109 litres
Gigawatt hours
International Federation of Institutes of Advanced Studies
Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle
Liquefied Natural Gas
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Liquid Phase Methanol
Long-Term Policy Analysis
Kilowatt hour
Monoethanolamine
Megajoule, 106 joules
million tonnes per annum
Megawatt
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
New South Wales
Petajoule, 1015 joules
Photovoltaic
Queensland
Research and Development
Statistical Division
Victoria
Western Australia
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